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To JOHN J. BAGLEY, Governor of Micliigan:

Sir :—In compliance witli the laws of this State, I present to you the accom-

panying Eeport for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1875.

Very respectfully,

HENRY B. BAKER,
Secretary of the State Board of Health.
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REPORT.

This, the Third Annual Eeporfc of the Secretary of this Board, is for the fiscal

year ending September 30, 1875. In this volume are published eleven special

papers, nine of them prepared by members of this Board, and all of them con-

cerning subjects closely related to the public health. The value of these

gratuitous contributions can be best learned by a thorough study of the arti-

cles themselves ; but their influence for the advancement of public health in

Michigan cannot as yet be fairly appreciated; it will continue on through,

future years. In this Report, these special papers occupy pages 1 to 160,

inclusive. They are published under the same resolution, mentioned in

previous Eeports, and which is again reprinted, being the most definite way of

stating the exact conditions. It is as follows:

" Resolved, That no papers shall be published in the Annual Report of this

Board except such as are ordered or approved for purposes of such publication

by a majority of the members of the Board; and that any such paper shall be
published over the signature of the writer, Avho is entitled to the credit of its

production, as well as responsible for the statements of facts and opinions

expressed therein."

MEMBEES OF THIS STATE BOAED OF HEALTH.

At the close of the fiscal year, the names and postoffice addresses of the

members of this Board are as follows

:

HoMEE 0. Hitchcock, M. D., President, . . Kalamazoo.
RoBEET C. Kedzib, M. D,, Agr'l College, Lansing.

Rev. Chaeles H. Beigham, Ann Arbor.
HE?fET F. Ltstee, M. D., . . . . . . Detroit.

Rev. John- S. Goodman, . . . . . East Saginaw.
Aethue Hazlev«"ood, M. D., Grand Rapids.

Heket B. Bakee, M. D., Secretary of the Board, and
Supt. of Vital Statistics^ Office at Lansing.

staitding committees.

In organizing for work, the Board appointed committees on some of the

important subjects relating to the public health. Each committee consisted

of a Chairman and the President and Secretary of the Board. At the meeting
of the Board in April, 1875, the by-laws were so amended that the standing
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committees now consist of only one member. An exception to this rule was

made for committee 'No. 12, on Public Health Legislation. The numbers, sub-

jects, and names of members of these regular committees are now as follows :

1. Epidemic, Endemic, and Contagious Diseases—Arthur Hazlewood, M. D.

2. Sewerage and Drainage—Henry F. Lyster, M. D.

3. Eood, Drinks, and Water Supply—Arthur Hazlewood, M. D.

4. Buildings, public and private, including Ventilation, Heating, etc.

—

Eobert C. Kedzie, M. D.

5. Climate, general and by season of year, and as related to age of inhab-

itants—Henry F. Lyster, M. D.

6. Disposal of Excreta and Decomposing Organic Matter—Homer 0. Hitch-

cock, M. D.

7. Poisons, Explosives, Chemicals, Accidents, and Special Sources of Danger

to Life and Health—Eobert C. Kedzie, M. D.

8. Occupations and Eecreations—Eev. Charles H. Brigham.

9. Education,—The relation of Schools to Health, the kind and methods

of Instruction in use, and methods to be proposed—Eev. John S.

Goodman.
10. G-eology and Topography; Influence on Health, of Forest Trees and

their removal. Shade Trees near Dwellings, etc.—Eev. Charles H.
Brigham.

11. The Death-Eate as influenced by Age, Climate, and Social Condition

—

Henry B. Baker, M. D.

12. Legislation in the interests of Public Health—Homer 0. Hitchcock,

M. D., Henry B. Baker, M. D., and Eobert C. Kedzie, M. D.

13. Finances—Eev. John S. Goodman.

WORK OF THE BOARD.

Aside from the individual labors of each member of this Board in investiga-

tion, research, and the preparation of papers relating to public health, some of

which appear in this Eeport, the Board, as a body, has performed a large amount

of work during the year which should receive some mention in this Annual
Eeport. In order to exhibit a continuous outline of this work, and to indicate

some of the subjects discussed at the meetings, abstracts of the proceedings of

the Board at the regular meetings are published as follows

:

ABSTEACT OF THE PROCEEDINGS AT THE MEETINGS OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
DURING THE YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 1S75.

Begular Quarterly Meeting, October 13, 1874-

The Board met in the ofiice of the Secretary of State, and was called to order

at nine o'clock A. M.
The following members were present : Homer 0. Hitchcock, M. D., Presi-

dent; E. C. Kedzie, M. D., Eev. C. H. Brigham, Eev. J. S.Goodman, and Henry
B. Baker, M. D., Secretary.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

H. 0. Hitchcock, M. D., Chairman of Committee on Disposal of Excreta and

Decomposing Organic Matter, reported a paper in process of preparation.

E. C. Kedzie, M. D., Chairman of Committee on Poisons, etc., reported that

books of specimens of poisonous papers had been prepared for distribution j

and that the text accompanying the books had been reprinted in the form of an
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eight-page pamphlet, of which five hundred had been printed for more liberal

distribution than could be made of the book of specimens.

E. 0. Kedzie. M. D., as Chairman of Committee on Accidents, etc., reported

the outline of a paper on resuscitation of the drowned and suffocated. The
report was accepted and Dr. Kedzie authorized to finish the j)aper for publica-

tion in the Annual Report of the Board. (Published in Report for 1874.) Prof.

Kedzie also reported a plan for an illustrated bulletin of directions for the

resuscitation of the drowned and suffocated. The document was read, accepted,

and with certain amendments which Dr. Kedzie was authorized to make, 3,000

copies ordered printed, and 10,000 copies were ordered printed in the form of a

small four-page pamphlet. Prof. Kedzie also reported the outline of a paper
upon the subject of wells and water supply. On motion he was authorized to

make investigations in the matter, as to the influence of grave yards, curbing,

introduction of animals, etc., and to incur expenses not to exceed fifty dollars.

Rev. J. S. Goodman, Chairman of Committee on Relations of Schools to

Health, read a report on that subject.

The Board adjourned till half past one P. M.
At the afternoon session the same members were present as in the morning,

and also Dr. H. F. Lyster.

The i^aper read by Rev. J. S. Goodman was accepted for publication in the"

Annual Report. (See Report of this Board for 1874.)

The Committee on Legislation was authorized to memorialize the Governor
and Legislature in relation to the subject of accountability of railroad employes
for such neglect of duty as endangers the life or safety of persons.

The Secretary, for the Committee on Finance, reported the amount of the

expenditures to date. It appeared that for the year 1873 the appropriation

amounted to $1,666.66, and the expenditures during the same time were
$1,394.51, leaving a balance of $272.15 unexpended, and therefore remaining
in the general fund of the State.

Dr. H. F. Lyster, as Chairman of Committee on Drainage, read a continuation

of his paper entitled " Draining for Health." The paper was accepted for pub-
lication in the Annual Report. (See Report of this Board for 1874.)

Dr. H. B. Baker, as special committee on •'' Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis,"

reported progress in preparing a continuation of his report upon that subject.

On motion the report was accepted for publication in the Annual Report. (Pub-
lished in Report for 1874.)

The Secretary read a communication from Dr. Z. E. Bliss, giving notice of

his resignation as a member of this Board.
The following resolutions were adopted

:

Whereas, Dr. Zenas E. Bliss, a member of the State Board of Health, has
informed this Board that, on account of seriously impaired health, he has
resigned his position as a member of this Board,

Resolved, That we have received with extreme regret the announcement of
his resignation

;

Resolved, That we recognize with grateful appreciation his earnest and snc-

cessful labors in the work of this Board;
Resolved, That we tender to him our best wishes and our ardent desire for

his speedy and complete recovery.

The Secretary was directed to attend the annual meeting of the American
Public Health Association, to be held in Philadelphia Nov. 10, 11, 12, 1874.
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On motion, Dr. H. 0. Hitchcock, President of the Board, was invited to pre-

pare a paper on " The Work of Local Boards of Health."

The President and Secretary were authorized to purchase books and other

publications for the library of the Board, not to exceed in value the unex-
pended portion of the appropriation for the year 1874.

The Committee on Legislation was directed to take such steps as it may
deem proper to secure the compilation and publication of the public health

laws of this State.

Bills were audited,—vouchers 85 to 101 inclusive, and other business trans-

acted.

KEGULAK QCARTEELT MEETING OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH,
JANCTARY 12, 1575.

The board met, as usual, in the oflBce of the Secretary of State, the following

members being present : Dr. H. 0. Hitchcock, President, Dr. E. C. Kedzie,

Eev. 0. H. Brigham, and Dr. H. B. Baker, Secretary.

Dr. E. 0. Kedzie, for Committee on Buildings, etc., reported that, at the

request of the Board of Commissioners for Penal, Pauper and Eeformatory In-

stitutions, he had, as a member of this Board, made a sanitary examination of

the various State institutions under the care of said Commissioners. At the

request of the Board he gave a verbal account of his investigations, and on
motion he was requested to prepare the same in writing for the Annual Eeport

of this Board. (See Second Annual Eeport, pp. 101-114.)

At the afternoon session the same members were present as at the morning
session.

Dr. Kedzie as Chairman of the Committee on Legislation, etc., reported the

forms of memorials to the Legislature on several topics connected with the

public health : 1, an amendment to the laws for the inspection of illuminating

oils, recommending a repeal of the section of our law which allows oil inspected

in other States to pass without inspection in this State, and also an increase in

the amount of the fee for inspection in this State; 2, the protection of life on

railroads by means of proper signals in case of disabled trains, fixing the pen-

alty for neglect of duty whereby death results ; 3, the compilation and publica-

tion of the laws relating to life and health in this State; 4, to prevent the

leaving of holes cut in the ice, without guards or warning signals to show

their location.

The report was adopted.

Dr. Baker reported having attended the meeting of the American Public

Health Association at Philadelphia, November 10, 11, and 12, 1874 ; that in

accordance with directions he had presented, with the compliments of this

Board, a "Book of Specimens of Poisonous Papers," which was received with

thanks and examined with interest by the members present ; that remarks were

made on the subject by Dr. LeConte and others, and a committee appointed

npon which was placed Prof. Kedzie of this Board, who prepared the " Books

of Specimens," and the committee requested to report on the general subject

of the use of poisons, at the next meeting of the Association ; that he had pro-

cured and forwarded to each member of this Board the best accounts which he

could obtain of the proceedings of the meeting and papers and abstracts of

papers read.

Bills were audited,—vouchers 102 to 123 inclusive.
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The Secretary read a communication from Dr. J. H. Jerome of Saginaw City

relative to the water-supply of that place. The facts set forth were that a

principal sewer of the city empties into the river at a point above the location

of the water works, and the washings of a large section thus find a receptacle

in the reservoir from which the water supply is drawn, and that many cases

of typhoid and low fevers had occurred.

An expression of thanks was voted to Dr. Jerome, and the hope expressed

that the Board might make further use of his communication at some future

time.

Eev. Mr. Brigham read an essay on the Disposal of the Dead, giving a full

account of the dilferent methods employed by the various nations of the world,

both ancient and modern.

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, APRIL 13, 1ST5.

The Board met as usual in the office of the Secretary of State, the following

members being present: Dr. H. 0. Hitchcock, President, Dr. R. C. Kedzie,

Eev. C. H. Brigham, Rev. J. S. Goodman, and Dr. H. B. Baker, Secretary.

The President's Second Annual Address was read. It related mainly to Local

Boards of Health, and was entitled "The necessity for, the proper constitution,

status, functions, and relations of Boards of Health within our State." The
address was ordered printed in the Annual Report. (See pages 3-10 of this

Report). In connection with this paper the President submitted a series of

sanitary rules for adoption by local boards of health, which were referred to

a special committee consisting of Drs. Kedzie and Baker.— [Printed in this

Report. See pages xix. to xxii.]

Dr. Baker reported having received several papers from Dr. Z. E. Bliss, the

late Chairman of the Committed on Epidemic, Endemic and Contagious Dis-

eases.

Bills were audited,—vouchers 124 to 13 G inclusive.

In the course of a report by Dr. Kedzie, he remarked that in an address before

the graduating class of the Medical Department of the State University, he
had urged upon the graduating students the propriety of paying particular

attention to matters of public health and preventive hygiene. He also spoke

of having been invited to deliver an address before the legislature on Chemistry
and its relations to Public Health and to Agriculture; that he took occasion

to speak of his work in connection with this Board relative to ventilation of

public buildings, etc., and suggested that no money be paid for State buildings

until the plans therefor had been approved by a properly qualified commission.

Dr. Kedzie reported that in consequence of the action of a committee of

which he was chairman, a resolution directing the compilation and publication,

by the Secretary of State, of the laws relating to public health, had become a

law. He also reported that he gave to the Senate Committee on Public Health
points of a law relative to protection of life on railroads, but was not aware
that any thing further had been done in the matter. He had drawn up a bill

for the inspection of illuminating oils, but after consultation with certain other

persons interested in the subject, another bill had been drawn up providing

for a State Inspector of oils, with deputies, repealing that part of the law allow-

ing inspection in another State, and making it the duty of the Inspector and
his deputies to prosecute. In the House Committee an effort had been made
to lower the standard of oil, but he had endeavored to have the standard kept

up to the present limit, and the committee had reported making that recom-

mendation.
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At the afternoon session all the members were present.

By recommendation of the President, arrangements were made for securing

a,corps of regular correspondents to this Board.

It was declared desirable that persons, not members of the Board, be invited

to prepare papers to be offered to the Board for publication if found suited to

its Reports.

The Secretary was directed to refer the paper presented to the Board at its

last meeting by Dr. J. H. Jerome, relating to the water supply of Saginaw City,

to the Board of Health of that city, with the request that the Board investigate

the subject and report to this Board.

The Secretary read his annual report of property purchased, issued, used,

and on hand April 1, 1875, which was as follows

:

ANNUAL REPOET OF SECEETAEY, APEIL, 1S75.

To tlie President and Memlers of the Micliigan State Board of Health:

Gentlemei^ :—In compliance with Section 5, Article II. of the By-laws of

this Board, the following report relative to property purchased, issued, used

and on hand, is respectfully submitted.

Instruments and articles of similar nature were accounted for in the last

report as follows : One set of five thermometers (including wet-bulb thermom-
eter) ; one " State Board of Health " oil tester and accompanying thermometer,

presented by Prof. E. C. Kedzie ; one spring hand-stamp ; one letter-book

dampener, and forty file boxes. The only additions since that time are twenty

file boxes, purchased. Of the above, the minimum thermometer and psych-

rometer (three thermometers in all) are in the possession of Prof. R. 0. Kedzie,

member of the Board. The remaining articles are in the ofBce of the Secretary,

and are in good condition.

Books were accounted for in the last report as follows: A manuscript

"Record of Proceedings;" a copy of "Leeds on Ventilation ;" bound volumes of

the " Herald of Health " for 1870, 1871 and 187:2 ; a volume of the "Testimony
and Arguments before the State Board of Health of Massachusetts in the case

of Tyler et al. vs. Squires, e^ alf the "Compiled Laws of Michigan, 1871,"

two volumes; a complete set of the "Registration Reports of Michigan," a

copy of the " Statistics of Michigan" for each of the vears 1860, 1864 and 1870

;

volumes 69 and 70, "Laws of'Ohio," for 1872 and 1873; the "Herald of

Health" for 1874; the "Sanitarian," from April, 1873 (first number) ; the

"Lancet and Observer" from March, 1874; the "Peninsular Journal of Medi-

cine" for 1874; and the "Detroit Review of Medicine and Surgery" for 1874.

All the above are in the library of the Board and are in good condition.

The periodicals above named are still regularly received, and the Library of

the Board has also received by gift the following publications: "Journal of

Constitutional Convention of Michigan, 1873," " Abstract of the Report of

County Superintendents of the Poor, Mich.," for the fiscal years 1872, 1873,

and 1874 ;
" Laws of Michigan 1873, Vol. I.," "'Public and Local Acts of Mich.,

1874," and " Abstract of Statistical Information, relative to the Insane, Deaf,

Dumb, and Blind in the State of Michigan," 1873, from the Secretary of State

;

"Geological Survey of Ohio," Vols. I. and II., and a book of Maps, from Presi-

dent E. Orton of the Ohio Agricultural College ; "'Report, Philadelphia Board

of Health, 1872," from Dr. Davis, President of the Board, also the same for

1873, from Dr. Ford ; " Report U. S. Marine Hospital Service for 1873," and

"Nomenclature of Diseases," from John M. Woodworth, M. D., Supervising

Surgeon U. S. Marine Hospital Service; "Annual Report of the Health officer
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of Philadelphia for 1873," from the author, John C. Addicks; "First" and " Sec-

ond" " Biennial Eeports of the State Board of Health of California," from Thos.

M. Logan, M. D., Secretary of the Board; " First" aud " Second Annual Ee-

ports of the State Board of Health of Virginia," from L. S. Joynes, M. D.,

Secretary of the Board; "First" and "Second Annual Eeports of the State

Board of Health of Minnesota" for 1873 and 1874, from the Board; " Eeport

of the Board of State Charities of Massachusetts, 1874," from Sidney Andrews,

Secretary of the Board ;
" Shadows from the Walls of Death " (large size, 18x30

inches), from Prof. E. 0. Kedzie ; "Eeport of the Health officer of San Fran-

cisco, 1873," and the " Pacific Medical and Surgical Journal," for March, 1874,

from Henry Gibbons, M. D. ; " First Annual Eeport of the Board of Health of

the District of Columbia," for 1872, from Prof. E. C. Kedzie, and the " Second,"

for 1873, from 0. C. Cox, M. D., L. L. D., President of the Board: "Eeport

upon the Births, Marriages, and Deaths, City of Providence, 1873," from E. M.
Snow, M. D.; "Journal of Social Science," No. VHL, Sept., 1874, from Hon.
F. B. Sanborn, Secretary American Social Science Association; "Annual
Eeports (including Health Officer's) of the city of Bangor, Me.," from Henry
Gale, Health Officer; "Annual Journal of the Michigan State Eclectic Medical

Association," for 1873, from Dr. John Bender ;
" The Fifth Annual Eeport of

the Geological Survey of Indiana, 1873," from E. T. Cox, State Geologist;
" The Health Eeformer," since July, 1874, from the Editor and Publishers

;

" Natural History and Distribution of Yellow Fever in the IJ. S. from 1868 to

1874," from Dr. J. M. Toner; " Abstracts of the Meteorology of Kansas, 1874,"

from the author, Prof. W. K. Kedzie ;
" Annual Eeports of the City of Charles-

ton, S. C, 1873," from Dr. E. Lebbv; "Annual Eeport of the Board of Health

of the City of Eichmond, 1873," from J. G. Cabell, M. D. ;
" Transactions of

the Fourth Annual Session of the Medical Society of Virginia," for 1873, from

Dr. L. B. Edwards; "Twelfth Annual Eeport of the Detroit House of Correc-

tion, 1873," from ; "Seventh Annual Eeport of the Board of

Health of Milwaukee, 1874," from the Board ;
" Virginia Medical Monthly,"

for April, 1874, from L. B. Edwards, M. D.; " Eules and Eegulations of the

Boards of Health of the City of New Haven, 1 874," from the Board ; "Colorado

and Asthma," from ; "Address of the President of the Michigan
Central Medical Society," 1873, from the Author, Geo. E. Eanne}^ M. D.;

"Address of the President of the Michigan State Medical Society, 1871," on

the "Necessity of Educating the Public in the Principles of Medicine," from

the author, I. H. Bartholomew, M. D.; Essay, read before the Michigan Cen-

tral Medical Society, on "The Physician: His relation to the Public," from
the Author, G. W. Topping, M. D.; "Constitution and List of Members of

the American Public Health Association, 1873," from Dr. Elisha Harris, Secre-

tary; " Fourth Annual report of the Eegistrar General of Ontario, 1873," from

C. F. Eraser, Eegistrar General ; " Eules for the Management of Infants during

the Hot Season," from the Secretary of the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society;

"Anesthetics," from the Author, E. E. Squibb, M. D.; "Lansing and its

Advantages," from Dr. H. B. Baker; "Transactions of the Michigan State

Medical Society, 1874," from Dr. G. E. Eanney, Secretary: " The Canada Lan-

cet," from January, 1875, from J. Fulton, M. D., Editor.

A copy of "Shadows from the Walls of Death" (large size) and two copies

of the " First Annual Eeport " of the Secretary of this Board have been reserved

and placed in the Library.

Books and journals have been purchased for the library as follows: Taylor's

Principles and Practice of Medical Jurisprudence, in two volumes; Wormley's
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Micro-Chemistry of Poisons; Sanderson's Microscopical Pathology; Smith
on Air and Eain ; Hart's Manual of Health ; Gray's Anatomy (new edition from
the Fifth English) ; Pavy on Food and Dietetics ; Beale on Bioplasm ; Beale

on Disease Germs; Parke's Hygiene; Flint's Physiology, in five volumes;
MacGinley's Biology ; Cooke's British Fungi, two volumes ; Jevon's Principles

of Science; The London Lancet, 1874; Miller's Chemical Physics; Miller's

Inorganic Chemistry; Smith on Food; Conservation of Energy, by Stewart;

Spencer's Sociology ; Bain's Mind'and Body; Carpenter's Mental Physiology;

Butler's Medical Eegister of the United States; Sanitary Eecord, London,
1875 ; Ziemssen's Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, first volume.

Of paper, there was on hand at the time of making the last report, 60 double

and 200 single sheets lithographed letter, about 360 sheets plain letter, and
about 360 sheets of foolscap. Since then there has been purchased, 1 ream
foolscap, and, from folio-post paper furnished by this office, there has been
made 3,000 sheets printed letter and 1,000 sheets printed note paper, amount-
ing to 3,460 sheets in all. Paper has been issued during the year as follows:

To Dr. E. C. Kedzie, 168 sheets assorted paper, and 144 sheets of foolscap ; to

Dr. Lyster, 72 sheets, and to Dr. Hitchcock, 168 sheets paper. There is now
on hand 200 single sheets of lithographed letter, about 740 sheets printed

letter, about 600 sheets of printed note, about 240 sheets of plain letter, and
about 240 sheets of foolscap paper; amounting to 552 sheets issued, and 2,020

sheets on hand,—2,572 sheets in all ; thus leaving about 900 sheets of note,

letter, and foolscap paper as the amount used during the year in the ofiBce of

the Secretary. Of this, about 250 sheets of foolscap was used in the prepara-

tion of the manuscript on Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis ; the remainder was used

in the preparation of the Annual Eeport, in the ordinary office business, and
in the correspondence of the office.

Of hard paper, there was on hand at the time of making the last report,

about f ream of 28-lb. demy, and f ream 24-lb. folio-post ; there has since

been purchased 3 reams 22-lb., and 4 reams 20-lb. folio-post, 4 reams 16-lb.

crown, and 1 ream 25-lb. cover paper. There is now on hand about f ream
28-lb. Demy, about 2 reams 20-lb. folio post, i ream 18-lb. crown, and f ream
25-lb. cover paper ; thus showing that during the year about 5f reams of folio-

post, of reams of crown, and ^ ream of cover paper have been used. Of this,

about 2 reams of folio-post were used for blanks for Annual Eeports of Clerks

of Local Boards of Health, about 1 ream of folio-post for the publication of

Circular No. 4 (notification and instructions to clerks), 3f reams of crown

for blanks for "Eeport of Cases of Diseases Dangerous to the Public Health,"

about -J ream of folio-post, for the publication of the circular prepared by Dr.

Hitchcock, and about 2^ reams of folio-post were used for the manufacture of

the 1,000 sheets of note and the 1,000 sheets of letter paper, previously men-
tioned, and for other official purposes; which accounts for all the hard paper

received except |- ream cover paper which was used as wrappers in sending out

Eeports and documents.
Of envelopes, there were on hand at the date of the last report, 2,240, and

about 1,500 which had been given to the Board because wrongly printed

;

since then 11,000 have been purchased, making in all 14,740. Envelopes have

been issued to members of the Board as follows: To Dr. Kedzie 1,175, to Dr.

Hitchcock 100, to Dr. Bliss 100, and to Dr. Lyster 60 ; in all 1,435. There

are on hand 9,559, making the total number issued and on hand 10,449, thus

leaving 3,250 which have been used in sending out circulars and in the ordi-

nary correspondence of the office. Of these, about 2,400 were used in send-
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ino- out Circular No. 4 and the blanks for annual reports of clerks of local

boards of health ; one-half of the number being directed and enclosed for

return of the annual reports.

Postage stamps, and vouchers for postage stamps, were on hand at the time

of the last report, to the value of ^62.81. Postage stamps and box rent have

been purchased at a cost of $256.49. There is on hand (April 1st, 1875)

$79.12 Avorth of postage ; thus leaving $241.18 as the cost of postage in this

office during the year. In sending out Circular No. 4, 1,200 one cent stamps

were used, and about 2,700 one cent stamps were used in sending the four-

page pamphlet on "Eesuscitation of the Drowned " to physicians in Michigan.

The remainder has been used in sending reports, documents, etc., and in car-

rying on the correspondence of the office.

Thus far this report has given the amount of each kind of property

received, on hand, and disposed of by this Board, during the past year ;* but

in order to show precisely how much has been expended for all items of prop-

erty and for all other purposes, the following statement is here placed. This

statement includes vouchers Nos. 54 to 123, inclusive:

EXPENDITURES BY THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, AS PER VOUCHERS NOS. 54 TO 123.

INCLUSIVE: CLASSIFIED AS PER CLASSIFICATION PRINTED ON BACK OF VOUCHERS.

Chemical analyses $90.00

Engraving, drawing, etc 140.25

„ p 1 ( Attending meetings.. .-. 119.10
Expenses of members.,

j other official 51.05

Instruments and books 140.20

Paper, stationery, etc .-. 110.71

r, . (Office 256.49

^°^^^S^--i Members.... 15.44

Printing and binding 365.93

Secretary.. 1,500.00

Special investigations 109.45

Miscellaneous 375.02

Total-... = $3,273.64

Hen"ey B. Baker, Secretary,

[Note.—At the meeting of the Board July 13, 1875, the foregoing report was referred to

tlie Committee on Finance for examination. Subsequently it was examined and endorsed
as follows :

" I have examined the foregoing statement of expenditures, and find the same
correct. J. S. Goodman, Com. on Finance."]

It was declared desirable that at least six stations be established in this State

for meteorological observations for this Board.

Dr. Homer 0. Hitchcock, of Kalamazoo, was unanimously elected President

of the Board for the ensuing year.

On motion the by-laws were amended so that the section relative to standing

committees shall read: "Standing committees shall consist of one member."

In accordance Avith this amendment, each of the standing committees was made
to consist of the member who had previously been chairman, excepting Com-
mittees 'Nos. 1 and 3, which were left vacant, Committee No. 11, to which Dr.

* The year referred to is the Board year, ending April, 1875.

B
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Henry B. Baker was appointed, Committee No. 12, which was made to consist

of Drs. Hitchcock, Baker and Kedzie, and Committee ISTo. 13, to which Eer.

J. S. Goodman was appointed in place of Dr. Z. E. Bliss, resigned. [For list of

standing committees see page viii.]

Dr. Lyster read a paper on " The Influence of Drainage in removing certain

forms of disease and in promoting the healthfulness of cities."

On motion the paper "was accepted, with thanks, and referred back to the

author for completion with the "view of inserting it in the Annual Eeport.

(See pages 147-160 of this Eeport.)

Dr. Lyster was appointed a special committee on the milk supply of cities.^

REGULAR QUARTERLY MEETING OP THE STATE BOARD OP HEALTH,
JULY 13, 18T5.

The Board met as usual in the office of the Secretary of State, the following

members being present: Homer 0. Hitchcock, M. D., President, E. C. Kedzie,

M. D., Eey. John S. Goodman, and Henry B. Baker, M. D., Secretary. Dr.

Arthur Hazlewood, of Grand Eapids, appeared and took his seat as a member
of the Board.

Dr. Hitchcock presented a paper entitled "The Disposal of Human Excreta,"

•which was read.

On motion the paper was ordered printed in the Annual Eeport (see pp. 55-

77 of this Eeport), and the Secretary was authorized to procure the necessary

illustrations for the same.

The report of the Secretary, read at the last meeting, relative to "property

purchased, issued, used and on hand," was referred to the Committee on Fi-

nance for examination.

Dr. Kedzie, as chairman of the committee to whom was referred a set of

Eules for Local Boards of Health, reported them back with sundry amend-

ments. They were read and adopted, and the Secretary was authorized to

have two thousand and five hundred copies printed as a circular, and distrib-

uted to local boards of health, and to each periodical published in this State,

At the afternoon session the same members were present as in the forenoon.

Dr. Kedzie presented a plan for a blank Meteorological Eegister, with direc-

tions for the location and care of instruments, and for taking and recording

observations, to be printed on the back of the same.

On motion the plan was accepted and adopted, and the Secretary was

authorized to have two thousand copies of it published.

On motion. Dr. Kedzie was requested to prepare Schonbein's test paper for

Ozone, of uniform quality, for the use of observers for this Board. The Sec-

retary was authorized to procure a sufficient number of copies of the ozone

test scale to supply the needs of the Board.

The Secretary reported that in accordance with the instractions of the

Board, he had corresponded with the persons in charge of prominent educa-

tional and other State institutions, and with other persons in this State, with

reference to securing meteorological observations. He also reported details of

correspondence with the Chief Signal Officer of the "War Department at

Washington, relative to securing desirable meteorological data for the use of

the Board.

A purchase of rain-gauges and a psychrometer for the use of meteorological

observers was directed.

Bills were audited,—vouchers Nos. 137 to 148 inclusive.
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Communications from the local board of health of Saginaw City, relative

to the water supply of that place ; from C. Henri Leonard, M. D., of Detroit;

from Nicholas Laughlin, of Negaunee, relative to cases of varioloid; from
Dr. J. H. Beech, of Coldwater, relative to criminal abortion; from H. T.

Alcott, of Eootville, Antrim Co., relative to cattle disease in his locality;

Avere read and referred to different regular committees.

The Secretary read a report relative to a portion of the work done in office

since the last meeting. It mentioned the distribution of pamphlets and printed

cards on "Treatment of the Drowned" throughout twenty-two cities in Mich-
igan, by the aid of the chiefs of police in said cities. It referred to a table jDre-

pared which showed the school population of Michigan to be about 500,000

persons, and suggested the desirability of distributing the directions for resus-

citating the drowned to the school population of this State. It also gave the

facts concerning the distribution of the two Annual Eeports of the Board up
to that time.

A new edition of 20,000 small pamphlets and 5,000 printed cards on " Treat-

ment of the Drowned" was ordered published and distributed.

An interesting letter was read from Prof. A. Ten Brook of the Michigan
University, detailing the resuscitation of a girl supposed to be dead from drown-
ing, in which efforts were continued for six hours before signs of life appeared.

She was finally fully restored.

Dr. Arthur Hazlewood was appointed to fill the vacant committees Nos. 1

and 3. [The full list of committees and members may be found on page viii.]

Papers relating to small-pox and trichina, laid on the table at the last meet-
ing, were referred to Dr. Hazlewood's committee,—No. 1.

The Secretary read a written report of his attendance, and what facts and
matters of interest he had been able to glean for the Board at the meeting of

the American Medical Association at Louisville, Ky., May 4-7, 1875, and men-
tioned having attended the meeting of the American Social Science Association,

at Detroit, May 11-14, 1875.

The President, Dr. H. 0. Hitchcock, was appointed to attend for this Board
the next meeting of the American Public Health Association, at Baltimore,

November 9-14, 1875.

On motion Henry A. Haigh was employed as clerk in the office of the Board
for the balance of the year.

EXPENDITURES DURING THE FISCAL YEAR.

The total amount drawn from the State Treasury on account of the State

Board of Health during the fiscal year ending Sept. 30, 1875, under the act

establishing the Board, was $3,724.2L In the books of this office the expenses

of the Board are classified under twelve different heads, an account being kept
with each kind of expenditure. The amount charged to each of these twelve

accounts during the fiscal year is as follows

:

Chemical analyses 820.00

Engraving, drawing, etc --- - 140.25

w ^r.^cr.^ ^f u ( Attending meetings 111.10
Expenses of members-. < ^,t „• •

i ~-i n-^
I
Other ofccial ol.Oo

Instruments and books 187.05

Paper, stationery, etc 139.83

^°°^^^^--] Members -- 7.25
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Printing and binding _ $276.88

Secretary 2,000.00

Special investigations ._ 26.25

Miscellaneons 408.06

Total --- 13,724.21

The foregoing was used under the act establishing the Board. In addition

to this, the sum of $321.66 was drawn from the treasury under an act of the

Legislature, approved April 30, 1875, providing for the payment of salaries

of State officers and clerks in the several State offices; the above amount being

for salary of a clerk in the office of this Board.

DISTRIBUTION OP DOCUMENTS RELATING TO POISONOUS PAPERS.

In the last Keport an account was given of the distribution of Books of

Specimens of poisonous papers, and a prefatory article relative to the danger

therefrom, and the means of avoiding and of recognizing the danger, including

tests, etc., both documents having been prepared by Prof. E. C. Kedzie, M. D.,

Committee of this Board on "Poisons," etc. Since that time many copies of

the pamphlet prefatory article have been distributed, and there is reason to

believe that the attention of many persons has thus been called to a danger

that has not been uncommon in this State.

REGULAR CORRESPONDENTS OF THIS BOARD.

A circular requesting prominent physicians and others to act as regular cor-

respondents of the State Board of Health was issued, as follows:

[5.1

Office of the State Board of Health,
Lansing Michigan,

To ,

Dear Sir: At the organization of this Board, in 1873, we took occasion

to lay out our work as follows :
" To educate the people in respect to the nature

and causation of diseases, and the means for their prevention ; to suggest

appropriate legislation for compelling, when necessary, the use of those means,

and to present arguments for such education and legislation, fortified and made
cogent by facts,—well authenticated cases of disease and death directly trace-

able to ignorance, neglect or disobedience of the laws of hygiene ; and to make it

possible by this work that many, if not all of the lives, and much of the treasure

now needlessly lost to the State may be saved." We also took occasion to say

that "we must call to our assistance, by free and cordial correspondence, many
physicians and many persons, throughout this and other States, who are inter-

ested in the principles of hygiene."

Experience has taught us that to secure answers to our inquiries on these

subjects, even from physicians, we must have regular correspondents who have

accepted the duty.

Will you accept the position of correspondent to this Board, answering such

questions as we may address you, and freely reporting such other facts bearing

upon our work as you may deem important ?

By direction of the Michigan State Board of Health.

Very respectfully,

Henry B. Baker, Secretary.
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To the foregoing circular, favorable replies were received from quite a num-
ber of prominent persons in Michigan, and most of them signified an interest

and a desire to aid in the work in which the Board is engaged. On pages 110

to 132 of this volume, in Dr. Hazlewood's article on Water Supply, may be

seen contributions from some of these correspondents, the same being replies

to the first circular issued to the regular correspondents of this Board.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

The "Rules and Eegulations" for adoption by local boards of health sub-

mitted by Dr. Hitchcock with his paper on "Local Boards of Health" (see page

9 of this Eeport), at the meeting of the State Board of Health in April were

referred to a special committee consisting of Drs. Kedzie and Baker, who made
a report relating thereto at the meeting of the Board in July. The rules were

then discussed, amended and adopted separately, and as a series, and ordered

published and distributed. The explanatory circular of transmission was as

follows:

Office of the Secretary of the State Boaed of Health,
[

Lansing, Michigan, August, 1875.
\

At the regular meeting of the State Board of Health, held at Lansing, Mich-
igan, July 13, 1875, the following series of rules was recommended for adoption

by Local Boards of Health, and with that object in view was ordered published

and distributed to all such health boards throughout the State. It is hoped
and expected that the president of each local board of health, to whom a copy
is sent, will place the subject before his board at the first opportunity.

In order to disseminate among the people useful knowledge relating to pub-

lic health, and the duties of individuals in their relations to the public, the

series of rules is also distributed to all periodicals published in this State.

By direction of the State Board of Health.

Hekry B. Bakee,
Secretary.

The " Eules and Regulations," recommended by the State Board for adoption

by local boards of health are as follows

:

RULES and regulations ADOPTED AND PUBLISHED BY THE BOARD OP HEALTH OF
, AND WHICH WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED BY THIS BOARD.*

FOR PKEYENTION OF DISEASE.

f

Rule 1.—No privy vault, cesspool, or reservoir into which a privy, water-

closet, stable or sink is drained, except it be water tight, shall be established or

permitted within fifty feet of any well, spring, or other source of water used
for drinking or culinary purposes.

Reason.—Soil, especially if it be sandy loam or gravel, or clay with inclined

strata or layers, is often an unsuspected conductor of the liquid contents of

such receptacles to wells or springs of water. Many well authenticated cases

of typhoid fever and other dangerous and often fatal diseases have been traced

to the use of water so contaminated.
Rule 2.—Earth privies, or earth closets, with no vault below the surface of

the ground, shall be excepted in Rule 1, but sufficient dry earth or coal ashes

* See Chap. XLVL, Comp. Laws, 18T1, eections (1694) 3, (M95) 4, (1698) 7, pp. 559-560.
+ See Sections (1699) 8, (1700) 9, (1701) 10, (1702) 11, p. 561.
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must be used daily to absorb all the fluid parts of tlie deposit, and the entire

contents must be removed monthly.

Reason.—Dry earth or coal ashes are nearly complete disinfectants if used in

sufficient quantities to absorb all the fluids.

EuLE 3.—All privy vaults, cesspools, or reservoirs named in Eule 1, should

be cleaned out at least once a year; and from the first of May to the first of

ISTovember of each year shall be thoroughly disinfected by adding to the con-

tents of the vault, once every month, one or two pounds of copperas dissolved

in a pailful of water.

Reason.—During the hot season putrescent gases are given off from the_

decomposing excreta in such vaults. These gases are not only very offensive,

but are frequently the cause of dangerous diseases. They contain compounds
of ammonia, which are decomposed by solution of copperas and the foul odor

destroyed. In a family vault two pounds of copperas a month is usually suffi-

cient. In vaults used by a large number of persons, five or more pounds of

copperas should be used monthly.

Eule 4.—ISTo privy vault or cesspool shall open into any stream, ditch, or

drain, exce^Dt common sewers.

Reason.—Same as for Eule 1.

Eule 5.—Within the limits thus bounded: , which area shall

constitute health limits, no night soil or contents of cesspool shall be removed
unless previously deodorized by mixing with solution of copperas ; and during

removal the material shall be covered with a layer of fresh earth, except the

removal be by the '' Odorless Excavating Process."

Reason.—Same as for Eule 3.

Eule 6.—All sewer drains that pass within fifty feet of any source of water

used for drinking or culinary purposes shall be water tight.

Reason.—The danger of contaminating the water.

Eule 7.—No sewer drain shall empty into any lake, pond, or other source of

water used for culinary purposes, nor into any standing water within the juris-

diction of this Board.

Reason.—Same as for Eule 1.

Eule 8.—No garbage, materials manufactured in whole or in part of wool,

silk, leather, India robber, etc., or other materials which evolve offensive gases

during combustion, shall be burned within the health limits of this corpora-

tion [or township].

Eule 9.—No house offal, dead animals, or refuse of any kind shall be thrown
upon the streets or left exposed by any person, and no butcher, fish monger or

vender of merchandise of any kind, shall leave any refuse upon the streets, or

uncovered by earth upon the lots of this city [village or township] ; and all

putrid and decaying animal or vegetable matters must be removed from all

cellars and out buildings, on or before May first in each year.

Eule 10.—All families, hotels, restaurants and others accumulating garbage

are required to have a proper covered receptacle for swill and house offal, and
to cause the contents to be regularly removed as often as twice a week between

the first day of May and the first day of November, and once a week at all

other seasons.

Reasons for 9 and 10.—Decomposing animal and vegetable matters are the

sources of poisonous gases, dangerous to health.

Eule 11.—Between the first day of May and the first day of November, no
hogs shall be kept within the limits named in Eule 5, except in pens with
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floors, kept entirely free from standing water, and regularly and freely disin-

fected; and during the montiis named no hogs shall be kept elsewhere within
the jurisdiction of this board within eighty rods of any dwelling, except in

pens with dry floors, or kept free from standing water.

This Board Avili order the removal of such animals at any time, when they
appear to be prejudicial to the public health, safety, or comfort.

Reason.—Same as for 9 and 10.

EuLE 12.—*No animals affected with an infectious or contagious disease,

shall be brought or kept within the limits of the jurisdiction of this Board
except by permission of the Board. IsTo diseased animal, or its flesh, and no
decayed, diseased, or unfit meat, fish, vegetables, or fruit, or diseased, impure,
or adulterated milk or other article, shall be sold or offered for sale as food.

Rule 13.—fNo slaughter house or abattoir shall be established or used as

such within the limits specified in Eule 5, and none elsewhere within the juris-

diction of this Board, unless kept free from all obnoxious smells, and all offal

be removed every day; and no melting or rendering house, and no place for

manufacturing or other business giving rise to obnoxious or injurious vapors
or odors, shall be established or used as such within the jurisdiction of this

Board, except by its special permission and location.

FOE PEEVElfTING THE SPREAD OF Iis"FEOTIOUS AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

Vaccination. %

Eule 14.—Every child should be vaccinated before two years of age; and
this Board recommends that all persons be revaccinated as often as once in five

years.

Eule 15.—All incorporated manufacturing companies within the jurisdiction

of this Board shall cause each nev/ employe to be vaccinated on entrance, unless
proof is furnished of previous successful vaccination.

Eule 16.—No person shall become a member of any public school within
the jurisdiction of this Board until vaccinated, or furnishing a certificate from
some physician that he or she has been successfully vaccinated.

Restriction and Destruction of Infectious and Contagious Blatter.

Eule 17.— 1|
Any householder in whose dwelling there shall occur a case of

cholera, yellow fever, scarlet fever, diphtheria, or small-pox, shall immediately
notify the Board of Health of the same,§ and, until instructions are received
from the Board, shall not permit any clothing or other property that may have
been exposed to infection to be removed from the house, nor shall any occu-
pant take up residence elsewhere without the consent of the Board.*f
Eule 18.—**Any physician who may be called to a case of any of the diseases

specified in the foregoing rule shall at once report such case to this Board and
receive instructions in regard thereto; and whenever there shall come under
the observation of any physician such number of cases of scarlet fever, measles,
typhoid fever, diphtheria, dysentery, or cerebro-spinal meningitis as in his

opinion, to justify the belief that a considerable epidemic thereof exists, he shall

* See (1699) Sec. 8, (1744) Sec. 3, (7T26) Sec. 1, Comp. Laws, 1S71.
+ See (1737) Sec. 46, pp. 567-56S, Comp. Laws, 1S71.
$ See (1732) Sec. 41, and (1736) Sec. 46, p. 567, Comp. Laws, 1871.
11 Rules 17 to 25, inclusive, are based on the regulations adopted by the Board of Health of Wakefield,

§ See (1734) Sec. 43, p. 567, Comp. Laws, 1871.
^See Sec. 4 (1695), p. 560, and Sees. 14 (1705) to 26 (1717), pp. 5C2-561, Chap. XLVI., Cooipiled Laws of 1S71.
**See (1735) Sec. 44, p. 567, Comp. Laws, 1S71.
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at once report the same to the Board, with such suggestions in regard thereto

as may seem to him best.

EuLE 19.—No person or article liable to propagate a dangerous disease shall

be brought within the jurisdiction of this Board without the special consent

and direction of the Board; and whenever it shall come to the knowledge of

any person that such person or article has been brought within such limits, he
shall immediately give notice thereof to this Board, together with the location

thereof.

EuLE 20.— ISTo person sick with any of the diseases specified in Eule 17 shall

be removed at any time except by permission and under direction of the Board.

Eule 21.—Persons affected with any of the diseases specified in Eule 17,

and all articles infected by the same, shall be immediately separated from all

persons liable to contract or communicate the disease, and none but physicians,

nurses, and the clergyman of the family shall be allowed access to persons sick

with these diseases.

Eule 22.—Persons recovering from any of the diseases specified in the pre-

ceding rules, and their nurses, shall not leave the premises till they have been
thoroughly bathed, and their clothing disinfected by washing in boiling water,

or heating to 250"^ Fah.

Eule 23.—All vessels used by such patients shall be disinfected by solution

of carbolic acid or chloride of lime, then emptied, their contents buried in earth,

and the vessel cleansed with boiling water.

Eule 24.—All personal clothing, bedding, tovfels, etc., and all articles in

contact with or used by the patient, shall be washed in boiling water or exposed

to a temperature of 250° Pah.
Eule 25.—Infected feather beds, pillows, and hair matresses shall have their

contents removed and disinfected by thoroughly exposing them to the fumes
of burning sulphur, and their ticks washed in boiling water ; but no article

shall be burned without the direction of the Board. Infected straw beds and
excelsior mattresses shall have their contents removed and buried, and their

ticks washed in boiling water.

The Board earnestly asks the co-operation of every individual to secure the

desirable sanitary conditions, to promote which the foregoing rules are framed.

REMAEKS concerning THE FOREGOING.

It is believed that the publication of the foregoing Eules and Eegulations,

and their thorough distribution among the people, if done by local boards of

health as rules adopted by such boards, and which it is designed to have en-

forced, will do very much towards reducing the deaths and cases of sickness

from removable causes in this State. With many people, in this as in other

matters, that which causes them to heed the provisions of law is not so

much the penalty of the law as the knowledge that its provisions are believed

to be just and proper by those who have authoritatively examined the subject

with reference to laws relating thereto. This is a good reason why local

boards of health should publish other laws relating to the duties of individ-

uals in connection with the public health. A large proportion of the clerks

of local boards state that reports are not properly made to them by physicians

and householders in accordance with sections (1734) 43 and (1735) 44, of

chapter XLVI., Compiled Laws of 1871, which require immediate reports to

the local board of health, by every physician and householder, whenever he
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"shall know that any person whom he is culled to visit," or '•' that any person

within his family," is taken sick with any disease which endangers the public

health. That physicians and householders do not more thoroughly obey this

law is largely the fault of the local boards of health, which are charged with

the responsible duties of executing the public health laws. Just as soon as

the people come to understand that it is essential to the proper protection and
well-being of society that due and timely notice be given of the locality of

any case of contagious or infectious disease, rhe better classes of our people

will no more think of exposing their neighbors to the risk of suffering and
death through their neglect to give the notice now required by law than they

now do of stealing their neighbors' property or endangering their neighbors'

lives through any reckless con iuct. It seems clearly the duty of local boards

of health to so execute the htalth laws that this shall soon be brought about.

The frequent publication and thorough distribution among the people, of the

Btate law on this subject, or of rules established by local boards of health,

such, for instance, as Rules 17 and 18 of those recommended by this Board for

adojDtion by local boards, would do very much towards educating the people

concerning what is believed to be right and proper respecting the restriction

of contagious and infectious diseases which endanger the public health.

Local boards of health should do more than publish the law and rules in

such cases. Tkey should do what lies in their power towards making it easy

for the people to comply with the law. This Board has, more than once,

called the attention of officers of local boards to this subject. In a circular

sent to the clerk of ever}^ local board in the State, September, 1875 (Circular

No. 6, printed on another page of this Report) it is again referred to as fol-

lows :

It is again recommended that your board of health have a sufficient number of blank
notices printed for the use of householders aud physicians within your jurisdiction, and
distribute them in order to call attention to the law, and secure the material for a complete
record in your office.

It has been proposed to have these blank notices advertise the law by having
the sections of law plainly printed upon the back of each blank which is to be

used in complying therewith, as illustrated on pages 13 and 14 of the First

Annual Report of this Board. The form of notice recommended by this Board
was again printed, on p. xiii., and the sections of law on p. xii., in the last Rejoort.

The duties of local boards of health do not end, but have only just been

entered upon, when they have secured notices of diseases endangering the public

health, for it then becomes the imperative duty of such boards to act promptly
and thoroughly to restrict and prevent any further spreading of such diseases.

The year for which this Report is made seems to have been one exceptionally

favorable to life and health in this State, and yet reports come in from clerks

of local boards in all parts of the State giving evidence of the prevalence, during
the latter part of the year, of contagious diseases which involve great danger to

the people of such localities, and, frequently, in the same report it is stated

that there has not been a meeting of the local board of health during the entire

year, and that no action whatever has been taken by such board. Surely "the
people die from lack of knowledge." How long must this continue before they

will wake up, and demand of those elected as guardians of the public health

that they take efficient and intelligent action to protect them from danger of

sickness aud death from pestilential and contagious diseases?

The duties of local boards do not end with proper efforts to restrict the

c
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spread of epidemic or contagions diseases. Outbreaks of such diseases should

receive careful study, in order that all possible knowledge of them may be ob-

tained and used in future outbreaks.

Ill order that knowledge gained by one board may be made useful to others,

the law also makes it the duty of the health physician, and also of the clerk

of every local board of health, to report all facts required, and to make special

reports to the State Board of Health whenever required to do so by the State

Board. This Board has notified the clerk of each local board that a report was

required of the outbreak of every epidemic. In several circulars, including

circular No. 6, reprinted in this Keport, this has been done as follows :

In case any disease should appear in your locality as an epidemic, please make a special

report of the fact to this office as soon as possible, in order tliat the conditions of its pro-

gress and decline may be thoroughly studied.

This duty does not yet seem to be fully understood and acted upon by all

clerks, but in some cases such notices have been received.

The foregoing Rules and Regulations refer to many subjects of great inter-

est to those who study questions connected xnth public hygiene ; but upon one

subject especially, namely, the importance of vaccination and re-vaccination,

the writer desires to offer a few comments and some evidence which, although

from a foreign country, yet seems to bring the subject home to us with greater

force than some relating to our own country, which, fortunately, cannot now
furnish evidence of the same character as this from Turkey.

VACCI^STATIOIsr.

The very great extent by which the sickness and death-rate is reduced in

this country through vaccination can hardly be appreciated by our people

who have never seen the fearful ravages of small-pox, and of other diseases

among those broken down by small-pox, in countries where vaccination is not

general. True, we have accounts of the great mortality among the inhabit-

ants of England before vaccination was adopted compared with the small pro-

portion of deaths there now, but even this does not seem to satisfy all persons

of the exceeding importance of vaccination. Some persons do not seem capa-

.ble of grasping the problem, and of appreciating the overwhelming evidence

of the utility and comparative safety of the operation. With a view of aiding

such persons toward a more correct appreciation of the subject, and of enab-

ling all of us to better appreciate the very great blessings we enjoy, the sub-

stance of a correspondence not originally intended for publication is here

stated and published as follows: Through the kindness of Miss Helen S.

Norton, of the Auditor General's office, Lansing, Mich,, a copy of th'e Report

of this Board was sent to friends of hers in Bitlis, Turkey in Asia, and they

were requested to communicate any facts of interest bearing upon the subject

of public health in general. In subsequent letters to Miss Norton, mention
was made of the frequent and fatal prevalence of small-pox in that country.

The idea occurred to the Secretary of this Board that perhaps as much good
might result to the people of that vicinity from the introduction of good vac-

cine virus as from any other contribution in his power. Accordingly, when
Miss Norton was about sending again, in April, 1875, he wrote to E. L. Grif-

fin, M. D., Fond du Lac, Wis., for the purchase of reliable vaccine virus for

this purpose. Dr. Griffin very kindly put up more than was paid for, wrote

out thorough directions for its use, and took great care that the undertaking

should prove successful. He also requested to be informed of the results. By
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his permission, copies of the following letters from Asia, forwarded to Miss

Norton, and by her to the Secretary of this Board, to be sent to Dr. G-riffin,

are here given :

The following is a translation of a letter written by Haratune, a preacher,

native of Bitlis, Turkey iu Asia. The original letter is in Armenian.

1875, August 5, at Bitlis.

E. L. Griffin, M. D.,

Highly esteemed A2TD honored Sir:—The vaccine matter you sent, we
received at the hand of the Misses Ely, and, according to your instructions,

repeated by them, we have used the same.

First, iu behalf of our nation, I return thanks to your philanthropic spirit,

that you were pleased to help a country distant so far from your own, the land

in which our poor nation dwells.

Were you, in person, to visit this country, you would see what fearful ravages

the terrible disease of small-pox has made, and from time to time is still mak-
ing. How many infants and youths are laid in the dust of earth by its cruel

hands! How many parents are made childless! How many faces lose their

beauty on account of blemishes given by it! How many persons, poor and
beggarly, made blind, grope from place to place begging daily bread.

Is it not true that all these calamities are the result of the above named dis-

ease? Therefore, doubt not, the afEiicted people will certainly be benefited;

but we cannot reward you.

One scarcely finds two out of a hundred who remain free of this plague. Be-

fore ten years are completed, the disease returns, and, after having made a fear-

ful havoc, passes. I have myself seen this occur several times in my life, and
am sensible that one's sympathy cannot remain unmoved.
When I was vaccinating some children from the matter you sent, a woman

earnestly begged me to vaccinate her grandchild quickly, lest, after attending

to others, there should be none left for her. She said: "I very greatly believe

in this trade, for a considerable number of years ago I brought my daughter,

then a child, and gave her to be vaccinated by the missionaries; now this little

one is her child. The mother has never had the small-pox. I entreat that

you do not pass me by."

On the 7th of July, 1875, 1 began to use the dried matter (scab), and vacci-

nated sixteen infants with it. Of these eight had beautiful scabs, iu form very

thick, and full of matter. On the 21st of July, I used the other kind which
"was spread on ivory pencils. From them twelve were vaccinated. Only four

worked ; these were very small and not full of matter, as those of the other

kind were. Those from the twelve scarcely showed in ten or fifteen days that

the matter had worked.

The first mentioned were entirely recovered in fifteen days.

By means of the virus you sent a great many are vaccinated every week.

I remain your unknown brother,

Haratune, son of Bagdasar.
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BiTLis, Turkey ii^ Asia, Aug. 11, 1875.

K L. Griffin, M. D.,

D^AR Sie: The foregoing pages will explain themselves.

According to your request, I desired the one who used the virus to acquaint
you with the results.

Eev. Mr. Knapp and I translated your directions to the preacher Haratune
(Resurrection), and he tried faithfully to carry them out. Still the fact that

the virus in some cases operated, and in some did not^ seems to me to-

suggest that on some patients it was not quite properly applied. However, I

feel sure you will not regret having made the experiment. As you will see

from the preacher's report, large numbers come every week to be vaccinated.

Undoubtedly the benefit accruing to this city will be very great.

As greatly interested in the welfare of the Armenian nation, our entire band
of missionaries render you warm thanks for the care you show in sending the

virus.

Wishing you success in your philanthropic efforts,

I am, yours truly,

Mary A. C. Ely.

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, JSTov. 7, 1875.

//. B. Balcer, M, D.,

Dear Doctor: I have received your note together with the documents
from Turkey.

I am greatly gratified with that report; because of the success of the mate-
rial, and especially because it filled so urgent and apparent a necessity of the

place; also that the thoughtfulness of yourself, aided by my effort, was so fully

appreciated by our unknown christian brother. If you desire a copy, please

write me and I will forward one. You are at liberty to use it as you may wish.

The expression to which you allude in Haratune's letter, "the first mentioned
were entirely well in fifteen days," I judge to mean that by that time all the

co7istitutional symptoms had disappeared, the areola had subsided, etc., not

that the crusts had fallen. Haratune gained great success for a layman. His
failures were undoubtedly due to imperfect operations. We all know what
tact and skill it requires, even in an experienced vaccinator, to successfully

vaccinate children. He probably failed somewhat with the points by not suffi-

ciently reviving the lymph by water before depositing it upon the arm. The
older such lymph is the more care is requisite in this direction. I shall write

to Haratune soon, and forward to him, through you or Miss Norton, a fresh

supply of material. I am not so sure but that this little rift may indicate to

me a line of effort in which I may become a useful missionary.

Very truly yours,

E. L. Grifpin.

Of the arguments against vaccination, the following is a sample:
" One of the best authorities on the subject, so far as practical experience is

concerned, has published a pamphlet wherein he maintains that the physical,

moral, and mental degeneration of the race can be traced directly to the bru-

talizing influence of vaccination." This idea is not new, having been offered

hypothetically before vaccination became general. In 1774, Benjamin Jesty

vaccinated his wife and two sons, " on account of which his neighbors looked
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upon him as an inhuman brute for practicin<]f such experiments upon his family,

thinking that it would convert them into horned beasts." If it had turned out
that such changes as turning into horned beasts, or physical degeneration, had
uniformly followed the prevention of small-pox by means of vaccination, the
question might have arisen whether such changes might not be due to the
practice. As a matter of fact, however, no such changes have occurred. On
the contrary, it has been proved to the satisfaction of many if not all promin-
ent statisticians that the human races that have practiced vaccination have,

since about the time vaccination commenced, gained very considerably in

vitality, both as regards the lessened death-rate and the lessened prevalence of

disease. Does not the question fairly arise, then, whether this great gain in

human life and health has not been due in great part to vaccination ? Cer-
tainly if the proposition put forth by anti-vaccinationists quoted above, was
entitled to any weight, if its supposed facts had turned out to be facts, then
the reversal of the statement of facts should and does reverse the bearing of
the evidence. The fact is, however, that such evidence is not of itself suffi-

cient to warrant such sweeping conclusions, for other causes have been at work
tending to a reduction of sickness and of deaths.

Vaccination has been charged with injuring the person, and rendering those
vaccinated subject to various diseases, but the general belief among those best

qualified to judge still is that it is safe and desirable. Whenever any evidence
shall be presented that tends to shake this established belief, it will be time to

bring forward more evidence, which is certainly at hand, showing that during
the time vaccination has been practiced the mortality from many other diseases

than small-pox has been very greatly decreased in countries where vaccination
is general ; and other evidence, the general tendency of which is towards the
belief that a part of this decreased mortality from other diseases is due to vac-
cination, which, by preventing the occurrence of the general distribution of
small-pox, prevents there being in civilized communities such great numbers
of persons broken down by that disease to fall easy victims to any serious ill-

ness to which they may be subjected.

THE KECESSITT TOR RE-VACCIKATIOif.

A very common method of studying the value of vaccination is to class to-

gether all that have not been vaccinated and compare them with all that have
ever been vaccinated, thus learning the proportion of each among those that

contract the disease, also the proportion of deaths to cases in each class. This
is not a fair test of the value of vaccination, for the reason that it is not now
generally claimed that a single vaccination is protective throughout life. In
fact, it is known that even small-pox itself is not protective against future
attacks of the disease, and deaths have been known to occur to persons suifer-

ing from the disease a second time. The writer has vaccinated two persons
who several j^ears previously had varioloid, and in both cases the vaccinia went
through its regular course. There are numerous cases of this kind on record,

and the importance of re-vacciuation is constantly becoming more fully appre-
ciated.

General charges against vaccination, and objections to frequent re-vaccina-

tion are occasionally met with even at this day, and doubtless, thi'ough the
use of impure virus, improper methods, and careless handling of virus, cases

of real trouble from vaccination may occur. Reports of cases of any sickness

or sores which may occur, resulting from vaccination, or of any important facts
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bearing upon this subject, will be thankfully received by Dr. Arthur Hazlewood,
of Grand Eapids, who has this subject in charge for this Board.

ILLUMINATING OIL.

For many years efforts have been put forth by persons interested in the pub-
lic health and welfare, to secure greater safety in the use of illuminating mate-
rials. Efforts for greater safety in so important and essential a matter as that

of lighting our homes and public buildings, may justly claim the attention of

the sanitarian and the philanthropist. As soon as this Board was organized,

its attention was drawn to this subject, and one of its members, Prof. R. C.

Kedzie, has given much attention to it; he prepared a paper on "Illuminating

Oils" (First Annual Report, pp. 34-59), in which he set forth the laws relative

to the inspection of oils designed for illuminating purposes then in force in

this State, and in neighboring states from which our oil came, pointing out the

defects in the laws, showing the danger from the use of certain patent illumi-

nators, detailing various experiments and making certain recommendations.

The subject has continued to receive the attention ot this Board, and mainly

because of its action a law was passed by the last legislature. (See pages 92-93

of this Report.) This law embodied some of the recommendations of this

Board, and provided, for a State Inspector of Illuminating Oils. In this vol-

ume, pages 85 to 103, is a report by the State Inspector relative to the progress

under the present law. As it is mainly confined to the subject of the execution

of the law, some statements of facts and remarks bearing upon the history of

inspection, its importance, proper tests, evidence that bad lighting qualities do
not depend upon a high test, etc., are here offered.

Although when the State Inspector began his duties he found a large quan-
tity of bad oil throughout the State (see page 89 of this Report), judging from

the number of "accidents" attributed to kerosene published in the newspapers

of this State, the quantity must have been much less than when this Board
began its work in this direction, for after the publication of the articles by
Prof. Kedzie, and the general discussion in the newspapers which followed, the

number of "accidents" reported in the papers was very noticeably lessened.

These occurrences seem to be still less frequent since the present law has

come into operation. It must be acknowledged, however, that we have not yet

quite reached that desirable condition when no cases of burning by reason of

the use of volatile oil occur.

At the last session of the Legislature of this State, interested persons suc-

ceeded in getting the real standard, the flashing test, reduced from 150*^ to 140"^

F. ; and this notwithstanding what had been pablished by this Board and in the

newspapers. Through a more thorough system of inspection than has been

heretofore secured, the number of cases of explosions of lamps, or burning of

persons by other means, has apparently been lessened below what it has for-

merly been; but unless some change is made in the lamps and accessories

of lamps ordinarily used for illuminating oil, it does not appear that great

confidence can be placed in the safety of oil that, at a temperature of 140*^ F.,

gives off a vapor that is explosive when mixed with air. Some evidence bearing

upon this point may be given as follows:

To Geo. W. Freeman, of the State Department, I am indebted for an acccount

of a case of coal oil burning Avhich proved fatal to two persons. It was near a

mill on the Flint & Pere Marquette R. R., west of Saginaw, some time during
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the year 1875, and the house was a small one, 18 by2G feet on the ground,

haying a living room the width of the building, a bed room and a pantry. A
lighted kerosene lamp stood upon a sewing machine on one side of the living

room, opposite, but entirely across the room from, the stove. In the bed-room

were two children, a little boy about four years old lying on a lounge, and a

little girl younger on the bed. The father lefc the house for, as he thinks,

not more than ten minutes, when, on looking back, he saw his house was on
fire. He and another man rushed back to the house. The other man went
into the house to rescue the children, and was burned to death. The father of

the children grasped an ax and cut through the side of the house and drew
out his little girl, but she also was dead. The little boy had been aroused by

the fire in the living room, and had succeeded in getting out of the house,

although obliged to pass through the corner of the living room when, as he said,

the room was full of fire.

The oil in the lamp was from a barrel which still contained a portion of the

same sample of oil. Some of it was taken to Saginaw, tested by an inspector,

and pronounced to bear the legal test prescribed in this State. The burner

nsed was the "sun-hinge," having a tube down on one side of the wick-tube.

Before ofleringa possible explanation of this terrible occurrence, another less

serious one may be described, after mentioning some observations, in order to

suggest a line of thought that brought about certain experiments which may
throw some light on this subject. When the oil with bad lighting qualities

came into this State during last summer and this fall, the writer noticed that it

burned tolerably well in certain lamps, while in others the wick soon became
charred, and the lamp ceased to give a good light. This was particularly noticed

in a large lamp in which the oil had stood for some little time. The brass col-

lar of this glass lamp became quite hot also, reaching 132° F., and even 150° at

one time, and this while standing in a room where the temperature was only
70° F. As the legal test in this State only requires oil that does not give oft

explosive vapor at a less temperature than 140° F., and as the oil could not be

supposed to bear a much higher test than the law required, it was evident that it

was not proper to continue to use a lamp that became heated to a temperature ten

degrees higher than the oil would probably stand with safety. Believing the

heating to be in part caused by the change in the oil through exposure to light,

as pointed out by Prof. Kedzie, the lamp was tilled with fresh oil, and a new
wick put in; but even then the lamp became more heated than was desirable,

and considerably hotter than the other lamps, in which the same oil was being

burned. It was therefore certain that there was a considerable difference in

the heating efiect of lamps. The lamps that became so much heated were those

that have a tube down by the side of the wick tube. In one of them this tube

was then closed up, but its heating power did not seem to be much if any
changed. The extra heating seemed to result from the greater amount of

metal subjected to the heat ot the flame, and to its more free radiation and con-

duction toward the lamp. The burner is known as the "sun hinge burner,"

and there is a thick metalic cone, through a slit in which the flame rises, and
this cone has thorough metallic connection with the lamp; whereas, in the

"sun burner," the cone or dome is so little connected with the parts below that

little heat passes down in that way, and, because of the thin brass " sun " which
extends to the chimney, the chimney is kept so cool that it can be removed by
the hand, and therefore does not convey much heat to the brass below. The
chimney in the "Sun hinge burner" gets very hot, and seems to convey much
heat to the lamp below.
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Near Battle Creek, Miss Carrie Gale, of Emmet township, had her face, neck,

and hands seriously burned, while trying to extinguish a lamp. The mother
of Miss Gale had her hands burned while extinguishing the fire in her daughter's

clothing. A. A. Day, State Oil Inspector, investigated the cause of this occur-

rence. It seems the lamp had been burning about three hours; was placed on
a mantelpiece in the kitchen, no one being in the room. When found, the

chimney had cracked off, and the flame extended upwards some four feet. None
of the oil remained, so no test could be applied. The wick in the lamp was
loose, being narrower than the tube. In this case the burner was the kind
known as the "sun burner." It is now in this office.

With the assistance of Mr. H. H. Larned, a merchant in Lansing, I then
made a few experiments to learn something more definite as to

DIFFEEENCB I2S" BUEIS"EES, AND THE DANGER PEOM BROKEN CHIMNEYS.

New glass lamps, new burners, and new wicks were selected, and the

.amps filled with oil drawn directly from a barrel having upon it the brand
of the State Inspector, "165° fire test." The oil was tested and found to

flash at 138° R, and to burn at 164° F. The lamps were allov,^ed to burn
for about two hours in a room where the temperature was about 63° F., when
the temperature of the brass collars was carefully noted, making several obser-

vations on each lamp. The temperature of the "sun burner" was 80° F., of

the "sun hinge burner" it was 100° F. It thus appears that at the ordinary

temperature of rooms, there is 20° difference in the temperature of these two
kinds of lamps, at a part which, if the lamp is carried about, may come in con-

tact with the oil. With such oil as in times past has been found in this State,

the temperature mentioned in connection with the " sun hinge burner," even
under the very favorable conditions secured in the experiment, would not have
been free from danger of explosion under the usual conditions of the use of

oil lamps. In this experiment, with everything new and clean, the tempera-

ture reached 100° F. At my own residence, with a similar lamp in actual use,

with a wick that had been in use some time, as before stated, the temperature

had reached 150° F., in a room where the thermometer stood at 70° F.

Although only a small part of the lamp reached this temperature, I did not
consider it entirely safe under the various conditions in which lamps are ordi-

narily used, even with oil that would bear the legal test and not flash at a less

temperature than 140°, this being 10° lower temperature than was the top of

the lamp, against which the oil might come when the lamp was carried.

The next experiment was made to learn the effect of a broken chimney. The
same lamps used in the previous experiment were each carefully observed after

removing the chimneys, leaving them with wicks turned up and burning pre-

cisely as before. There were no strong currents of air in the room, although
persons were walking about. Beginning with the "sun hinge burner," the

collar being then 100° F., in 12^ minutes after the chimney was removed, the

temperature was 150°, and under the circumstances, we thought it prudent to

extinguish the lamp and end that experiment. Taking then the lamp with the

*'sun burner," the collar being 80° F., in 12| minutes the temperature was
104°, at 20 minutes it was 106°, at 30 minutes it was 110° F., and at that time
this experiment was ended, for a reason the opposite of that in the first case,

or because the temperature was rising so slowly, if at all, that it did not seem
probable that there was any immediate danger of an explosion, or of breaking

the glass lamp, with the favorable conditions under which it was then placed.
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With a wick filled with paraffino because of long use, a gummy lamp, nearly

empty, placed in a draught, with its chimney broken off, there might be dan-
ger if allowed to burn for a long time, especially in a warm room. This seems
evident, for it was the same kind of a burner that was on the lamp which
caused the previously mentioned trouble near Battle Creek. Between the two
kinds of burners there was manifestly a very great difference; for with one, under
favorable circumstances, with oil bearing nearly the Michigan test, there was
no danger for a short time, with a broken chimney. While with the " Sun
hinge burner," under the same conditions, there seemed to be danger within a

very few minutes after the chimney was removed.

As the burner was said to have been of this kind on the lamp that is believed

to have exploded and caused the death of the persons west of Saginaw, as pre-

viously stated,* it does not seem improbable that about the time the father left

the house the lamp chimney cracked off, perhaps through some draught as he
opened and closed the door. If that occurred, then, according to our experi-

raeuts the lamp in a very few minutes became very hot, and it does not seem
very improbable that in a few minutes more the lamp gave way and the whole
room would then soon be filled with fire, as the little boy described it. Lamps
of that kind are in quite common use, and the breaking of chimneys is not an
infrequent occurrence. With one of these lamps filled with ordinary coal oil,

and lighted, if a chimney chances to break when no one is near to put out the

lamp, there is a probability that but a few minutes will elapse between the

occurrence and general destruction of the surroundings by fire.

Under all such circumstances, where, by the breaking of a lamp, or other-

wise, a quantity of illuminating oil is exposed to a flame, the chances of pos-

sible control are very much in proportion, inversely, to the volatility of the

oil; for when oil that is volatile at a low temperature is so exposed, the entire

surrounding atmosphere becomes almost instantly saturated with its vapor,

which, as soon as aflame comes in contact with any part of it, becomes a con-
tinuous sheet of flame completely enveloping persons or surrounding objects,

and therefore entirely beyond any control which can immediately be brought
to bear upon it. Under such circumstances loss of life and property is immi-
nent. With less volatile oil, under an equal accession of heat, there is less press-

ure of vapor, and if the mass of oil is exposed by the breaking of a lamp or

otherwise, a much greater heat is endured and a longer time elapses before the

oil is converted into vapor. Under such circumstances the element of time
makes all the difference between certain death and destruction of property,

and possible escape with life and property. This is the difference between a

low-test and a high-test illuminating oil. A few years ago a very large estab-

lishment in Detroit was almost instantly filled with fire from top to bottom,
and destroyed, and lives were lost, in a city where the fire department is par-

ticularly well organized. This was the result of breaking a package of a very

volatile product of petroleum, which rapidly diffused through the air until a

lighted gas jet was reached, when the entire atmosphere within the building was
a continuous flame. Contrast this with an occurrence in this city, where a

lighted lamp, filled with a heavier product of petroleum oil, being kerosene of

a high test, was dropped upon the carpet and the oil freely scattered about
and lighted by the burning lamp wick. Only a little boy was very near it,

but with his feet he quickly stamped out all the flame, and no very serious

* On pages xxviii-ssis.

D
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damao'e resulted. With a low-test oil, his death would have been almost cer-

tain.

An effort has been made, and from what we Icnow of those who think they

are ihterested in preventing such restrictions upon the sale of oil, it is reason-

able to believe that efforts will hereafter be made to reduce the standard legal

test for oil in this State. From what has thus far been established by experi-

ment it would seem that unless existing means for the use of such oil are

greatly modified, the test should at least be raised to what it was before the last

legislature lowered it, namely, 150° F. for the flash test. There should also be

some legal protection from the sale of oil that contains so much paraffine that _

the lamp-wick becomes clogged up, and causes not only a very poor light, but

also a much heated lamp." Perhaps if the specific gravity of the oil was re-

quired to be tested, in addition to the flash test, it might indicate the nature

of the oil as to heating and lighting qualities as well as the temperature at

which it will give off an explosive vapor. We certainly ought to know this

last, and it would seem also the relative or absolute heating qualities of the oil

itself. Some further experiments on this latter point are much needed.

The lighting qualities of some of the oil lately sold in this State have not

been good. Some people have pretended to believe that it was because of the

high test required by the law. Those who understand the facts know that this

is not true. When the law in this State required a test higher than the present

one by ten degrees, oil was used in this city that would stand that test, burned

with a brilliant flame, and did not encrust the wick. Oil is now being sold

and used in this city that will bear the present legal test, and that burns with

an extremely bright light, will not encrust the wick, and lasts enough longer

to make up for the slight difference of five cents a gallon charged by retailers

for it more than for the inferior oil. (See next to last paragraph on page 91 of

this volume.) The present trade name for the brand referred to is the "Water

White" oil. By whatever name that quality of oil is known, it should be pro-

cured. It is not only cheaper in the end, but is much safer.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THIS BOARD.

From the very first organization of the Board, it has been considered desira-

ble that a corps of meteorological observers be secured in this State, to supply

data for a study of the relations between meteorological conditions and the

various diseases and causes of death that are known to be so largely influenced

by heat, cold, moisture, and other atmospheric conditions. Through action

taken during the year for which this Eeport is made, quite a number pf meteor-

ological observers liave been secured for this purpose at difierent stations about

the Slate. As the amount of money at the disposal of the Board, after the

numerous other imperative uses for it had been attended to, was not sufficient

to equip these meteorological stations with complete outfits of standard instru-

ments, some of these observers are contributing observations of instruments

procured at their own expense, while others contribute only so much as is possi-

ble with the instruments they have, including a few supplied by this Board.

An effort has been made to secure observations at each ot the prominent State

institutions. The names of the observers or persons under whose direction

observations are made in this State for this Board are as follows:

Prof. R. C. Kedzie, Agricultural College, Lansing.

Dr. B. H. Van Deuseu, Medical Supt. State Asylum for Insane, Kalamazoo.
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Lyman P. Alden, Snpt. State Public School, Coldwater,

Prof. L. McLoutl], State formal School, Ypsilanti.

John Bell, M. D., Benton Harbor.

Hon. Henry F. Thomas, M. D., Allegan.

C. Henri Leonard, M. D., Detroit.

PI. T. Calkins, M. D., Fyfe Lake.

J. S. Reeves, M. D., East Tawas.

J. H. Kellogo-, M. D., Battle Creek.

C. M. Woodward, M. D., Tecumseh.
Dr. E. Hanse, Tecumseh.
W. C. West, M. D., Monroe.
Eecords of meteorological observations at several stations outside the State

are also received with considerable regularity, including "The Monthly Weather
Eeview," from the Chief Signal Officer of the U. S. War Department; from the

several City Health Departments, a weekly statement of meteorological condi-

tions at Central Park, New York city; at Brooklyn, IN". Y. ; Selma, Alabama;
Mobile, Alabama; and Washington, 1). C. A valuable contribution of meteor-
ological data in manuscript has also been received from J. J. Qainn, M. D., of
Cincinnati, Ohio. This last was obtained with a view to its use in studying a

certain disease known to be much influenced by climatic conditions, the deaths

from it having been well tabulated in the Health Reports of Cincinnati.

For the use of observers in this State, a blank Register was planned and
published (see page xvi.), and a sufficient number of copies distributed to the

several observers, with stamped envelopes for their regular return when filled

out. For the benefit of volunteer observers and those who may wish to take

observations on their own account, and for other reasons, the blank Register

is given, in a reduced form, on the following page, and the full directions to

observers are made to follow it.
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On the back of each blank Eegister was printed the following

:

DIRECTIONS FOR TAKING METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AND FOR
CARE OF INSTRUMENTS.

TEMPERATURE—THERMOMETER IN OPEN AIR.

The thermometer in open air should be placed in such position as not to receive the

direct rays of the sun, or heat from any strongly heated body. It should not be placed

against the side of a house, because the house is sometimes hotter, and sometimes colder

than the open air. A good position is where it is placed on the north side of some light

wall and secured by ahook or bracket five or six inches from the wall, so as not to be

heated or cooled by it. It should be screened from exposure to the open face of the sky,

lest it give too low a temperature. The observations are taken three times a day, and the

mean of these observations gives very nearly the mean temperature of the day. This is

found by adding together the three observations and dividing this sum by three,

SELF-REGISTERING THERMOMETERS.

The self-registering thermometers,—maximum and minimum,—are to be placed under
the same con'clitions'lis described for the ordinary standard thermometer. Their bulbs

should be entirely free. They should be attached in a nearly horizontal position, A board
accompanies these instruments, which should be securely fastened with screws, in a hori-

zontal position.

After unpacking the minimum, it should be carefully compared with the exposed
thermometer, and if an air speck is found in the column, the bulb should be immersed in

warm water, until all the air-bubbles disappear in the space at the top of the tube, great

care being taken not to break the bulb by heating it too suddenly.

The brass support for the minimum should be screwed into the upper part of the board,

the holes being so arranged as to slightly incline the left end of the support. The top of
the thermometer should be fastened by the small brass screw upon the support, while the

lower end will be dropped into the notch to the left. After fastening the top of the

minimum upon the support, the lower end of the instrument should be raised until the

top of the small index touches the top of the column of spirit.

The minimum instrument is read by observing the number of degrees upon the scale

•where the top of the index rests. After taking a reading, the bulb or lower end of the

thermometer"should be elevated until the index comes down to the temperature of the air

at the time of the observation, and the instrument should then be dropped into the notch
at the left of the support, as before.

For the support of the maximum thermometer the long brass pin with a nut should be
screwed into the board, in the hole to the right. The nut should be taken off and the pin
slipped through the hole in the upper end of the instrument, which will be securely

fastened by replacing the nut and screwing it tightly. The plain brass pin is then inserted

in the hole at the left of the board, and the thermometer placed upon it so as to incline

slightly in that direction. The end of the pin to which the maximum is attached must be
occasionally oiled to prevent friction.

The maximum is read by observing the number of degrees upon the scale at the top of

the column of mercury. In reading, the same care should be exercised as with the common
thermometer, the eye being directly opposite the upper extremity of the index in the

minimum, and the upper end of the column of mercury in the maximum thermometer.
Verify the first observation by a second reading.

After taking a reading of the maximum thermometer the observer may remove the pin
at the left, and taking hold of the thermometer about three inches from the top, swing it

around several times,"or until the top of the column is brought down to the temperature of

the air at the time of the observation. Care must be taken not to touch the bulb, and also

that the nut is screwed up sufficiently tight to prevent the instrument from striking against

the side of the board to which it is fastened. After adjustment, gradually raise the instru-

ment to a horizontal position, and insert the pin as before. Care should be taken, in

elevating the thermometer, not to raise the bulb too high, as the column of mercury would
then run to the upper end of the tube. Care should also be taken not to heat this ther-

mometer, by handling or otherwise, and thus leave it registering a higher temperature than
it should at that time.

The observations upon these instruments maybe made, for the preceding day, at the 7 A.
M. observation, and recorded in the proper column. If not made at 7 A. M. the hour of
observation should be noted in the column.
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These thermometers should occasionally be compared with the common thermometer,

and if any error is found, the actual reading of each should be recorded and noted in the

register for that month.

I HUMIDITY OF THE ATMOSPHERE—HTGROMETEK.

The amount of moisture present in the air is a matter of great importance, both in a
meteorological and in a sanitary point of view. The vapor of vpater vi^as formerly regnrded

as dissolved in the atmosphere ; but it is now regarded as forming an independent atmos-

phere pervading the aerial atmosphere. The quantity of water in a stale of vapor which
a given space can contain depends on the temperature. When a given space has as much
water in state of vapor as it can hold at a given temperature, it is said to be saturated with
vapor. If the temperature be lowered, a portion of the vapor will be condensed into water,

but the space will still be saturated. If the temperature be raised and no more vapor be
added, the space will only be partially saturated. The numbers under the head of " Rela-

tive Humidity " therefore denote the percentage of saturation, full saturation being indi-

cated by 100 and half saturation by 50. The Relative Humidity is determined from the

readings of the wet and dry bulb thermometers by means of Tables.

The humidity of the air may be measured in several ways, but the easiest is by means of

the iDet-hulb and dry-hulh thermometers. The dryer the air, or the further it is from satura-

tion with watery vavor, the more rapid will be the evaporation from a wet surface; and
consequentljr the greater will be the cooling of the body from which evaporation proceeds.

If the air is saturated, there will be no evaporation, and the wet and dry bulb thermome-
ters will mark the same temperature; but under all other circumstances, the wet bulb will

mark a lower temperature than does the dry bulb. The wet and dry bulb thermometers
therefore measure the rapidity of evaporation at a given temperature, and from this we
deduce the amount of watery vapor present in the air.

The Psychrometer consists of two delicate thermometers, one bulb being covered with a

thin clotli kept constantly wet, and evaporation being permitted by freely exposing the

instrument to the air. It is important that the wet bulb be kept wet at all times, or if this

is not secured, it should be wet with fure water at least fifteen minutes before each obser-

vation. "Water will evaporate from the solid as well as the liquid state. When the tempe-
rature is at or below freezing point, the wet bulb should be kept covered with a thin layer

of ice. If the temperature of the air is below freezing point, and water is placed on "the

wet bulb, the temperature as marked by this thermometer will be 82° till all the water is

frozen. It is therefore very important to wet the wet-bulb fifteen to thirty minutes before

each observation, unless it is entirely covered with ice. If the wet bulb marks 32° while

the dry bulb marks a lower temperature, it is because the water of the wet bulb is freezing,

but not entirely frozen.

The Psychrometer should be so placed as to be freely exposed to the air, observing all

the precautions noted in connection with " Thermometer in open air." The covering of

the wet bulb should be renewed often enough to secure a clean covering, for if too much
dust is allowed to collect upon it, it will be difiicult to secure adequate moistening of the

covering and proper evaporation therefrom. By means of a syringe it can be purified

somewhat without removing it. Rain water should be used with this instrument,

PRESSURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE—BAROMETER.

The Barometer may be placed within doors, in a room not subjected to sudden changes

of temperature, in a good light, but protected from the direct rays of the sun. It should

be secured in a vertical position.

To observe the barometer, first note the degree of the attached thermometer, because the

heat of the body may affect this. Kext, adjust the cistern till the mercury just touches the

ivory point. Then gently tap the case so as to lessen the adhesion of the mercury to the

tube, and measure the height of the column. Enter the reading of the barometer and the

thermometer attached in the proper columns.

CLOUDS.

Under this head are entered the three dailj' observations of the aspect of the sky. The
percentage of cloudiness is designated by figures, 100 being entire cloudiness ; 50 when half

the face of the sky is covered with clouds ; 00 when no clouds are visible ; and intermediate

numbers in proportion.
The "kind of clouds " are to be entered by the following abbreviations: St. Stratus,

Cu. Cumulus, Gir. Cirrus, Mm. Nimbus, Cir. St. Cirro-Stratus, Cii. St. Cumulo-Stratus,

Cir. C«. Cirro-Cumulus.

WINDS.

The winds are recorded in the direction /?w7i which they blow, as indicated by a wind-

vane. The direction is entered in eight points of the compass: N., NE., E., SE., S.,
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SW., W., NW. The force can be ineasured salisfaclorily only by an anemometer. The
force may be approximately estimated and registered by ligures from 1 to 10. The figures

in the last colnmn, expressing the number of miles per hour, are not to be used in the
register.

1. Very light breeze -. -. 2 miles per hour.
2. Gentlebreeze 4 " " "

8. Fresh wind ...12 "' " "

4. Strong wind 25 " " "

5. High wind ..So " " "

6. Gale... 45 " " "

7. Stronggale 60 " " "

8. Violent gale 75 "

9. Hurricane 90 " " "

10. Most violent hurricane 100 " " "

OZONE.

Observations on ozone are desired as one element of climate, but especially to ascertain

its relations to health and disease. Observers are requested to notice and record any
apparent connection which the abundance or deficiency of ozone maj'^ have with the preva-
lence or absence of any given diseases, or an}' influence observed in modifying the types of
such diseases.

Two observations are taken daily,—a "Day observation," taken from 7 A. M. to 2 P.
M,, and a " Night observation," taken from 9 P. M. to 7 next morning. The observations
are taken by means of Schonbein's Test Paper, and the results determined by comparing
the test paper employed with the ozone scale. * Both the test paper and the ozone scale

will be furnished from this office.

, The stock of test paper must be preserved in closed bottles or jars in a dark closet,

because sunlight will form ozone and color the paper so as to destroy its value as a test.

Only colorless test paper must be used in measuring ozone.
To take the observation, cut a strip of the paper one-half inch wide and four inches

long, moisten two-thirds of the paper in pure water, and pin it up in a place screened from
direct sunlight but freely exposed to the air and diffuse daylight. At the close of the
observation, dip the paper in clear water and compare it with the ozone scale, and enter
in the proper column the figure on that portion of the scale which most nearly corres-

ponds in color with the test paper employed. In deciding the amount of ozone for any
observation by comparison of the test paper with the ozone scale, the general tone of the
test paper should be taken, and not the exceptional marks or lines.

R.A.IN AKD SNOW.

Another important element of meteorology is the amount of precipitation of atmospheric
moisture. The simplest way of measuring this would be to expose a cylindrical vessel

with vertical sides freely to the rain or snow in a position where surrounding buildings,
trees, etc., would not disturb the rainfall, and to measure the depth of water caught in
each storm. With a rain-gauge more accurate results can be secured.
To ascertain the amount of water in any fall of snow, a column of the depth of snow of

the same area as that of the gauge, should be melted and measured as so much rain. It is

usually stated that ten inches of snow will make one inch of water.

TEMPEKATUKE OP WATER IN WELLS.

The temperature of water in wells from sixty to one hundred feet deep differs but little

from the mean temperature of the place, unless disturbed by volcanic agencies. The mean
of the monthly observations of the temperature of any deep well will be very nearly the
mean temperature of that locality. These observations should be taken and recorded once
every month. By securing a thermometer in the well bucket, lowering this into the well
and filling it witli water and allowing it to remain in the well some minutes to acquire the
temperature of the well-water, the temperature of the well-water will be readily observed
by noting the thermometer when the bucket is drawn up. If a pump is used, pum]) the
water rapidly for fifteen minutes into a pail containing the thermometer, and note the
temperature at the close.

CASUAL PHENOMENA.

JS'ote Observations of ilio following

:

Thunder Storms—Time of occurrence and direction of motion.
Tornadoes—Time of occurrence, width and direction of path, efiFects prcduced, and

whether attended by electricity or hail.

* For ozone scale, see lithograph fccing page 143 of this Report.
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LigMning—Time of occurrence, objects struck, as trees, buildings, etc. ; if at a distance,

direction from observer, and whether zigzag, forked, or diifuse.

Hail Storms—Time of occurrence, direction and width of path, size and quantity of

stones, and amount of injury.

Aurora Borealis—Time of appearance and disappearance ; time of formation of arch,

beams, and corona, and whether there is a dark cloud below the arch.

Meteors and Shooting Stars—Direction and time of occurrence.

Solar and Lunar Halos, Parhelia and Paraselense—Time of occurrence, intensity, etc.

Frosts—Time of early and late, particularly first and last.

Depth of Ground Frozen, in feet and inches ; time of disappearance of frost from the

ground.
Rivers, Lakes, Canals, and Streams—Time of closing and opening, and their extreme

rise and fall.

Earthquakes—Time of occurrence, direction of impulse, number of shocks, and effects

produced.
Hazy or Smoky Appearance of the Atmosphere—Time of occurrence and intensity.

Wote and report any other important phenomena, especially coincidences between
meteorological conditions and the outbreak, increase, or decline of any disease among the
people, among domestic animals, or affecting cereals or any plants usually consumed by
man or domestic animals : as, for instance, any apparent relation between dryness or
humidity of the atmosphere and the prevalence of croup or pneumonia,—between an
excess or deficiency of ozone and the prevalence of influenza, or epizootic among ani-

mals,—between hot and moist atmosphere and smut in wheat or other grain, etc., etc.

CIRCULAR OF INSTRUCTIONS TRANSMITTING BLANKS FOR ANNUAL
REPORTS BY CLERKS OF LOCAL BOARDS.

[6.]
Office of the Secretary of the State Board op Health, )

Lapsing, Michigan, September, 1875.

To the Clerk of iha Local Board of HealtJi

:

Sir :—Herewith I send you a blank form [B.] upon which to make your Annual Report
to this Board for the year ending September 30th, 1875. Please fill out and returk
this refort as soon as possible. In making this report, you will probably do well to

confer with the President, and also with the Health Officer of your Board. The blank is

similar to one previously used. In some cases quite specific replies have been received to

the questions relative to permanent conditions, such as soil, streams, timber, etc. Such
clerks as are certain that they have given accurate and full replies to those questions may
refer to their former report in answer to such questions in this blank ; but many of the
questions refer to facts connected with the deaths, diseases, and conditions during the year
ending September 30th, 1875, and require answers without reference to the previous year.
Answers to questions relative to drainage may also be different from those in last report,

and should therefore be given explicitly in all cases.

Two years ago a form for a "Record of cases of diseases which endanger the public
health " was sent to your predecessor, with the recommendation that such a record be
obtained and used for recording cases of such diseases occurring within the jurisdiction of

your Board of Health. It was then stated that " by using this, or some similar form of
record, you will be better able to meet the requirements of this Board in making your
annual and special reports required by law,* which in future should include a full and
exact copy of such record." A circular was issued to the physicians of Michigan, calling

attention to the law on this subject, and requesting them to use a form of notice which
should furnish facts for such a record in the offices of Clerks of local Boards of Health.
The law also requires that a notice be given to the Board of Health, or to the Health
Officer, by every householder, whenever he shall know that any person witliin his family is

taken sick with the small-pox, or any other disease dangerous to the public health. It is

not expected that it will always be possible, from the notices which you receive, to fill

every column of your record ; but so much as it is possible to learn concerning each case
should be recorded and reported, because the single fact of the number of cases of sick-

*ActNo. 81, Laws of 1873, Sec. 8. It shall be the duty of the health physician, and also of the clerk of
the local board of health iu each township, city, and village in this State, at least once in each year, to
report to the State Board of Health their proceedings, and such other facts required, on blanks and in
accordance with instructions received from said State Board. They shall also make special reports when-
ever required to do so by the State Board of Health.
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ness from each such disease will be of vaUie in connection with the records of deaths and
other knowledge collected at tliis ofBce.

1 send you ablank sheet of Report of Cases of Diseases Dangerous to the Public Health.
If you have any cases on your Record, please fill out and keturn this kepokt as
SOON as possible. If you have no case to report please send a definite statement to that

effect, and whether you have cases recorded or not, please state your belief as to the number of
cases of each of suclo diseases that have occurred within your jurisdiction that have not been
reported to you officially.

The blank which I send for your Report of cases of diseases is essentially the same
form as the one recommended by this Board two years ago, one year ago, and again at this

time, as a proper form for your Record of such cases. If you have not already begun a
Record, and desire to do so, you can obtain sheets, or books of sheets similar to this one,
except that they are for a Record instead of a Report, at the place and for the price speci-

fied in note on page 18 of the First Report, and on page xix. of the Second Report of the
Secretary of this Board, which Reports are or should be in your possession.

It is again recommended that your Board of Health have a sufficient number of blank
notices printed for the use of householders and physicians within your jurisdiction, and
distribute them in order to call attention to the law, and secure the material for a complete
record in your office.

In case any disease should appear in your locality as an epidemic, please make a Special
Report of the fact to this office as soon as possible, in order that the conditions of its prog-
ress and decliue may be thoroughly studied.

By direction of the State Board of Health.
Very Respectfully,

Henry B. Baker, M. D.,

Secretary.

[Before filling any blank?, please read carefully throngh the entire form, including foot-notes and instruc-
tions.]

[B.]

ANNUAL REPORT TO THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, by the Clerk of the
Board of Health for the * of , county of , State of Michigan,
for the year ending September 30, 187-.

To the Secretary of the State Board of Health

:

Sir :—The nature of the soil in this * is as follows : .

I estimate the number of acres of low or wet land in this * as follows : Swamps,
acres ; marshes, acres ; other wet land, acres.

The streams, ponds, and other bodies of water in this * are as follows : .

The water is stagnant at season— of the year in the following named streams,
ponds, etc. : .

The beds of the following named streams, ponds, etc., are dry at season— of the
year ;

.

The natural drainage of the land in this * is by means of ; the soil is

favorable for natural drainage. The artificial drainage is as follows :
. On the

whole the drainage is f .

During the past three years, ditches for the drainage of swamps, marshes, or other low
or wet lands have been dug in this * to the extent of rods, and the effect on
the health of the people has been, for each year since, as follows : .

The drinking water is X • Its quality is f . Its source is from § . The
depth of the deepest well is about feet ; the depth of those having the least depth is

feet ; the depth of the greatest number of wells is feet.

The proportion of the dwellings which have cellars under them is . The cellars
are wet at season— of the year.
In this * the proportion of the land covered with growing timber is .

The kinds of timber which originally grew here, stated in the order of greatest quantity,
•were .

The kinds of timber which now predominate are .

The principal crops raised in this * are .

The principal kinds of fruit raised in this *-

The principal kinds of wild fruit picked in this * are ,

I estimate that in this * the proportion of the dwellings constructed of wood is

; of brick, stone, etc., .
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In the greatest, number of the dwellings in this
-' the average number of rooms is

the iiverage size of sleepiug rooms is feet by feet ; Ihe usual height

is feet.

The method of warming the greatest number of the dwellicgs in winter is by means of

, and the fuel used is .

The greatest number of dwellings are ventilated by means of .

Special means of ventilation—other than by open doors and windows—have been adopted
as follows :

•
.

In the greatest number of cases, the average distance between the dwelling and the near-

est privy is feet.

In the greatest number of cases, the average distance between the well and the nearest

privy is feet. The least distance in any case is feet. deaths and
cases of sickness have occurred, in which there was a probability that the cause was the

contamination of drinking water by means of privy drainage.

The number of cases in this * where dry earth is used (as a deodorizer and puri-

fier) in ordinary privies is ; in earth closets or special contrivances is .

In case— the privy or earth closet within, or attached to the dwelling.

The principal employments of citizens of this * (named in order of greatest num-
ber employed), are as follows : .— deaths and cases of sickness have occurred within the year, directly or

indirectly, traceable to occupation as a cause. The cases were as follows : .

In the greatest number of cases artificial light is obtained by means of

The proportion of cases where kerosene oil is used to produce light is about

Deaths and injuries have resulted from its use in the cases, and under the circumstances, as

follows :
.

Paris green is employed for destroying potato bugs. deaths, and
cases of sickness have occurred during the year 187-, which could be attributed to that

poison. The evidence of death or sickness from this cause was .

Compared with previous years, the proportion of deaths to inhabitants in this *

during the year ending September 30th, 187-, was .

Compared with previous years, the proportion of sickness among the people of this *

during the year 187- was .

The greatest number of the deaths were from the diseases or causes (named in the order
of greatest number), as follows :

.

The greatest number of cases of sickness was from diseases as follows : .

To the best of my knowledge and belief, during the year ending September 80th, 187-,

cases have occurred of epidemic, infectious, or contagious diseases, as follows : Of small-

pox, cases ; of cholera, cases ; of scarlet fever, cases ; of typhoid fever,

cases; of measles, cases; of whooping cough, cases; of cerebro-spinal menin-
gitis, cases ; of diphtheria, cases.

The date of the first case of each disease was as follows : Of small-pox, ; of cholera,

; of scarlet fever, ; of typhoid fever, ; of measles, ; of whooping cough,
-— ; of cerebro-spinal meningitis, ; of diphtheria, .

The date of the last case was as follows: Of small-pox, ; of cholera, ; of scarlet

fever, ; of typhoid fever, ; of measles, ; of whooping cough, ; of cerebro-

spinal meningitis, ; of diphtheria, .

" Cases of epidemic, infectious, or contagious diseases now prevail as follows : Of small-

pox, cases ; of cholera, cases ; of scarlet fever, cases ; of typhoid fever,

cases ; of measles, cases ; of whooping cough, cases ; of cerebro-spinal meningitis,

cases ; of diphtheria, cases.

The number of deaths during the year ending September 80th, from epidemic, infectious,

or contagious diseases, is as follows: From small-pox, ; from cholera, ; from scar-

let fever, ; from typhoid fever, ; from measles, ; from whooping cough,
;

from cerebro-spinal meningitis, ; from diphtheria, .

So far as known, the sources from which the diseases were derived were as follows : Xt Of
smali-pox, ; of cholera, ; of scarlet fever, ; of typhoid fever, ;

of measles, ; of whooping cough, ; of cerebro-spinal meningitis, ; of

diphtheria, .

In my opinion cases of disease have occurred within the jurisdiction of this board that

have not been reported to me officially, as follows : Of small-pox, cases ; of cholera,

cases ; of scarlet fever, cases ; of typhoid fever, cases ; of measles, cases
;

of whooping cough, cases ; of cerebro-spinal meningitis, cases ; of diphtheria,

cases. These cases are included in the foregoing statement.
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I attribute the ff in this
•'• darinjj the past year to tlie following causes or cir-

cumstances :
.

In my opinion tbe principal sources of clanger to life or liealth in tliis
•'

at the pres-

ent time are as follows : .

Duriug the year ending September 30lh, 187-, the climatic conditions observed by me
were as follows :

—
.

Duriug the year ending September 30th, 187-, the Board of Health for this "' has
met as a board time— . The following is a condensed abstract of the proceedings of

this board during the year ending September 30th, 187- :
,

The name of the physician appointed as Health Officer of this Board is . His P. O.
address is . My own P. O. address is .

I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements in tlie fore-

going report are correct.

Dated ,
187-.

Signed ,

Clerk of the Board of Health for the *
of .

FOOT-NOTES AND OTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

* Insert the word township, city, or village.

t Insert the words, "not good," "bad," "very bad," "good," "very good," etc. Clerks of City Boards

of Health will please send a statement for their city of the details of sewerage, disposal of sewage, etc.

$ Insert the word, "hard" or "soft."

§ Insert the word " wells," "cisterns," or state the facts if otherwise.

%X After each disease insert the words, " the disease was contracted in the city of " "or at the school

in " "in a room occupied by persons sick with the same disease time since," "by means of

clothing worn by patient with same disease," etc., etc., as the facts may be. In the case of tj'phoid fever,

if the privy was near the well, or within the dwelling, state the facts.

tt Insert the Vi'ords "excessive mortality," "excessive sickness," "general healthfulness," or otherwise

express the facts.

In filling blanks followed by such -words as "deaths," " cases," "feet," "rods," "acres," etc., numbers

should be stated if possible, either in words or figures, and "0" should be written where that expresses the

truth, for the reason that a blank space indicates that the item has been overlooked.

Please answer the questions as they are printed, and in the blanks left for the purpose. Do not change or

mark out any of the printed matter. If you wish to communicate any item which will not go in the blank

as printed, please write on a separate sheet of paper.

Please fill all blanks in some wat, to show that none have been overlooked.
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REPORTS FROM OFFICERS OF LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

An examination of the blanks for reports to this Board will show that provis-

ion is made for placing upon record a great many statements of conditions

existing wathin the jurisdiction of the several local boards of health in Michi-

gan, as also the facts relative to the prevalence and fatality of certain diseases.

A large number of these blanks have been properly filled out and returned by

clerks of local boards of health. It will therefore be seen that much material

is being collected, which it is hoped will eventually be of value in the study of

conditions which favorably and unfavorably influence health and disease.

This is not accomplished without very considerable labor on the part of those

clerks of local boards of health, and others who contribute to this collection,

as also on the part of the office of this Board. Many clerks report that their

boards have never met, and unless township boards allow their bills without
reference to the local board of health, it seems very probable that many of them
never receive proper compensation from their township, city, or village for

such work as this, which is demanded of the office they hold. If proper bills

for this work are not in some way allowed and paid, it would seem just that

some legal provision be made whereby such work shall be compensated.

But notwithstanding many of these officers have performed their duties

thoroughly, without reference to the question of compensation, not all of

them have been thus prompt. A large amount of correspondence seems to be
demanded of the office of the State Board of Health which ought not to be
necessary, and which is caused by the reluctance of some officers of local boards
of health to comply with the law, strictly and fully. The law requiring reports

is very plain, and is as follows:*

" Sec. 8. It sball be the duty of the health physician, and also of the clerk of the local
board of health in each township, city, and village in this State, at least once in each year,
to report to the State Board of Health their proceedinirs, and such other facts required, on
blanks and in accordance with instructions received from said State Board. They shall

also make special reports whenever required to do so by the State Board of Health.'"'

LOCAL HEALTH OPPICERS.

Although the law provides for reports from the health physicians of all local

boards of health, it has not been found practicable to secure them with much
uniformity or regularity, for the reason that these officers are not regularly

elected for a definite time as are the presidents and clerks of such boards. The
law provides that a health officer may be appointed. In order to learn whether
one has been appointed we must communicate with some officer of the local

board, and inasmuch as the records of the board are with its clerk, it has, as a
general thing, been found desirable to also ask of him a statement of the several

items of information desired. Information of a different kind, and perhaps of
more value, so far as relates to diseases and causes of death, could probably be
obtained of the health physicians, if they were generally appointed or, what
would be better, elected throughout the State, and could be easily commuui-
cated with.

CLERKS OF LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

The law plainly requires a report from the clerk of every local board of

health in the State, without reference to whether he has or has not received

* Laws of 1873, Act No. SI.
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any reports from those who should make reports to him. It is clearly expected

that clerks will ascertain in some manner what the "facts required" are, and
repprfc them as accurately as possible. And yet many clerks persist in return-

ing the blanks not filled out, and write a letter which involves quite as much
labor on their part and very much more on the part of the central office,

stating that inasmuch as no reports have been made to them they " have
nothing to report." The makers of the law evidently took it for granted that

the clerk of a township has almost necessarily some knowledge of the condi-

tions and occurrences in his own township, and it is entirely reasonable to

suppose that, even if no official reports are made to him, his facilities for

obtaining information concerning his own locality are so much better than
those of any person in a distant part of the State that a much better knowledge
of the facts concerning the several townships can be obtained by some such
person in each locality as the township clerk, who is necessarily within the

limits of the territory concerning which inquiry is made.

"Whenever reports are asked for, blanks, instructions, and printed envelopes

for return of reports, are sent to each officer from whom a report is demanded.
The blanks and instructions are so worded that whenever it is absolutely

impossible to obtain positive information, the opinion of the officer on the

ground is asked for It would therefore seem reasonable to expect replies in

every instance.

Some clerks of local boards return the blanks untouched, and in a letter

convey intelligence that answers quite a large proportion of the questions in

the circular or blanks. This involves much extra labor, in reading letters, etc.,

besides it is necessary that the report be upon the regular blank so that it can

be readily filed, and any statement in it quickly found, and that the whole or

any part of it may be more easily compiled if needful at any future time.

Some clerks return the blanks not filled out, and write that '' there is no
board of health" for their township, city, or village, as the case may be. The
law seems to be very plain on this point, and, excepting italics, is as follows :

BOARDS OF HEALTH IN TOWNSHIPS.

" The supervisor and justices of the peace of every township, respecting which no other

provision is or shall be made by law , shall ie a board of health for their respective townships,
and the totonsJiip clerk shall be the clerk of such board, and shall keep a record of their proceed-
ings in a book to be provided for that purpose at the expense of the toionship.''''^

BOARDS OF HEALTH IN CITIES AND VILLAGES.

" The mayor and aldermen of each incorporated city, and the president and council, or
trustees, of each incorporated village in this State, shall have and exercise all the powers
and perform all the duties of a board of health, as provided in this chapter, within the limits

of the cities or villages, respectively, of which they are such officers, "t

It would seem that there is a local board of health in every township, city,

and village in Michigan, and that the clerks of such local boards are required

to report whether any other officers do or do not perform their duties. If they

will do this promptly and correctly they will save a vast amount of labor and
trouble at the office of this Board, and they will very materially aid the cause

of public health. They should bear in mind the fact that it may be just as

important to report the fact that no deaths or cases of sickness have occurred,

as to report a very great number of cases. Such information is essential in

order to learn when and under what conditions there is exemption from certain

* Section (1692) 1, of Chapter SLVI., Compiled Laws of 1871.

t Section (1T40), Sec. 49, of Chapter XLVL, Compiled Laws of n\1.
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diseases. We want to know what such conditions are, in order to secure them
more frequently, if possible; and in this day and age of the world's progress,

when man's power of modifying natural conditions is becoming so complete in

many directions, it is possible to do much, if only the need therefor is made
plain.

The reports of clerks of local boards of health are supposed to remain for all

time to come in the office of the State Board of Health, as lasting records of

the facts to which they relate in the several townships, cities, and villages of

Michigan, at the time they were made. There, for many years to come, they

may be subject to examination, comparison, and study, as one question after

another may arise in the minds of those who are studying the various subjects

connected with the best conditions for human existence. This fact should

stimulate clerks of local boards of health, and all others who contribute mate-

rial for the use of the State Board of Health, to do their very best that when-
ever and wherever such material may hereafter be wanted or used it shall be

found and prove reliable, and furnish a lirm and true foundation upon which
to build up knowledge that will tend to prolong life and prevent unnecessary

sickness and deaths.

It is a very satisfactory thought that such an amount and variety of valuable

information, and so many facts and statements which promise to be of value,

have already been collected by this Board; and much of the credit for contrib-

uting such facts and statements, should be given to those clerks of local boards

of health who have promptly, accurately, and thoroughly performed the duties

assigned them under the law.

cnicuLAR TO coerespo:n"dekts relative to water supply.

Directly after the close of the fiscal year, through the action of Dr. Arthur
Hazlewood, committee on Food, Drinks, and Water Supply, a circular was issued

from the office of the Board to the regular correspondents, asking for information

relative to the water supply in the several parts of the State where the corres-

pondents reside. The circular may be seen o-n pages 108-110 of this Eeport,

the same, together with the first twenty-five replies received, having been pub-
lished in this Eeport because of the importance of the subject, the interest and
value of the replies received, and because of a hope "to incite our correspond-

ents, and others who may have interested themselves in sanitary science, to

renewed efforts, that a more extended series of observations may be made, and
the results compiled and commented upon in a future Eeport."

SOME methods OE WORK 12^ THE OFFICE OF THE BOARD.

The minutes of the meetings of the Board are oflBcially recorded in a book
called the "Eecord of Proceedings." This book contains an account of all the

business transacted at the meetings, together with brief abstracts of important
discussions, and an exact and complete copy of every voucher allowed by the
Board.

An " Order Book," for the office^of the Secretary, showing for each article

the date of its order, the number of its order, of whom ordered, what ordered,

number of sample, contract price, amount, when received, when allowed,

amount allowed, number of voucher, and having a broad column for remarks,
has been planned, printed, and bound, and has been in use since July 15, 1875.

A permanent book has also been opened containing the "'Classified Expense
Account" of the Board, showing the date of each voucher, the name of the
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payee, the page of the "Eecord" that contains the account of its being aud-
ited, its number, the appropriation year in which it belongs, its total amount,
and the amount of the items into which it is classified. This book also shows
the total and classified expense of each quarter, of each year, and the total and
classified expense of the Board from the time of its organization up to the
close of each quarter. The entire classified expense account of the Board
from the date of its organization to the present, has been copied into this

book. A " Eecord of Distribution of Documents" has been planned, in which
is placed the name of each person to whom reports or other publications are

sent, with the date and manner of sending the same; and also a ''Property

Book" in which is placed the name of each item of property belonging to the

Board, with the date of its receipt, its value, from whom it is received, to

whom it is intrusted, etc. These form a part of the set of books kept in this

oflfice. The endeavor is to keep the books in a plain and accurate manner,
that the business of the office may be rendered as simple as possible. Care has
been taken to file all letters, reports, documents, etc., in a plain and orderly

manner.
The work of the office is in its nature so various, dealing as it does with a

large number of local boards of health, with regular and other correspondents,

meteorological observers, etc., etc., and involving as it does questions in nearly all

of the sciences, some of them in their details, as also questions of law and duties

of local officers, that in order that any progress shall be made, or even that

work already undertaken shall be kept up with, it has been found necessary to

spend considerable effort at first upon the planning and establishing of system

in the methods of work.

Respectfully submitted.

HENRY B. BAKER,
Secretary.
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SECOND ANNUAL ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT.

Oentlemen of the Michigan State Board of Health:

Another year with its pastimes and its labors; its joys and its sorrows ; its

opening seals, of life to some, and of death to others, has gone. The first full

year of this board's existence closes to-day, and has become history.

In performing the annual duty imposed upon your President, I do not pro-

pose, however agreeable it might be, to review the struggles either ante-natal

or post-natal, of the infancy of this board, nor to felicitate ourselves by mag-
nifying its infantile achievements, but looking forward to its more advanced
childhood, and some of the means of which it is to avail itself for higher
usefulness, briefly to point out what, in my opinion, are the ifECESSiTiES foe,

THE PEOPER COiq"STITFTIOI<r, STATUS, EUNCTIOi^S, AJSTD EELATIONS OF, LOCAL
BOAEDS OF HEALTH, WITHIN" OUE STATE.

Were all the children born within this State on and after January 1, 1875^

at their births perfectly physiological specimens of the genus homo,—free from
every inherited perversion or exaggeration of appetite or passion, or any
tendency to disease,—and were they reared, and should they live, in perfect

accordance with the known laws of physiology and hygiene, Michigan, without
a single immigrant or emigrant, fi'om, or to, any other State or people, would,
in the year 1925, be the most populous, the most wealthy, the strongest for

offense and defense, the wisest, the happiest, and the noblest State of the Union.
She would then be full of vigorous men and women, looking forward to the

normal longevity of the human race,—the longevity of the patriarchal age,

—

with no other causes of death than accidents or old age. The fixed and unva-
rying facts of comparative anatomy and physiology might then be relied on to

determine the natural longevity of the human species. Whether we should
consider, with Buffon, that the period of growth comprises about one-sixth of

the natural life of the animal; or with Flourens, that the time required for the

completion of the ossification of the long bones measures one-fifth of the ani-

mal's existence, or that the perfected teeth mark the first fourth or fifth of a

complete life of an animal, "we are justified,'^ in the language of Dr. Stephen
Smith, " in fixing the normal period of man's earthly existence at about one
hundred years."
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The death of a child would then be as rare an event as is now the death of

the veteran whose life spans a century. Our death tables would then be com-
pletely reversed, and after the first century had passed deaths would be far more
numerous of persons from 95 to 100 years old than of persons in the first five

years of life.

Then, too, all those vast sums of money, now lost by the expenses and time

wasted by preventable sickness and death, would be saved to the State to

increase her available wealth.

Those millions of treasure, too, that are now worse than squandered in pan-
dering to the depraved appetites and perverted tastes of the people, would then

be employed in developing all the natural and material resources of the State.

Her two insane asylums would then be nearly empty, as well as her almshouses,

reform schools, jails and prisons, and the money now necessarily expended for

these, would then multiply and perfect her means of education. For, again to

quote Dr. Smith, "jDublic health means something far more important than
public wealth ; it means also public honesty and public morality. It is a fact

established by the records of our prisons, that premeditated crime is rarely per-

petrated by those having good habits and sound health. The criminals are

the drinkers, the smokers, the licentious, the gluttons, in a word, the morlid."

Indeed, under the supposed conditions, Michigan would not only have filled

her own borders with such stalwart men and women, but before the termi-

nation of the first half of the 20th century she could have furnished the same
stock in sufficient numbers to make States of all our now territories.

Now there stand in the way of the realization of a condition of affairs in

this State so profoundly desirable, numerous facts appertaining to the ancestry

of the unborn children of Michigan, to the children themselves, to the fami-

lies in which their first years will be spent, and to the neighborhood, village,

city, and State in the midst of which their later years will be passed.

Almost every child comes of parents in whose constitutions lurks some taint

that leaves upon their progeny some degeneracy in body, mind, or morals,

—

some tendency to premature decay and death.

These tainted strains of blood have various origin, but all flow towards dis-

ease of mind or body, perversion of moral character, and premature death.

Alas, how many of them take origin in intemperance and lust !
" Intemper-

ance and lust breed diseases which, propagated, spoil the strain of a nation,"

The child itself is at first unintelligent in mind and feeble in body, and
cannot avail itself of all the proper means for, or avoid all those positive hin-

drances to, its best development.

The natural conservatory of the individual child is the family. The parents

are the natural and proper interpreters, teachers, and enforcers upon the child

of the laws of health. But alas! in what unfavorable and too often fatal

hygienic conditions are children placed by the ignorance, carelessness, or selfish

neglect of those who ought to surround them with the most favorable condi-

tions for development, and rear them in the most complete accord with all the

laws of hygiene.

That I might make the consequences of ignorance, neglect, and carelessness

in families in respect to the laws and conditions of hygiene the more striking,

and more vividly portray their effects upon the population of the State, I

have grouped many well authenticated cases of disease and death, as having

occurred in a single family, not uneducated, poor, and low, living in a miser-

ble hovel in the filthy purlieus of a great city, but one well to do, occupying a
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respectable house with " mocleru improvements/' upon a fashionable street of

a cleanly and delightful Tillage.

Ignorance, pride, vanity, selfishness, laziness,—indeed all the bad elements

found in human character, are made to conspire in this ftimily to make the
conditions for the life of the children, and their good development in body,
mind, and morals unfavorable, and yet no qualities or conditions are attrib-

uted to them which are not met with in thousands of the homes of our State

every day. Such conditions, and hundreds of others far worse than any
supposed, are constantly pouring their baneful effects upon our population.

In this home of comfort and house with "modern improvements" children

are often compelled, in the very first weeks of their existence, to inhale impure
air from a small, non-ventilated room, and confined exhalations from unclean
clothing and from the unwashed bodies of their parents, thus early laying the
foundations for marasmus, scrofula, and consumption. They are soon fed with
food entirely unsuited to their age and powers of mastication, or made to drink
tea and coffee, or milk poor in quality on account of the bad food or ill health
of the cow, or mixed with ingredients absolutely injurious, by the carelessness

or the cupidity of the milkman. iN'ervous diseases, diarrhea, cholera infantum,
dysentery, or typhoid fever follow, or lingering indigestion lays the foundation
for feeble constitutions Avhich fall an easy prey to any disease that may chance
to attack them.

If perchance any children escape the dangers surrounding their nursery
years, in their childhood they run about a house adorned Avith pictures, with,

floors covered with costly and elegant carpets, only to inhale an air made foul

by an untrapped or broken drain, or an open cesspool, beneath or in close

proximity to the house, or a "convenient" privy vault, or a furnace air sup-
plied from a close, unventilated hall, or damp wood or vegetable cellar; or they
sleep in a chamber into which the foul air of an otherwise unventilated cellar

or basement, by some unaccountable blunder of arrangement is made to rise

and remain, or the air of the whole house is laden and poisoned by exhalations

from decaying vegetables in the cellar.

In other cases the walls of the bedrooms of these children are covered with
bright and showy wall-paper, pleasant to the eye, but Avhich loads the air with
fine dust of arsenic, and slowly poisons the innocent sleepers, and fixes upon
them an obscure and lingering ill health, or leads them, by way of a " myste-
rious and inscrutable providence," to an untimely death.

Children in this house, too, drink water drawn or pumped from a well con-
taminated by means of a near cesspool, privy-vault, or broken drain, by surface

washing, or by the gathering debris of decaying wood curbing, or by the
decaying bodies of dead animals.
Many times does the dark winged messenger come to this home of comfort

and happiness with his fell summons ; sometimes in the form of typhoid fever,

dysentery, diphtheria, malignant scarlet fever, or deceptive but inevitable con-
sumption. Under whatever form he comes, his coming is unwelcome, and is

mourned as a providence black with mystery. And yet this harvest of death
has grown according to Grod's own established and revealed laws, from the
seeds sown and fostered by ignorance, selfish carelessness, and neglect in the
family.

But the family is not alone chargeable with being the source of unfavorable
conditions and influences that swell the vast stream of premature and avoida-
ble deaths and preventable sickness. The gregarious nature of human beings
brings them into many similar dangers of neighborhood origin.
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Althougli there may be tlie sharpest vigilaace, and most intelligent and
scrupulous care to keep the air of the home pure and wholesome, yet in some
seasons of the year the air within and around the house may be contaminated

and poisoned by exhalations from the overflowing cesspools, unclean privy

vaults, barn yards, stables, and pig-sties of the neighborhood. The children of

an otherwise healthy family sicken and die simply because the neighbors per-

sist in fouling the air by the death-bearing odors of putrescence, or perchance

the waters of the wells are contaminated by the saturation of the soil and per-

colation of fluids from decaying animal or vegetable matters in their reeking,

festering cesspools and privy vaults.

But the circle of baneful influences is wider than neighborhoods. In the

village or town, or city, the slaughter-houses, fat-rendering, bone-boiling, glue-

making, and soap-making establishments, indeed establishments for the pur-

suit of very many of the useful arts, may become, when conducted without

proper restrictions and suitable locations, fruitful sources of preventable sick-

ness and avoidable deaths.

The contamination of streams by the oflfal of slaughter houses, the washings

and waste of certain manufactories, the offal and sewage of houses, villages, or

cities ; the uncleaned streets and alleys of the city; the undrained swamps and
marshes of the country, are all sources of great danger to health that no one

person or family is responsible for or can remove or control. Many articles of

commerce are in themselves, their adulterations, or their unrestricted sales

sources of great danger to life and health. Many occupations are unhealthy,

while many others are made so by the cruel cupidity of employers. School

and college buildings, public halls and other public buildings, hospitals and
asylums, are often the sources of danger to life and health, from want of ventil-

ation, improper construction, or arrangement.

How are all these dangers to the people of this State to be avoided ? How
are so many premature deaths and so much needless sickness to be prevented ?

How are the sons and daughters of Michigan to be made the stalwart men and
women, looking forward to the longevity of the patriarchal age, supposed at

the commencement of this address ?

It will do much towards the achievement of so desirable conditions,

thoroughly to educate all of the children in our schools in respect to the

structure and functions of their own bodies, and the laws of hygiene. But at

present, probably a majority of our school boards do not begin to appreciate

the importance and extent of these studies, and a very small percentage of the

teachers of our public schools have even a theoretical knowledge of the sciences

of physiology and hygiene, and much less do they understand the laws of the

two sciences in their practical application and bearing. And indeed, after the

schools shall have done all that is practical for them to do, there will be hun-
dreds of families still ignorant of hygiene in the least of her laws, and thou-

sands of others who do not put them in practice. Here is the legitimate field

for the educated, faithful, and honest physician. The physician ought to be

emphatically a teacher and an enforcer of the laws of hygiene, and no person

should be permitted to practice this, the grandest and most beneficent of the

professions, nor should he or she be graduated from a college that pretends to

fit men and women for the work of the physician, without the most complete

and convincing evidence that he or she is thoroughly and practically

acquainted with the laws of hygiene, the dangers of their infraction, and the

conditions of the most perfect health and development of body, mind, and
jaiorals of tlje human being.
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Wlieu we have such a class of physicians they will not need to wait for sick-

ness to give them employment in its cure, for the highest and most legitimate

work of the physician will always be abundant for willing and ready hands,

to guide their friends and patrons in the way of perfect obedience to the laws
of hygiene, and so to the prevention of disease and the promotion of the most
perfect health. Then the physician will not be valued so much for his ability

to recognize and cure disease, as for his wisdom in guiding to its avoidance.

Then the physician will, as he should, be paid not so much for his remedies

and skill to cure, as for his watchful care, and his success in keeping his pat-

rons well. Then will he be employed and paid by the year as a hygienist,

instead of, as now, for each, call upon the sick. Then will much of the pres-

ent ignorance, carelessness, and neglect in families, with respect to the laws
and conditions of health, be removed. Such physicians will do much towards
removing many of the unfavorable hygienic conditions now incident to

neighborhood, village, and city relations, by giving tone, character, and force

to public sentiment and public practice in regard to these things.

But were all our physicians educated, and faithfully practical hygienists,

doing what was possible in guiding individuals and families to the practice of

the laws of health, and awakening and leading public sentiment to enact and
enforce suitable and effective laws with regard to public health, there would
still be, in every community, a large field for vigilant scrutiny into unfavor-
able hygienic conditions and unhealthy practices, and the devising and enforc-
ing rules and regulations necessary to obviate their influence or to abate them,
that must be given over to a body of men selected for, and adapted to, that
work.

And when we consider that the great majority of physicians at present sup-
pose that the proper relation of a physician to the public is only that he attend
upon the sick when called upon, for so much per visit, and that as a rule they
are scarcely more awake to the idea of the prevention of disease than the com-
mon people among whom they live, the absolute necessity becomes very appa-
rent that there should be in every village, town, or city a local board of
HEALTH.

THE PEOPEE CONSTITUTION OP LOCAL BOAEDS OP HEALTH.

The constitution, or personnel of such a board will have very much to do
with its eflBciency and usefulness.

To be the most efficient, it should be composed of not less than three nor
more than five members, one of whom, as health officer, at least,—and better

more than one,—should be well educated, active, honest physicians. The
other members ought to be selected for their fitness for the oflfice, on account
of their intelligence upon the subject, their earnest and practical activity, and
their honest fearlessness in the discharge of known duties. If possible, a law-
yer and an engineer should be upon the board.

A board made up of persons elected to other offices for their supposed fit-

ness for those other oflSces, or for political or party reasons, has no guaranty
of its efficiency as a board of health. Boards of health cannot thrive, for the
interests of society, in the soil of politics. The moment politics touches them
their efficiency for good wanes. The functions of a board of health must be
for all the people, and not in anywise for a party. No clique, no church, no
class, and no party must constitute or control it. If possible, it should be
placed above and beyond all baneful influences from such sources, as should
the office of judge.
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The secretary and executive member of such a board of health should be a

physician ; and he should have a fixed and adequate compensation, and should

keep a full and complete record and file of all the transactions of the board.

But since by law* the supervisor and justices of the peace of every town-

ship, respecting which no other provision is or shall be made by law, are made
a board of health for their respective townships, and the township clerk is

made the clerk of such board ; and the mayor and aldermen of each incorpo-

lated city, and the president and council or trustees of each incorporated vil-

rage in the State are required to perform all the duties of a board of health for

their respective cities or villages, it is very important that such boards

of health do organize immediately after the election by choosing one of

their number as president, and, in accordance with law, choosing the most
thoroughly competent, active, and honest physician in the town as health

officer and executive member of the board, fixing for him an adequate salary.

"Every board of health may appoint a physician to the board, who shall be

the health ofQcer of his township, and shall hold his office during their pleas-

ure, and they shall establish his salary or other compensation, and shall regu-

late all fees and charges of every person employed by them in the execution of

the health laws, and of their own regulations." f
According to the first report of the Secretary of this Board, there are in

Michigan between eleven and twelve hundred local boards of health. Of this

number only about one-fourth have appointed health officers.

These boards, in the main, seem to have concerned themselves with their

duties in relation to cemeteries and other provisions for burying the dead, and
the very name given by law to these boards, when taken in connection with

the only duties that most of them perform, appears to have in it a sepulchral

twang of irony.

Ought not this Board to make the most strenuous endeavors to induce all

the boards of health in this State, constituted such by law, to appoint at once

a health officer, and endeavor to do something towards the prevention of cem-

eteries and burying grounds being so rapidly filled up, by preventable causes of

death ?

In the case of cities and villages, it would be better that the duties of board of

health be imposed upon a special committee of the council or board of trustees,

and that that committee be authorized to select for their clerk and health

officer the most competent physician available to them in the city or village,

with fixed and adequate salary. Having thus organized as boards of health,

they should hold regular meetings, at least monthly, and oftener during the

hot and sickly season.

STATUS AKD PUiS'GTIOlS'S OP LOCAL BOAEDS OP HEALTH.

A local board of health should be not only didactic and advisory, but judi-

cial, mandatory, and executive.

It should seek to make as general as possible in its community a knowledge
of the common laws of health, and the best means of avoiding sickness—spo-

radic or epidemic; the dangers to life and health that may arise from impure
air, or water and unwholesome food.

X This knowledge should be diffused by circulars of its own, containing the

information, and published either as circulars or by the local papers, or by

* Sections 1 and 49, Chap. XLVI., Compiled Laws, 1871.
t Compiled Laws, ISTl, Chap. XLVI. (1693), Sec. 2.

X Compiled Laws, 18T1, Chap. XLVI. (1698) Sec. 7. i
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reproducing and circulating tlie circulars and instructive papers and sugges-

tions of the State Board.

Tlie members of the local board of health should be ready to advise persons

and families upon all questions pertaining to family or neighborliood hygiene,

in regard to the avoidance of special diseases, and the best manner of abating
certain nuisances or removing dangerously unhealthy conditions.

The board should be one of ultimate appeal for persons or families whose
lives, health, or comfort are endangered by any arrangements or conditions

unhygienic, occurring outside their own homes, or which are beyond their con-

trol for alteration or abatement.

They should not only have the ability and the willingness to ascertain,*

without delay, the facts with regard to any and all such unhealthy conditions,

but should have, as the law now gives them, f the authority to command, under
penalties, that those conditions should be altered or removed by the person or

persons who were resj)onsible for their existence.

As there will be found many such unhealthy conditions for which no person

or persons can be reasonably held responsible, and many others whose respon-

sible authors cannot be persuaded to their complete alteration or removal, the

board must have an executive authority, and an executive officer whose duty
it shall be thoroughly to carry out all the commands of the board.| In the

discharge of such duties the board is already amply protected by law.

II

Such a board of health should establish and cause to be duly published,

through the local press and by circulars, certain rules and regulations looking

to the sanitary welfare of the people, in the way of the jjreveiition and restric-

tion of diseases. As it would' be far better if those rules could be nearly or

quite uniform for all local boards throughout the State, I herewith submit to

the State Board a set of sanitary regulations which, if they meet the approval

ot this Board, might be recommended for adoption by all the local boards of

this State. [See " Eules and Regulations recommended by the State Board of

Health for adoption by Local Boards of Health," published in another part of

this Eeport.—H. B. B., Sec'y of State Board of Health].

Besides the labors of local boards of health in the direction of the prevention
and restriction of disease, they should advise and insist on precautions against

accidents, by requiring guards and cautions to be placed in all situations of

special danger, and where lakes, ponds, or streams are near or within their

jurisdiction they should see that rules and directions for the resuscitation of

the drowned should be conspicuously posted in numerous places.

It will be an important and imperative duty of many local boards to attend
carefully to the drainage of low wet lands, as well as to the drainage and sew-
erage of their respective villages and cities.

It is of the highest importance, too, that the particular attention of local

boards should be given to the water-supply of towns, villages, and cities.

The location and regulation of gas-works, as well as of many other mechan-
ical works, should be in their hands. Their attention should also be given to

the location, construction, arrangement, and condition of school buildings,

hospitals, asylums, almshouses, jails, and lock-ups.

The statistics of mortality in their respective towns, villages, and cities,

* Comp. Laws, Chap. 46, (1099) Sec. 8.

f (noO) Sec. 9, Chap. 46, Comp. Laws, 1S71.

i (1701) Sec. 10, Chap. 46, Comp. Laws, 1S71.

1 (1698) Sec. 7, Chap. 46, Comp. Laws, 1871.

2
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should be carefully collected and, in cities, tabulated. A general survey

and record of the geological, geographical, and meteorological influences upon
health and disease in their respective localities should be kept, and a copy
forwarded to the State Board of Health.

Indeed, if we could have model local hoards of health our vital statistics

would be much more accurately gathered by them, and would be of far greater-

value in their tabulation, collation, and generalization.

EELATIOlSr OF LOCAL TO STATE BOAEDS.

It is of very great consequence that the clerics of local boards should be

eiScient and faithful in the records of all the doings of the boards, and in the

careful and truthful records of all the ascertainable facts in respect to unusual
instances of death or disease from any unfavorable hygienic conditions ; and
in regard to the rise and progress of epidemics, or the undoubted modification of

sickness, or the progress of epidemics, by the institution of special hygienic

measures, or the more rigid enforcement of the laws of health.

All of these facts, carefully recorded and preserved, may be of vast utility

to the State Board of Health in the discharge of its broader and more general

duties and its important generalizations.

There is no town or village so obscure but that its board of health may each

year contribute something to the general knowledge of the laws of health, and
the practical efficiency of efforts and means to enforce them. In no other way
can practical knowledge of this character be so thoroughly disseminated as by
the faithful and intelligent execution, by local boards of health, of all their

duties, and the faithful record of the same, together with their observations,

communicated to a State Board.

Local boards should very largely serve as the means of communication of

the people with the State Board, and of the State Board with the people. In
many instances they may refer questions and cases to the State Board for their

opinion and advice, and on the other hand the State Board may often refer

questions and cases of local interest to the local boards for answers, or to be
dealt with. The more perfectly is the mutual and intimate relation and de-

pendence of the State and local boards understood and acted upon, the more
efficieut and complete will be the work of all.

I have thus but too briefly and too feebly pointed out the necessity for, and
what in my view are the proper status, constitution, functions, and relatione

of local boards of health. Their members, if conscientious and faithful, must
expect to perform a large amount of gratuitous labor, and, in the words of

another, " in its accomplishment they must expect to find their chief reward,

recognizing the force and beauty of the motto of Haroun-al-Easchid, that
* He only worships God acceptably who makes himself useful to his creatures.'

"'
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THE USE OF POISONS IN AGRICULTURE.

In the constant warfare which the farmer is compelled to wage with his

insect foes, he often finds that the only available means of defense is the use of
poisons. But in the use of such destructive agents, not only the immediate
benefits should be considered, but also the remote and contingent consequences.

It seems to me that the following properties would be necessary in a safe

insect-destroyer

:

1st. It should, in small quantity, effectually destroy the insects.

2d. It should be easy of application.

3d. It must not injure the crop in any way, or endanger the health of those

who consume the crop or any part of it.

4th. Nor must it injure any succeeding crop.

5th. It must not injure the person who applies the poison to the crop.

6th. It should possess such physical properties as will at once distinguish it

it from other substances used on the farm or in the household.

If we could find any substance which combines all these qualities, it would
be a great boon to agriculture.

A large number of substances have been used as insect-poisons, but in this

paper I shall confine my attention to arsenical compounds.
In agriculture, arsenic is usually employed in one or other of these three

combinations, viz.: the white arsenic of the shops, or the arsenious trioxide of

the chemist; the arsenate of soda, and the aceto-arsenite of copper, commonly
called " Paris Green." All of these arsenical combinations are deadly poisons
to the animal system.

So far as their poisonous properties are concerned there is but little choice,

save in the amount of arsenic they contain and the readiness with which they
enter into solution.

White Aesenic is used to some extent by the gardener to destroy weeds
and grass in garden walks, but so far as I am aware it is not extensively used
as an insect poison. I consider it more dangerous than some other forms of

arsenic because there is nothing in its appearance or sensible properties to dis-

tinguish it from other and innocent articles found in the household. We
often hear of most disastrous consequences of arsenic being used instead of

some innocent substance for which it was mistaken. If every farm-house in

the land contained this deadly but innocent looking material, such fatal

mistakes might be much more frequent.

Aesenate of Soda has not been in very extensive use as an insect destroyer,

but a mixture of arsenate of soda and common salt is now prepared at the Lodi
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Chemical Works and advertised as a "Potato Pest Poison." I consider tliis

substance a very daugerous one to have on the farm or in the household. It

I00I5S and tastes very much like a very innocent substance found in every

household, viz. : common salt. If the housewife should find some of this sub-

stance and not know what it is, she might apply the simplest and most natural

test by tasting it, and finding only the taste of common salt, she might use it

in preparing food, with most deplorable consequences. So, also, if cattle or

other stock gained access to this material, they would eat it readily for the salt

it contains with almost certainly fatal consequences. I can scarcely conceive

of a more dangerous combination to have on the farm or in the household.

Paris green would be far less dangerous, because its bright green color would
at once distinguish it from all innocent substances in ordinary use. If arsen-

ate of soda is to be used in agriculture, it should be combined with some sub-

stance which will readily distinguish it from all innocent substances, and not
combined with so common a substance as common salt.

Paeis Greeij has been more extensively used as an insect destroyer by the

farmers of this country for a few years past than any other substance. This
material is known in Europe as " Schweinfurt Green " or " Vienna G-reen." It

is an aceto-arsenite of copper, and when pure contains what is equivalent to

68.6 per cent, of arsenious trioxide or white arsenic. It is seldom found pure
in the market, being usually adulterated with sulphate of baryta. A quantity

in my possession and which I have used in my experiments, contains 12.4 per

cent, of sulphate of baryta. Another specimen which I examined contains

42.9 per cent, of barytes. The strong coloring property of the aceto-arsenite

of copper enables the dishonest dealer to largely adulterate without danger of

detection except by chemical examination. The active agent is the arsenite

of copper, the sulphate of baryta being quite inert ; and the activity of the

poison will be proportional to the amount of this salt of copper which is

present. It will be evident that in this salt we have two active mineral pois-

ons—copper and arsenic—but the most abundant and much the most energetic

poison is the arsenic which it contains.

If we compare these three arsenical combinations by the criteria which I

have proposed for a " safe insect poison," we find that they comply in a measure
with the second condition, for they are not difficult to apply ; their relations

to the 3rd and 4th conditions I will consider hereafter; with the 5th condition

they do not comply, for they are very liable to poison those who apply them
to the crop, especially if handled carelessly; in regard to the 6th condition,

those substances diifer greatly, because " white arsenic " and arsenate of soda

do not possess such physical properties as will at one distinguish them from
many substances used on the farm or in the household. In this respect Paris

green is very much safer than these other arsenical preparations, for its color

will instantly distinguish it from all other substances in ordinary use in agri-

culture ; it should be a material which we shall at once recognize as unusual

—

incapable of being mistaken for innocent articles in use on the farm.

In this paper I shall direct my attention mainly to this safest of dangerous

compounds,

THE AMOUISTT OF PARIS GREEN' ANNUALLY USED AS AN INSECT POISON.

The amount of Paris green which has been used in the western and northern

States for the destruction of the Dorypliora decem-Uneata, or Colorado potato

beetle, is simply enormous. During the season of active growth it is often
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difficult to supply the demand for this poison. In 1873 more than a ton was
sold in the city of Lansing, and the amount used in our State for that single

year was probably in excess of one hundred tons! No ordinary exigencies

could justify the use of such vast quantities of so active a poison, but the

farmers had no ordinary foe with which to contend.

THE MAECH TO THE SEA.

The Doryphora, in his famous march from the Eocky Mountains to the sea,

has swept a breadth of country in his time of march, has met and conquered

an army of foes, and moved with a leisurely triumph that throws into the shade

Sherman's historical " March to the Sea." The rebels never mustered an
opposing force so great, or resorted to tactics so desperate as the army of farm-

ers have employed to arrest and destroy this hated insect. No scruples have
arisen about cutting off supplies, poisoning food, or killing prisoners in this

war. But the insect has conquered, for the wings of this army already touch
the sea, and European nations have adopted stringent measures to prevent

their being outflanked by this beetle ! No wonder that the farmer has been
ready to use any and all means of defense against so ruthless a foe.

The use of Paris green in the South to destroy the cotton-worm, bids fair to

equal its use at the North against the potato-beetle.

The annual use of hundreds, or even thousands of tons of this poison, North
and South, is a matter to awaken grave concern, and the sentinels of the pub-
lic health do well to ask what will be its influence on the people, both now
and in years to come.

In this connection many questions press upon our attention. What will be

the influence of this poison on the plants to which it is applied ? Will it poi-

son the crops so as to destroy their value as food ? Will it poison the soil so

that crops hereafter raised on this soil will be injured in quality or rendered

unfit for food ? Will it be washed out of the soil, and thus poison our wells

and fountains? What becomes of Paris green in the soil?

SUBSTITUTIOIS" OE ELEMENTS.

Vegetable physiologists inform us that in plants one elementary substance

may be in part replaced by an allied substance. Thus potassium and sodium
have been supposed to mutually replace each other to a limited extent in the

plant. Chemists recognize a close relationship between phosphorus and arsenic

;

their combinations with other substances have a close similarity; they are

chemically similar substances. Under agricultural conditions that afford a

sufficient supply of arsenic to the growing plant, the dark suspicion arises that

arsenic may in part replace phosphorus in the composition of the nitrogenous
constituents of food, and in this way, instead of ministering to the highest

wants of animal life, viz., the repair of nervous and muscular tissue, the
nitrogenous portion of food may become the vehicle of deadly poison.

I^STLUElSrCE OF AESE]S"IC OlST PLANT LIFE.

With the exception of Prof. Edmund Davy of Dublin, who made many
experiments on the action of arsenic on turnips, peas, and cabbages, all experi-

menters agree that arsenic is equally poisonous to vegetable and animal life.

The remarkable statements of Prof. Davy in 1859, that pea plants were repeat-

edly watered with a saturated solution of arsenious acid without destroying
life, and that analysis of such pea plants showed sensible quantities of arsenic
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in all parts of the plant; that a cabbage raised on a soil heavily manured with
snper]3hosphate of lime containing arsenic was healthy in appearance, though,

it contained so much arsenic that 113 grains of the head of the cabbage were
sufficient to give the most distinct indications of the presence of arsenic; and
finally, that turnips raised on soil dressed with superphosphates gave most
unmistakable evidences of having been arsenated, and that this quantity of

arsenic may accumulate in the system until its amount may exercise an injuri-

ous effect on the health of man and animals, were so opposed to the experience

of all preceding experimenters, and were so alarming in their nature, as to

demand immediate and rigorous examination.

The statements of Prof. Davy have been experimentally examined by Ogsfcon.

and by Daubeny and Brodie, who completely refuted many of the statements

of Davy, and threw great doubt upon the accuracy of the remainder. Ogston
found that watering strong cabbage plants with a saturated solution of arseni-

ous acid killed them in a week; that the leaves of these plants did not contain

a trace of arsenic, and that this substance was only found in the portion of

the stem close to the roots, and which were darkened in the interior. When
plants were watered with solutions of arsenious acid so dilute as to produce no
bad effect on the appearance of the plant, no arsenic could be detected in any
portion above the ground. Daubeny and Brodie came to similar conclusions

in regard to barley and turnips. The common practice of gardeners of sprink-

ling arsenic on garden walks to kill weeds and grass, is a familiar illustration

of the fatal influence of arsenic on plants.

Mr. McMurtrie, Chemist to the Department of Agriculture, in the Eeport
for May and June, 1875, gives the results of some very interesting experiments

on the absorption of arsenic by pea plants, and he could find no proof that

arsenic was absorbed by this plant.

It may be objected that the testimony which has been adduced to disprove

the statements of Prof. Davy is only negative testimony—that Davy says he
found arsenic under certain conditions in plants, while the others say they
did not find it under similar conditions—and that no amount of negative tes-

timony can refute the affirmative testimony of a credible witness.

ISTEGATIVE TESTIMOZsTT Iiq" SCIENCE.

In the discussion of scientific subjects we often hear of "negative results,"

—

"negative testimony;" and we are apt to regard such testimony in much the

same light as negative testimony is received in courts of law. A witness swears

that he saw the prisoner steal a certain article ; the prisoner olfers to produce

twenty as good witnesses who will swear that they did not see him steal the

article, but no judge would discharge the prisoner on such testimony. But if

these twenty witnesses had had the same opportunity for observation as the

first one, and their attention had equally been directed to the fact, and they

were equally competent witnesses as the first, then their negative testimony

becomes as trustworthy as his affirmative testimony. In the testimony to a

historical fact, the fact, from its very nature, has passed beyond recall, and we
can receive the testimony only of those who witnessed the fact. But in scien-

tific discussions the conditions of the fact may again be brought under review

in all their essential conditions, and the credibility of the testimony rests

entirely upon the competence of the witness. For these reasons, negative tes-

timony in the court of science may have equal weight with affirmative testi-
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mony, and we must guard ourselves against rejecting such testimony for rea-

sons which have no existence in the nature of things.

The results of Prof. Davy's experiments were in direct conflict with those

of his predecessors and cotemporaries, and thus were a direct challenge to the

chemists of Europe, and they would naturally provoke a rigorous examina-
tion. But I find no evidence that any chemist, on repeating his experiments,

has verified his results: and I think I am justified in saying that Prof. Davy's

statements on this subject are not accepted as reliable by European chemists.

WILL PAEIS GREEK POISOIsr PLANTS, AND WILL IT EEAPPEAR IK THOSE PARTS
USUALLY EMPLOYED AS POOD?

By repeated experiments I have found that Paris green, when applied in

large quantity to potato vines, may kill the leaves and even destroy the entire

plant. This result is reached only when large quantities of the green are used.

Applied in small quantities these results seldom are observed. A much more
important question is, will it reappear in the tuber and destroy its value as

food?
Four years ago, aided by my assistant, now Professor of Chemistry in the

State Agricultural College of Kansas, I made a careful investigation to determ-

ine whether the potato tuber absorbed arsenic when Paris green was aj)plied

to the vines to destroy the potato beetle. I took potatoes raised in the ordinary

course of field culture but whose vines had been repeatedly dusted with Paris

green, and others to which all the Paris green had been applied that could be

used without destroying the plant, but in no instance could I find a trace of

arsenic in the tubers. Other chemists have made similar investigations with
similar results.

The people in a large number of western States have for years been consum-
ing potatoes to whose growing tops Paris green has been freely applied, with-

out a single instance on record of poisoning by the use of such potatoes as

food. In the circulars annually sent out by the State Board of Health of

Michigan to more than one thousand clerks of local Boards of Health, inquiry

is made in regard to the use of Paris green to destroy the potato beetle, and
statistics are called for, of any death or sickness that could be attributed to

that poison. In 1873 return! were received from five clerks of such local

Boards giving statements of poisoning by Paris green, but giving no particu-

lars of such cases of poisoning. I wrote to these five clerks for further infor-

mation, and I give their replies in full. I call attention to the significant fact

that only 5 clerks out of more than 1,000 made returns of cases of poisoning

of any kind by Paris green.

ANSWERS OF CORRESPONDENTS.

The following replies to letters of inquiry were received from the five clerks

of local Boards of Health who reported cases of poisoning by Paris green
in 1873

:

Fair Gkove, Sept. 16, 1875.

R. C. Kedsie, M. D.,

Deak Sir :—In answer to your communication of the 9tb. inst., I respectfully say that
the cases of sickness caused by Paris green were by getting the poison in sores by careless

handling. One was my own case,—a little sore on the hand,—swelled enormously, but
was subdued by an application of vinegar and salt. Two others quite similar. I know of
no cases where the poison was inhaled, or where injury resulted by using vegetables to

which the green had been applied. Respectfullj'',

D. E. CRANSTON.
3
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Ganges, Sept. 13, 1875.

B. O. Ke(Lzie,

Dear Sir :—Yours of the 9th inst. is received and contents duly noted. In reply, I would
say that, in the cases reported in last report of poisoning by Paris green, one was myself,

and' was from inhaling while applying to the potato tops, resulting in much pain in the

head and copious discharge at the nose for about two weeks.

I have been subject to catarrh since childhood until the effects of the Paris green left me,
but have not suffered from that disease since.

The other case I reported was one of my neighbors, who was poisoned by applying the
green, a small hole in his boot leg admitting the poison, causing inflammation to a consid-

erable extent, but was overcome in a short time by applying draughts of house-leek or
"live-forever." There have been no cases of poisoning Jfrom eating potatoes to which
Paris green has been applied as far as I know. The people of this township raise a great
amount of potatoes, and of course use a great deal of Paris green, but we consider that

applying it to the tops of growing potatoes is not liable to poison the bulb.

JOHN H. BALDWIN, GUrTc.

Home, Newaygo Co., Sept. 23, 1875.

U, 0. Kedzie,

Sir :—Yours of the 9th inst., enquiring about a case reported in 1873, concerning Paris
green poison, is at hand. I would say in reply, that the particular case has passed out of
my mind, and I cannot say who it was or how the poisoning occurred, and on enquiry I
cannot find the case. Do not know of any one poisoned by eating potatoes upon which
Paris green has been used.

Yours respectfully,

J. CHAPMAN,
Cleric of Board of Health,

White Lake, Sept. 16, 1875.

i2. C. Kedzie,

Dear Sir :—The case of poisoning you refer to was caused by sowing Paris green and
plaster broadcast over the potatoes. The man put a veil over his face, sowed about four

acres, and by that time he found he had inhaled so much of the poison that he was in need
of a doctor, and got one just in time to save his life, but was sick about two weeks.

Yours respectfully,

JAMES FAIR.

New Haven, Sept. 15, 1875.

B. G. Kedzie,

Dear Sir :—Your favor received and contents noted. I do not remember the circum-
stances under which the cases of poisoning by Paris green took place, but think that it was
the effects of children playing among vines saturated for the purpose of destroying potato
bugs.

fours respectfully,

C. E. FENTON.

For the year 1874, eight clerks of local Boards of Health reported sickness

or death resulting from the use of Paris green. A letter of enquiry, enclosing

a stamp, directed to each of these clerks resulted as follows : One letter

was returned as uncalled for, and the following replies were received

:

Plainwell, Mich., Nov. 8, 1875.

The man.—who appeared to be afflicted with some slight dementia,—stated he got Paris
green into the mouth from his hands while applying it in powder. Suppose he intended
to commit suicide. He lived just one week. Appeared much like arsenical poisoning

—

quantity being small. I know of no cases of poisoning by the absorption of the Paris green.
Respectfully, etc.,

O, E. YATES, M. D.,
Health Physician, Gun Plain.

Gkoveland, Mich., Nov, 19, 1875.

B. G. Kedzie, M.D.,
Dear Sir -.—Gordon A. Ferry was the person poisoned, and it was by getting the Paris

green in his eyes while applying it to the potato tops to kill the beetles.
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Ferry was nearly blind for a long time, and his eyes are inflanaed yet, although he had
an M. b. to attend him at Ihe time of poisoning. His address is as follows :

Gordon A. FriiiiiY,

Austin, Oakland Co., Mich.
My postoffice h Holly, and your letter was delayed, being sent to Groveland postofflce.

Yours very respectfully,

ALLEN CAMPBELL,
Town Clerk, Groveland.

Robinson, Mich., Nov. 20, 1875.

E. G. Kedde,
Dear Sik :—Yours of Nov. 3d received. In reply would say : the child was poisoned by

the Paris green direct. The child's father had prepared some with plaster for potatoes^

and the child got it. It was not fatal.

Yours respectfully,

E. A. FREEMAN,
Glerk of Board of Healtli.

Cases of poisoning by Paris green being inhaled, or otherwise being brought
in contact with the human system, are, unfortunately, not infrequent. When
we consider how carelessly this material is handled by farmers, I confess I am
surprised that so few cases of poisoning are reported.

But the important fact that I would call attention to is, that no cases of poi-

soning by use of potatoes to whose growing tops the Paris green had been
freely applied, are reported by the clerks in more than a thousand townships,

cities, and villages, in our State. It may be objected that these clerks

are not skilled to diagnose disease, or detect causes of death. But it

must not be forgotten that the people of this State began the use of

Paris green knowing it was a deadly poison, and fearing poisonous efiects

from its use. Their attention was directed to this as a probable source

of danger, and the fact that from a thousand communities there is not
reported a single case of sickness or death suspected to have been caused
by eating vegetables to which a known poison had been applied, is very signif-

icant. Some persons complain that the potato is rendered watery or waxy by
the use of Paris green, but from my observations I conclude that this waxy
condition is caused by the destruction of the leaves by the potato bug, and
consequent immaturity of the tuber. I have found this waxy condition in

potatoes to which no Paris green had been applied, but whose leaves were
extensively destroyed by the beetle. This immature condition may thus be

indirectly produced by the want of Paris green to protect the leaves of the

growing plant. . .

WHEN" PAEIS GREEN" IS APPLIED TO WHEAT DURIN"G ITS PERIOD OF GROWTH
OR IS PEE3EKT T^ THE SOIL OK WHICH WHEAT IS GROWJST, PROM HAVIKG
BEEJSr APPLIED TO A PREVIOUS CROP, WILL ARSENIC RE-APPEAR IIST THE
GRAIN", AND THUS INJURE OR DESTROY ITS VALUE AS POOD ?

As wheat is a staple article of human food, this question becomes one of great
importance in a sanitary point of view. As wheat is largely exported from
the western States, and as any suspicion of its containing so deadly a poison
as arsenic would greatly lower its commercial value if it did not drive it from
the market, this question acquires commercial importance. A question of so

much importance should not be settled by mere appeal to general principles,

or abstract reasoning of any kind, for there is too much at stake, both for con-
sumer and producer, to permit the possibility of doubt or uncertainty in re-
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gard to the answer. The question should be decided by most rigorous and
searching experimental iests.

In investigating this subject I was not able to secure all the conditions for

a cbmplete and satisfactory solution. Thus^ I was not able to find a field of

"wheat growing on soil to which Paris green had been applied last year. To
satisfy myself I must gather the wheat myself, and thus be certain that it was
the yery wheat produced on that given soil. But, for reasons which will

appear when I speak of the relation of the soil to arsenical compounds, I

became satisfied that Paris green would exert more influence the first year of

its application than it v/ould after it had remained a year in the soil. I there-

fore turned my attention to this question : If Paris green tvere applied early

in the spring to groiving ivheat and tlie soil upon wldcli it is growing, ivill the

ripened grain contain arsenic'^ For this purpose I measured off, the last of

March, four square rods of a wheat field, and applied by means of water and a

watering pot, two ounces of Paris green, or at the rate of 5 pounds to the acre

—

a quantity greatly in excess of any requirements as an insect poison, but this

excess Avas usetl for an evident purpose.

The Paris green was thus directly applied to the growing leaves ; it trickled

down to the roots of the plant, and the surface of the ground was rendered

sensibly green by the application. After being thus brought in most intimate

relation both with the growing plant and the soil, the poison w^as left to do its

work during the most active period of growth, till the time the crop was harvested.

Thus for more than three months the Paris green was in the most favorable

condition for absorption by the growing plant. The wheat showed no signs

of being injured during its period of growth, but appeared as vigorous and
healthy as other portions of the field to which no Paris green had ever been
applied, and it ripened its crop perfectly.

When fully ripe I gathered the wheat, threshed it under such circumstances

that it was impossible that other wheat should be mixed with it, and submit-

ted the grain to careful chemical analysis. I weighed out 7,000 grains of this

wheat, destroyed the organic matter by the action of Chlorate of Potash and
dilute Hydrochloric acid, and subjected the resulting solution to careful exam-
ination by Marsh's test, Eeinsch's test, and Bettendorff's method, but could

not detect' the least trace of arsenic by any of these processes. I am fully

satisfied that the wheat does not contain the least trace of arsenic, and that it

is not injured or destroyed in value as human food by such dressing of Paris

green.

While the ash of other parts of the plant is found to vary appreciably in

composition with varying amounts of mineral food in the soil, yet the compo-
sition of the ash of the seed,—the most highly developed part of plants,—is

found to be scarcely at all changed by such conditions. By adding common
salt to a soil, we may greatly increase the amount of this material in the ash

of the stalks, but without sensibly increasing the amount of either soda or

chlorine in the ash of the ripened seed. Even if arsenic should be found in

the stalk, we should not expect to find it in the seed.

I examined the straw for arsenic, but with negative results.

WILL PAETS GfiEElSr BECOME MOKE ACTIVE BY PROLONGED CONTACT WITH
THE SOIL ?

From the experiments which I have given, it appears that when Paris green

is applied to potatoes and wheat during the period of growth, arsenic does not
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reappear in the potato tuber or in the ripened wheat. But the question may
still arise, will this be the result when Paris green has been for a year or more
in the soil ; will it become more active, and be taken up by the growing
plant, when it has been for a long time in the soil?

For this investigation I selected a cabbage, because this was one of tlie

plants which Prof. Davy stated to readily take up arsenic from the soil. I

took a cabbage which was grown in the College garden, on soil which was
planted last year with potatoes, which had received the usual dressing of Paris

green to destroy the potato beetle. I took six ounces of the cabbage head,

destroyed the organic matter with chlorate of potash and acid, and submitted

the resulting solution to Marsh's test, but without finding a trace of arsenic.

If this quantity of cabbage, when treated for three hours with so delicate a

test as Marsh's would not give the least trace of arsenic, we may safely con-

clude that none was present—certainly not enough to injure the health of any
one who should use this vegetable as food.

From this experiment I infer that Paris green does not become more active

and assimilable by prolonged contact with the soil.

WHAT BECOMES OF PARIS GREEK IF THE SOIL ?

The application of so deadly a poison as Paris green should be considered

not alone in regard to its influence on the immediate crop, but also in view of

its remote influence on succeeding crops. It is not enough to say that the

amount is small, for by repeated applications the amount may become large.

However much or little is applied, the material must either be w^ashed out of

the soil by the rain, and thus contaminate our wells and fountains, or else it

will remain as a permanent constituent of the soil. If arsenic is in the soil, why
does it not appear in vegetables and grains raised on such soil ? If it is in

the soil, why does it not dissolve in the water percolating through the soil,

and thus be a hidden but terrible source of danger to all who drink such
water ?

It would seem to be a sufficient answer to these important questions to say

that Paris green is insoluble in water. Prof. Storer, in his Dictionary of

Chemical Solubilities, under the head of " Arsenite of copper with acetate of

copper (Schweinfurt green)," says: "Insoluble in water, but is partially de-

composed by continued boiling in water (Ehrmann). Soluble in ammonia
water."

But the terms soluble and insoluble are comparative, and not absolute terms.

No salt is absolutely insoluble. I find Paris green is soluble in rainwater con-

taining traces of ammonia, to the extent of one part in 100,00© of rainwater.

But the water in the soil is charged with carbonic acid, and then has solvent

properties greatly superior to pure water. By its means the insoluble carbon-

ates, phosphates, the oxide of iron, etc., are rendered soluble, and thus enabled

to enter the roots of plants. I find that water charged with carbonic acid will

dissolve Paris green to the extent of one part in 10,000. It will thus be seen,

that the statement that Paris green is insoluble in pure water does

not relieve us of all sense of danger, when we find that exceedingly dilute

solutions of ammonia, and water charged with carbonic acid, may dissolve

sensible quantities, for these are the very conditions in which water is present

in the soil under natural conditions.

We also find that the fine roots and root-hairs of many plants have a dis-

tinctly acid reaction, in consequence of which they have a corroding and dis-
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integrating influence on the rocks. When these fine rootlets come in contact

with many kinds of rock, they etch the rock so as to form on the face of the

rock a lithograph of their outline, giving the form and position even of the

minute root-hairs. Eocks so hard as to resist the knife are still eaten away by

the roots. Even the hard granite yields to their touch. But if the coherent

rock is corroded by root-hairs, much more will they act upon the finely divided,

soil. By such root action even the "insoluble" aceto-arsenite of copper, if

present in the soil, may be converted into a soluble form. If we represent the

solvent power of this acid condition of the roots as equivalent to dilute acetic

acid, we find that water containing 5 per cent, of acetic acid will in two hours

dissolve 33 parts of Paris green in 10,000 of the dilute acid. Thus we find

that all the natural agencies by which insoluble mineral matter in the soil is

made soluble, and thus fitted to enter the rounds of plant life, will equally act

upon the insoluble Paris green. Its insolubility, therefore, is not a sufficient

guarantee of its harmlessness under agricultural conditions.

Having noticed the natural conditions favorable for its solution, the ques-

tion arises, does Paris green pass into solution in the soil, and remain dis-

solved in the water in the soil ?

What are the relations of the soil to solutions of arsenic, and especially of

Paris green ? Does the soil itself modify or limit its solubility ?

" Chemistry has proved," says Prof. Johnson, "that the soil is by no means
the inert thing it appears to be. It is not a passive jumble of rock dust, out

of which air and water extract the food of vegetation. It is not simply a

stage on which the plant performs the drama of growth. It is, on the con-

trary, in itself the theatre of ceaseless activities; the seat of perpetual and
complicated changes."—"How Crops Feed," p. 331.

It is the scene of chemical activities and forces of a pronounced order. The
ordinary laws of solubility are modified or even reversed by its action. It has

long been known that the soil has the power of withdrawing from solution

and fixing in a form insoluble in water many substances distinguished for

their ready solubility in v/ater. Thus a solution of the salts of potash or

ammonia when filtered through a fertile soil, yields up to the soil a sensible

quantity of these bases, which cannot be completely washed out of the soil by
pure water. This action of the soil on substances of highest value in agricul-

ture is intimately connected with the preservation of fertility. Without this

power, the practice of underdraining would be most disastrous on soil fertil-

ity, leaching out and washing away the substances soluble in pure water, and
speedily reducing the most fertile soil to a barren waste. Our soils would be

as elfectually leached as ever the soap-boiler leaches ashes. But the soil has a

wonderful power of " taking care of itself," selecting and fixing in an insolu-

ble form the substances needed to maintain its fertility.

The question arises, is this absorptive power of the soil limited to substances

which contribute to, and are essential for its fertility, or does the soil have a

like power over substances which are injurious to the plant and would be

inimical to human life if they reappear in the food?

The forces which produce soil absorption are partly physical and partly

chemical, but the chemical forces appear to be most active. If we fix our

attention upon the chemical forces existing in the soil, we find strong antece-

dent probabilities that soil absorption will be energetic in regard to arsenious

acid and its salts. All fertile soils contain sensible quantities of lime, magne-

sia, and hydrated oxide of iron. Lime water is a recognized precipitant of
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arsenioiis acid. Hydrated oxide of iron is still the standard antidote for

arsenic tecaiise of its well known power of forming an insoluble salt with
arsenions acid. Fertile soils contain from one to five per cent of hydrated
oside of iron. This substance is not as efficient as an antidote when it has
been j)repared a long time, and I conclude that the oxide of iron in the soil

may be still less efficient, but whatever its age, the hydrated oxide of iron has
a marked power of converting arsenious acid into a form in which it is soluble

only in the strong mineral acids. When we consider the absolute amount of

this substance present in every fertile soil, we see that its influence must be

most significant.

If we take the minimum quantity and estimate the weight of an acre of soil

taken to the depth of one foot at 1,000 tons, the one per cent signifies the

presence of 20,000 pounds of this oxide of iron in each acre of soil ! Shall we
suppose that this large amount, present in every part of the soil, will be with-

out influence on arsenious acid and its salts even if they are applied in solution

to the soil, or become dissolved in the water of the soil ?

JSTot wishing to leave so important a question to be settled by general prin-

ciples or abstract reasoning, I submitted the matter to a practical test. I

placed six pounds of perfectly dry garden soil in a large glass funnel and
filtered through this soil a solution of arsenious trioxide containing exactly

one part in 1,000 of water. I filtered off one litre, which would contain one
gram of the arsenic if none were taken up by the soil. I tested this by passing
through the acidulated solution a stream of sulphureted hydrogen for 3 hours.

Only a very slight precipitate of sulphide of arsenic was obtained. I then
filtered another litre of the arsenical solution through the same soil, and
treated this filtrate in the same way, and obtained a somewhat abundant pre-

cipitate, but far less than I obtained from a like quantity of the original

solution.

This soil had become partially saturated by the first litre of the solution, but
not fully, because it still took up a large part of the arsenic from the second
litre. Here we see that this small quantity of soil had taken up from solution

and fixed in insoluble form a comparatively large amount of arsenious acid,

but that it has not an unlimited power of fixing this substance.

SOIL ACTTOIT OJSr SOLUTIOjS' OF PAEIS GEEEN".

I then endeavored to ascertain what would be the action of the soil on a

solution of Paris green. I dissolved two grams of Paris green in hydrochloric

acid, and slowly filtered this through five pounds of dry earth especially rich

in lime, and obtained half a litre of filtrate,

Neither by sulphureted hydrogen, nor by Eeiiisch's test could I detect a

trace of arsenic in this filtrate. The soil had withdrawn from solution both
the arsenic and the copper.

The question now arises, what becomes of Paris green in the soil ?

Does it remain in the form of aceto-arsenite of copper ? Or is it changed
into some other form of combination ?

Is it washed out of the soil?

I have already stated that I applied Paris green to a wheat plot early last

spring at the rate of five pounds to the acre. After the wheat was harvested, I

collected a cjuantity of the surface soil, to determine the presence or absence
of the poison, and the state of combination after several months contact with
the soil.
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I placed eight ouuces of the dry soil in each of five bottles, and subjected

this soil to the action of several agents which would represent the action of the

several natural solvents which Avould act upon it under agricultural condi-

tions: to one I added a pint of rain water; to the second a pint of rain water
saturated with carbonic acid; to the third, a pint of rain water containing ten

per cent of ammonia (to represent in an exaggerated degree the action of rain

water containing ammonia derived from the air) ; to the fourth, a pint of rain

"Water containing five per cent of acetic acid (to represent the solvent power of

root action in soils) ; and to the fifth, a pint of water containing five per cent of

sulphuric acid (to determine whether arsenic was present in a form soluble in

mineral acids).

These bottles were corked up securely, and their contents shaken up daily

for two weeks. The solutions were then filtered off, the filtrate evaporated to

a gmall bulk, and carefully tested for arsenic by Marsh's test. Not the least

trace of arsenic was obtained from the 1st, 2d, 3d, or 4th bottles, but a very

distinct deposit of arsenic was obtained from the 5th.

From these experiments it appears : 1st, That Paris green, after remaining
in the soil more than three months, did not then exist as the aceto-arseuite of

copper, but had passed into some less soluble form, for, otherwise, the filtrates

from the 2d, 3rd, and 4th bottles should have given distinct reactions for arsenic

;

2d, The material had not washed out of the soil, because dilute sulphuric acid

dissolved it from the soil in sensible quantities. The apprehension that the

water supply will be injured by Paris green passing into solution appears to be

entirely groundless ; 3rd, The arsenic comported itself, so far as solubility is

concerned, as it would if it existed in the form of the basic arsenite of iron,

viz.: insoluble in water and in acetic acid, soluble in sulphuric acid.

CONCLUSIONS.

In these examinations I have satisfied myself of the truth of the following

propositions

:

1st. Paris green, being a deadly poison, should be handled with extreme

care. By inhalation of the dust, by contact of the material with sores or raw
surfaces, and even by contact with a moist and perspiring surface, it may pro-

duce dangerous eifects.

2nd. While classed as an insoluble substance, Paris green becomes soluble to

a sensible degree by the action of what we may call the natural agricultural

solvents. Carbonic acid, and the solvent action of the minute roots of plants

may be regarded as the most active of these agricultural solvents.

3rd. Solutions of arsenious acid and of arsenites tend to pass into an insolu-

ble condition in the soil, in which arsenic is insoluble by natural agricultural

solvents.

4th. While other agents may assist in fixing arsenious acid in the soil, the

hydrated oxide of iron is probably the most potent factor in producing this

insoluble condition ; that enough of this oxide is present in all fertile soils to

render inert a comparatively large amount of arsenic, and that it is to this

agent that we owe our safety when Paris green is applied to the soil. When
Paris green is applied to the soil in such quantity that the hydrated oxide of

iron present in such soil is not sufficient to speedily change it to the inert

condition, we should expect this agent would injure the health, or even destroy

the life of the plant. The limit of safety would naturally vary with the vary-

ng composition of soils. Mr. McMurtrie places the limit in one instance at
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900 pounds to the acre,—a quantity vastly in excess of any requirements as

an insect poison.

5th. Paris green mixed with soil does not remain in the form of aceto-

arsenite of copper, but the arsenic is probably converted into the basic arsenite

of iron.

6th. Paris green, when applied in small quantity, does not seem to affect

the health of the potato or wheat plant] the arsenic which it contains does
not reappear in the tuber of the potato or the grain of wheat ; and that
these substances are not injured as human food by the small quantity of Paris

green which is required to free our fields from a most destructive insect.

7th. Paris green does not pass from an inert into an active form by pro-

longed contact with the soil.

8th. The power of the soil to remove from solution and hold in an insoluble

form arsenious acid and arsenites, will protect the water supply from deadly
contamination by this agent, unless the poison is used in excess of any require-

ments as an insect destroyer.

E. C. KEDZIE.
Agricultural College, Lansing, Mich,, October, 1875.
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T R I c H I nje:

The parasite to which the name of Trichina spiralis is given is a discovery

of the nineteenth century. The first authentic description and specimens we
find in the museum at Guy's Hospital, London, deposited by Peacock in 1828

;

but this is only of the calcified trichina capsules. Paget, at a later date, dis-

covered the round worm within the capsule, and Owen described it accurately

and gave it its name of Trichina spiralis. Other investigators haye added to

the sum of knowledge concerning it, but until Luschka, in 1851, recognized
the finer extremity as its head, the blunt one had been so considered.

For some years confusion reigned in the minds of the profession concerning
this parasite. Kiichenmeister, in 1855, declared that the trichina spiralis was
the larva of the trichocephalus dispar. Virchow even said that he considered
their transformation into trichocephali not impossible, but questionable.

Up to the year 1860, this, in common with other parasites, had only a sci-

entific interest; and with the exception of Wood, all considered them innoc-
uous, and some positively affirmed that they produced no disturbance in the
system whatever. Then the famous case at the Dresden Hospital, observed
by Zenker, "unmasked the seemingly insignificant and harmless intruder as a

formidable foe." The case terminated fatally. The microscopic examination
of the muscles showed in every preparation dozens of the trichinse lying in the
muscular substance, in all forms, curled as well as extended, and giving the
most positive signs of life; also, in every drop of intestinal mucus were nu-
merous sexually mature trichinae. It was proven that the patient, with others,

had eaten of trichinous pork, as shown by an examination of the hams, sausages,

etc., then in store. Several other persons were also made very sick by the use
of this meat, but without fatal results.

These cases incited Zenker, Virchow, and Leuckart, independently of each
other, to investigate by experiment, and their researches were of exceeding-

value in giving us a clearer and fuller understanding of the subject. Prof.

Heller has epitomized their conclusions as follows in Ziemssen's Cyclopedia
of the Practice of Medicine : f

"1. Man becomes infected with trichinas by the use of trichinous pork.
(Zenker.)

2. The muscle-trichinse in the stomachs of mice become freed from their

capsules (Leuckart), and develop, in the intestines of dogs and cats (Virchow),

* The work of collecting the cases cited in this article was mostly performed by my predecessor iu
office, Dr. Z. E. Bliss of Grand Rapids, Mich., whose ill health compelled his resignation from this Board,
and abandonment for a time of home, friends, and practice.—A. H.

+ Vol. HI., pp. 617-61S.
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as also in that of man (Zenker), to mature sexual worms,—intestinal tricliinse,

—

whicli

3. Attain their full growth at the end of about seven days and give birth to

living young (Leuckart)

;

4.' These young trichings migrate directly from the intestine in which they

are situated, into the muscles of the same person or animal (Zenker,

Virchow), since

5. During their migration they are found in the mesenteric glands, abdom-
inal cavity, and pericardium (Virchow).

6. They penetrate into the interior of the muscular fibres (Virchow), and
cause the destruction of the contractile substance (Virchow, Zenker).

7. Within the muscles they grow to perfect muscle trichinse (Zenker, Vir-

chow, Leuckart)

;

8. These migratory processes bring about in man a severe febrile disease

—

trichinosis (Zenker), which
9. May result in death, both in man (Zenker), and in animals (Virchow).

10. Cases of capsulated trichinae are to be considered as healed cases of tri-

chinosis (Zenker)."

The Trichina spiralis is met with under two forms, the intestinal and the

muscular. The following description is extracted from a lecture by Dr.

John 0. Dalton, delivered at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Feb. 20,

1869 : * "If you examine the trichinas in those cases where they have existed la

the muscles for an indefinite period, where they have become encysted, and the

cavity of the cyst has been invaded by calcareous deposit, it is not easy to

make out their anatomical structure. But in cases where the disease is recent,

and particularly where it can be traced to the recent use of trichinous flesh as

food, the anatomy of the worm can be made out with more distinctness. Such

a case happened in this city (New York), about five years ago. Some sailors,

on board ship were taken sick while in port with symptoms resembling those

of the Dresden family, similar to those of typhoid fever and acute rheumatism

combined. It was found that the disease originated, in their cases, from eating

raw pork or bacon. About the same time other cases of the disease became

developed in persons living permanently in the city; and it was found in

these cases that the diSiculty could be traced to the use of ham imperfectly

cooked. A portion of this ham came into my possession, and in examining it

I found not only that the meat was trichinous, but also that the parasites

were in a decidedly different condition from that which they exhibit in cases

of long standing. The first peculiarity was that the cysts in which the worms
were contained, instead of having definite and rounded ends, gradually tapered

off into long and slender prolongations, the extremities of which could not be

reached, being entangled in an intricate manner with the muscular fibres.

"The cyst is evidently a hollow, fusiform tube, consisting of a transparent

and structureless, but well developed membrane, containing the worm coiled

up. From the two extremities of this fusiform cyst run off the prolongations.

It is very important to ascertain exactly the structure of these prolongations.

It is evident that they are tubular, and that their cavity is nearly continuous

with that of the sack containing the worm. Not quite so, however, for it can

be seen that a membranous partition runs across where the prolongations

begin, so that the worm is enclosed in a distinct cavity, and that the prolong-

* Pablished in "Medical Record" of New York, Yol. 4, 1869.
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atious are tubes of much smaller calibre, but were apparently at some previ-

ous time connected with the central cavity. Now this central cavity contains

a transparent fluid ; the worm is, therefore, lying free in the interior of the

sac, not connected with its membranous walls; this can be demonstrated by
breaking open by a slight pressure. It ruptures, and discharges the worm,
which escapes in such a manner as to show that it lay perfectly free within the
cavity of the sac. The worm still remains coiled up, after its escape, and you
will usually find much difficulty in uncoiling it sufficiently to examine its

structure. No operation in microscopic anatomy requires more patience than
this, for its firm folds must be unwound without rupturing any of its parts,

in such a manner as to give you a fair view from one extremity to the other.

This done, the trichina at this stage of development is found to be a worm
one twenty-eighth of an inch in length. Its anterior extremity or head is

tapering and pointed ; the body very gradually enlarges as you pass from the
anterior extremity towards the middle, and about the middle acquires its great-

est diameter, which it retains throughout the rest of its extent, terminating
posteriorly in a round, blunted extremity. The alimentary canal runs longi-

tudinally throughout the whole length of the worm, there being a mouth at

the anterior or pointed extremity, and an anus at the posterior or rounded end.

About the junction of the middle with the posterior third of the parasite, the
calibre of the alimentary canal suddenly contracts, then enlarges again, and
afterwards remains reduced to about one-third its original size. The only
other organ visible at this time is one which occupies, together with the ali-

mentary canal, the posterior third of the worm ; an organ apparently tubular
in character, rounded at either end, and filled with rather large and tolerably

well defined cellular bodies. This evidently is the sexual apparatus, such as it

exists at this time.
" The characters which I have given are sufficient to define the encysted

trichina as taken from the muscles. Suppose now, a portion of muscular flesh,

filled with trichinae in this condition, be taken as food by the human subject,

or administered to one of the lower animals. On arriving in the small intes-

tine, the worms are found to be perfectly free, for the muscular tissues in
which they were imbedded, as well as the cysts in which they were contained,
are digested in the stomach, so that within twenty-four or forty-eight hours,
you find an abundance of free trichinae in the cavity of the duodenum. At
once they begin to increase in size, so much so that very soon, usually by
the fourth or fifth day, they have become three or four times as large as before.

They have now arrived at the adult condition. At the same time the sexual
apparatus, before so incomplete, has become perfect, and the copulation of the
sexes takes place. I have myself, on several occasions, found in the intestine

of the rabbit the two sexes in copulation, the male fastened upon the female
at the orifice of the generative ajDparatus. The eggs having been impreg-
nated, as the animal is viviparous, the female soon becomes full of the young
brood.

" Instead of the intestine now taking up the whole of the anterior two-thirds
of the body, and a great part of the posterior third, you find that the sexual
apparatus is by far the most prominent organ in the interior of the body of the
female ; and as soon as the young have arrived at the period of development here
represented, they begin to move forward to the terminal duct of the generative
apparatus. This can now be seen very clearly, running from the ovary forward
to a point quite near the anterior extremity of the worm. The young are very
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numerous. I do not know that it has been calculated how many a single

female is capable of producing, but they are probably very numerous. The
young, discharged in this way, into the cavity of the small intestine, begin to

penetrate through its mucous membrane by a boring process, passing undoubt-

edly through the entire thickness of the intestinal walls. This causes a great

deal of irritation, which is the first symptom of trichinosis. It is usually suf-

ficient to produce a considerable degree of pain, and not unfrequently a smart

attack of diarrhea.

"After passing through the walls of the intestine, the worms disperse in

every direction, and from that time you begin to find them in the muscular tissue

throughout the body. There they domicile themselves, and within a fortnight

after the symptoms have begun to manifest themselves in the human subject,

you will find them almost everywhere, scattered throughout the voluntary mus-
cles. They are still very small, having increased but little in size during their

transit, so that when they first arrive in the muscular tissue they are not more
than about l-140th or l-120th of an inch in length. They soon, however, be-

come encysted, and then increase very considerably in size. At first, however,

they are not enclosed in distinct sacs, but are found contained in the interior

of long tubes."

Such being the round of changes occurring in each animal infected, to what
symptoms does the ingestion of this parasite give rise to ?

It depends of course, on the quantity of infected meat used, and the number
of parasites contained therein. The symptoms may be, and no doubt often are

too slight for notice. A marked case of trichinosis, Dr. Dalton says, will within

the first ten days, have irritation of the intestines. "In some instances this

irritation is very great ; and the greater it is the more favorable the prognosis,

as a general rule. After eating trichinous flesh, the patient generally begins to

suffer within the first week, sometimes within two days. Now, if the irritation

of the intestine be extreme, so that frequent and abundant evacuations are pro-

duced, the chances are very great that all, or nearly all of the parasites will be

discharged from the intestine. If soothe patient is safe. But if the irritation be

not very marked, time is allowed for the young trichina to penetrate the intes-

tinal walls and enter the muscular tissue,—from the end of the first to the end of

the second week. This is the most dangerous period, the second stage of the

disease. There is general pain and soreness, and osdematous swelling through-

out the muscular system, at the same time typhoid symptoms manifest them-
selves; the patient is debilitated, his pulse rapid, skin hot, tongue and lips dry,

and his general appearance closely resembles that of a patient with typhoid

fever."

The cases that have happened in this State bear a close relation to this short

description, having at first symptoms of rheumatic fever, and afterwards of

typhoid fever. The following statement from M. ISTorthup, M. D., of Port

Huron, and also an article from the pen of Herman Kiefer, M. D., of Detroit,

give more details.

REPORT OF CASES OF TRICHINOSIS AT PORT HURON.
FOB, THE USE OF THE STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

BY M. ifOETHUP, M. D.

The afflicted family consisted of Mr. Agnstus Ludwig, his wife, and three boys, aged
respectively 44, 46, 15, 12, 10 years. The parents were Germans, the children all born
here. On the 31st day of January, 1874, Mr. Ludwig brought home from one of the
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butcher shops of this city a salted smoked Mm. That evening all of the boys ate of the raw
ham. The two youngest boys, disliking it, did not cat of it afterwards. The next day Mr.
and Mrs. Ludwig and the oldest boy ate of it, but the boy did not eat any of it afterwards.

Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig continued to eat of it for two or three days longer. On the 5th of

February, Mrs. Luwig feeling ill, obtained a servant girl, and she boiled the remainder of
the ham, but as none of them had much of an appetite, but little of it was consumed. On
the 8th Mrs. Ludwig gave the last of the meat to a neighboring woman who took it home
to her family and they consumed it virithout any bad effects following.

About the 6th of February Dr. Shoebotham was called to see Mrs. Ludwig and diagnosed
" bilious fever ;" he also prescribed for the oldest and youngest boy.

(The following is transcribed verbatim from note book;)
Feb. 8th. A. Ludwig came into my oflBce and asked for an emetic, saying that his stom-

ach was bad and he thought an emetic would relieve him ; ordered two powders of ipecac,

20 grs. each, to be taken as directed.

Feb. 11th. Patient says emetic operated well but he feels no better ; tongue slightly

furred; skin hot; pulse 90 and full. Knowing the patient's habits diagnosed too much
stimulants ; ordered subnitrate of bismuth in 5 gr. doses, to be taken every three hours.

Feb. 12th. No better
;
prescribed 10 grains calomel with 12 of jalap.

Feb. 18th. No improvement ; cathartic operated violently ; feels as though his stomach
was loaded ; begs for another emetic

;
gave it to him, ipecac ; advised him to stop in his

room.
Feb. 14th, 11:30 P. M. "Was called in haste to see Mrs. Ludwig, wife of my patient.

Learned that Dr. Shoebotham was attending her for some days, but he was out of the city,

and that he had diagnosed "bilious fever." She complains of extreme weakness and
great distress which she cannot localize ; has violent cramps in her legs ; wants them
rubbed or scratched ; has not slept for two or three nights

;
pulse 96 but not full ; skin hot

;

tongue dry and slightly coated ; has been purged thoroughly. Says everything she has
taken makes her worse ; I think she is hysterical. Dr. Shoebotham came in ; consultation
about her case ; am told that the three boys are sick ; examine them and find symptoms all

alike except in degree and date of illness ; suspect some general cause but cannot discover
anything. Agree to meet Dr. S. to-morrow morning for further investigation ; ordered
Dover's powder.
Feb. 15th, 8 A. M. All patients much the same; nothing unusual had been eaten; there

was clean water in the cellar two feet deep ; it had not been dry in a year ; thought it

might be the cause of the fever ; called again at 2 P. M. ; learned that they had bought a
ham a few days before from which they all had eaten before it was cooked ; also that the
girl had cooked it alter Mrs. Ludwig was taken sick ; that what was left was sent to a
neighbor whose family consumed it, and that no bad effects were produced upon them.
1 then diagnosed Trichinosis.

Feb. 16th. Mrs. Ludwig sent for Homeopathic physician ; looked at her when I was in to
see Mr. L.

;
pulse 96 ; scratches herself and has cramps in her legs ; complains of a dis-

tressing weakness,—stiffness of voluntary muscles, and much sighing. Mr. Ludwig in
same condition as before; cannot eat but walks about the house. The boy Henry (13
years old), very sick; pulse 110; tongue dry; skin hot; complains of feeling very weak;
has diarrhea; ordered Dover's powder in full dose; and for the oldest boy a solution of
quinine. No treatment for the youngest boy, who does not seem to be very sick.

Feb. 17th to 25th. Patients continue much the same, except that Mrs. L. is very much
worse.
Feb. 27th. All my patients passed into the hand of an irregular practitioner.
Feb. 28th. Mrs. Ludwig died at 9 A. M. I am to hold a post mortem examination at 10

o'clock to-morrow.
March 1st. Postmortem by myself assisted by Dr. Shoebotham ; also present Drs. Notson,

U. S. A., Mills, Kibbe, and Farnum, of this city. The left lung was very much congested,
and the lower portion of the right ; the heart, blood-vessels, and abdominal viscera seemed
entirely sound ; the head was not examined. -'-^t

March 1st. Resumed charge of Mr. Ludwig and his boys. His symptoms are: pulse
104 ;

sleepless
; no rest for three nights ; bowels confined ; respiration irregular ; bronchial

rales over lower part left lung very marked ; rests on left side ; tongue very red and dry
;

speaks with difficulty from hoarseness, and cannot walk from stiffness; ordered blister over
lung ; chloral 15 gr. doses, beaf tea and wine.
March 2d. Blister worked good; no sleep; took 1 dr. chloral in divided doses: pulse

180; extreme restlessness; no local pains; 3 P. M., pulse 120; ordered treatment con-
tinued with addition of strychnine.
March 3d, 6 A. M. Pulse 116; weak; had a very good night; ammonia and brandy;

diarrhea; Dover's powder to stop it.

5
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Marcli 4tli. No sleep
;
pulse 108, jarring; treatment continued.

March 5tb. No sleep last night; diarrhea slight; respiration irregular; complains very
much of a feeling of wealiness ; some pains in bowels ; oedema of left hand. 8 P. M.,

pulse 92 ; wants to sleep very badly ; ordered chloral and morphia mixture every two
hours until rest is procured ; sponging with warm whiskey.
March 6th. Slept two hours at one time ; tongue moist but intensely red ; skin hot ; pulse

100 ; bowels acted three times ; ordered less of brandy and ammonia ; other treatment con-

tinued.
March 7th. No rest last night ; took but one dose chloral mixture

;
pulse 104 ; ate an egg

and drank a little milk. 8 o'clock P. M., distress extreme; skin hot; pulse full ; ordered
chloral mixture every two hours until asleep.

March 8th. Much the same ; says he is hungry ; treatment continued.

March 9th. Slept considerable ; temperature 99^ ; diarrhea
;
prescribed subnitrate bis-

muth in 6 gr. doses ;
strychnia continued.

March 10th. Did not sleep much but took his medicine well and some nourishment

;

pulse 108 ; temperature 99 1-5
; respiration 40 ; a little diarrhea.

March 11th. Slept two hours ; temperature 99 ; erysipelatous patches on lower extremi-

ties ; respiration 24 ; ate an egg ; drank some milk.

March 12th. Slept some ; hemorrhage from bowels ; bedsore over sacrum
;
pulse 100

;

ordered tine, iron every four hours.

March 13th. Slept well after 3 o'clock: pulse 108 and weak; strychnia discontinued;

brandy, beef tea ; respiration labored ;
hemorrhage from bowels again ; slight delirium :

cedema of hand and legs ; fluid in peritoneum
;
patient evidently :sinking. 9 P. M.,

patient in artieulo mortis,

March 14th. Died at 1 o'clock A. M. Friends would not permit an autopsy.

April 1st. The boys are all convalescent.

A CASE OP TRICHINIASIS. *

KEPORTEr) BY HERMAN KIEFER OF DETROIT.

On the second of January last, I was called to see Mrs. M., a young woman of twenty-
one years of age, who had been in this country about four months, having left Germany in

June of last year. I found her In bed having been ill for a week, unable to move herself

in any way, from severe pain and soreness in all the muscles of her body. Pain in the

throat almost wholly prevented swallowing, and ojiening the mouth sufficiently to show
the tongue. Examination of her mouth and throat, showed the tongue moist, a little

coated, the uvula and tonsils natural. She had no appetite, but intense thirst, some nausea,

bowels constipated ; no particular pain in any part of the abdomen, and no tympanitis.

Sounds of heart and lungs normal, pulse 102 ; skin moist, perspiring easily ; kidneys act-

ing freely ; urine acid, pale yellow, containing no albumen, and without sediment; secre-

tion of milk (she was nursing a child ten weeks old), diminished ; no menses ; mind undis-

turbed, but unable to sleep at all. Extreme sensitiveness prevailed in all parts of her
body to such a degree, that simply holding her hand to examine the pulse, caused intense

pain. The case lingered for three weeks without any material change except increasing

weakness
;
pulse more frequent, rising to 130 per minute

;
pains, thirst, and sleeplessness

more distressing. After sixteen days anasarca and profuse diaphoresis appeared, the cedema
more marked in the lower extremity, and constantly increasing. Diarrhea set in, and an
eruption of red pimples (like that of variola on the second day of its. appearance), spreading

over the thorax, and she sank rapidly. On the 19th her mind became disturbed, and on the

21st day after my first visit she died.

As to the diagnosis of this case during the life of the patient, I confess I was somewhat
puzzled during the first week I saw her. My first idea that it was an acute muscular rheu-

matism, soon had to be abandoned, as also the next one, that it was typhoid fever, by the

absence of the most important symptoms due to these diseases. In thinking over the mat-
ter again and again, I remembered a description of a case of trichiniasis by Professor

Friedrich of Heidleburg, published in Lath's Medical Almanac for 1864. By a careful

perusal of that case I found such a coincidence of symptoms in my own, that I had from
the moment not a doubt that the case was one of trichiniasis. Particularly were the pains

in the throat (by emigration of the trichina into the muscles of the pharynx), the intense

pain, the profuse sweating, the anasarca, the restlessness, and muscular sensitiveness. A
microscopic examination of portions of the muscles of the abdomen and leg, showed the

presence of trichina spiralis. The portion from the abdomen was literally swarming with
them, but in the leg they were more scattered. As this disease is causing great alarm in

* From Detroit Review of Medicine and Pharmacy, April, 1866.
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Germany during the last ft;w years, and as already several cases are reported as occurring

in this country (within a few weeks one died in Chautauqua Co., N. Y., under the care of

Dr. Kromplin, and one or two are reported from Marrietta Co., O., by Dr. Dingier).

There seems to be no reason why the disease should not spread to some extent here.

In the next number of the Review I shall present a sjmopsis of all that has come to my
knowledge in regard to the trichina, with drawings from nature of the parasite in its

various stages of development.
This case is reported in the hope that my experience may lead my brothers of the medical

profession to keep a sharp lookout for this new enemy of the human race.

It is impossible to say with accuracy how many epidemics of this disease

may have occurred. Quite a uumber, however, have been recorded, notably on
the continent of Europe, where the peasantry eat of ham, bologna, and other

preparations of smoked or imperfectly cooked hog-meat. Some of these epi-

demics were not recognized as trichinosis at the time of their ravages. One,

especially, occurring in Germany in 1849 and '50, was designated as the "Eng-
lish Sweat," or "Black Death." Its true character was, however, eventually

determined.

The duration of the incubation of this disease varies from a few hours to

several weeks, depending often on the maturity of the ingested trichina3. The
duration of the disease, as shown by the cases reported by Dr. Northup, is

also yery inconstant, some slight cases not being confined to bed at all, whilst

others have a protracted inability to leave the bed or room. " A fatal termina-

tion of trichinosis is very common,—in single groups of cases as high as thirty

per cent. It occurs most frequently in the fourth, fifth, or sixth week, and
generally as a consequence of paralysis of the respiratory organs. Cases of

death after the seventh week are rare." *

At the present time the treatment of trichinosis is not at all satisfactory.

" Observation having shown that in patients who in the beginning had a pro-

fuse diarrhea the disease ran a more favorable course, it was hoped that better

results would be obtained by the employment of purgatives, but this expect-

ation also has not been fulfilled." f

Although this disease has attracted but little attention in this country, it is

undoubtedly in our midst, and with the prevalent custom of allowing hogs to

run at large, whereby they obtain as part of their aliment the carcasses of hogs,

rats, mice, cats, etc., we offer good facilities for a continuance of this disease.

In Germany, where thorough microscopic examinations are made, it is found,

that the hams, etc., imported from America are largely infected. " Of 622

sides of American bacon examined in Kostock, 12 were found trichinous

(1:52) ; of 210 imported into Gothenburg, 8 showed trichinas ; in Elbing one in

every 20 contained them ; in Holstein, too, numerous specimens of American
bacon were trichinous. In 1873, in Bremen, 40 persons were taken ill with

trichinosis, caused by the use of a ham imported from America." |

ALARMING SPREAD OF TRICHINOSIS.

The Transactions of the Indiana State Medical Society, 1875, contain a

report on trichinosis, by Dr. George Sutton, of Aurora, Ind., in which are the

following alarming observations

:

" From microscopic examination of pork killed in southeastern Indiana, we have found
from three to sixteen per cent, of the hogs affected with trichina, the number of hogs dis-

eased varying greatly in different localities.

* Ziemssen's Cyclopedia of the Practice of Medicine, Vol. 3, page 639.

t Ziemssen's Cjxlopedia, Vol. 3, p. 642.

i Ziemssen's Cj'clopedia, Vol. 3, p. 649.
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" That over five millions of hogs are slaughtered and packed in the "Western States, not
including those which are put up for family use by the farmers ; that if four per cent, of
this pork is diseased, which we believe to be a low estimate, we have 221,484 diseased hogs
put annually upon the market; or, at an average of 200 pounds to the hog, 44,296,800
pounds of diseased meat, every ounce of which, under favorable circumstances, is capable
of producing disease. That from the cases of trichinosis that came under our observation,
and the post-mortem examinations, and the effects upon the dog that was fed on the dis-

eased meat, we have come to the conclusion that ninety per cent, of disease produced from
eating trichinous pork appears either as gastro-enteritis, or as a diarrhea or dysentery, and
not more than ten per cent, as the fully developed form of trichinosis, in which the mus-
cular system becomes affected. That as diarrhea, dysentery, and enteritis rank high as
causes of mortality in the United States, these diseases causing 31,153 deaths in 1870, as

shown by the last census reports ; and as we have seen that a large amount of trichinous
pork, capable of producing these diseases, is among the principal articles of food in our
country, we think it more than probable that trichinae have a much greater influence in
the etiology of this class of diseases than has been recognized by the profession. That it

is highly probable that, when the fact becomes more generally known that so large a per-
centage of pork is swarming with trichinae, capable of producing disease, it may have an
effect upon the use of this meat, and consequently aff'ect the sale, to some extent, of one of
the principal articles of commerce in the West."

The third article, from the pen of Dr. Kiefer of Detroit, published in Detroit

Reyiew of Medicine and Pharmacy, June, 1866, in continuation of this part

of the subject, says:

TRICHINA SPIRALIS AND TRICHINIASIS.*

BY HERMAN KIEFER, M. D., OF DETROIT.

In regard to the treatment, and prophylaxis of trichiniasis, we can briefly say that the
symptoms are those of acute catarrh of the gastro-intestinal tract, at first, succeeded soon
by those of a very painful affection of the muscles. We also notice from the beginning a
general indisposition, debility, loss of appetite, coated tongue, constipation or diarrhea,

nausea and vomiting, pyrexia, stiffness of the back and joints. Later on there is difficulty

of breathing and swelling of the face, and these shortly increase so that not only every
movement, but even speaking, mastication, and deglutition become difficult and painfuL
Still the only certain proof of trichiniasis is the existence of trichinae. For accomplishing
recognition of the parasite during life. Prof. Kuchenmeister and Middledorff have invented
and used an instrument called the "trichina harpoon," a kind of trochar with a barbed
needle inside. The trochar is thrust into a muscle and when the needle is withdrawn a few
fibres of the muscle will adhere to the barbs, and among them may generally be found
ocular demonstration of the presence of the trichina. The use of the instrument is at-

tended with very little pain to the patient.

As to the remedies, we have as yet no remedial agent, which seems to destroy the trichina

with impunity to the patient, either while in the alimentary canal or after the animal
reaches the muscles. It is said that persons drinking whisky, have suffered less by the
disease, when attacked, than temperate people, which, if true, may be owing to some
effect of the alcohol in preventing the solution of the capsules enshrining the trichina,

before they are carried off with the excreta. It seems very rational to use, when called to

a case of suspected trichiniasis, a mild cathartic, in the hope of carrying off by the bowels,
anj'' of the young still remaining there. Benzine and picro-nitrate of potassa have been
recommended as antidotes, but with very slender pretensions to success. I think the chief

indications are to support the patient by a nourishing diet, in order, that if possible, he may
retain vitality enough to pass through the period while the entozoa are active, as after they
are incapsulated they do comparatively little harm. All other treatment should be symp-
tomatic and expectant.
As the materia medica offers us as yet no cure for this malady, the prophylaxis should be

most carefully enforced, especially as it is certain and simple. Close and accurate observa-
tions by eminent German naturalists have shown that trichinae cannot support a higher
degree of heat than other animals, and that a temperature of 160° P. destroys them. We
conclude the subject by copying from the report of the Illinois Academy of Sciences upon
the subject, " how to guard against the evil."

" Now that the existence of trichina in our pork has been established beyond a doubt,
it will be proper for us to point out all known means of defense against its ravages. First,

*From Detroit Review of Medicine and Pharmacy, June, 1S66.
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with regard to the rearing of hogg. These animals undoubtedly become infested through
the eating of flesh of some kind, since no trichinsc or germs of trichinaj have ever been
found in any vegetable food. A strict attention to the feedins of hogs and their confine-
ment in pens vt^here no animal food is accessible, is an infallible preventive against tri-

chiniasis in them. Such management is all the more necessary, since European authorities
agree that it is impossible to diagnose the disease in the animal from external appearances,
and no culpability can therefore attach to the farmer for selling hogs which prove to be
affected with trichinse.

In regard to pork, the origin of which is doubtful, the use of the microscope is primarily
indicated. With this instrument only can we ascertain with certainty whether the muscles
of the hog are free from the parasite. The general use of the instrument is, however, im-
practicable, unless a system of microscopic inspection be adopted here as m Europe at the
great packing establishments. But we have in our power much more simple means of
insunng safety in the consumption of pork. It is simply necessary to cook it thoroughly,
so that every portion of the meat shall have experienced a temperature of at least 160° F.
We cannot insist too strongly upon this point. Again, by properly salting and smoking
the meat for a period of at least ten days, the trichinse, should they exist, will be certainly
killed. Simple dessication of the meat, if continued for a period of suflQcient length, will
also kill them. They will never be found alive in old hams, for instance. On the other hand,
mere pickling appears to have very little efiFect^upon these worms." Detroit, May 9, 1866.

Although a heat equal to that of boiling water, if suflSciently applied to

heat the entire portion of meat to that extent, is sufficient to destroy this par-
asite, protracted salting has no such effect. Dr. Hitchcock of Kalamazoo
states that he saw a specimen of salted ham which was so thoroughly impreg-
nated with salt as to crystallize upon the cut surface after exposure, and yet
persons who had eaten of this meat suffered from the disease, and one, if not
more, had died from the effects. A microscopic examination of the muscles
from the deceased afterward showed a very large number of these pests exist-

ing, thus demonstrating the illusiveness of the idea that thorough salting
would destroy them.
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THE INFLUENCE OF OCCUPATIONS
UPON HEALTH.

AX ESSAY BY CHARLES H. BRIGHAM.

This question is not to be decided by statistics. In the first place it is diffi-

cult, we might say impossible, to get correct information, either in individual

cases, or in the case of men in masses. Individual men and women are rarely

willing to allow that the calling which they have chosen is the cause of the

disease which they may happen to have; and employers will insist that the

health of their workmen is good, however dangerous their occupation may
seem to be. The owner of a gun-powder mill will bring facts to show that his

workmen are safer in their place than the laborers on a farm, and that in pro-

portion to their numbers, fewer of them die a violent death. The white-lead

manufacturer has figures to prove that his workmen are likely to live to a good
old age. Interest and prejudice unite to underrate the risk and the disaster

in one or another kind of labor. Where false answers are not given to ques-

tions, the answers are so stated and qualified as to give false impressions.

Circulars to factory owners about the health of their operatives, will bring

back a very vague and uncertain report, if they get any answer at all ; and
questions upon the spot are often treated as intrusive and meddlesome. There
is no charge to which men are more sensitive, than even an implication, that

in their work they are injuring their own health, or the health of those whom
they employ; and equivocation here seems to be justified.

Moreover, if frank and honest answers were given, they would be by no
means decisive. For other causes of disease are joined with this special cause,

and are not to be readily separated. Who can say what proportion of the

malady comes from the kind of the work, and what proportion from other

sources, bad surroundings, bad air, bad constitution, bad personal habits ? The
most wholesome kind of work may be done in such a locality that disease is

inevitable. A scrofulous temperament may vitiate any employment. Weak
nerves may be tried and racked by the easiest of toil. Stimulants and narcotics

may bring the mischief which is referred to the occupation. The pains of the
seamstress may come from her tight lacing more than from her much sewing;
and the head-aches of the teacher from her late hours and loss of sleep, quite

as much as from her cares in the school-room. Before we can draw satisfactory

inferences from cases of ill health, we must know much more than the kind
of occupation, we must know the antecedents and the general way of life, of

the men and women whose cases are reckoned ;—where they live, who their
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parents were, what tlieir methods and associations are. "We mnst know the

soil and climate, the ventilation and sewerage, the heat and cold. A work

which is healthy enough in some places, may be very unhealthy in others. A
scriyener, for instance, is robust in Naples, while he is pale and haggard in

New York, for in the one city he writes in the open street, under the clear

sunlight, and in the soft air from the sea, while in the other city, he is prob-

ably cooped in a dismal back attic, by the dim light of a narrow window, with

only poisoned air to breathe. The log-cabin kitchen of the southern negroes

is another thing for the hygiene of cookery than the sub-basement kitchens of

our city streets.

And'still again, the statistics are spoiled by the fact that the vital force of

men has such power in resisting disease. Many, whose occupations ought, ac-

cording to reason and probability, to prostrate and disable them, continue to

thrive under these occupations, and are not conscious of unsoundess. Miners

remain strong and active, with good appetites, for years long, though all

their work is done in darkness and dampness, and they hardly know the re-

freshment of the sunlight. The chimney-sweeper keeps his ringing song and

his swinging gait, in spite of the carbon which he is forced to breathe, and the

grime which smirches his skin and makes him perpetually unclean. Butchers

are proverbially healthy, notwithstanding the foul smells and rottenness of the

shambles in which they live. The sewing girls of the cities ought to die much
more rapidly than they do die, when one considers the character of their work,

bending over a machine fourteen or sixteen hours a day, with no change of

position. It is strange that they can look so bright and cheerful in their finery

on Sunday. Doubtless many of these apparently healthy persons have secret

diseases, which they conceal or, perhaps, do not know, but the returns have to

treat them as well and strong.

All statistical catalogues are more or less uncertain and misleading, but none

are more so than those which attempt by hospital and mortuary registers to

classify the healthfulness of the callings of men. The statistics of one place

contradict the statistics of another place, and what seems true in England is

not true in America, what seems true in Georgia is not true in Michigan.

Labor which, in the woods of Canada, will bring lameness in the limbs and

danger to the lungs, will cure in the dismal swamp of Carolina, the cough

and the pain. There is no application in this matter of the Koman ecclesias-

tical rule, " quod semper, quod ulique, quod at omniius" for there is no occu-

pation, which always, everywhere, and to all, brings the same issue of weak-

ness and disease. There is no approximation to any such result. And in pro-

nouncing upon the eflTect of occupations on health, it is quite as well to reason

from general considerations as from partial and uncertain statistics. There are

some ideas concerning occupations which it is safe to maintain, though they

may not be supported by any large array of questions and answers ; ideas which

are sustained by common sense and reason, without regard to the Registers of

the Health Boards or the Insurance Companies. Men make ingenious argu-

ments from the experience of Sweden and Scotland, to show that alcohol is

food and drink, harmless if not nutritious. But these arguments cannot set

aside the verdict of American common sense, that alcohol in general is poison,

and the fruitful source of all sorts of disease.

No occupation in human life is absolutely free from danger to life and

health. Some are healthier than others, but all have some vice which^ may
show itself sooner or later. No calling is known to man, certainly in civilized
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society, v.^hicli gives, as it is ordinarily followed, just that balance of exercise

to mind and body, to muscles, nerves, and physical functions, which makes the

state of perfect health. Every business has a tendency in some degree to derange

the proper physical adjustments. The average insurance agent, perhaps, has

about as much variety in his toil, and as much exemption from physical

risks as any man, yet instances are not wanting of brain disease in this class

of men. Farmers work mostly in the open air, use nearly all their muscles,

are not tied to special hours, and have seasons of rest
;
yet some of the most

obstinate and fatal of maladies attack the farming class. They get rheuma-
tism, deformities, paralysis, and premature old age. Active employments are

better than sedentary for health, yet active employments expose men to pains

and disease. A blacksmith, hammering on his anvil, strengthens the muscles

of his back and chest and arms at the expense, perhaps, of his lower limbs, and
is always exposed to injury from the flying sparks. A stump speaker enlarges

his lungs bv his vociferation, yet his windy harangues may bring on a bron-

chitis, which will stop his breathing in the end. No occupation can be chosen

in which there is perfect assurance of immunity from all the ills to which flesh

is heir. Not one can prevent the inevitable issue of old age and death at last.

These come in every calling.

Yet there is much to choose in occupations between the kind and degree of

the danger. iSome occupations are unhealthy from first to last, and for all

constitutions; others are only exceptionally unhealthy. In some the danger

is always present, no matter what precautions are taken. It is impossible to

make some trades healthy by any contrivance,—such, for instance, as knife-

grinding and diamond-cutting and soap-boiling, and many more in which the

peril to vital organs is direct and constant. All the statistics of steel factories

and laboratories cannot prove that it does no harm to the lungs to be con-
stantly inhaling metallic dust or poisonous gases. An intelligent chemist

knows that he risks his life in many ways in working in his laboratory, as

much as a locomotive engineer knows that he risks his life in driving his

engine. A large number of the occupations of civilized life, important, indis-

pensable, involve this constant danger, from which there is no escape, which
loelongs to the occupation. Cotton-spinning, flour-grinding, watchmaking,
shoemaking, lacemaking, the trade of the painter, of the soldier, of the sailor,

of the physician,—how many trades of the highest need in social life are full

of hazard to health and safety! It might almost be said that fully one-half

of the various callings of civilized man, in the way in which they are of neces-

sity carried on, are direct temptation to disease. With all that can be done to

free it from nuisance, every large factory and mill, for almost any product,

must aid disease. There will be dust in the air, if nothing worse, and prob-
ably poisonous odors, as deadly as malaria from the swamp and the sewer.

The most precious treasures, the most delicate ornaments, are wrought in

unhealthy workshops.
It may be worth while to mention the characteristics of occupations by

which they are unquestionably bad for health ; the evils in them which none
will deny. There are some adjuncts of difierent kinds of labor which are

always injurious, the harm of which cannot be argued away. Dust first, and
on the whole, worst, which is the plague of more callings than any other

plague, in the field, on the road, in the siiop, in the house. George Herbert
sings that sweeping a room, in accordance with the Divine law, is a fine action ;

but dust injures the lungs of a house servant as much as the lungs of a scream-
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ing jockey on the race course. Dust is not healthy in any place or of any
kind, whether it be of a potato-patch, or a woolen-mill, or a grist-mill, or an
iron-mill, or a carriage on the highway, or a carpet in the drawing-room, or of

books in the study. Any process that raises a dust is unwholesome, and is at

best'a necessary evil. The rule is universal. Wood dust and coal dust, lime

dust and sawdust, shreds and smoke, the dust of metals and the dust of ani-

malculse, are all nuisances, to use no stronger word, considered from the health

point of view. No exception can be made in favor of any variety of dust.

That kings and cardinals snuff the dust of tobacco does not rescue this aro-

matic powder from the common sentence. Just in proportion as any occupa-

tion involves dust-making, other things being equal, just in that proportion

is it unwholesome. The habit of the desert Arabs in washing themselves with

sand where they cannot find water is not contradiction to this general rule.

Their act is only religious and symbolic. All dust is properly unclean and
makes one unclean,—even the dust of diamonds.

Dust is the omnipresent nuisance of labor. Filth is less so, but is more
dangerous in proportion to its quantity. Any labor which is carried on
in filthy surroundings, no matter how inevitable these are, is unhealthy.

"Work is not good in a pigsty, or on a dunghill, or in the close quarters of a

tenement house. The cleansing of sewers is not a desirable service, on grounds
of health. The dredging of harbors is more useful than healthful. All the
cordials of the quack doctors cannot save from malady the unfortunate women
who have to ply their stitches in the summer months in the warm streets of

New York, where corruption festers in the streets, and where rivers of filth

run along the pavement. A great deal of the work of men, and women, too,

nevertheless, is done in squalid surroundings, which are all the worse that

they have ceased to offend the senses and to excite disgust. The most repulsive

of factories often are those which are almost ironically called " refineries,"

refineries of oils and of sugars, in which the finer senses are constantly vexed,

and the workmen become wonted to foulness. Daniel "Webster loved to walk
among his cattle, and smell their sweet breath, and stroke their sleek skins,

but he left to his workmen the unsavory task of cleaning their stalls and puri-

fying their beds. Labor which is unclean is necessarily unhealthy to that

degree, no matter how necessary it may be. It may not degrade one who does

it from honorable motives, but it exposes him to the risk of pollution, as much
when it is in the care of elephants or of lions as when it is in the care of swine

or poultry. The stable of a President is no safer than the stable of a drayman.
Bad air is another of the dangers to which some kinds of labor are inevi-

tably exposed,—air that is poisoned by foul gases or by exhalations, or spoiled

by excessive dampness or by excessive dryness. The farmer who turns up
alluvial soil or the accumulated mould of ages in bringing into culture a new
country, is constantly exposed to this danger. The cleared woodlands, the

newly ploughed prairie lands, the rich river bottoms, all bring to the husband-
man the penalty of malaria. He has a tough constitution if he escapes. In a

chemical laboratory, for a large part of the time the air must be unfit to breathe;

and the powders which whiten clothing, and the dyes which enable fashion-

able women to show themselves gayer than the lilies of the field, are wrought
out at the expense of human life. This is the chief curse of the noble occu-

pation of teaching ; the malaria of the costly school-room is as hateful and
fatal as the malaria of the marshes. And it would be one of the dangers of

the preacher's calling, if all his work were done in the crowded churches every
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day. No work can be safe which is done in atmosphere loaded with carbon,

whether in the palpable form of smoke, or in the snbtler form of carbonic

oxide or carbonic acid, where the vapors of anthracite are in the air, or the

foul waste of a multitude of active lungs. The clean work of the bleachery,

from this cause, may become as fatal to health and strength as the foul

work of the sewer. (Chlorine is even more deadly in the sensitive air passages

than fetid hydrogen. Much of this danger is incidental, and may be avoided;

but it is often involved in the very occupation. The bad air is made by the

work.
Closely joined to this danger is the danger of noxious odors, from which

some trades and callings cannot be exempt. The fact that these odors after a

time cease to be noticed, and even come to be liked by those who work in

them, does not make them salutary, or neutralize their bad influence. The
smell of the stable, of the tan-yard, of the shambles, of the dissecting-room,

of the tripe factory, of the paper-mill, of the woolen-mill, may become agree-

able to the operatives, but the process of coming to enjoy these perfumes, so

repulsive to the natural sense, is not a good one, Nay, even pleasant odors

may become bad when one has too much of them, or has them in too

concentrated a form. Work in a greenhouse, filled with tuberose or heliotrope

or hyacinth, is by no means the most healthy kind of gardening. On our

eastern coast, much of the thin soil is enriched by spreading upon it tish of

small value,—menhaden and alewives,—to rot there and infect the air for miles

around. If the days of those who work in that region are long in the land,

it is by a special providence. In spite of the praise of onions in their digestive

help, we may question their sanitary value for the olfactory nerves, and any

fondness for their pungency is a depraved taste in one direction, however

healthful it may be in another. Any kind of work which involves lesion or

irritation or loss of sensibility to the delicate sense of smell, is in the proper

use of the word unhealthy as really as if it were injury to the lungs, or the

heart or the brain. It may not actually destroy life, but it destroys much of

the joy and the comfort of life. Hardened nostrils hinder very much the

health of the spirit.

Injury to the auditory nerves is another danger to which some occupations

are exposed. There are men whose work must be always in loud, or sharp, or

harsh, or strident sotuids, which strike or vex the ears. Boiler makers, for

instance, have to work in incessant pounding upon resonant metal. In a

cotton mill, the air is full of buzz and whirr, and chaotic roar, which confuses

and bewilders the occasional visitor. The city editor in his office must think

and write with the din of rattling wheels on stony pavements all the time in

his ears. The brakeman on a railway cannot get away from the noise of the

rolling axles and shaking joints. Men get wonted, indeed, to these nuisances.

The weavers learn to read while their looms are roaring, and the flying shuttles

cannot quite drown their audible conversation. The editors come to miss the

accustomed din, and find it hard to think when they are left to quiet. Yet
this reconciliation to noise does not set aside the essential evil. Occupation
which is mainly in dins cannot be wholesome, and even musical sounds may
become peril to the nerves vviien they are long continued and mechanical.

The crooked back of the organ grinder is not his worst misfortune. A man
who has to do his daily task with violin practice in the room above him and
piano practice in the room below, risks his hearing, if not his sanity, almost

as surely when the practice is accurate, as when the practice is blundering.
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Much as tlie exercise of sawing of wood is commended for its muscular stimulus,

it is difficult to believe that the grating shriek of that exercise is consistent with

-a sound mind in a sound body. A saw that shall move noiselessly will be a

booij to the human race.

And injury to the eyes belongs too, almost of necessity to some kind of

work. The fastening of the eye for a long time in one position, fixing it on
minute objects, dazzling it with a redundance of light, or with artificial light,

straining it, exposing it to metallic dust, irritating it in any way,—all these

dangers come in some important occupations. Myriads, we might almost say,

millions, of men have to do their work in the darkness, by light only of dim
candles, which make the darkness visible. This is the fate of most of the

miners. It is nearly the fate, too, of multitudes who work above ground, yet

are shut out by their narrow quarters from the cheerful light of day, or work
into the midnight by the slender blaze of a single wick. A photographer
must have his dark room, else he cannot fix and keep his sun picture. Those
who have to combine colors, whether in wool or on canvas, have trial to their

sight, which may in the end destroy it. There are those, no doubt, who love

darkness better than light, physical as well as moral darkness, who listen best

with their eyes closed, and choose the night for their toil,—watchmen who walk
their rounds, burglars who find the darkness friendly. But if soundness of

sight is essential to full physical health, we cannot call an occupation which
tends to weaken, or to pervert, or to destroy sight, altogether healthy, which
makes men near-eyed or blear-eyed, or weak-eyed, or blind, or in any way
wounds that organ, which is the light of the body; neither the work of the

astronomer, nor of the microscopist, of him who seeks unknown worlds in the

depth of space, nor of him who detects the beauty and form of impalpable and
infinitesimal beings. How much of the beauty made and revealed comes in

the ruin of the eyes of those who bring it.

Deformities of the frame are another probable result of work in some of the

occupations of men. The stoop of the scholar is proverbial, and his occupation

is not the only one that is marked by round shoulders and a crooked back.

Other work twists the body sideways, and confirms curvature of the spine.

Other work may make bandy legs, draw one shoulder down or the other

shoulder up, or enlarge the joints, or derange the adjustment of the physical

organs. One kind of work develops muscles abnormally, another kind leaves

most of the muscles weak and flaccid. Any work is unwholesome which draws
away strength from one set of organs to give it to another set, or which dis-

torts the body, and there are not a few mechanical employments which do
this, all the more in their improved processes. They make the men as crooked
as the machines and as eccentric in their movements. The conventional pos-

ture in work is often very disastrous to bodily symmetry. That the Turks are

so often bowlegged probably is the result of their crossed and doubled extrem-

ities as they squat on their counters; and no better fate can be expected for

Christian tailors who assume that position. A shoemaker, on his low bench,
bending all day long over his stitches and his lapstone, may be a virtuous

man, but he can hardly remain "upright" in the literal sense of that epithet.

A pack pedlar may have been a beautiful babe, as beautiful as a cherub ; but
after a few years of tramping with his load none will mistake him for Apollo,

or for Michael the Archangel. The dogs bark at him for his ugliness. Even
military drill may have the bad result in stiifening the frame out of its natural

suppleness and grace.
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Dangerous exposure, too, is a risk whicli in some occapations men are called

to meet, exposure to heat, exposure to cold, exposure to accident. Some occu-

pations keep the workman in a temperature too high for a salamander, others

keep them in a temperature more congenial to a white bear or a walrus than

to a man. It is not wholesome for a man to be roasted or frozen in his work,

to be always melting in perspiration, or always shivering in chill. There are

industries, too, in Avhicli dangerous draughts of air seem to be inevitable, in

which the workman must stand with a current flowing over his neck or his

head, or his ankles; industries in whicli there are sudden alternatives from hot

to cold, and from moist to dry, as in the work of the laundry and the paper-mill,

or in attendance upon the Eussian bath. The business of a sailor continually

exposes him to this kind of danger, more constant than the danger of loss of

life by shipwreck. The popular lecturer has to meet it, not only in the damp
sheets of the hotels where he lodges, but in the airs from behind the scenes,

which blow upon his uncovered head, as he spreads himself before the foot-

lights. It is the risk of the lumberman in his camp, and of the geologist in

his excursions; of the coachman as he drives in the rain, and of the professor

in his winter home upon Mount Washington; of the workmen in the iron-

mills, and of work under the vertical rays of a summer sun,—work whicli

cannot cease, though the workmen die in it. ISTo contrivance has yet been in-

vented, which can give perfect atmospheric conditions to every kind of toil,

and get clear of all the hazard of moist and dry, of hot and cold, of bracing

and debilitating atmosphere.

And one more risk may be noted as belonging especially to certain kinds of

duty among men, the risk of accident and catastroplie, not coming from any
of these special causes which have been mentioned. It cannot be denied that

some sorts of business are much more exposed to accident than others,—a sol-

dier's calling in time of war; a sailor's calling in a storm, when he has to reef

topsails at midnight, or is breasting the wind, with rocks and breakers to lee-

ward ; of the engineer of a locomotive on an express train on a railway with a

single track; of a fireman in a great city, who has to mount shaking ladders,

and rush through smoke and flames; of the policeman, who has to venture in

the dens of villains, and lay hands upon the gamblers, and thieves, and bur-

glars ; of the diver, who breathes in his helmet on the bottom of the sea ; of the

aeronaut, who tioatsin his balloon above the clouds; of the keeper of a menag-
erie, who must always watch the beasts whom he feeds, lest they break from
their cages or catch him in his round; of the acrobats, who run on wires, and
stand on their heads, and on running horses in the arena ; and of the profes-

sional jockeys, who win prizes in the ring; of physicians, who expose them-
selves to contagious disease,—how many special callings bring men close to

this kind of disaster ! In volcanic regions there is always the danger of hurri-

cane and earthquake ; but these are general calamities which fall upon all

alike. "Where these accidents do not strike, there are numerous callings,

which those who follow, follow at the hazard of their lives, even if the physical
surroundings seem all to be favorable.

These illustrations of the risks incident to the various ordinary occupations
of man are enough to show that none of these occupations are altogether

wholesome. We might show that in another way, by simply enumerating the
various sorts of disease which can be directly traced to one or another kind
of work,—the difierent organs of the body which are affected. Some kinds of

work bear hard upon the digestive system, and make dyspeptics. Others
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trouble the liver,—make it torpid, slow in its action, and so a clog in the body.

Otbers press upon the brain, destroy its vigor, and reduce ifc to softening or

insanity. Some kinds of work ruin the skin ; others spoil the secretions, and
Eho,w their mischief in the glands and the kidneys. There are toils from
which the bones become brittle and the teeth decay; there are toils which
make the heart beat fiercely, and the blood rush like an angry river. Some of

the noblest toils are most wearying, and fptal to nervous harmony, while oth-

ers have dullness and sluggishness as their certain issue. Sometimes the occu-

pation has one special danger which can hardly be escaped, at other times it

has a mingling of dangers. These risks are not invariable. There are many
who never have the experience or the symptoms of the disease which from
their occupation they ought to have; farmers who work in malarious regions,

yet never get fever and ague
;
painters whose bowels never trouble them, and

cotton-spinners who keep delicacy of ear and soundness of lung, so that they

can know still, when they are old, the concord of sweet sounds, and breathe

with a breath as sweet as an infant's.

In what has thus far been said, only the direct influence of difierent kinds

of work upon bodily health is considered. But occupations act upon health

quite as effectually in their influence upon the mind, as they are elevating or

depressing, as they are concerned with little or large things, as they are rou-

tine or venture, drudgery or speculation, as they have variety or are all in one
kind. Some sorts of work foster melancholy, perpetual sadness, a brooding re-

flection, which hinders sleep and spoils digestion. An undertaker, for instance,

who handles the dead every day, and deals in the trappings of woe, ought not

to be a cheerful man, even if he is an exemplary Christian. The nurse in a

great hospital may wear a smile upon her face, but the smile is apt to be sickly,

and at times ghastly, which is a bad sign for health. No occupation can be

very healthy, which requires constant strain upon sympathies, or which brings

confusion of thought, or much wearing anxiety. A banker's business is dan-

gerous to his health in such a time as this, when he cannot guage the popular

madness, or tell what kind of money the people will choose, or what the dol-

lar will be worth in the near future. If the man who works in the mine iu

damp and darkness, risks his health, the man who owns the mine is not much
safer, in his uncertainty about the extent of the vein, the value of the ore, and
the course of the market. A large part of the ill health of men in the learned

professions comes from mental trouble, from self-distrust, from depression of

spirits, from doubts and fears, and suspicions, from the sense of mistakes, and
the burden of misfortunes, from moral more than physical causes.

One man plods on in his regular course, with easy toil and few excitements

;

but he is uncomfortable, because his life seems to be of such small account,

and he can do no great thing in it. Another, who has a field for his ambi-
tion, and knows that he has a large place, is wretched over his failures.

Another, of sensitive conscience, loses his calmness of soul, because the exigen-

cies of his business require him to fall from his moral standard and do acts

that are questionable. Another, holding oftice of trust, is burdened by his re-

sponsibility, or vexed by the trammels which hold him back. He cannot do what
he wants to do, what he ought to do, what he feels that others will expect him
to do. Another, in similar position, is made unhappy by what the newspapers
and the politicians say of him, by their charges against his integrity, their

sneers, their insults, their caricatures, their misrepresentations, the lies which
they tell. He may be the treasurer of a mill, or a railway superintendent, or
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a district attorney, or a judge on the bench, or the keeper of a school, or the

captain of a steanaboat; his very occupation exposes him to trials of soul

which will bring after them pains of body. So long as body and spirit are so

closely joined, we cannot disregard the spiritual troubles which belong to

occupations, the weariness, and grief, and anxiety which show themselves in

shattered nerves and diseased brain, and impeded digestion, in the various ills

to which flesh is heir. Any occupation which involves or stimulates mental
and spiritual troubles is as truly bad for health as if it crooked the spine or

stiffened the knee, or paralyzed the bodily organs.

How to diminish these risks in the different branches of human labor is

one of the perplexing problems to-day of social and medical science. They
cannot be wholly overcome or set aside. Can they be lessened in number or

weakened in force ? Are there any counteracting influences which can be brought
to bear upon these dangers ? Idleness is certainly not one of these remedies.

It is not practicable, nor if it were, wonld it bring the wished for result. The
idle man is as much exposed to maladies as the active man, and work of some
kind is one of the best rules of health, under the sky and in the soil of the

temperate zone. In the tropic islands of the Pacific Sea, where the wants of

men are few, where no raiment is needed, and the native trees bear fruit which
is sweet, and suflficient for nourishment and delight, a lazy life may be healthier

than a busy life would be. Yet even here, as the calamities of recent years

have shown, there is only slight power of resisting disease, and contagion sweeps

whole tribes away. Even the work which seems almost deadly in its certain

result, is as good as sheer idleness, in which a few may be able to live. But in

civilized life in temperate regions, the arts and handicrafts of life are mul-
tiplied with the increase of wealth. The division of labor adds to the number
of trades. There never were so many trades in the world as there are now.
There are far more products of industry in various kinds in the ordinary

Michigan homes than there were in the great palace of Solomon the magnifi-

cent Hebrew king. In the matter of work, the tendency is toward diversity and
not toward unity. While science is bringing the forces of the physical world
together, reducing them to a few elements, or to a single element, civilization

only divides and multiplies the arts. All that is gained in skill or faculty does

not identify processes. On the old hand-loom, cloth of every grade of thick-

ness was woven, while in our factory cities, each mill has its special fabric, and
no convenience for making any other. Some occupations are always necessary,

the same to-day as yesterday, and will be so probably forever ; while every

month brings forth some new invention, which may become the cause of some
new occupation. One of the great industries of this land, which to-day gives

work, and profit, and support to not less than a hundred thousand of men,
women, and children, the drawing and refining of petroleum, v/as not known
fifteen years ago. Another art, the taking of photographs, which counts its

workmen by thousands, is wholly of this generation. Only a very few have
the chance to live in idleness, pleading that there is nothing for them do.

Some may die sooner in consequence of the kind of work which they do, but
nearly all will die of want if they do not some kind of work. They cannot
live in idleness at all. For comparatively few does the time ever come when
they can retire with a [competence, live from what they have gathered, and
cease from toil. For most men in civilized lands, labor is the heritage from
the cradle to the grave,— the enduring necessity, whether it be curse or bless-

ing. And for the few that are exempt from toil, and can walk free of all care

7
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for their support, there are special maladies to which idleness is subject, some
of them worse than the maladies to which labor is subject. One is never in

more danger physically or spiritually, than when his permanent occupation is

no occupation, only in killing time.
' The safeguards against danger in work are of various kinds. Some are in

outward appliances, some in precautions, some in diet and regimen, some in

antidotes. In some kinds of labor the safety can only be gained by outward
appliances. A stone-cutter, for instance, or a knife-grinder, must have some
barrier against the dust which his work raises,—some mask to protect his eyes

or lungs. Men in these occupations who work with no protection, brave inev-

itable disease and speedy death. However inconvenient or burdensome this

mask may be, it is necessary to safety, as much as the water-proof suit of the

diver, or the Davy lamp of the miner. Thousands of lives are lost in such
occupations from the recklessness which casts aside these ready aids. These
appliances are by no means sure in their protection, but they do a great deal

to hinder the danger. There ought to be a compulsory rule requiring all work-
men in a cutlery workshop, or in a stone-cutting shop, under a roof, to wear a

covering for the head which shall be impervious to the coarser particles ; as

line a mask indeed, as a clear sight of the work will allow. Added to this should

be some contrivance which will blow the dust away from the workmen ; should

cause a current of air strong enough to carry it out of the workshop. Such
a contrivance may be easily provided. Steel and stone workshops, without this

protection, ought to have a convenient graveyard in their rear. Even in a

corn or flour mill, where the fine dust cannot be hindered by a mask, ventila-

tion is possible, and a good deal of the powder may be carried oflF. There are

saw-mills in which this nuisance of the dust is greatly diminished.

Other inventions may do good service in this direction, in the tools, or the

furniture used by the workmen. The right kind of broom, for instance, may
reduce the discomfort of sweeping the floor or the carpet. The right kind of

pavement may lessen the danger of driving in the crowded street; the right

kind of ladder or elevator may save the hodman or the painter from serious

risks. The danger of accidents on railways has been very much lessened since

the steam brake and the Miller coupling came into use. Many occupations

may be rendered comparatively healthy by some contrivance for consuming
the smoke, which is now allowed to escape and to pollute the air. There is no
more amazing folly than this of losing so much carbon, which might be util-

ized instead of blackening and sufibcating. The invention which shall show
how to burn the smoke which now belches out through the forests of chimneys
in our manufacturing cities, and from the funnels of our steamboats, will have
not only an immense sanitary value, but an economical value far greater than
that of any labor-saving maehine. So, too, a contrivance for using the sewer-

age instead of wasting it, would be an incalculable saving for the public health,

as well as the public wealth. The money wasted in sending this material to

the rivers and the sea is only part of the loss. If Chicago had learned how to

utilize the refuse and excrement of its factories and houses, it might have
escaped the fetid pool of its sluggish harbor and the enormous expense of its

submarine tunnels. The loss and absurdity of our systems of sewerage are a

disgrace to our boasted civilization.

It is much to be desired that the ingenuity which is turned in the direction

of labor-saving should be turned also in the direction of health saving in the

processes and implements of human toil. Very much has already been done
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in this kind for the farmers. The mowing machines, the reaping machines,
the cnltivators, have a sanitary value almost as great as their value in lessening

labor. They save the crook in the back and the aches in the limbs, which
were the inevitable issue of the former processes. The erect carriage of the
farmer who drives his team afield is in sharp contrast to the perpetual bending
of the husbandman who had to reap with his sickle and mow with the scythe,

and may well make him "jocund ;" though perhaps, there was more muscular
exercise in the former method. Nice and delicate as are the machines in the
watch factories, a supplementary machine is needed which shall give more
freedom to the muscles and the lungs of the operatives in these factories.

Above all, is some mechanical contrivance needed to offset the danger to those

who work among explosives and poisons, some contrivance to turn aside the
hazard of gunpowder mills, and friction match factories, and distilleries of
acid and petroleum. Phosphorus may be, as the philosophers tell us, the life

of the brain, and the life of the thinking soul; that fact does not disprove the
fact that in its manipulation it is a deadly foe to the life of the body. And it is

a heavy penalty paid for this cheap and ready bringing of light, that the match
makers get sorrow and darkness for themselves in bringing light to others.

Too many of the inventions which have abridged labor have brought disease in
this service. It is time that genius should undo the evil that genius has done.
The hygienic antidotes to the injurious physical results of difierent kinds of

work, are of more universal application than any external appliances. Variety in

labor is a protection against its ill effects, both upon the muscles and the
nerves. The steady strain upon one or two organs can be met by a vigorous
use in some other work or play of the diseased organs. However good it may
be for a man to be master of a single art, it is not good for his health that he
should confine himself to that art, or work in its processes exclusively. For
health, two or three trades are better than one, provided that they bring into

use difierent sets of organs. This variety, it must be said, to have its good
effect, must be constant. Nothing will be gained by working for nine months
steadily in one kind of occupation in one season, and giving three months to

another in another season. The variety must be such that the injurious influ-

ence can be thrown off before one begins to feel it. It must forestall the
rheumatism or the headache, and not come in merely as remedy. The queer
practice of coupling drugs with books in the same shop, things which ought
to be alien, has a wise hint. Unlike occupations often neutralize the hazards
which either brings. One who sweeps at the same time the floor and the ceil-

ing does both with less fatigue. There is far more exhilaration in walking up
hill and down hill, than over a long level plain. If labours are happily varied,

disease has no time to become fixed. The eyes are relieved, the limbs are re-

lieved, the brain is relieved, before the malady is fastened. One may not be-
come rich or expert so readily who varies his labor, but he is more likely to
keep his soundness of body.
Perhaps this may be said in another way, in insisting that every workman,

in every occupation, whether of the hand or the brain, whether of the foot or
the voice, ought to take recreation, and have times of play. There is large
relief in the feeling of play, though it may be harder than work. Many of the
popular sports are more wearying than regular toil in the same number of
hours. A game of base ball is physically more exhausting than half a day at

the desk or on the bench ; and yet the game draws off the weariness of the
earlier toil. The sportsman gets quicker pulses in his long tramp, without
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food, and with his heavy gun on his shoulder. Where there are plenty of

games, there is less of harm in what would seem exhausting labors. The
Scotch people are busy workers, and if severity of toil would break down any
people, letting alone their love of whiskey, that people should be a nation of

invalids. Their rugged health comes from the spirit and abundance of their

national games. They play as vehemently as they weave and spin. Dry dys-

peptics in our land deplore the madness which wastes so much time in these

ball matches and boat races and excursions, but such things drive away dys-

pepsia, though they may not fill the coffers. There are evils in our amuse-

ments, and the moral danger in some of them more than balances the physical

gain ; but there are not too many of them. The robust lungs and broad

shoulders of the Italians, who eat little and work lazily, are a testimony to the

virtues of play. Half the days in Italy, thanks to the Roman Church, are

holidays, in which old and young, high and low, take their ease, and make
merry with their friends.

The question of the best kinds of recreation, of the amusements which are

most useful morally and physically, is too large to be entered upon here. It

is an important question, in view of the temptations which are associated with

the most fascinating kinds of amusement. The game of " billiards," for in-

stance, hardly known in this country fifty years ago, is now omnipresent in

the cities, and in the highest favor as the most healthful form of physical

exercise. It combines a greater variety of play for the eye and brain and arm
and foot and body than any other, and has positively no intrinsic physical

danger. A greater quantity of pleasant stimulus, at once for the brain and
the muscles, is gained in two hours of billiard playing than in any other

amusement. Yet there is serious doubt whether billiard saloons are not a

curse instead of a blessing, on the whole, in the gambling and betting and
wrangling and drunkenness which are joined to their fascination ; doubt

whether their quickening of blood and brain is not ruin to heart and con-

science. The same objection will not apply to billiard tables in the home, and
it is a good sign that in so many of the new houses even in those of workmen
of moderate means, a billiard table has come to be as necessary as the dining

table or the sofa, and that it has a place of honor. This is a game for women
as well as men; and if the school-teacher and the seamstress had more of this

relief from the wear of their work, their wail and woe would be less touching.

Except in the first cost this amusement is inexpensive, and there is no popular

amusement which has so little danger to life and limb.

Of course, in all kinds of occupation, the ordinary hygienic precautions,

pure air, plenty of light well adjusted, even temperature, good and sufficient

food, sleep enough and at the proper hours, temperance in eating and drink-

ing, are so much added to the chances of immunity from danger. Without these

it is impossible to say how far disease is due to occupation, and how far it comes
from other causes. When a temperate man, with a nourishing diet, taking

eight hours of sleep in the night, living in well ventilated rooms, cheerful and
bright, finds himself still uncomfortable in his work, with local aches, with evi-

dent disease fastening itself upon him, he has a right to infer that his business

is not the right business for him, and that he had better change it. His remedy
is to try something else. But until these conditions are met, he need not dispair

of keeping average health in his present place. Special therapeutics, at any
rate, will not be of much effect, while these general conditions are disregarded.

Tonics, and alteratives, bitters, and blue pill, will not counteract the poison in
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the air, or the curse of dampness and darkness. It is the worst of quackery to

pretend that particuhir trades and professions have their appropriate medical

antidotes, that one nostrum is efficacious for ministers, another for miners, and.

another for scavengers. Universal remedies, like Brandreth's pills, are bad enough,

but specific remedies against the ills to which certain trades are liable, are a

still worse delusion. Any business which requires him who follows it, to carry

a panacea in his pocket, to be shaken and taken five times in a day, ought to

be left forthwith.

"Is there any occupation of civilized society so pernicious to health, that,

on the whole, it ought to be utterly abandoned ?" This is a question hard to

answer. We have to balance against the health of the workmen the grace,

the 'convenience, the practical necessities often, of a vastly greater number.
Society cannot spare many of these products which are a work of death to

those who produce them. The rule of consistency will not apply. The direct

murder of apprentices will not be tolerated, but the law will allow the match
factory to poison slowly the children who work in its enclosure. Society has

a right to say as much as this: that deadly trades shall be allowed, to destroy

only those who voluntarily choose them, and that no occupation shall become
a nuisance or a danger to the homes or the shops which surround it. It has a

right to put specially unhealthy occupations under a sort of ban, to warn
against them, to isolate them, to make quarantine for them as much as for

infectious diseases. No man has a right to involve his innocent neighbors in

the disaster of his unwholesome pursuit. He must build his powder mill away
from the village and the main thoroughfare. He must set his soap factory

where the prevailing wind will carry off its fetid odors. He must not put his

stable close to the windows of fine drawing rooms, to pour into these its redund-

ant ammonia. He must not set his stamping machines where their thud and
shock will stun the sensitive ears. In proportion to their damage to the

health and safety of the general public, must the unhealthy occupations be

kept at a distance, out of sight and hearing and of contagion.

One may have the right to commit suicide (though there is some doubt about
that), but one has no right to compel others to share his folly. The plea is

futile that he feels no ill effect from his own business, and therefore that it is

safe enough for others. He must take it where it will not be a nuisance. And
it is the chief work of a public board of health to discover and remove what,

on the whole, the public voice pronounces to be nuisance ; to separate the

works which are unhealthy in the influences which they spnd out, from the

works where the risk is restrained ; to expose those products of labor, too,

which have danger in their use; to tell the public what they are risking in

using low proof kerosene, and arsenical wall papers, and corrosive hair dyes, and
adulterated food, and medicines which are poisons. Unhealthy occupations,

in the most radical sense, are those which bring ill health in their product as

well as in their process, to those who use the fruits of the work, as to those

who do the work. The shop where poisons are sold is more truly a center of

disease than the shop where poisons are made. That shop may become the

source of physical woe in the community, though it please the eye with its

decorations, and have no ofience to ears or nostrils. The worst occupations,

hygienically as well as morally, are often occupations in which those who fol-

low them are well favored and comfortable, and glad in an easy gain of the

good things of the world.

What, then, to sum up what has been said in a rather desultory way, and
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what is quite unlike the style of a committee's report in a board of practical

inquiries,—what makes any occupation of men unhealthy,—dangerous to

health in a community ?

1. That those who pursue it usually lose their general health, and become
feeble, fragile, wretched, and unfit to work.

2. That special diseases, pains, distortions, directly come from the work in

its processes and methods.

3. That the conditions and surroundings in which it must be pursued en-

courage and involve disease to those who work.

4. That the conditions and processes of the work are a nuisance and a dan-

ger to neighborhoods and to persons not working.

5. That the products and the results of the work minister to disease, and
undermine and destroy the soundness of those who use them.

These are the tests which good common sense will apply to the occupations

of men. It is not necessary to add to them any consideration of morals, or

to show how unrighteous occupations, as they deprave the soul, are essentially

unhealthy.
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THE DISPOSAL OF HUMAN EXCRETA.

DANGEROUS ERRORS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM.

'Before erecting statues, building museums, and buying expensive pictures,

towns should be relieved of bad odors and fermenting putrescence."

"Good privies are far higher signs of civilization than grand palaces and

museums of art."—Dr. Stramm, of Berlin.

The science and art of Hygiene are largely concerned in, and indeed mostly

made up of the practical development of the truth so concisely taught by

Hippocrates, that the conditions of good health are pure air, earth and water.

Were we to add to those conditions, wholesome food and suitable bodily and
mental exercise, we should have completed the whole basis of the science. Its

progress as a science in all these centuries has been only the more perfect and
complete explanation and illustration of these conditions, and, as an art,

mostly the more ready and accurate detection of impurities in those three

elements, and more efficient and reliable means for their prevention or

modification.

In the economy of animal life the effete material of the system appears to be

not only useless, but actually harmful, even poisonous, and that, too, in pro-

joortion to the elevation in the scale of being, of each genus or species. Harm-
ful in itself, it is made doubly so by the processes of decomposition to which it

is peculiarly susceptible. Hence the human body is made with four great

emunctories, the lungs, the skin, the kidneys, and the lower portions of the

bowels. By the effete material thrown off by the skin, the lungs, and, in the

form of gas, by the bowels, the air is contaminated and rendered unfit for the

support of healthy animal life. When largely saturated with this effete mate-
rial it becomes poisonous—deadly—as in the black hole of Calcutta. Hence,

the necessity for all the appliances for ventilation which hygienic art can

contrive.

The atmosphere seems capable of receiving and disposing of all this effete

material that may be cast off into it by all the animal and vegetable creation,

provided only, it be not confined and be agitated by free motion. These are the

two elements in all effective ventilation,—air uncoufined and subjected to free

motion.

The air must be a self purifier or it must become purified by its contact with

the earth.

The more solid portions of the effete matter finding its way out of the body
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by the skin, are removed by attrition of the clothing and ablution, making
frequent changes of under garments and free bathing of the person conditions

of the most perfect health.

The effete material excreted from the bodies of most animals by the bowels
and'kidneys, comes in immediate contact, and is very soon commingled with
the earth. Indeed, many of the wild animals, especially those of the feline

tribe, appear to understand the disinfecting power of earth, and, either as a

measure of cleanliness or as a means of self-protection by concealing evidences

of their own presence from other animals, cover both their fecal and urinary

dejections with earth, the great purifier and renovator of all matter rendered

effete by having passed through animal organisms. Indeed, all dead matter
when buried in the earth for a little time seems capable of a resurrection and
a new life. There is a deep prophetic significance to the words " dust to dust,'*

"ashes to ashes," and they are of broader and more universal application than
we are wont to give them when pronounced at our burial service. It is the

hygienic course of all dead matter, and the only one that gives to it again the

possibilities of a new life.

The one really great and comprehensive question in the disposal of human
excreta is, how shall they the soonest and in the best manner be brought in

contact, and effectually commingled, with the earth ? This question becomes
the more pressing and apparently difficult, in proportion to the elevation of a

people in the scale of civilization and the density of its population.

Among savages and nomadic tribes, this question is answered in the same
manner as among wild animals, and the domestic animals, when in pasture.

Wherever they happen to be, their excreta are placed directly in contact with
the surface of the earth, and the disinfecting power of the soil, together with
the winds, stop putrefaction, and annihilate all odors, and ensure the air, and
wells, and fountains from contamination.

When men have fixed habitations this question becomes complicated. At
first the occupiers of a rude hut, at a distance from others, are almost as free and
and unrestrained in the answer to this question as the nomadics or the wild ani-

mals. The hut, however, soon gives way to a house of more pretension, and
neighbors become nearer and more numerous, and the habits and customs be-

come gradually more and more restrained, and the privy is added as a necessary

adjunct to the house, and the question at the head of this paper becomes compli-

cated, and its practical answer becomes farther and farther from plain, simple,

common sense. At first the privy is quite distant from the house, and the excreta

are let fall upon the surface of the ground and covered with the earth, and soon

commingled with the soil of the garden or the field. This was the primitive

and in the matter of the disposal of the excreta, the hygienic privy. From this

type they soon greatly diverged. The necessities of the aged, the young, and
the feeble, and the convenience of all, has gradually drawn the privy nearer to

the house, until it is attached, a part of the house, or, as the modern water
closet, is in the very centre of the house. The modern privy differs more
widely from the primitive hygienic type, in the matter of the disposal of ex-

creta than in the distance from, or relations to the house. The question in

civilized communities, seems rather to have been how to prevent the speedy

commingling of excreta with earth, and in its answer has been found many
subtile but direful dangers.

To point out these dangers and the means for their avoidance, is the purpose

of this paper. I shall consider these dangers under the following heads, viz.:
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Dangers arising from the location of privies,—from the manner of the imme-
diate disposal of the excreta,—the construction of privy vaults,—and from the

manner of emptying those vaults.

I. DANGERS ARISIITG FROM THE LOCATION OF PRIVIES.

1st. When attached to, or luilt as a part of a house.

A privy is often so attached to, or built under the same roof as a house, that

there is a direct communication with nearly all parts of the house, especially

the living rooms. Privies are often connected with houses and with public

buildings, hotels and school buildings, by closed corridors, which often serve

as direct conduits of foul air, by way of back entries or back rooms which
open into bedrooms, while those open into the sitting-room. During the hot

season all the doors in this circuit may be open for the purposes of ventilation,

and the whole house may be filled with the gases from the decomposing con-

tents of the privy vault. One such case with all its sad consequences, in actual

experience, may stand for many others, and may be, perhaps, a salutary warn-
ing against all such dangerous arrangements.

In the summer of 187— I was called to attend professionally some of the

occupants of a house on street, in the village of . The family con-

sisted of a man and his wife, and five children, varying in ages from 18 years

to about 15 months. None of the family were really sick with any nameable
disease, but several of them, especially the mother and a daughter aged 10 or

11, complained of a sense of weakness and a general want of ambition. .

I thought I detected a smell in the rooms that gave me the sense of inhaling

confined air. I remarked on the importance and the necessity of the niost

perfect ventilation, more especially in the summer season. A few days after I

called again, and the smell in the house seemed even more strongly to suggest

the want of proper ventilation than before, although the doors and windows
of the house were quite generally open. After several visits, I became so

strongly convinced of the presence in the house of some dangerous gases that

I insisted upon making personal investigation as to the probable source of

those gases. I found the house constructed upon the following plan : [See

following page.]

The privy vault was filled with the excreta of tlie family, the accumulation
of years, had been disinfected in no manner, and its contents were a mass of

fermenting putrescence.

The water from the kitchen sink, where all the dirty greasy soapsuds had
been emptied, fell into a plank drain without the sign of a trap, and was con-

veyed two or three rods under ground to a large hogshead, that, being sunk in

the ground, served as a cesspool. This cesspool had long before become filled,

and its contents set back into the drain until that too was full and then
spread about on the surface of the ground under the floor of the house, indi-

cated by the dotted line, as a pool of fermenting filth. Moreover, the gases

from the fermenting contents of the full cesspool and drain were constantly
bubbling up out of the mouth of the drain under the house. The floor was
not very tight in that part of the house, and the pipe that carried the water out
of the sink was an open one freely permitting the return of gas.

During the hot season most of the doors and windows of the house were
kept open, during the day at least. The whole house seemed filled with the

gases from these two sources, caused by the decomposition of the contents of
these two convenient receptacles of filth.
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1. The privy.

3. Wood shed
3. Alley or corridor leading from house

to privy.
4. Entry and closet.

5. Bath room.
6. Bedroom.
7. Kitchen.
8. Sitting room.

9. Parlor.
10. Family bedroom.
11. Hall.

13. Dining room.
18. Sink room.
14. Pantry.
15. Cesspool for kitchen sink.

16. Area of overflow.
17. Kitchen drain of plank.

[For description of condition, see preceding page.]

The most earnest and emphatic warnings of the dangers to which this fam-
ily were exposed from such a condition of things, with explicit instructions as

to the best means of obviating it, produced but slight impression upon the

mind of the owner of the house, who thought apprehensions of danger from
such source were exaggerated or groundless. Although some effort was made
to improve the conditions about the house, there was but slight improvement
in the purity of the air within it.

In November, one child, about 12 years of age, was taken with malignant
diphtheria, and in a short time the whole of the mucous membrane of the air

passages, even to the minute bronchial tubes, was covered with a dirty, ash
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colored coating. The powers of the system, already slowly poisoned for weeks
and months, gave way, and this child, by an " inscrutaVjle providence," was
taken from the loving embrace of this family. The funeral of this child was
followed by the opening of the cesspool and drain, and the emptying of their

fermenting contents upon a pile of stable manure, near the barn in rear of the
house. The weather being mild, a younger child five or six years old, was
allowed to play in the yard, and was over and near to the open cesspool and drain
and their reeking contents, where they were emptied. In two or three days
she was taken with diphtheria of a precisely similar character with that of her
sister, and soon died. An infant, who had for some time appeared dull and
fretful, was taken to another house, and being well fed and in pure air, escaped
the disease, and was soon well and sprightly. Two older sons, 16 and 18, were
both a good deal depressed, and had for some days, sore throats, with loss of
appetite. But both of them were and had been a good deal in the open air

away from the house, and after using freely of tonics with iron, they soon
recovered.

I have thus particularly related the circumstances connected with this case,

for I have considered it a very striking illustration of the dangers of imper-
fectly arranged and conducted privies, and defective drainage, These cases of

diphtheria occurred in a family of robust constitutions, and at a time when
there was no epidemic influence predisposing other people to the disease; in-

deed, when there were and had been for months, no other cases of the disease

for miles around.

I cannot refrain from adding to this case in private life the notorious and
very sad case of an epidemic of typhoid fever in the summer of 1864, at the
Maplewood Young Ladies' Institute, at Pittsfield, Mass., as an illustration of,

and warning against such dangers in public institutions. There were in this

building, at that time, of teachers, students, and servants, a family numbering
112 persons. Of these, 56 had typhoid fever, of whom 16 died, and many
others were more or less severely ill. This epidemic occurred, too, in a season
when, in that town of 8,000 inhabitants, all of the physicians in practice testi-

fied that, aside from the cases at the institution, there were not more than
eight cases of typhoid fever, none of which proved fatal.

So sudden and so remarkable was this outbreak of a fearful epidemic, that
a committee was appointed to investigate and report upon its probable cause.

This committee consisted of Drs. A. B. Palmer, 0. L. Ford, and Pliny Earle,

then Professors in the Berkshire (Mass.) Medical College, and two of whom
were then and are now Professors in the Michigan University.

From their very able and excellent report I take the following :

In the central building, consisting of two stories and a cellar, the first floor is occupied
for recitation rooms, cabinet, etc., and the second as a chapel and general study room.*
The cellar contains furnaces, coal, vegetables, etc. On either side of the chapel is a build-
ing consisting of three stories over a cellar. That upon the east is called the " east build-
ing "; the other, the "west building." To the east building is attached a wing of two
stories, with a basement. The basement of this wing, together with a part of the cellar
or basement of the main building, is occupied as a kitchen and storerooms ; the other part
as a cellar proper, containing coal and accommodatiug furnaces for heating the parts
above. The first floor of this building, above ground, is occupied for parlors, library,
dining room, and the apartments for the family of the Principal. The two stories above
are used as dormitories for the pupils,—a lady teacher occupying one room on each floor.
A hall passes through the centre of each of these stories, from east to west. The rooms of
the pupils are upon sides of the halls, opening into them and receiving their heat from
them in cold weather. The basement of the west building is occupied as a laundry ; and

* See ground plan of buildings on the following page.
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tlie other three stories as dormitories, arranged as in the two upper stories of the east build-

ing, and as shown in the diagram.

A ground plan of the buildings of the institute is here annexed.

Gymnasium.
55 ft.
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One of them was once cleaned out at night in the course of the hot season of last

summer.
For a knowledoje of the condition of these vaults, of the openings of the kitchen and

laundry drains, of the cellars, and of the cleanliness of the whole premises, the committee
are entirely dependent upon tlie testimony of others, as so radical a change bad been made
when the investigation commenced ; and they hold themselves responsible only for a fair

statement of the general current and weight of that testimony.

Although there is not perfect accordance among those who have voluntarily made state-

ments, or have been interrogated, yet there is quite as much unanimity as is usually found
where numbers of honest and impartial persons bear witness to the same series of like

complicated facts. Hence the committee have no doubt of the general truth, most posi-

tively alleged by many, that the vaults, as well as the openings of both drains, emitted,
during the hot and dry weather, decidedly and sometimes exceedingly offensive odors.

Great annoyance was often felt, as stated by a teacher, at the indelicacy of these odors, and
not unfrequently windows were obliged to be closed, particularly at night, to prevent the
influx of the outer air, as the confined atmosphere within the rooms was less offensive than
the air from without. The testimony as to the necessity of closing windows against offens-

ive odors, comes to us from sources hundreds of miles apart, in letters, in oral statements
from living witnesses, and, as reported by their friends, from the lips of those who will

speak no more.
This was stated not of one room only, but of several, and of rooms in both buildings ; and

not alone of the windows of the dormitories, and in the night, but of some of the recitation

rooms, and in the day time.

As the condition of the privies is a point so exceedingly important in the case, the
inquiries of the committee in respect to that condition have been extended and minute

;

and, to show that the testimony at least justifies the preceding statements, a few quotations
from the letters of pupils and others who had been at Maplewood, and wrote from the
evidence of their senses, are added. These letters are in answer to definite interrogations
on the subject. The embarrassment which the committee, and especially the only accessi-

ble witnesses, have felt in pursuing this matter, will readily be appreciated, and the
necessity of making special inquiries will be understood. One of the pupils, in her com-
munication, says :

—

" Since you request it, I will be perfectly frank and plain, feeling assured that you can
understand and appreciate the unpleasantness of discussing such a matter in so free a man-
ner ; but, I, wath you, think the cause demands it, and am willing to sacrifice my own feel-

ings, to almost any extent, for the purpose of throwing a little light on so dark a question."
She continues :

—" There certainly was an unpleasant smell about the west building. "We
did have reason to complain of our rooms being very offensive at times. Indeed, the air

was often so foul that we found it necessary to close both doors and windows, and this

during the warmest of the weather, too. Perhaps you are not aware that there are no vaults
proper* connected with the west building. If you could see the internal arrangements of
this department, your only wonder would be how it happened that we did not all die of
some pestilential disease. The smell that used to come up from that place, those hot July
evenings, was enough to breed a fever in one night. All the slops, etc., from the rooms
were deposited in these places. This I know to be a fact, for I have seen it done. These
places were seldom if ever cleaned, and what their condition must have been you can imag-
ine, I'm sure. Now, do you wonder what the stench meant, where it came from, or what
caused it ?"

The following is from one who roomed in the east building

:

"You ask if my room was rendered unpleasant by any peculiar odors. I have repeat-
edly been obliged "to close my window on account of unpleasant odors, not only in the day
time but particularly at night. I have risen, after retiring, to close it,—the odor being
almost suffocating. It seemed to proceed from the vaults and an old barn near my win-
dow, which had just been removed, leaving the cellar exposed.
The next is an extract from a letter received from the mother of one of the pupils who

died at Maplewood :

—

'_' I cannot convey to you a correct idea of the state of the air in the hall of the west
building, unless I state the fact that I asked my daughter, the morning after my arrival, if

there was not a water closet on that floor. She replied, ' No—the smell you notice comes
from the privies.' "

The following is an extract from a letter from the father of a teacher who died a few
days after reaching home :

—

"Her mother informs me that she complained of the privy as being very offensive, and

* This is understood to mean that the excavations were so shallow that they conld not properly be called
vaults, and, as elsewhere expressed, were so filled as not to give the appearance of vaults.
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tliat tliey cleaned it out in one of the warmest nights, and the odor was perfectly dreadful,

and that she believed it had something to do with the sickness. This was said on the
evening of her arrival home."

2d. Privies are often planted near the loell loliicTi is tJie source of the family
or oi.eighlorhood siqjply of ivater for drinhi7ig and culinary purposes.

The deep vaults, filled with the solid and liquid excreta of the family or

families for years, thoroughly saturate the soil for a long distance around, and
thus contaminate the water with decomiDosing animal matters, or a crevice in

the ground may act as a concealed drain, to bring some of the contents of the
privy vault directly into the well.

This danger is greatly increased when the soil and strata below are loamy,
sandy, or gravelly, and also when the water plane below is quite near the sur-

face. In some instances, also, when the vault is dug in clayey soil, there may
be such an inclination of the layers as to form a convenient trongb to carry

the fluid portions of the contents of the vault directly into the well.

Drinking water thus contaminated has been shown to be one of the most
fruitful sources of typhoid fever and other zymotic diseases. A single well

thus contaminated may be the source of quite a wide-spread epidemic.

In support of these views, I wish to refer to three or four cases strongly

attesting to their truth.

Dr. Austin Flint, in a paper published in the first volume of Eeports and
Papers of the American Public Health Association, speaks at some length of

an epidemic of typhoid fever which occurred in 1843, at a little hamlet called

North Boston, in Erie Co., X. Y. He says :
" The situation at the time men-

tioned was in every respect salubrious. There were no paludal grounds in the
neighborhood. Neither intermittent fever nor any disease had prevailed for

several years. Not only was typhoid fever an unknown disease in that partic-

ular situation, but in no part of the country had it been known to have occurred
up to that time." The fever was at first imported to that place by a young
man from some place in Massachusetts, who, arriving at North Boston by
stage, took lodgings at the tavern on the 21st of September, where he died on
the 19th of October, 28 days after his arrival.

In this little hamlet were nine families, consisting of 43 persons. "Between
October 14th, five days before the date of the death mentioned, and December
7th (twenty-one days), twenty-eight of the forty-three persons comprising this

little community, were attacked with the fever, and in ten instances the disease

proved fatal."

"An important part of the history of this epidemic remains to be stated.*

At the time of writing the report from which the foregoing extracts are taken,

and for many years afterwards,—indeed, up to a recent date,—I had no idea of

the diflfusion of typhoid fever through the agency of drinking water. At the

time of the epidemic nothing had been published on the topic, and at the time
of writing this report, and long afterwards, I was not aware that any one had
entertained this view of the causation,—there was nothing relating to it in

the medical literature of the country."
" All of these nine families but three used water for drinking and culinary

purposes from the same well,—that belonging to the tavern. Two of tiie three

families not using it, did not on account of their distance from it, and tke

intervention of a stream some three or four rods wide. Their intercourse,

however, with the others was free and familiar. The other family who did not

* Dr. Flint had reported this case soon after its occurrence.
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use the water was at enmity with the proprietor of the tavern, and had been

forbidden its use."

'"'So strongly did the circumstances at that time seem to point to the tavern

well, as the source of the coutagium, that suspicion was aroused and charges of

poisoning the well were openly made against the family who, alone in the im-

mediate vicinity of the well did not use of its waters, and did not suffer from
the disease."

"Now," says Dr. Flint, " taking into view the statement in one of our prelim-

inary proi)oaitions, namely: that typhoid fever is rarely if ever communicated
by means of emanations from the body, together with the observations which,

within late years, point to drinking water as the medium of communicability,

that the latter was the mode of diffusion in the North Boston epidemic hardly

admits of a doubt, and the circumstances were as remarkably combined with

reference to this conclusion, as with reference to the proof of contagion. It

can hardly be doubted that the exemption from the disease of the family of

Stearns" (who did not drink the water), " was due to the animosity of the

inn-keeper, which led the latter to prohibit the use of his well, and compelled
Stearns to dig a well of his own. The two families living forty rods from the

tavern escaped because, owing to the distance, they did not obtain water from
the inn-keeper's well."

" At time of the epidemic no suspicion of the presence of the special cause

in the drinking water being entertained, pains were not taken to note the sit-

uation of the privies, the nature of the soil, etc. In order to obtain some in-

formation on these points I wrote recently to Dr. P. Barber, at the date of the

epidemic, and until lately, a practitioner in that neighborhood. Dr. Barber
writes that, according to his recollection, the privy attached to the inn was
three or four rods from the well, and he recollects that the contents were al-

lowed to accumulate. The well was by the road side, supplying with water the
inn and the stables, as well as the immediate neighbors."

From the Lansing Eepublican of December 23, 1874, I. cut the following,

from the pen of Dr. Geo. E. Eanney of Lansing:

TYPHOID FEVER FROII BAD WATER.

As a number of typhoid fever cases have lately occurred in our city, I have thought
proper to"ask you to insert a paragraph or two, calling attention briefly to some of the means
of avoiding the disease.

As most of these typhoid cases can be shown to have resulted from drinking impure
water, my present purpose is only to call attention to that prolific, though sometimes sub-
tle cause of the disease. The limited rain-fall during the past summer and fall has rend-
ered many wells dry, and diminished the amount of water in nearly all. On account of
the entire want of water in some wells, larger drafts have been made upon those not dry;
and in many instances wells have been emptied daily to the bottom, where the impurities
are in greatest abundance. The s:imc thing takes place on certain blocks in our city, upon
which are situated tenement houses, and where but one well is provided for all the
families occupying them. It is on these blocks that typhoid fever has most largely pre-
vailed. In many wells there are wooden tubs, which, if constantly under water, will not
materially injure the water for domestic uses; but if, by continued drought or frequent
pumpings, or both, the water is lowered snflBciently to leave the tub psTrtially exposed,
fungi are generated and thrown off its walls, and mixing with the water render it unwhole-
some, and productive of disease and death. Organic matter being necessary to the growth
of fungi, those wells into which washings or surface water find their way are rendered
especially liable to this cryptogamous poisoning from the tubs. The organic matter from
one source feeds on the organic matter of the other source, and thus does the poison
grow " from strength to strength.

"

On one block in this city there occurred in five families, all using water from the same
well, three marked cases of typhoid fever, two of which proved fatal. Four others exper-
ienced the premonitory symptoms of the disease who by proper caution and care, and
ceasing the use of the water, averted its more serious symptoms.

9
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On another block, but in difl'erent families using water from the same well, seven cases

of fever occurred, varyinir in severity, three being very dangerously ill, and the remainder
less so. One, a young lady, who had been visiting at her aunt's, whose family is one of
those mentioned above, was attacked by the fever after her return home to Meridian, and
her symptoms becoming alarming, I was called in consultation by her attending physician.

A careful inspection of the premises there revealed no trace of the fever's source, but in-

quiry elicited the fact from the girl's brother, that she had been visiting her aunt, and that at

times the well water there was bad. I may add that her's is the only case of typhoid fever in

that portion of Meridian, and the inevitable inference must be that she contracted the
disease at her aunt's house in this city, three of whose occupants are now ill with the fever.*

I recently visited with Dr. Topping of DeWitt, a family, four of whom were suffering

from typhoid fever of an aggravated form. Inferring that local influences must be the
cause of the trouble, the sanitary surroundings were inspected ; and although a number of
morbific influences needed abating, it was only practicable at the time to abate one,—the
well water. [See last paragraph of additional notes, below.]

I furnished Dr. Kedzie for analysis specimens of water from this last mentioned well,

and from wells on the two blocks spoken of above. He very kindly made tests, and informs
me that his experiments show each specimen to be largely impregnated with decaying or-

ganic matter, and sufficient to account for the typhoid fever which the drinkers of it have
suffered.

I could multiply cases similar to the above, whose evidences to my own mind are equally
convincing as regards their causes as those mentioned above ; but only mention those

which have been confirmed by an eminent chemist. I trust, however, my intention will

be accomplished by the simple warning to the community, to use for domestic purposes no
had water.

Dec. 7, 1875. Being permitted by Dr. Hitchcock to add notes to this article before it goes
to press, I am enabled, in the light of subsequent events, to give some additional partic-

ulars that may be of interest.

Two days after writing the above article 1 was called to see another case of typhoid
fever, in the person of a young man, a cousin of this young lady, who lived four miles

from the city in another direction. He had been in the habit of coming to the city to

school, on horseback, and taking his dinners at his aunt's house,—No. 1, Block 127. His
was the only case of t3'phoid lever in that neighborhood, and it was severe and protracted

;

and during his convalescence the hair of his head fell ofT. A similar misfortune also befell

the young lady as a result of her illness.

Cases occurring in dwelling No. 1, block 118, may have resulted from using water from
the well situated between dwellings Nos. 2 and 3, as owing to the drought there was a defi-

ciency of water in the first, which was supplied by using water from the latter well, the

proprietor of which has sulDsequently caused it to iae cleaned, and reported to me the fact,

and said that when he had pumped the water out to within two feet of the bottom the

stench was so offensive as to be almost unendurable ; that the water was dark and muddy,
and tiiat he found all manner of filth in it, such as old brooms, sticks, tin cans, broken
wares, and dirt, that had been thrown in, probably, by children who were allowed to play
in the yard where the well was located.

One of the fourpatients whom I saw with Dr. Topping died, and two other members of the

household were taken sick with the disease afterwards, I learn that one member of the family
had died but a short time previous to my visit there, of what an irregular practitioner had
called "inflammation of the bowels." The depth of the well from which this family was sup-

plied was about fifteen feet, I believe, and had a wooden tub in bottom and a wooden pump
to raise the water. It was situated near the house and nearly at the foot of a slope of thirty

rods, upon vi'hich was located a barn and barn-yard, and the slope between the barn and
well had recently been covered with barn-yard manure. About twenty rods in another

direction was a flag pond or swale covering one or two acres, and had no outlet. The
dwelling is a verjr' old log house and the lower logs rest on the ground, and are much
decayed. The floor was constructed of unmatched boards, and a space averaging an eighth

of an inch existed between each board. The floor was uncarpeted and required frequent

moppings, which necessarily rendered the soil under the floor very damp. The large fires

necessary to heat the house, so poorly constructed, caused a strong current of air to pass

over the soil rendered filthy and wet by the moppings, and becoming thus laden undoubtedly
with germs of disease, added materiallj'-, no doubt, to the severity and number of the fam-
ily's afflictions, for I believe none of the household, numbering ten, family and kin, wholly

escaped typhoid symptoms. Geo. E. Rannet.

Dr. Ranney has since then, kindly sent to me the following outline plan of

the two blocks spoken of, showing the relations of the houses, in which were

cases of typhoid, to the suspected well, and the relations of the well to the

privies of the neighborhood.
* See first three paragraphs of additional notes immediately following.
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Block No. 118

—

In Month of Octobee.

Dwelling No. 1.—One case cerebro-spinal meningitis, fatal ; one case typhoid fever, fatal.
" " 2.—Three cases of typhoid fever ; one fatal, two light.
" " 3.—One mild or aborted case of fever.

, " " 4.—One severe, one aborted case of fever.

The well is on a slope, and lower than the street. Tub in well partly exposed ; chain
pump. Soil clay till quicksand is found at a depth of about twenty feet. Dr. Kedzie
analyzed water from this well and pronounced it bad.

Block No. 127.

Typhoid fever occurred as follows, during the months of November and December :

Dwelling No. 1.—Five cases ; 3 severe, 2 light. No deaths.
" " 2.—One case, severe ; recovered.
" " 3.—One case of cerebro-spinal meningitis ; and two cases of typhoid fever,

one light, one fatal.
" " 4.—I cannot say concerning their health, but presume it was impaired, as

were all who used water from this well. The privy nearest the w-ell accommodated the
boarding house. No. 5, and was full to the surface. Wood pump in well. Well from 15
to 20 feet deep. Clay from surface to the water, which runs through a stratum of quick-
sand. Wooden tub in well. Nearest privy one rod from well.

Dwelling No. 5.—Boarding house. Nearly all were indisposed, and some had to aban-
don their work for a time. They were transient people ; no one was there long at a time.
They were a laboring class, that were not there much except at meal-time.

Sickness ceased in these houses shortly after they ceased to use the water.
Dr. Kedzie procured water from well on Block 127, and made it the subject of part of

a discourse on Public Health which he delivered before the Legislature last winter.
GEO. E. RANNET.

The following letter explains itself:

Lansing, June 27, 1875.

Dear Doctor H.—Yours received, and I answer as fully as I can. The well water I ex-
amined for Dr. Ranney contained ammonia, albuminoid ammonia, and nitrites in quantity
sufficient to show that it contained the products of decomposition of highly organized or-

ganic bodies, and contained some of these bodies in a putrescible condition. In other
words, it contained sewage matter. The only apparent source from which such matter
could be derived, was the privy in the vicinity of the well. Yours very truly,

R. C. KEDZIE.

The following very interesting and instructive cases are kindly furnished

hy Dr. Wm. B. Southard of Kalamazoo

:

CASES OF FATAL POISONING BY THE LEACHING FROM PRIA^Y VAULTS INTO WELLS.

I was called July 16th, 1871, to attend the family of Mr. J. Boor. Found Mr. Boor and
three children ill, all of them suffering from diarrhea and a low form of fever, accompanied
with more or less nausea and vomiting. The treatment having but little effect, and patients
growing worse, Dr. H. O. Hitchcock was called in consultation, and suggested water-poi-
soning as the cause of the illness. Upon examination of the premises we found a privy
vault twelve feet from the well on the east, and a cesspool twelve feet from the well on the
south. The cesspool was made by sinking two barrels, one top of the other, into the
ground, with holes bored in the bottoms. The use of the water was immediately discon-
tinued for culinary and drinking purposes, and the children began to mend, and made rapid
recovery, but Mr. Boor continueci to sink until death relieved him of his sufferings.

Was called to see Mrs. P. Van Pane, aged 19, Nov. 16th, 1874. Found her about the
house ; said she had been feeling badly for some days. Upon examination found the
fauces covered with diphtheritic membrane ; directed her to go to bed, and put her upon
tonic and stimulating treatment. She did not take the bed, but continued to be about the
house and do some work until my visit,on the 17th, when she reluctantly gave up. My
attention was called to her babe, aged 5 months, on the 18th, and found the throat covered
with the same membrane. Both of them suffered more or less from nausea and vomiting,
and derangement of the bowels. Mrs. Van Pane died Nov. 20th, and the babe on the 23d.
Immediately after the burial of the babe the house was thoroughly cleansed and white-
washed. Mr. John Van Pane, with wife and three children, all strong and healthy, moved
in Dec. 1st ; children aged Si, 3^ years, and 16 months. In three weeks after moving in the
baby was attacked with diphtheria. Four days after Lizzy, the oldest, was attacked, and
Frances 10 days after. Baby died on the 8lh da}\ Lizzy recovered from diphtheria, but
died from typhoid fever 5 weeks after. Frances was ill 7 weeks, and is not strong at the
present time, July 1, 1875,
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Mr. John Van Pane was ill witli a low form of fever ten weck^, and his wife three months.
They were not confined to the bed, hut had considerable irritation (jf throat, more or less

nausea, and want of appetite, restless, sleepless nights and considerai)le del)ilit3'. At the
time the children of John Van Pane were attacked I was salis^fied that there was some local
cause for their illness, and upon looking- about found one privy 23 feet from the well, and
another ij2. Vaults had been in use without cleaniui^, five years. The iiouse, a square,
two-story one, with a shed roof wood-house on back side, and a chicken coop built against
the side, and directly under the eaves of the woodshed, and 15 feet from th.e well. The
surface of the ground descended in the direction of the well from the vaults, and the de-
scent terminated about six rods distant in a basin ; descent about one foot to the rod. The
use of tiie water was discontinued, and a gallon of it was sent by Dr. Hitchcock to Prof.
Kedzie for analysis, with the following result

:

Dll. KEDZIK'S analysis of water from KALAMAZOO.

The water contains in the gallon : 5 grains of ammonia, 1.5 grains albuminoid ammonia
1.4 grains of hydrochloric acid in the form of chlorides, 3 grains of organic matter; also
enough nitrites to give a 've7'y strong reaction with Price's Test. It is a very impure water,
containing decomposing organic matter, and the products of incomplete decomposition."

CASES OP SEVERE AND PROTRACTED ILLNESS FROM USING IMPURE WATER.

In the summer of 1885, the water in my own well, which was twenty-two feet deep, did
not seem to be as good as formerly, and I supposed it to be due to angle worms, one of,

which would be brought up occasionally. The water after standing in a pitcher or pail for

a couple of hours had a sickish, unpleasant taste. I had the well cleaned thoroughly and
the upper portion of the wall laid in water lime ; water was not improved. Then had wall
taken up, and a large flat stone with a hole sufficient for an iron pipe put over it, eight feet
below the surface, and buried up so as to effectually shut out everything from the surface
in the way of worms, bugs, etc. ; but water wa? no better. My attention was now directed
to the privy vault, which was thirty feet from the well. I had not thought of it before,
more perhaps, because there was a cellar twelve feet wide between the two. I had the
privy removed, and the vault cleaned out ; removing about forty barrels ; found the vault
ten feet deep; and I presume it had been in use fifteen years. Within one montli's time
the water was decidedly improved, and in two months it was excellent, and has remained
so ever since. During the fall of 1865, our servant girl left us for a couple of weeks to
take care of a sister-in-law, who was sick with typhoid fever. Soon after her return she
became ill with typhoid fever; her freinds, fearing they would take the fever, refused to
care for her, and my daughters, one or the other of them, was with her most of the time, as
she was delirious and required constant care. Inthecourse of three or four weeks both my
daughters were attacked (also my son who had not been in their rooms, except, perhaps,
just to step in); all were very sick, the fever was accompanied with a greal deal of nausea,
vomiting, and persistent diarrhea, with more or less tenderness of the bowels. All recov-
ered after a protracted illness. I now believe that the condition of the water was the pre-
disposing cause, and the contagiumfrom the care of the servant girl was the exciting cause
of the severe illness of ray family, all of whom have since been in excellent health.

II. DANGERS ARISING FROM THE MANNER OF THE IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL OF
EXCRETA AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF PRIVY VAULTS.

1st. In most of the recently built and the best houses in cities, and in many
such houses in villages and even in the country, waier-dosets with soil-pipes

opening into sewers or cessijools are considered among the modern and essential

improvements. That they are, indeed, very great conveniences, and largely

promoters of health by preventing esposttre in all sorts of weather and in all

conditions of health, is undoubtedly true. But the \vater-closet brings pecu-
liar danger, also, to the lives and health of the occupants oi" these houses " with
all the modern improvements." This danger is from the escape of sewer gas
into the water-closet, and its distribution thence through the living and sleep-

ing rooms of the family. The danger arises from various sources, such as im-
proper arrangetnents, defective plumbing, unsuitable apparatus, obstructed
drains, or bad location of the water-closet in the house.
The apartment assigned as a water-closet is often in the very center of the

house, where no pure air can be directly let into it from without. If any foul
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air or decomposing gases enter this little room, they must be inhaled by every

person whose necessities compel them to occupy it, and from this center there-

must be a distribution of such gases to some degree throughout the house.

'!Next to this source of danger is the construction of the water-closet itself^

Jas. C. Bayles, Esq., in a paper read before the New York Public Health Asso-

ciation in March, 1875, says:

"• The requirements of a good water-closet are various and imperative. It must be

inodorous ; it must be so constructed that it can be effectually flushed with a minimum
quantity of water ; it must be so simple in construction that it is not liable to get out of

repair in any part, and whatever passes its trap must be efl'ectually prevented from return-

ing in any form. The water closets in common use, however, do not meet these require-

menis, and it is no exaggeration to say that, when introduced into a house, they are a

nuisance and a danger, instead of being a convenience and a luxury."
" The common pan closet is probably one of the most objectionable in use. The princi-

ple objection to this form of closet is that the side of the receiver against which the pan
delivers its contents when tilted, becomes coated with a mass of foul matter. I have-

known instances occurring under my immediate notice, in which it was necessary to remove
the receiver every few months and burn it out, in order to abate for a time the stench,

which gradually increased until it became intolerable. The gases generated between the

two traps are liberated whenever the pan is tilted, and if this is not frequently done, they
make their way through the water in the basin. The defects of this system cannot be
effectually remedied by ventilating the receiver, although this may abate the nuisance in a

marked degree. How little this danger is feared, however, even by intelligent and well

informed people, may well occasion surprise. I know of a house in this city, occupied by
an eminent consulting physician, in. which the water closets are the worst I ever saw.

They are pan closets of the most objectionable kind, placed in dark pantries with abso-

lutefy no ventilation, except such as is afforded through the doors opening into the halls,

and through windows about the size of commercial note paper, opening into adjoining

apartments. If intelligent physicians are satisfied with such arrangements as this in the

houses they occupy, what can we expect of the general public ?"

]!^ext in importance to a complete and well flushed water closet is the trap

in the soil pipe, as a source of danger. Water contained in a single or double

S is usually considered a good and suflScient trap to prevent the passage of

sewer gas. But the water in these traps may, and does often, become dis-

placed by the pressure of the gas below, and thus there will be an intermittent

escape of gas. The water, too, soon becomes saturated by absorption with the

gas below and actually becomes a conductor of these gases to the open pipe

above the trap, as has been demonstrated by experiments conducted by Dr.

Fergus of Glasgow. * Dr. Fergus also points out danger from the perforation

of soil-pipes by these gases. Danger from these sources can only be obviated

by the free ventilation of the soil and drain pipes v/hich should be insisted

upon in every house "furnished with all the modern conveniences."

2d. But in the majority of houses in the cities and villages of this State,

and in nearly all of those in the country, the immediate disposal of excreta is

into vaults of various depths and construction. These vaults are sometimes

mere holes in the ground, more or less deep, over which the privy stands, and
the excreta of the family, year after year, are deposited there; the thought

perhaps never occurring to one of the family "what becomes of it then," until

the vault is full and running over, or the stench from the fermenting putres-

ence becomes intolerable, and thus compels attention. Vaults are often quite

deep, their sides being planked up or lined with mason work, brick or stone,

dry, or in mortar or cement. The bottom, if open, allows the more liquid

portions to drain away into the soil. If the soil is Icechy, sandy, or gravelly,

it becomes saturated for a great distance around. The bottom may also be

* Eeported in the British Medical Joarna!, February, 1875.
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covered with cemented mason work, and thus with cemented sides, the vault is

made tight. These vaults are many of them used for years withouc being

emptii'd, or even disinfeoteil. In the hot season, from May to the first of

October or even November, these reekin.Q; vaulls of fermenting putre.sence send

forth the most disgusting and sickening odors, polluting the air and loading it

with the seeds of disease and death. These disgusting and baneful emanations

are particularly offensive in the damp evening and night air. Many cases of

obscure and lingering disease, I have no doubt, might be traced directly to

these products of decomposing excreta in the overflowing vaults in our cities

and hu'ge villages.

A few years since I was called to attend two children who were ;;ick with

some obscure ailment simulating quite closely typhoid fever.

I ascertained that they slept in a sm.all bedroom on the first floor, on the

north side of the house. Not more than three rods from their window% which
was always open in the summer, were two privy vaults, reeking with the putri-

fying accumulations of years. The air in tiie neighborhood was almost intol-

erable, especially in the evening, Avith its burden of putrescent gases. The
wind, usually blowing from the west, would carry this heavily laden air directly

into the open window of the room occupied by these lads.

I directed that their sleeping-room be at once changed to a chamber on the

south side of the house, and that the vaults should be immediately emptied

and thoroughly disinfected. An immediate improvement in the condition of

the lads was apparent, and they were soon restored to perfect health.

The following case, reported by Dr. Wm. B. Carpenter of England, is in

point as supporting these views :

A manufactory of artificial manure formerly existed immediately opposite Christ Church
Wdrkhouse, Spilalfields, which building was occupied by about 400 children, with a few
adult persons. Whenever the works were actively carried on, particularly when the wind
blew in the direction of the house, there were produced numerous cases of fever of an in-

tractable and typhoid character ; a typhoid tendency was also observed in measles, small-

pox, and other infantile diseases, and for some time there prevailed a most unmanageable
and fatal form of aphthae of the mouth, ending in gangrene. Many deaths occurred.
The proprietor of the manufactory was compelled to close his estaDlishment, and the chil-

dren returr^ed to their ordinary health.

Five months afterwards the works were recommenced. In a day or two subsequently,
the wind blowing from the manufactory, a most powerful stench pervaded the building.

The night follov/ing, 45 of the boys, whose dormitories directly faced the manufactory,
were again suddenly seized with diarrhea ; whilst the girls, whose dormitories were in a
more distant part, and faced in a different direction, escaped.
The manufactory having been again suppressed, there was no subsequent return of

diarrhea.

On this subject, too, I>r. Williams, author of Principles of Medicine, speaks

as follows

:

The soil which drains from liabitalions contains, in addition to excrement, dirty water,
the washings and remnants of animal and vegetable matter used as food, and other offal.

All these are mixed together and stagnant in the corrupting slough that is retained in cess-

pools and privies, or that is carried into sewers. Every ill-drained house has a Pandora's
box, ready to pour forth its evils when occasion offers, and always oozing them out in

desrrees sufficient for the impairment of health.
These materials continually poison bolli air and water; and typhoid fever, diarrhea,

cholera, dysentery, dyspepsia, inappettincy, general wealiness and mal-nutrition are the
results of iheir pestiferous operation acting in different degrees.

In villages at all densely populated, this diffusion of such gases from so

many uncanny vaults becomes not only a great nuisance, but a most prolific

source of disease, and ought most certainly to be a subject of remonstrance
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and warning by local boards of health, and of legislation by all village and
city governnaents.

But there is a still greater danger from these vaults, especially in large vil-

lag(?s, where the general water-supply of the inhabitants is froai wells sunk
into the water plane underlying the village. This danger reaches its maxi-
mum in villages where the water plane is not far below the surface, and where
the soil is pervious loam, sand, or gravel.

Handreds of these privy-vaults are scattered over but a few acres, and these

are duplicated by as many cess-pools, the liquid contents of which are contin-

ually saturating the soil all around them, and by every heavy rain are being
carried down to the water plane below. What can hinder the water underly-

ing suc'i a village from becoming more and more contaminated until finally

all the water-supply of the village shall become more or less the source of

disease and death to its inhabitants.

III. METHODS PKOPOSED EOR AVOIDIi;rG THESE DAK"GERS.

But it is not enough to point out these dangers, and recount the many sad

and fatal cases of disease that have arisen from them. It is a still more im-
portant duty for us to point out the various means by which they may be

avoided. These means having been pointed out, their adoption so far as pos-

sible, should be compelled by those in authority.

AS TO THE LOCATION" OF THE PRIVY.

1st. Its relation to the house.—For the convenience of women and children?

and especially to prevent great exposure to those in feeble health in inclement

weather, privies should, both in town and country, be not far from the house.

Indeed, under the directions and restrictions that follow, it would be better

that the privy should be joined to, or built under the same roof as the house.

But by all means it should be so attached that the communication between it

and the interior of the house be not too direct.

2d. Its relation to the well.—No privy with a vault without a cemented bot-

tom and sides, should be allowed within four rods of a well supplying human
beings with water for drinking or culinary purposes. There are now in the vil-

lages and cities of Michigan, and even in the country, hundreds and thousands

of privies with deep, uncemented, and full vaults within twenty or thirty feet

of wells, the sources of water for hundreds and thousands of families. Is it

any wonder that our vital statistics contain the record of so many deaths from
zjmotic and low diseases of a typhoid type?

I am certain that it is the duty of every physician to point out these danger-

ous errors, and if they are not corrected at once, to report them to those who
have authority to compel their correction. This too, should be considered one

of the most important and imperative duties of every local board of health.

WATER CLOSETS AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION.

The apartment assigned for the water closet should be so situated that

it can be easily and freely ventilated without its gases being carried into

the halls and thence distributed through out the house. As before said,

the closet itself should be of simple construction, easily and fully flushed,

with as small a chamber for gases above the trap as is possible. As
answering the most perfectly to these requirements, I think the Jenning's

patent valve closet, with earthenware basin and iron trap is to be greatly
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preferred before all other closets now before the public. Almost the only

possible objections to this closet are the amount of water required to flush

it, and perhaps, its greater cost. Beyond the mere closet there is still great

danger, and the greatest care should be taken that the connection with the

soil pipe be perfectly tight, and that the soil pipe and its connections be

perfect. To prevent the sewer gas from passing the trap, and thus entering

the house, an easier exit from the soil pipe must be afibrded it by free and
ample ventilation.

But after all the care that can be bestowed upon the construction and
arrangements of the water-closet, it will still, in very many respects, be inferior

to the dry earth closet, which should very soon supersede the water-closet in

nearly all the dwellings, shops, and public buildings in our State, for the fol-

lowing reasons, viz.: The dangers heretofore mentioned as arising from water-

closets; the greater cheapness of the dry earth closet in original cost ; the dry
earth for use, in villages or cities, can be procured for the excreta, when so

disinfected, to be used for gardening or agricultural purposes, while the water
closet is a source of constant expense in the water used ; dry earth closet re-

quires less repair; it is not damaged by improper substances being throv/n

into it.

Mr. E. 0. C. Stanford, F. C. 8., of Glasgow, says :
*

The whole system of sewerage by water carriage is extravagant. It carries the solid and
liquid excreta down to our neighbors, to rot at their doors, and leaves us a legacy of deadly
gases, to remind us that our effort to cheat Nature has signally failed. As applied to even
ridding ourselves of the nuisance, it is the finest effort of the 'circumlocution office,' and
the best ilIustra,tion of 'how not to do it' in our generation. Engineers have employed an
elephant to do the work of a mouse, and the burly brute has trodden down and laid waste
the country.

HOW TO AVOID DAGGERS ARISING FROM VAULTS AN"D THEIR COXSTKUCTIOK.

1st. If vaults must be had at all, let them be, especially in the country and
not densely populated villages, very shallow, and let the privy be, so to speak,

migratory; i. e., let the vault be filled up with earth every year, and the privy
be removed to another of like depth, and to be similarly dealt with.

2d. If deep and capacious vaults are still deemed a matter of necessity, let

them by all means be made close by mason work properly laid in water lime or

cement, upon the sides and bottom, so that all the excreta there deposited

shall be there retained, and thus the source of the water-supply of the family

or neighborhood be protected from contamination.
3d. Let these vaults be thoroughly ventilated, and, as often as once a month

during the hot season, be carefully and completely disinfected by some one or

more of the following, or other approved disinfectants, viz. : Lime partially

slacked ; carbolate of lime; crude sulphate of iron ; crude carbolic acid ; solu-

tion of the chloride of soda, or zinc. These disinfectants should be freely used,

and when once they have thoroughly removed the putrid odor it will remain
away for many days.

4th. These vaults should be emptied at least once a year, and better twice.

To facilitate this process it is very important that the vault should be well
cemented on the sides and bottom, and especially that no foreign substances,

as sticks or stones, broken crockery, or old rags, be thrown into it.

Heretofore the old bucket system of emptying vaults has prevailed in large

* As quoted by Mr. Samuel Leavitt, in a paper read before the New York Public Health Association,
October, IStS.

10
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towns, wbile the contents of the vaults have been conveyed through'streets in

partially closed carts, exposing very many people to the danger.ous gases

exhaled during the process. Of this system an eminent hygienist speaks as

follows :
*

"It is remarkable that the system of scavengering, by wliich the contents of vaults and
boxes are removed by buckets at night, transferred to open carts, and transported through
the public streets, should have been inaugurated in civilized communities, or, introduced,

should have been continued to so late a period- The work itself is filthy beyond descrip-

tion, and the poisonous stench arising from transportation, bearing, as it does, the germs of

disease and death to numberless households, inflicts an outrage upon decency, health, and
common sense, which should no longer be tolerated."

Another writer says

:

"From this cause, not only do individuals and families, but whole communities, become
afflicted with diseases of a low type, but by their general depressing tendencies they dimin-
ish the vital powers and capabilities of resistance to other diseases, and thus throw open
the doors for the spread of fatal and blighting epidemics,"

This process of emptying the vault in the old way has been so indescribably

filthy and disgusting that it has usually not been done at all for years, and its

contents have been allowed to accumulate a mass of festering putrescence.

But the process, to-day, may be one entirely free from anything disgusting or

offensive.

While spending a day or two in Detroit recently, I had the satisfaction of

witnessing the operation of the odorless excavating apparatus, by which privy

vaults may be emptied without giving the slightest offence to sight or smell to

any one, and without the slightest danger to the public health.

" This apparatus is a late invention which removes the objections made to the different

pneumatic pumps heretofore placed on trial. What was required was a pump so 'con-
structed as to raise and force by direct action and without obstruction to its working parts,

the contents of sinks and cesspools, just as they occur, and to effect their discharge, with-
out exposure, into air tight tanks.' This the apparatus accomplishes perfectly. As des-

cribed by the ,
' it consists of a portable pump, with valves of peculiar construction

for raising the contents of the vault, an air-tight tank into which the material is discharged
through conducting hose, and a charcoal furnace in which the noxious gases are consumed
or rendered entirely inoffensive.'
" The Board of Health of Washington first recognized its merits, and gave the company

a contract for one year from October 15, 1873, and at the expiration of the time, contracted
again for a terra of years. It has also been successfully introduced in New Orleans,
Charleston, Norfolk, Baltimore, Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and other eastern cities, "f

I am pleased to be able to present the following engravings, well representing

the apparatus :

* Second! Annual Report of the Board of Health of the District of Columbia.
+ Letter from Mr. Wright, of the Odorless Excavating Company of Detroit.
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"pitting apparatus,"—FOR REMOVING SOLID MATTER AND LARGE OBSTRUCTIONS.

I am confident that by this apparatus all the privy vaults of our cities

and large villages may be annually or semi-annually emptied with no offense

to any one, but with great benefit to the hygienic condition wherever done.

"Of course this will require the enactment and enforcement of stringent

laws by the municipalities, but they will certainly have this reward, a large re-

duction in the death rate, and a corresponding increase in the health and pros-

perity of the people."

I would most earnestly bespeak the careful and thoughtful attention of all

local boards of health to this subject, and ask them to inquire into the merits

and availability of this apparatus, at least for all considerable villages.

THE DRY EARTH SYSTEM.

5th. But to avoid all the dangers of vaults, there should be no vault at all,

but the excreta should be let fall upon the surface of the ground, or on a shelf

arranged under the seat of the privy, and should be covered every day with
dry earth, ashes, or street sweepings, and taken entirely away as often as once
in two weeks. In this way all offensive odors are avoided, as also all dangers
of disease, bred from the exhalations of putresence, and the danger of water
contamination from this source with its fearful consequences.

In this manner the dry earth system can be made of almost universal ap-

plication.

Dr. Buchanan, as quoted by Mr. Samuel Leavitt in a paper already referred

to, thus sums up some of the

ADVANTAGES OP THE DRY EARTH SYSTEM.

1st. "The earth closet, intelligibly managed, furnislies a means of disposing of excre-
ment without nuisance, and apparently without detriment to health. 2d. In communities
this system requires to be managed by" the authority of the place, and will pay at least the
expenses of its management. 3d. In the poorer classes of houses, where supervision of any
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eloset arrangement is indispensable, the adoption of the earth system olTers especial advan-
tages. 4th. The system might be at once applied to any town of 10,000 inhabitants."

In the same paper Mr. George E. Waring, Jr., of Newport, is quoted as thus

criticising the popular American systems of disposing of human excrement:

" The water closet is the chief thing of which women living in the country envy their

city cousins the possession. In country houses one of the first steps toward elegance is

the erection of an expensive water-closet in the bouse, provided with a force pump that is

doomed to break the back and the temper of the hired man ; a tank and pipes which are
pretty sure to be burst by frost every winter; the annual tax of the plumber's bill; and
worse than all, a receptacle in the garden known as a 'cess-pool,' which usually has a
private subterranean communication with the well, from which drinking water is taken.

The manure is lost, it is worse than lost. Too far below the surface to be of use to vegeta-

tion, it lies a festering mass, sending its foul and poisonous gases back through the soil-pipe

and the kitchen drain into the house; and developing in its putrid fermentation the germs
of typhoid fever and dysentery that any film of gravel in the lower soil may carry to the
well or the spring.

Mr. Waring quotes as follows from Prof. S, W. Johnson of Yale College

:

" The guanoes and fish manures which are brought from a distance, or manufactured at a

heavy cost for our market gardeners, are in reality paid for, not by them, but by those who
purchase their provisions in the city markets. The animal who stands at the head of cre-

ation requires the richest food, and yields to the food producer the richest return. It re-

quires but little art to convert Ms excrement into increment ; the conversion may be made
extremely profi.table. The excreta of a man have been valued in Flanders at nine dollars

per annum, and the Chinese agriculturist will give a day's work for ten gallons of urine."

To quote still farther from Mr. Leavitt's paper:

"The dr}^ earth system is nature's true democratic form of governing this important
matter. If its product is rather bulky, so much the better; it will stay near and be used
upon the soil that furnished the aliment that produced it. Monopolists cannot send it to

fertilize distant lands. It may even be considered unfortunate, except so far as city

product is concerned, that the dry earth can be used safely, half a dozen times, and the
fertilizer thus condensed."

This system will most eifectually answer the question which we said in the

early part of this paper, was the one great question in the disposal of human
excreta, viz. : hoiu soonest and most safely to hring tJiem to, and commingle them
with, the earth, and iy its renovating poivers to give them the capahility of a

resurrection and a neiv life.
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FAILURE TO PREVENT DEATHS.

SAD CASE OF FAILURE TO PREVENT DEATHS BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN PRE^TINTABLE,
RELATED TO THE MICHIGAN STATE BOARD OF HEALTH, OCT. 12, 1S75, BY HENRY B. BAKER,
M. D., SECRETARY OF THE BOARD.

The tendency of the people to wait until a probable evil actually proves
injurious before attempting to avoid it, is stronger than it at first thought
appears to be.

At the late meeting of the British Medical Association, at Edinburgh, Dr.

A. Stewart " narrated the case of a friend of his who went to inspect a board-

ing-school previous to sending his two daughters there. Everything he liked

well but the drain, which passed within three feet and a half of the well.

When he spoke of this, he was informed that the water of the well had been
drunk for years, and that no disease had ever occurred. To satisfy himself, he
twice had samples of the water taken and analyzed, and it was found to be
perfectly pure. He sent his daughters to the school, but in two or three

weeks typhoid fever broke out, and of four deaths which occurred, one was
that of his youngest daughter. The water of the well was then found to be
putrid from the sewage which had found its v/ay into it." *

One would think that a person who had sufficient knowledge of the proper
sanitary conditions, and sufficient forethought to make such a preliminary

inspection as that described, would not wait to see the actual demonstration

of the danger from a' drain in close proximity to the well. Although most
people freely admit in a general way that prevention is better than cure, few
have the habit of thought relative to cause and effect which leads them to

exercise what Tyndall might style the "scientific use of the imagination''

sufficiently to appreciate the probabilities of danger from a study of the con-

ditions precedent thereto. In consequence of this apathy, cases like the fore-

going are constantly occurring, and a few are. being recorded. If the few which
are recorded are sufficiently brought to the notice of the people, they will in

time tend towards the prevention of such occurrences.

•* "Scotsman," Ediuburgh, Aug. 5, 1S75.
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REPRODUCTION OF DISEASE GERMS.

At the late meeting of the British Medical Association, held at Edinburgh,

Aug. 5, 1875, Dr. Lyon Playfair, President of the Public Health Department,
is reported to have said that he thought modern research has given little sup-

port to the chemical theory of contagion, and that the " power of reproduction"

is an argument in favor of the "germ theory." He is reported to have said: *

" They were as certain that whatever produced scarlet fever would produce

scarlet fever as that a dog would produce a puppy, or a rose tree would pro-

duce a rose tree." I believe this last proposition is true, but in a sufficiently

saturated solution of glauber's salt, a crystal of glauber's salt is as certain to

produce a vast number of crystals of glauber's salt, as a dog is to produce a

puppy, and more so, for it takes two dogs to produce a puppy, while only one

crystal will suffice to produce a large number of others. Ifc has been abund-
antly proved, too, that without the entrance of a crystal or of something

which will act as a nucleus, saturated solutions of crystallizable substances

may be kept for a long period of time without the formation of crystals.

There is, then, a mode of reproduction which may as certainly be stated of

crystals as of living organisms, and unless crystals are considered as not only

organized but living, then reproduction of bodies having similar forms and
properties is not proof of the presence of life. Chemical solutions may be pre-

pared in which the character of the crystals which form shall be determined

by the character of the crystal which is placed therein. I see no reason to

doubt, indeed it has been proved, that the blood in a living person may under

certain circumstances be so constituted as to permit the reproduction of defi-

nitely constituted particles of matter, in vast numbers ; and these particles

may not be endowed with a much higher grade of life than a crystal of

glauber's salt; or they may be, as Dr. Cohn states of the active virus of

vaccine, "living and independent organisms which multiply by cell-division,"

being " single cells of a spherical form, and forming chains and groups of

associated articulations." f Whether these particles are living or not, their

reproduction must cease as soon as sufficient material for their formation is,

through their rapid reproduction, withdrawn from the blood or particular tissue

involved, unless the body is capable of maintaining the supply, in which case

the disease is continuous, otherwise it must be self-limited as well as con-

tagious, and protective against another attack until the body returns to its

previous condition. The destruction of disease germs by exposure to the

atmosphere, or by dilution with water, is not proof of life as ordinarily under-

* "Scotsman," Edinburgh, Aug. 5, 1875.

+ Origin and Propagation of Disease, by Prof. J. C. Dalton.
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stoodj for the same may be said of crystals or of definitely constituted colloid

substances.

In the present state of science it does not seem proper to affirm that one
minute microscopic collection of definitely constituted albumen is a living

organism, and that another similar speck of definitely constituted matter,
which placed in a proper solution will develop a crystal, is non-living matter.
The limit of life is dilferently placed by different observers.

Undoubtedly there are substances which cause diseases, and each of which
appears to have a different definite constitution, and is capable of reproducing
its kind. The question whether they are living or non-living,—that is,

whether the "chemical" or "germ theory" of disease is true, is interesting,

but, if the foregoing is correct, not important. The facts which seem to me
of importance are : 1, the existence of such disease germs or substances ; 2, the
possibility of sometimes preventing their entrance into the body, as in anti-

septic surgery ; 3, the phenomena which attend their introduction into the body,
and especially the extremely gratifying fact, that as regards small-pox the phe-
nomena may be materially modified by vaccination ; 4, and finally the fact,

which seems to apply to all of them, that they may be destroyed outside the
body by such means as heat, disinfection, dilution with water, or exposure to
free action of air. In my opinion these are facts of prime importance in pre-
ventive medicine, and should not be allowed to be overlooked by being too
closely connected with questions relative to the origin of life, and its lowest
forms, however much we may be indebted to the study of such questions for
increasing our knowledge of the causes of disease.
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ILLUMINATING OILS IN MICHIGAN,

A REPORT BY THE STATE INSPECTOR.

To the President and Members of the State Board of Health of Michigan:

Gentlemen:—I take pleasure in reporting to your honorable Board the

progress which has been made in bringing under control and reducing to a

working system the inspection of illuminating oils in this State, as provided

for in a recent act of the Legislature, approved May 1, 1875.

I append hereto a copy of said act for reference.

I received appointment as State Inspector May 17, 1875, and immediately

commenced the work of devising a system under whicli most eflfectually to

carry out the provisions of the law.

After some considerable reflection, planning, etc., and with assistance and
suggestions from gentlemen on your Board, of which I was happy to avail

myself, and desire gratefully to acknowledge, a scheme or plan was settled

upon, the principal features of which, in the main, are as follows

:

A Manual of Instructions to Deputies, wherein should be set forth the

duties and responsibilities of their office, containing directions relative to the

use of the tester prescribed; containing also, a copy of the law under which
deputies are appointed; with instructions, also, relative to monthly returns,

inspection certificates, receipts,—in short, all the directions necessary to a full

understanding by them of the duties devolving upon them, and the manner of

their performance; to conclude with a summary of such useful information as

might be deemed of service to consumers and dealers, as well as to inspectors.

Such a manual I have in part completed and circulated, but I shall revise

and enlarge as time, opportunity, and necessary matter allow.

8ec07idly, A system of "branding" by affixing paper stamps, the stamps
being of the four denominations provided for in the act, viz. : lO's, 25's, 30's,

and 40's, both upon approved and rejected lots, making eight different kinds

of stamps; the inspection of each deputy to be numbered from "one" on
consecutively, the number of the inspection to be placed on the stamp, with
also the fire test, date, place, and deputy's signature ; the number, dates, and
fire test upon the stamp to correspond with the same memoranda upon a stub

from which the receipt given to the dealer should be torn, the stub to show in

addition the total fees ; total number of barrels inspected, and at what price

each ; the fire test ; for whom inspected ; date and place ; our object being to

make of the stub a complete memoranda of all data necessary from which
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to make full report on monthly returns. An example of one of these stubs

attached to its receipt, together with a form adopted for monthly returns, is

appended, and, in connection with the stamp, shows without further explana-

tion the characteristic features of the plan.

'iJdrdly, Accounts to be kept with deputies by charging them with the

stamps issued, according to denomination, and on the returns, making the fees

received balance the stamps issued.

Fourthly, A system of monthly returns. (See monthly return blank ap-

pended hereto, which fully explains the plan.)

Other features will be alluded to in the course of this report.

After a trial of several weeks, I found the system of branding with paper

stamps to have objections ; they have been urged by many dealers from differ-

ent parts of the State. It has proved difficult to give them the requisite adhe-

sive properties to withstand the action of oil (soaking through the barrel) and
standing water on the head.

I was quite chagrined on one occasion to see them floating about on barrel

heads, on an open car which had encountered a storm.

"When once lost difficulty and perplexity arises; furthermore, much trouble

would result from the existence of such a probability {i. e., of their becoming
detached), in case legal prosecution was instituted in any case, since the burden
of proof would be upon the prosecution to overcome such a presumption were
it raised.

I experimented with adhesive mixtures having India rubber for a base, also

gutta percha ; but after having been the round of almost everything in com-
mon use, I was satisfied that the objection would be one very difficult to over-

come. The more firmly the stamp was affixed, the more body would the mix-
ture give to it, and then under the action of rain and sun, and upon the

loose scaly paint, it would curl up, taking the paint with it.

In short, sun, rain, storage in damp cellars, and wet sawdust, the latter be-

ing a common practice to prevent shrinkage and leaking, and many other vicis-

situdes, proved too much for paper stamps, and I have been obliged to discard

them where the oil is to be transported any great distance or subjected to

exposure.

Furthermore, in the matter of rejected lots, there is great temptation to

remove the rejected stamps.

I have lately devised a stencil brand with adjustable dates and figures, which,

in use overcomes all objections. For a full description of it, see letter of in-

structions to deputies.

The principal object of the " paper " stamp was to enable a compliance with
the law relative to " oflicial signature," but I am informed by good legal

counsel, that the fac simile of a signature, affords the same protection as that

actually affixed b^ the handj witness our national currency; and still further,

that the use of another's name on a brand, without special permission, is cause

of action.

Dealers and consumers throughout the State, are giving, prompt, ready, and
willing acquiescence to the law, and already there is a general feeling of satisfac-

tion and content on the part of the dealer, and of security on the part of the

consumer, which has not heretofore existed. On the part of the dealer, be-

cause he is relieved of the burden of dishonest competition, and can feel that

all are now alike upon the same footing. On the part of the consumer, because

he no longer sits by his evening lamp with a feeling of insecurity or dread.
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I have provoked and encouraged a spirit of watchfalnesa and espionage as

between dealers, and made sucii arrangements as enable them to report de-

linquents under the act, without in any way compromising or drawing atten-

tion to themselves. See my circular letter to dealers.

I find that this plan works with most complete success ; and I have thus
secured in the interests of the law a quiet, observant detective in every cor-

ner of the State. Self-interest is a dominant motive always, and self-interest

leads the dealer to see to it that his neighbor and competitor in business buys
and pays for just as high a test oil as he himself must trade in.

I met with considerable difficulty with refiners abroad. The oil called for

by Michigan exhausts the heart of the run, and in a measure impoverishes the

balance of the lot stilled. It is patent to the most ordinary perception why
they disliked to make it in large quantities.

But the laws of trade regulate themselves, and prices current graduate
according to the pressure of demand, values, and the amount of supply.
Michigan trade was not one to be given over without a thought, and if one
refiner curtailed his shipments, another stood ready to absorb his trade. Soon
the general expression came to be, " Well, if Michigan will pay us what it

costs to make this oil, of course she can have it." At present, as towards
3fichigan, there is the most complete harmony of good feeling prevailing, and
everything moves smoothly on.

It was not, however, without much friction, many long arguments, and consid-

erable opposition, that the old corners of the loose habit as to the quality of oil

previously shipped were worn off, and the momentum of trade accommodated
to the new direction ; but personal interests abroad, as related to and connected
with compulsory regulations at home, soon established refiners in the right

direction.

Upon first taking hold of the work entrusted to me, I found the State
flooded with a most villainous quality of oil. Utter disregard of the old law,

coupled with close and often violent competition, had long worked together to

create such a condition. In numberless instances I found oil over the State
which did not need tlie presence of a lamp in the instrument to cause a flash.

After remaining in the closed cup a few. minutes, a flash could be obtained at
the temperature of the room.

This may seem incredible, but nevertheless is true. I eoukd this oil
BEAiSTDED 150° FiEE TEST,—a broad and most inhuman deception, and to me,
as I looked at it, the consummation of a villainy which grew in startling pro-
X^ortions the longer dwelt upon.

It was a slumbering volcano, against the eflects of which common or ordin-
ary prudence and caution among the masses was defenseless. I feel confident
that at present, not one spoonful of this oil remains on sale in the State ; and
I might almost say that it cannot be found even withdrawn from sale. It has
disappeared. I have no doubt that some of it was worked off by mixing with
a high test; but that which the Inspector or any of the deputies got hold of
was condemned without favor in any mixing process.
Two oils which show widely divergent tests will not mix. The oil which

flashes at the lower temperature, being so much lighter, will rise to the top,
the heavier oil will settle at the bottom.
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AS TO DEPUTIES.

I have made appointments tlironghoiit the State, and the system works
without discord.

Some of the most prominent dealers,—those handling oil in heavy lots,

—

complained about their packages being broken; about delay in reshipping-

caused in looking up local inspectors; and oftentimes greater perplexity to

themselves and their custom in cases where their goods were rejected, and they
obliged to send them back. At the same time, a very general complaint came
from refiners, provoked by the return of lots in considerable quantities when
rejected. All this caused me,—in the effort at adjustment of difficulties,—to

visit refiners. I went also in order that a more thorough understanding-

abroad might be had of the test established. I found them ignorant in a
measure as to the new law, and in the dark also as to what would satisfy our
standard, from the fact mainly that all their grades are based upon the open
commercial test, which differs entirely from the one prescribed here,—ours

being new and novel. (Dr. Kedzie can explain, as we are indebted to his

skill for its invention.)

I felt great satisfaction, after having become thoroughly acquainted with
methods and customs at the refineries, since I could harmonize all differences

by inspection at the works, and as the lots were being shipped, at the same
time ready access to shipping offices, bills of lading, and the general routine

and red tape of shipments, as well as observation of lots upon docks, steam-

boat landings, and railroad depots, gave abundant opportunity and enabled

me to intercept and interrupt any illegal traffic at the very inception. In
this, again, I found that self-interest proved a most valuable and effective aid

to detection ; for refiners, seeing me so close upon the watch, soon had a jeal-

ous care over each other and in a very short time learned to give very speedy

and anxious notice of anything wrong in a neighbor. The secret mainspring
to all this solicitude being hidden in the fact that the higher grade costs most
to manufacture, and each took care that the others were sending it in as well

as he.

I found it a very usual custom with them,—and one which common practice

seemed to sanction,—to take samples of each other's lots at shipping points,,

by knocking in an old and driving in a new bung. A very handy precedent

for me.
The advantages of oversight proved of such value, that I was inclined to

yield to the importunities on the part of jobbers,—joined in, as well, by the

refiners themselves,—to spend a part of each week in Cleveland for the pur-

pose of inspecting. For the last two months I have done so,—the jobbers ac-

commodating their orders to the part of the week that I am there.

This course has served a most excellent end. Large lots going, in many in-

stances, to places where it would be almost impossible to control them after

shipment, to wit : into the lumber woods, and the mines, in remote districts

from living centres, have been under perfect control, and have gone out duly

inspected and approved. It is easy to see how an itching to run in low grades

could find opportunity in such cases, in the absence of a supervision at sources

of supply, thus keeping alive the spirit of evasion. This course has not only

resulted in a much more effectual and thorough management than could in any
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other way be attained, but has also enabled me to meet and reconcile troubles

incident to the first understanding of a new law, arising between refiner and.

jobber, at the inception.

I am just about to make application to the Attorney General for an opinion
relative to the legality of the sale of Avhat is known as " burning fluid,"—as

being an article of traffic, having in large proportion petroleum as an ingred-

ient, and being under test. If it comes under the law, I shall take steps to

suppress its sale. As a matter of fact, its use has in great measure been dis-

continued, but some still remains, and as there seems to be conflicting opinions

as to whether it comes under the law or not, I have thought it wise to pursue
this course as best calculated to quiet all discussion or differences.

In my own opinion it does come under the law. The law was obviously

made with an intention to suppress its use, and I shall so urge until overruled

by higher authority.

That part of the State west of the Grand Eapids and Indiana Railroad, and
along the line of that road, is managed very effectually by a general supervising

deputy at Grand Rapids. Into his district come very considerable quantities

of oil from Pennsylvania, via Chicago, and across Lake Michigan from ports

opposite. Sub-deputies in that district report to him, and he makes consoli-

dated reports to me.

The Lake Superior District is managed the same way, from Marquette as a

centre. I have a complete list of all the oil dealers, large and small, and have
found instructions and communications more effectual as spread over the State

by means of circular letters, rather than through the columns of the press. In
this way the point to be impressed is brought directly to the dealer, he cannot
avoid it, but must regard himself as notified personally, which might not be

the case as regards a general communication through the press.

I should like to go into detail with regard to the quality of oil in some in-

stances being furnished. This, in connection with certain properties of the

paraffine run into it for the purpose of keeping the flash up ; the tendency
towards a deteriorated article for illuminating purposes, on account of the

presence of so much of these waxy properties; the consequent impeded cap-

illary action through the wick ; the gummy incrustations produced upon the

burner ; the increased heat resulting thereby to the oil in the reservoir through
the tube ; but I have already written at great length. My object has been to

give some idea of what has been done under the law. The matter of deterior-

ation from the presence of paraffine is something which trade alone can reg-

ulate, and demand for something better, cure.

There are distinct volatile characteristics^ as distinguished from anti-gaseous

properties, in the paraffine, and the running in of these heavier substances
improves the flash test, but at the same time interferes Avith the burning qual-
ities of the oil. By the process of double distillation, or running the oil

through the stills twice, a most superior grade of water-white oil is made, of
the requisite test, of a high gravity (48), burning with a broad, bright, white
light, without the least incrustation, with unimpeded capillary action, and with
all paraffine, benzine, naphtha, wax, and tar cut out. It is, in short, the pure
petroleum oil.

But this grade is expensive, and, as I said, the trade will regulate to what
extent and in what proportion Michigan can afford to consume this description

of oil, as compared with the baser paraffine grade. The probable result will
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be, two quotations of the same test. At present there is but one, since the

superior grade has not as yet made its way in the market.

in one of the Detroit papers, date October 3, there appeared a notice of a

fire, with the closing paragraph, " The cause of the fire was the explosion of a

kei'osene oil lamp," I suppose that was an inference, and taken for granted in

view of the frequency of this cause heretofore. However, it was an incorrect

report, as the statement of one of my deputies shows. I immediately instructed

him to investigate the matter, with the result as appears from his report ap-

pended.

The subjoined are all self-interpreting, and I take no space to explain them.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your ob'd't serv'fc,

A. A. DAT,
State Inspector.

ILLUMINATING OILS.

A CIRCULAll FROII THE STATE INSPECTOK.—THE LAW RELATIVE TO OILS.

Office of State Inspector of Iiluminatistg Oils foe Michigan, I

East Saginaw. Michigan, June 1, 1S75. )

To the end that all parties interested in manufacturing, dealing, or vending any illumin-

ating oils manufactured from petroleum, and wliich are offered for sale in this State, may-

be informed relative to the restrictions and regulations imposed by the late Legislature,!

have, at the suggestion of the Chief Executive of the State, had printed the full test of the

law upon this subject, to which I would invite careful attention.

It will be observed that the chief feature is embodied in the clause requiring a quality of

oil which will undergo a fire test of 150° Fahrenheit's thermometer.
With regard to the 'present stock on hand, I do not desire to create a disturbance which

would be burdensome, or which would cause such an interruption as would perhaps
almost entirely suspend the supply to consumers for the time being, but the stock on hand
v/ill undergo a careful scrutiny, and thereafter dealers must live up to the letter of the law.

Very respectfully,

A. A. DAY,
State Inspector.

AN ACT to provide for the inspection of illuminating oils manufactured from petroleum
or coal oils.

Section 1. The People of the State of Michigan enact, That the Governor shall appoint a
suitable person, resident of' the State, who is not interested in manufacturing, dealing, or
vending any illuminating oils manufactured from petroleum, as State Inspector of Oils,

whose term of office shall be two years from the date of appointment, or until hi's successor
shall be appointed and shall qualify. It shall be the duty of said State Inspector to exam-
ine and test the quality of all such oils offered for sale by any manufacturer, vender, or
dealer, and if upon such testing or examination, the oils shall meet the requirements here-

inafter specified, he shall fix his brand or device, viz ;
" Approved," with the date, over his

official signature, upon the package, barrel, or cask containing the same, and it shall be
lawful for any manufacturer, vend:er, or dealer to sell the same as an illuminator ; but if

the oil so tested shall not meet said requirements, he shall mark in plain letters on said

package, cask, or barrel, over his official signature, the words "Rejected for illuminating

purposes," and it shall be unlawful for the owner thereof to sell such oil for illummating
purposes ; and if any person shall sell, or offer for sale such rejected oil, he shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be punished as provided in section four of this act.

Sec. 2. The State Inspector provided for in this act, is hereby empowered to appoint a

suitable number of deputies, which deputies are hereby empowered to perform the duties

of inspection, and shall be liable to the same penalties as the State Inspector : Provided,

That the State Inspector may remove any ol said deputies for reasonable cause. It shall

be the duty of the Inspector and his deputies to provide themselves, at their own expense,
with the necessary instruments and apparatus for testing the quality of said illuminating

oils, and when called upon for that purpose, to promptly inspect all oils hereinbefore men-
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tioned, and to report as dangerous all oils ^Yllicb by reason of being adulterated, or for any
other reason, will, at the temperature of one hundred and fifty degrees of Fahrenheit's
thermometer, take fire when a well-lighted match is applied thereto or plunged therein, or

which will emit a combustible vapor at the temperature of one hundred and forty degrees

of Fahrenheit's thermometer ; Provided, The quantity of oil used in this test shall not be
less than half a pint ; and it shall be the duly of said inspector to designate, by his brand,
the temperature at which said oil will ignite. The oil tester adopted and recommended by
the Michigan State Board of Health shall l)e used by the Inspector and his deputies.

Sec. 3. Every person appointed State Inspector or Deputy Inspector, shall, before he
enters upon the discharge of the duties of his office, take an oath or affirmation prescribed

by the Constitution and laws of this Slate; and the State Inspector shall also execute a
bond to the State of Michigan, in such sum and with such surety as shall be approved by
the Secretary of State, conditioned for the faithful performance of the duties imposed upon
him by this act, which bond shall be for tlje use of all persons aggrieved by the acts or neg-
lect of said inspector ; and the same shall be filed with the clerk of the county where the
inspector resides. The deputy inspector shall execute a bond to the State of Michigan, in

such sum and with such surety as shall be approved by the Judge of Probate, and file the
same with the county clerk, in the county where the deputy inspector resides. Said
inspector or deput}' inspector shall be entitled to demand and receive from the owner or
party calling on him, or for whom he shall inspect, the sum of forty cents for a single bar-

rel, package, or cask ; thirty cents each when not exceeding five in number ; twenty-five
cents each when not exceeding ten in number, and ten cents for each additional barrel,

package, ox cask so inspected and branded by him, and it shall be the duty of every
inspector or deputy inspector to keep a true and accurate record of all oils so inspected and
branded by him, which record shall state the date of inspection, and number of gallons or
barrels, and the name of the person for whom inspected, and the record shall be open to

the inspection of any and all persons interested. And it shall be the duty of every deputy
inspector, within one mouth after the inspection bj'- him of any oils hereinbefore men-
tioned, to make a true and accurate return thereof to his principal.. All illuminating oils

manufactured or refined in this State shall be inspected before removed from the manufac-
tory or refinery. And if any person or persons, whether manufacturer, vendor, or dealer,
shall sell or attempt to sell to any person in this State, any illuminating oils, whether man-
ufactured in this State or not, before having the same inspected as provided in this act, he
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and he shall be subject to a penalty in any sum
not exceeding five hundred dollars ; and if an}' manufacturer, vender or dealer of either or
any of said illuminating oils shall falsely brand the package, cask or barrel containing the
same, as provided in the sections one and two of this act, or shall use packages, casks or
barrels having the inspector's brand thereon, without having the oil inspected, he shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and he snail be subject to a penalty in any sum not
exceeding five hundred dollars, nor less than one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the
county jail not exceeding sis months, or both, at the discretion of the court.

Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the inspector, or any deputy inspector who shall know of
the violation of any of the provisions of sections one and three of this act, to enter com-
plaint before any court of competent jurisdiction against any person so offending.

Sec. 5. No inspector or deputy inspector shall, while in office, traffic directly or indi-
rectly in any article which he is appointed to inspect. For the violation of this section he
shall be liable to the penalty not exceeding ten hundred dollars.

Sec. 6. No person shall fraudulently adulterate, for the purpose of sale or for use, any
coal or kerosene oils to be used for lights, in such a manner as to render them dangerous to
use, nor shall any person knowingly sell or offer to sell, or knowingly use such adulterated
oil, nor shall any person knowingly sell or offer for sale or knowingly use any coal or kero-
sene oil, or any of the products thereof, which, by reason of being adulterated, or for any
other reason will, at the temperature of one hundred and fifty degrees of Fahrenheit's ther-
mometer, take fire when a well lighted matcti is applied thereto or plunged therein, or
which will emit a combustible vapor at tlie tempejature of one hundred and forty degrees
of Fahrenheit's thermometer : Provided, That the quantity used in the test shall not be less
than one-half pint : And further provided. That the gas or vapor from said oils may be used
for illuminating purposes when the oils from which said gas or vapor is generated are con-
tained in reservoirs under ground outside the building illuminated or lighted by said gas.
Any person violating the provision of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall upon conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment in the couaty jail not more
than one year, or by fine not exceeding four hulidred dollars, or by both fine and imprison-
ment, in the discretion of the court.

Sec. 7. All acts or parts of acts contravening the provisions of this act are hereby
repealed.

Sec. 8. This act sh%ll taJce immediate effect.

Approved May 1, 1875.
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CIRCULAR TO DEALERS.

Office of State Inspector of Illuminating Oils for Michigan,
|

East Saginaw, Mich 187.., f

Dear Sir :—By an Act of the Legislature of this State, approved May 1st, 1875, the
whole subject of Inspection of Illuminating Oils was reviewed, and the following changes
(in substance) made

:

1st. Providing for the appointment of a State Inspector, to whom shall be entrusted the
entire inspection of the State, with power, when necessary, to appoint Deputies, and whose
duty it shall also be to see that the law is enforced.

2d. Establishing a system and mode of inspecting and testing by means of a dosed cham-
ber—and differing entirely from the "open commercial test," used in Ohio and other
States—and proMbiting inspection by any other method, or the recognition of the inspection
of any other State as a substitute, or in any way taking the place of the test and inspection
provided for in Michigan.

3d. Bequiring all dealers before offering their oils, to have them inspected, and the Michi-
gan inspection device aflBxed.

4th. Punishing with a penalty of f500 and Imprisonment (one or both, in the discretion
of the court), all who offer oil below test, or without first having the Michigan inspection
mark, before referred to, first placed upon the barrel.

5th. Providing for fees as follows :

40 cts. on a single barrel. 25 cts. to a number not exceeding ten, and
30 cts. when not exceeding five. 10 cts. for each additional barrel over ten.

6th. Requiring the State Inspector to prosecute all infringements of the law, when notice

is brought to him of the same,
7th. Repealing all prior acts contravening the provisions of this act.

The object of this law is to secure an honest oil for use in this State, to protect you in

the sale thereof, and to relieve you of the burden of competing with those who heretofore
have sold, or who shall hereafter attempt to sell, an article below the prescribed grade.
The old law has heretofore been a nullity, mainly for the reason that there was no pro-

vision for one general head in the State, whose duty it should be to look after its enforce-

ment. It is proposed now to enforce the new law rigidly, and to that end I have addressed
you.
I shall make a note of the name of every one who is selling, disregarding the law, with

a view to placing the case in the hands of the Prosecuting Attorney of the county where
the dealer is doing business, with instructions how to work up a case, and the evidence
necessary. This will be a very simple procedure, and one for which I am already thor-

oughly prepared.
What I would request of you is simply this, and nothing more,

—

The name of any party
violating the late. Afterwards you will not be called upon in a?iy way, either as witness or
otherwise, in the premises, and the information will be confidential as between us. I will

work up a case to suit myself, and in a way of my own. I am compelled to take this

course to protect you, and I trust you will second my efforts in that behalf.

Finally, At the request of very many of the Michigan dealers, I have agreed to spend
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday (and perhaps Wednesday in the busy season) of each week,
in Cleveland, for the purpose of inspecting and affixing the Michigan ^'Approval Maj'k" to

the barrels before they are shipped, so that no delay, when received, will be had in procur-
ing local inspection, or in breaking of packages for inspection, nor hindrance in reshipment,
or trouble caused by the rejection of the oil, thereby necessitating its being sent back, and
entailing added perplexity and expense on all parties, as in cases where it does not stand
the test. If I inspect, it will be at the works there, and -before the bungs are driven. I

have seen the principal refiners, and every facility has been courteously tendered.

Lastly. If any oil comes into your place not from Cleveland, or you see an inclination to

violate the law, you will need an Inspector, and I would be glad to have you suggest the
name of some reliable man, who is entirely disinterested in the traffic in oils, and I will

give the matter my attention, and take steps toward making an appointment, so that you
shall have an Inspector on the ground.
You can also easily ascertain if any oils are being received not bearing the Michigan

inspection mark, and inform me.
Please preserve this letter for reference. Hoping that you will cooperate with me in the

manner proposed, and to the end suggested, I remain.
Very truly yours,

A, A. DAY,
State Inspector.

To-.
(Over.)
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Mem.—There is a dangerous and mistaken impression which some dealers have betrayed

(as the bills of lading and the lots shipped show), and which, for their safety, needs speedy

correction. ,,. , •

To explain : The Ohio inspection is by the " open commercial test;'' the Micliigan inspec-

tion is by the " chsed chamber test." The latter is from eighteen to twenty degrees more

severe than the former ; hence, what would be 150° oil, Ohio inspection, would fall far be-

low the Michigan standard. Therefore, in purchasing 150° oil, " Ohio inapectwn,'' the

dealer becomes liable upon the sale thereof in Michigan, since he is offering and vending

an oil about twenty degrees below test.

I trust dealers will take timely warnmg, for all will understand that this practice cannot

continue in the face of the law, and to the injustice of consumers, to say nothing of the

unequal advantage it establishes as between themselves.

The evidence of such ourchases in every instance is overwhelming, and will continue to

be, so long as "bills of'lading" and the whole system of shipment and reshipment by
public carriers continues. It is here that the practice has already been betrayed. It can

be traced from the order book of the refiner to the receipt of the drayman at the last door.

What is the security ? Order oil " Which will stand the Michigan legal test,'' or ''Ac-

cording with Michigan inspection," and you are secure.

Refiners very well know what the ''Michigan legal test " is, and are making such a brand

every day.
Where " 150°" oil has heretofore been ordered for Michigan trade, and nothing said about

inspection, there ham been instances where shippers have taken the liberty of construing

150° Ohio test. The Ohio 150° costs less to manufacture than the Michigan 150° ! ! So be-

ware of it, especially in laying in your winter's supply, and thereby save all trouble.

Very truly yours,

A. A. DAY,
State Inspector.

Office of State Inspector of Illuminating Oils foe Michigan, I
East Saginaw, Mich., July 1st, 1875. )

To the Deputy Inspectors of Illuminating Oils for the State of Michigan ; Act approved May
1st, 1875

:

Dear Sirs :—In the discharge of your official duties, you will please observe the follow-

ing general directiocs

:

I. Special attention is called to the Act under which your appointments have been made,
with a view to your instruction upon many points not referred to in this letter ; also, to a
circular letter from this office addressed to Dealers in Illuminating Oils throughout the

State, copies of both which are appended hereto :

II. DiRECTioisfs FOR USING THE State Boaed OF Health Oil-Tester.—"Rcmove the
upper cup, and pour into the second cup two or three ounces of cold water, or enough to

fill the space between the first and second cup. Replace the upper cup, and place both in

the top of the tall cylinder. Pour enough of the oil to be tested into the upper cup to fill

it to the edge of the flange. Remove any air bubbles with a piece of dry paper. Pass the
supporting rod through the smallest hole in the cover, and insert the rod in the socket on
the inside of the cup. Place the bulb of the thermometer in tiie smaller of the two remain-
ing holes in the cover, and attach the loop to the hook of the supporting rod ; the oil

should just cover the bulb of the thermometer. Fill the small lamp with alcohol, light it,

and trim the wick so that it shall burn with a small flame. The lamp should not raise the
temperature of the oil more than 5° or 6° a minute. In all instances, before applying a
lighted match to the oil or its vapor, note the temperature by the thermometer. To ascer-

tain the flashing point, insert a well-lighted match into the largest hole in the cover, rapidly
bringing the flame into the space under the cover and above the oil ; continue to do this

with every increase of temperature of 2° or 3° till the vapor burns with a slight pufi" and
a blueish flame. The lowest temperature at which the vapor will thus burn is called the

flashing point. To ascertain the burning point, remove the thermometer and swing the
cover to one side, using the supporting rod as a pivot. Replace the thermometer in the
oil, and plunge a w^ell-lighted match into the oil ; continue this experiment for every rise

of 1° or 2° till the oil takes fire and continues to burn. The lowest temperature at which
the oil will thus take fire and continue to burn is the burning point."

III. Oil which flashes at 140°, or which burns at 150°, must be "Rejected." If it passet

these standards under test, it will be "Approved."
IV. The "Approval " Brand will be made after the following illustrated pattern, with
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adjustable " Dates " and "Fire Test " figures; circular in form; measuriog seven inches
from border to border, and with an ample margin.

Y. The brand for marking "Rejected" lots, shall be square in outline, measuring seven
inches from border to border, without dates or figures, bearing the words " Rejected for
Illuminating purposes " in bold characters, and the name of the JDeputy the same as in the
"Approval" brand; having also an ample margin to protect the barrel from the stencil
brush. The following is an illustrated figure :

REJECTED
roE

ILLUMII^^ATING
PUEPOSES

John Doe,

DEPUTY INSPECTOR
FOE

MICHIG-AF.

VI. The Inspector will adjust the figures in the "Approval" brand under the "Fire
Test," showing at each inspection the temperature at which the oil inspected will ignite.

VII. I desire the impressions from both brands to be made with bright red color.

VIII. Deputies will, under no circumstances, save in temporary cases of pressing neces--
sity, allow their brands to be used by others, or to be out of their possession, but will habit-
ually brand the barrels themselves, or have it done under their personal supervision.
IX. Only one brand of each kind, " Approved " and " Rejected," will be allowed to

each Deputy.
X. The brand impression will be placed ordinarily upon the " gauge'''' end of the barrel

;

but if other marks interfere, then wherever practicable.
XI. If a fac simile of the Deputy's signature can readily be made by the stencil cutter, I

so prefer, though it is not absolutely necessary.
XII. Blanks for Reports will be furnished from this office, also Inspection Receipt Books

having stubs. Reports will be made periodically, in accordance with law, and any expla-
nation relative thereto, will be given upon special application to the General Inspector.
The blanks explain themselves, so readily, that any extended directions as to their filling

out have been deemed unnecessary. The Receipt Books will be carefully preserved, and the
stiibs returned for inspection and filing to this office after the forms have been exhausted, or at
the termination of the ofiicer's appointment.

XIII. The stub attached to each receipt vrill be found to cover blank places for all data neces-
saryfor the maJcing ofafull report according to the blanks. This memoranda will, in every case,

be accurately filled out and made to correspond
; first, with the receipt given, in '' Number

of Inspection,'" ''Bate," '' Total Fees," '' Number of Barrels Inspected," '' Party for lohom
Inspected," and " Bispector's Name;" secondly, w'lth the Monthly Report made from it.

Aside from this stub memorandum, Deputies will need to take no notes, as it is a complete
report in brief of the inspection. Each Deputy will commence the numbering of his in-

spections with ''one", and thereafter follow consecutively. When the stub book is ex-
hausted and returned {as hereinbefore directed) to this office, the reports which have been
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previously forwarded will be carefully compared therewith, and each inspection, as shown
by the stubs, verified and checked off upon the Reports.

XIV. The Deputy will, in all cases, tear from the stub and deliver to the " Owner, party
calling upon him, or for whom he shall inspect," the regular ''' Inspection Beceipt," upon
payment of the fees as provided by law ; with the particular request (if not previously un-
derstood) that the same be filed away and carefully preserved for any needed future

reference.

XV. The fees are as follows, and are due and payable both upon " Approved " and
" Rejected" lots:

40 cents on a single barrel.

30 cents when not exceeding five.

25 cents to a number not exceeding ten, and
10 cents for each additional barrel over ten.

XVI. Deputies will file their bonds and oaths of office as provided by law ; the bonds to

be in the sum of three thousand dollars.

XVII. Remittances will accompany Reports, and will be made if possible, by postal
order to this place : P. O. drawer H.
XVIII. Should a conflict of opinion arise upon any matter or point appertaining to the

law, as between Inspector and Dealer, bearing in an important sense upon the execution of
its provisions, the Deputy Inspector will please refer the same upon his part to this oflice for

adjustment and decision.

XIX. The General Inspector enjoins upon each Deputy a special personal supervision
relative to the enforcement of the law, desiring information concerning all cases of willful

and persistent disregard thereof.

IN" COiirCLUSION :

There is a wide scope for the exercise of good sound judgment, common sense, and con-
servative discretion, to beexercised by Deputy Inspectors. They cannot be mere machines,
referring every little minor question ; but, must as a rule go forward, take the initiative,

and discharge their duties as they understand them under the law, to the best of their

ability
;
guided always by a conscientious conviction. Should any serious difference need

adjustment, I shall wish to be advised. I desire especially to impress an appreciation of
the peculiar and weighty responsibility resting upon the Local Inspectors. Trusts are com-
mitted to them which should never be lost sight of. Human lives as well as the safety of
property, may often hang on the issue of an inspection. The interests of honest dealers
are placed in their hands, for this law is eminently a law of "protection,'' not only to life

and property, but to fair dealing in trade. Let the inspections be made, and the oil promptly
and steadly Approved or Rejected, without fear or favor.

Trusting that the utmost courtesy of conduct, promptitude of action and firm and con-
scientious decision will distinguish you in the discharge of all your duties, both as related
to the State and to the Dealer, and with an earnest desire to co-operate with and assist you
at all times, I am Very truly yours,

A. A. DAT, State Inspector.

Total Fees, S No.
100

187..

No. Barrels, Packages, Casks,
or Gallons.

Whole No

Fire Test..

For whom i

Inspected,
]

.©40 Cts.,

.©80 Cts.,

.©25 Cts.,

.©'10 Cts.,

.Inspector.

No (please preserve this receipt.)

100

Received of.

.187.-

.- - Dollars,

being the amount due for the Inspection of - .

.

Barrels, Packages,. Casks, Gallons* of Illuminating Oil,

under Act May 1st, 1875.

.Inspector.

*Erase to conform with Inspection.

13
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lurning pomis is greatest. The oil is now at its highest prime as regards

brightness of color, freedom and life of movement. It holds its greatest amount
of flashing vigor, and consequently shows its lowest temperature of flash. As
the oil increases in age, this flashing volatile property rapidly vaporizes, and
the oil stands a proportionably higher flash test.

This is not true to the same extent with the hurniny test. In this, the oil

undergoes little change,—and that very slowly,—consequently with age wo
have the "^flashing ^^ approximating towards the '^burning'' test. Now,
what is that difference in figures? And especial!}', what is it when the oil is

new, and at the time it is ordinarily presented for inspection ? Actual exper-

ience slioiDS it to he from twenty-three to thirty-five degrees. It is this dispro-

portion as between what the law contemplated, and the actuality, which has

created the disorder. Oil ca7i be stilled and treated so as to come from the

agitator with but ten degrees difference between the flashing and the burning

points. But it is not ordinarily so treated on account of the reference which
is had to the quality of other grades to be manufactured and separated from
the same run.

Now to return with intelligence to the point of difficulty. If the oil, when
new, will stand only 150"^ fire test, it will ordinarily flash at about 123°; but

the law requires an oil which will not flash at or under 140°, and to comply
with loth standards the fire test is thrown to from 165° to 175°, and by the

open commercial test to L80°,—thus varying in great degree from the propor-

tion as contemplated in the act.

This being true, I have been obliged to take much time in an effort to recon-

cile complaints on the part of dealers and consumers who contend that the oil

supplied is far in excess of the burning test standard fixed ly Icm, thereby

costing them more, and in cold weather giving them trouble from impeded
movement and loss of life and flow.

But the most rigid adherence has been enforced to the flash standard at

140** and it will be kept there unless authoritatively changed.

With regard to what constitutes a flash, I have always taken the first faint

indication which glimmers across the surface. I have done so because thus

I have interpreted the intention of the law,—as well, also, to establish the

most rigid uniformity.

With room for discretion allowed each deputy as to how faint or how decided

should be the flash, before it be called a flash, at once is introduced the most
vexing confusion among tests as given and reported under inspection by diflfer-

ent deputies, to say nothing of the wide door thus opened for difierences, and
as a resultant, a general feeling of uncertainty among dealers as to what really

was the true standard. Such an existing variation would defeat conviction in

any but the most violent departures from the standard, and be a continual

incentive to encroachment, as far as possible, beyond the bounds. For these

reasons I have invariably instructed that the first faint glimmer of bluish light

which shows upon the surface establishes the flashing point.

JVozv, as before stated, new oil subjected to this test, for a 140® flash must
ordinarily run to 165° and upwards before the burning point is reached. I

relate these facts and circumstances because they are moving influences already

at work in the community which are having the effect already alluded to, and
I desire the Board to be fully apprised.

So long as the law remains unchanged, the flash test at 140° will be rigidly

maintained without regard to tvhere it brings the fire test, provided it is adove
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150° ; for in no other way can the enactment of the law be complied with, nor

its dignity be maintained.

As a solution of this difficulty, and to set at rest a disproportionate discrep-

ency always liaMe to exist between the standards fixed by law and the

abtual tests revealed by inspection, attention is called to \hQ first of the follow-

ing proposed amendments to the law v/hich I would most respectfully suggest

the Board recommend to the Chief Executive for incorjporation in his next

message to the Legislature :

1st. The estdblisliment of tut one standard test, preferring tlie flash.

The oil tester devised by Eobert C. Kedzie, M. D.,—a member of your board,

—

and prescribed for use under the act, has been pronounced by some of the best

experts in matters pertaining to carbon oils,—one of remarkable and unerring

uniformity upon the flash test. I have so found it myself. With this tester,

and a standard established, governed by the flash alone, there will a period at

once be put to the complaints and confusion of ideas now existing, and grow-

ing out of the double standard, taken together with the disproportion already

shown as existing between the flashing and burning points as recited in the

act, and these points as they ordinarily reveal themselves under test. *

During the busy fall season many empty barrels are bought up, having up-

on them inspection brands of very recent date. They go back to Cleveland

and other points outside the State jurisdiction in large boat loads with these

hrands bright and perfect. Upon the regular line which nightly plies between

Detroit and Cleveland, during the months of September, October, and Novem-
ber, I have counted at times, as many as three hundred of these barrels in a

single invoice.

Great injustice may result to our own dealers, and the most imminent risk

and danger to consumers and to property, by the refilling of these barrels with

low test oil, and subsequent reshipment to Michigan with the old brand

remaining upon the package. I have seen such empty packages in the yards

of refiners abroad, with brands not over ten days old, and in some cases the

most vigilant care has been necessary to interrupt this practice.

Supposing such vigilance failed, and these barrels were refilled with low test

oil and immediately sent back to Michigan : When once in the State it may
become very difficult to fix anything certain with reference to their inspection.

They become confused with lots honestly inspected and branded, and we have

no redress against the real perpetrators of this outrage. Thus, on the one

hand, censure might unwittingly attach against the inspector or a deputy,

and on the other, the State be the subject of fraud and a prey to foreigners,

while confusion would interrupt any thorough and satisfactory investigation,

and uncertainty hamper any attempt to fix a responsibility.

For these reasons I would respectfully suggest for recommendation, as before:

2. An added section which shall provide for the cancellation or removal of the

Irand ly the last dealer or consumer, after the oil has leen exhaustedfrom the

iarrel.

Again where oil has been rejected, it of course, becomes a dead weight upon
the hands of the dealer, and there is great temptation to remove the rejected

mark, and no punishment for such action save iy implication. Hence I would
respectfully suggest as before :

[* So far as relates to danger from explosiou, the "flash" test is essentia), because it indicates the tem-
perature of lamp or oil at which an esplosion may be expected.—H. B. B., Secretary State Board of
Health.]
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d. An added section which shall provide, in direct terms, a punishment for
removing the " Eejected Brand."
On account of some confusion which has resulted from the absence of any

mention in direct terms, I would respectfully suggest also

:

4. The introduction of a clause designatitig the place where deputy inspectors

shall file their oaths, and making it the same as where their bonds are now
filed.

*

I have been approached with reference to favoring a brand " For mechanical

purposes only ; " but I should deprecate its adoption or recognition. It opens

a wide door for evasion, and furnishes a cover to traffic and use in a manner
not in accordance with law as contemplated. The " Rejected " brand answers

every purpose or necessity of this kind, and at the same time is a check to

illicit trade tendencies.

The following circular letter relative to the use of numerous kinds of fluid

compounds, and which are below test, commonly known by such names as

"Rose Fluid," "Brilliant," ''Sunlight," etc., etc., explains itself. The honor-

able Andrew J. Smith, Attorney General of the State, has courteously advised

me in this matter, and I have made use of his opinion :

Office of State Inspector of Illuminating Oils for Michigan, |

East Saginaw, Mich 187-.
)

To wJiom it may concern

:

lu view of the sale and use ia this State of numerous kinds of fluid compounds known
by various names, and claimed in many instances to be patented, all of which are more or
less intermixed with or compounded from one or more of the products of petroleum or coal
oil, I desire to call special attention to the following? extract, found in section six of a law
passed by the Legislature of this State, and approved May 1, 1875, entitled

—

"^?i Act to provide for the Inspection of Illuminating Oils manufactured from Petrolemn or Coal Oils."

" Sec. 6. No person shall fraudulently adulterate, for the purpose of sale, or for use, any
coal or kerosene oils to be used for lights, in such a manner as to render them dangerous
to use ; nor shall any person knowingly sell, or oflfer to sell, or knowingly use such adulter-
ated oil ; nor shall any person knowingly sell, or offer for sale, or knowingly use, any coal

or kerosene oil, or any of the products thereof, which by reason of being adulterated, or for
any other I'eason vfUl at the temperature of one hundred and fifty degrees of Fahrenheit's
thermometer take fire when a well lighted match is applied thereto or plunged therein, or
which will emit a combustible vapor at the temperature of one hundred and forty degrees
of Fahrenheit's thermometer :

«••»*** Provided , Thiit the gas or vapor
from said oils may be used for illuminating purposes whe7i the oils from which said gas or
vapor is generated are contained in reservoirs under ground outside the building illuminated
or lighted by said gas.

'

' Anj' person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not
more than one year ; or by fine not exceeding four hundred dollars ; or by both fine and im-
prisonment, in the discretion of the court."

I desire further to call attention to the written opinion of Attorney General Smith upon
this section. I quote his language :

"Under the provisions of section six of the act approved May 1st, 1875, relative to illu-

minating oils, any fluid for illumination which is combustible by reason of the kerosene or
coal oil it contains, would come under the act ; it makes no difference what it may be called

;

the question is
—'Does it contain these oils in such an adulterated state as to make the fluid

dangerous, and is it the kerosene contained in the fluid that makes it dangerous? ' if so, it

is under the act."

It will be observed that the use as well as the sale is prohibited. No protection is afforded
by reason of a United States patent. Section six is a part of that body of our internal
State police regulations which tlie general government neither has nor seeks any control over.
Let all be advised and govern themselves accordingly.

Very respectfully,

A. A. DAT, State Inspector.

[* Thej'- are deputy State ofticers. Why should they not file oath aud bond with the Secretary of State ?

Otherwise it would be difficult for any other State officer than their own principal to ascertain even who
they are, except by writing to every countv in the State. See act relative to filing of oaths, page 201, Vol.
1, Comp. Laws of Mich., 1871.—H. B. B., Secretary State Board of Health.]
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Finally, a considerable traffic in IIC oil has heretofore been engaged in by
dealers along the southern borders, who purchase it, as they represent, for sup-

ply to their customers in Indiana. I have viewed this traffic with consider-

able doubt as to its legality, and no little uneasiness on account of the door it

leaves open for a surreptitious disposition of illegal test oil to Michigan cus-

tomers. To set at rest all doubt, I very recently solicited and received the opin-

ion of Attorney General Smith upon this question, and which I am now hav-

ing printed in circular form for use in the suppression of this contraband
trade.

The Attorney General informs me that " No oils of a lower grade than the
150° Michigan legal test can be sold in this State, ivhether to he received into

or sent out of the State."

A CiECULAR Letter to Boards oe Fire Oommissiokers iisr Michigan"
has lately been issued, as follows :

OFricE or State Inspectob of Illuminating Oils roR Michigan, I

East Saginaw, Mich., , 18T... f

To Boards of Fire Commissioners, and Heads of Fire Departments generally tlirougTioui the

State :

Gentlemen :—You are interested in any measures tending to suppress and control danger
to life and property from fire.

Until recently you have had a formidable agent to contend with in the low grade of
kerosene oil with which this State has been flooded.

Many dealers, having an utter disregard of human rights, and losing sight, apparently, of
the fearful danger incurred by those who have in blind confidence trusted their goods,
have heretofore been in the habit ot buying for their trade an article of kerosene for illu-

minating purposes as cheap as could be obtained without regard to its condition as an
inflammable and combustible agent.

The last Legislature, in cooperation with the Chief Executive and the State Board of

Health, recognizing the pressing needs of our citizens in this behalf, took the matter in

hand, and the result appears in the act (a copy of which I enclose), and which, since May
1, 1875, has been a law.
By proper action you can very much aid its enforcement and thereby greatly obviate

possible danger in your city from the use of kerosene oil. The grade, as established, is

beyond uncertainty in any ordinary or customary use, and can safely and confidentl}- be
relied upon.

I enclose you circular letters which I have heretofore had printed and circulated to the
trade, in which are carefully set out at length their duties and responsibilities in the prem-
ises under the law.

Will you interest yourselves, on behalf of safety to life and property, in your midst, in

seeing that dealers are living up to the law?
Will you take some olEcial action whereby a systematic supervision may be attained to,

over the traffic in carbon oils in your city, in order thus to be certified that dealers, before

oflFering their oils shall have them inspected, and the Michigan inspection device affixed?

I would suggest that your action be made public through the columns of the press, that

dealers may have knowledge of the attention being given by j^ou to this subject.

You may, it is true, have a Deputy Inspector among you. The law makes it his duty,
^^ when called upon," to inspect. He cannot, of course, as an individual, devote as

much time as would be necessary to maintain a strict police over every salesman.
If your dealers are defrauding you by the sale of cheap, low-test oil at high-test prices,

and thus reaping unlawful gains by criminally subjecting you and your families to risks of
life and property ; if they are receiving dangerous oil which they willfully conceal from
inspection in the original packages, and boldly oflfer when drawn into their retailing cans
or reservoirs, should you not know, and take measures to prevent it? I can check and
obstruct the great bulk of such traffic, but I may not catch it all.

Tliose of your merchants who are honestly living up to the law should receive protec-

tion and encouragement, and be relieved from the burden of dishonest, illegal competition.
It will be very easy to arrange some system of supervision, either by city ordinance or

action otherwise, whereby you may be regularly certified as to a compliance with this law
of inspection. You have a body of city police,—it will not add to the burden of their

duties to maintain such supervision. They can easily assure themselves that the oil in bar-

rels bears Michigan legal inspection, before being drawn into cans for retail sale, or report
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any departures from this regulation. It will take but little trouble, and tbc objects in view
not only abundantly justify such action, but call loudly for it. "Prevention is better than
cure." Terrible conflagrations often visit communities, and life and property are swept
ruthlessly away. Tour city is not secure. Do all you can to make it reasonably so. Cair-

bon oil, when aflame, is a terrific agent for evil. Guard against it. I will gladly cooperate
with you any time I may be called upon.

Very truly yours,

A. A. DAT,
State Inspector Illuminating Oils.

Trnstiug that my efforts may meet the support and approbation of your
honorable Board, I remain,

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. A. DAY,
State Inspector llluminatinq Oils.
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THE WATER SUPPLY IN ITS RELA^
TIONS TO HEALTH AND DISEASE.

As an offset to the advantages accruing to the genus homo by aggregation in

communities of greater or fewer numbers, is the necessity of bringing into

their habitations a full supply of pure air and water; which, althougli sup-

plied by nature in unlimited quantities, is really only readily obtainable by a

nomadic or pastoral people. The problem of water supply is year by year

increasing in interest, not alone in our own State, where the villages, towns,

and cities are daily increasing in size and importance, but also in all progress-

ive communities*

The quantity of pure water in any given area is necessarily more or less limited^

and subject to increasing sources of impurity as the number of inhabitants or

manufactories increase. Cleanliness is a great part of civilization. Pure
thoughts and ideal aspirations have no home where filth of body and of sur-

roundings abound.
Men and animals must be supplied with pure water as a beverage, and for

culinary purposes. The histories of all nations, ancient as well as modern,
have frequent references to the question of water supply, either as wells or

cisterns, mentioned in old testament history, or the immense aqueducts

by means of which imperial Eome was enabled to supply her citizens, not

alone for ordinary purposes, but also for the more liberal use attending the
luxurious enjoyment by her citizens of frequent baths. The quality is also to

be considered, as well as quantity ; for we are practically without water when
such a condition of things exists as was depicted some years ago in the '•'Lon-

don Punch," by a cartoon representing a sailor of the royal navy in mid-ocean,

scooping from the water tanks the carcasses of rats, mice, and other vermin,
and exclaiming, "Water! water everywhere! but not a drop to drink !"

Popular prejudice is not always at fault, for science has been instrumental
in proving—in accordance with the belief of uneducated people—that the

source of infection in many instances arises from the water supply. During
the years 1866 and 1867 I was a resident of the city of Memphis, Teun. A
severe visitation of cholera and of yellow fever occurred in each of those years,

and the minds of many of the freedmen were fully impressed that the water
was the source of contagion, produced, as they supposed, by the addition of

some poison, willfully, by those who had formerly held them in slavery. It

required considerable tact and firmness to prove to them that the contagion

arose from the unclean manner in which many of them lived, aided by rains
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causing the springs from, which they drew water—situated as the springs were,

in the banks of a bayou which did duty as a common sewer—to be contam-

inated with the dejections from those then suffering, or who had suffered

from the disease.

Prevention is better than cure in all things; yet oftentimes, in view of the

many interests concerned, and the lack of effective knowledge as to what will

or will not prevent sanitary evils, nothing is done, and the evil comes, costing

more a hundred-fold than the most expensive preventive measures. The in-

stinct of self-preservation, when viewing a possible future contingency, is not

strong enough to counteract the desire for cent per cent profits at once, espe-

cially when the speculator will not be the first to suffer. It becomes, then,

the duty of such a body as as ours (the State Board of Health) to so study

facts and inferences as to present conclusions to the citizens of our State which
will impress them with the necessity of carrying out our suggestions, and may-
hap of providing a practical system of sanitary inspection and control which
will give force and vigor to sanitary science and preventive medicine.

With a view of collecting facts for a study of water supply which may, per-

haps, in future, give data for the choice of locations for wells in towns and vil-

lages, and for determining the question when, in larger towns and cities, a system

of water works, bringing water from a distant source, becomes necessary as a pre-

ventive io future evils,—as chairman of the committee on "food, drinks, and
water supply," I have, with the assistance of our worthy secretary, Dr. H. B.

Baker, caused Circular E"o. 7 to be printed and sent to the correspondents of

this board, from some of whom answers have been received. Although too

few in number as yet to base any very decided general conclusions upon, they

are of such interest in themselves and in proving the necessity of this

study, that I append them to this report without comment, hoping to incite

our correspondents, and others who may have interested themselves in sanitary

science, to renewed efforts, that a more extended series of observations may be

made, and the results compiled and commented upon in a future report.

[7] CIRCULAR TO CORRESPONDENTS RELATIVE TO WATER-SUPPLY.

Office of the State Board of Health, )

Lansing, Michigan, October, 1875.
)

To the Correspondents of the State Board of Health :

Gentlemen :—Dr, Arthur Hazlewood of Grand Rapids, a committee of this Board on

"food, drinks, and water-supply," desires to collect information relative to the water-

supply throughout this State. Will you have the kindness to send, as soon as convenient

to the central oflace of this Board at Lansing, your responses to the following questions?

In your reply it will not be necessary to repeat the questions, but simply to refer to them

by number.

1. Are you located in a city, village, or in the country?

2. From what source is the chief water-supply of your city, village, or locality?

3. What relation does the water-supply sustain to the drainage and to the sewerage of

your own or of some neighboring city, village, or locality?
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4. If there is close relation with sewerage, of what does the sewage consist?

5. If the water is taken from a stream, what is the rapidity and direction of the current;

is it constant in direction ; if not, what affects it, and what are the usual conditions?

6. From what distance is the water brought?

7. In what kind of conduit?

8. To what extent is it accumulated in settling or other reservoirs?

9. Is any process for filtering or purifying used, besides reservoir settling?

10. What is the average amount of water flowing into receiving reservoirs each day?

11. What is the average amount of water consumed each day?

13. How many gallons daily to each inhabitant?

13. To what extent is water from artesian wells used?

14. To what extent is cistern water used?

15. Is it filtered before storing?

16. Is it filtered before use?

17. Of what material are the cisterns constructed?

18. To what extent is spring or well water used?

19. In that part of your city, or in localities where well water is used, what is the character

of the soil?

20. What is the usual depth of the wells?

31. What strata of earth are passed through?

23. State, if you can, in what direction the strata dip ?

23. State, if you can, the nature of the stratum which underlies and maintains the water
in the wells ?

24. What is the usual distance between the well and the nearest privy?

25. What is the usual distance between the well and the nearest cesspool?

26. Please give details of any cases of marked exception within the distance named in

answer to last two questions?

27. Are the water-works, cisterns, springs, or wells so located and constructed that there is

no danger that the water therefrom may be subject to sewage, cesspool, or other

contamination?

28. Has the water supplied by water-works, cisterns, springs, or wells been off'ensive in

taste or odor at any time? If so, at what time, and what was the cause?

29. Have any analyses of water in your locality been lately made? Please send results of

all analyses.

30. Except where results of analyses are sent, please state your opinion of the quality of

the water from the water-works, wells, cisterns, artesian wells, etc. Is it clear or

turbid ; does it probably contain organic matter in dangerous form or amount ; is it

bard or soft?

31. What have you observed as to the contamination of water by decomposition of wood,.

pipes, pumps, curbing, etc., at or near the surface?

32. What, as to lead or other metal derived from pipes or vessels with which the water has
been in contact?

33. What have you observed as to the influence of rainfall, freshets, or drought upon the
purity or healthfulness of the water-supply ?

34. What relation between the water-supply of any of the inhabitants, and the graveyards
of your locality?

35. Please give details of any cases of sickness which have occurred which could be fairly

attributed to drinking impure water, or to its use for other purposes?
36. Please give a statement of any apparent influence, due to quality of water used, upon

cases of epidemic or other diseases originating from other causes?
After sending in your response, please preserve this circular, as a memorandum of some
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of the points connected with this subject upon which this Board desires to hear from you

hereafter, whenever you have anything of interest on the subject to communicate.

By direction of the State Board of Health.

Very respectfully,

HENRY B. BAKER,
Secretary.

REPLIES BY E. P. CHRISTIAN", M. D., OF WYAIifDOTTE, MICH.

Secretary of the State Board of Health

:

Deab Sik :—1 have the pleasure to reply to your circular on water-supply, marked [7], as

follows :
*

1. Incorporated city of 3,500 inhabitants,

2. From wells collecting surface water.
3. Very close relationship to drainage, as that is mostly surface drainage. In times of

drought, when the wells give out, as many do every summer, and must in such seasons
as summers of 1873 and 1874, the water supply is poor. Detroit river receiving drainage
and sewerage of City of Detroit, and all intermediate territory. The water of the river,

however, shows no indications of contamination from that source, and is doubtless per-

fectly purified by its rapid current. The river water, if obtained too near a marshy spot,

sometimes has an unpleasant flavor, and after heavy storms, sometimes becomes roily by-

agitation of its bed.
4. Sewage consists of surface water and from sinks. The land is too flat to admit of

drainage to any great extent of contents of cess-pools or privies.

5. Current of river at this point, about three miles per hour, direction, south to southwest

;

affected only as stated in answer to No. 8.

6. When obtained from river, it is from immediately in front of city.

7. Carried in barrels, etc.

8.

9. To some extent, families use filters for purifying all supplies, well, cistern, or river

water.
10.

11. I have no means of knowing, but when it has to be brought from the river, of
course a much more limited amount than when the wells furnish a liberal supply, I pre-

sume my own family, using somewhat above average amount, seven persons, will average
a consumption of near one barrel per day.

12. I do not know, but presume two gallons a liberal estimate.

13. Only for watering cattle, and to some extent for machinery (making steam). The
water from this source, obtained at a depth of 50 or 75 feet, is too sulphurous to be used,
nauseous both to smell and taste.

14. To a considerable extent.
15. Seldom.
16. When cistern water is used it is filtered.

17. Mostly of wood, ten of brick.

18. Well water very generally.
19. Abont one-half a yellow sand, from four to eight feet in thickness, with underlying

clay. The other half the same clay bed, without overlying sand.
20. From ten to twenty feet.

21. Only into clay sufficiently deep to secure a reservoir, and not so deep as to reach
the sulphur water.

22. Am unable to say.

23. Clay, yellow.
24. Eighty to one hundred feet.

25. Probably one hundred to two hundred feet, or more.
26. I know of none.
27. Subject to such contamination as can result from leaching through the porous

soil at such distances as I have named above, and which probably serves as an admirable
filter.

28. When the water in the wells is low and scant, it acquires a sulphury taste, either

from the clay or from the small quantity of sulphur water percolating up from below, im-

parting this taste to a small quantity, and which would be imperceptible in a larger supply.

* The figures preceding each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7] relative to -water-Bupply, on
pages 108-109 of this Report.
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29. None except of sulphur wells, and these not obtainable at present. If I can
procure one, will send it.

30. That from the wells very good ; from cisterns, when filtered, good ; from artesian
wells, too nauseous to be palatable, but clear, and does not contain organic matter to any
extent. Well water hard, and I do not think it contains organic matter to any deleterious
extent when properly cleaned once a year or so, but when the water is low, of course the
per centage is greater, and at times, undoubtedly a cause of sickness.

31. No observation.

32. No observation.

33. No special observation after rain-falls or freshets. After droughts have freqently
observed outbreaks of dysentery.

34. None near enough to be contaminated thereby.
35. As above stated, have observed dysentery frequently ; indeed ordinarily as a result

of scant supply in wells.

36. No special observation.
Remarks.—My observation would lead me to believe that here dysentery is a much more

common sequel of drinking contaminated water than typhoid. Typhoid is increasing with
us, and apparently taking place of agues, etc. But they are more"prevalent late in fall and
in winter, when the wells have the best supply.

E. P. CHRISTIAN, M. D.
Wyandotte, Midi., Oct. 19, 1875.

EEPLIES BY PEOF. E. S. DU2!fSTER, M. D., OF AH"]^ AEBOR, MICH.

Secretary State Board of Health

:

Dear Sir:—I have the honor herewith to transmit replies to questions in Circular No. 7.
Answer to many of the questions is excluded by fact that our water supply almost exclu-
sively is rain water stored in cisterns. Sorry that my limited acquaintance and stay here
forbid more detailed answers.
Answers to questions in Circular No. 7, State Board of Health, October, 1875:
1. Incorporated city of Ann Arbor.
2. Mainly from rain, stored in cisterns. Limited number of wells.
3. Drainage exclusively surface. No sewerage.
4. Excluded.
5 to 12 inclusive. Excluded.
13. None.
14. Probably nine-tenths of all used.
15. No.
16. Yes, with probably occasional exceptions.
17. Usually of brick laid in cement under ground.
18. Well water in small proportion ; should judge one-tenth,
19. Soil is a coarse eravel.
20. Vary from 60 to^90 feet.

24. In some cases within (20?) feet.

25. In some cases within (20?) feet.

27. From neglect, I should not be surprised to learn that such is, in many instances, the
fact, though I know of no special instance.

28. Cistern water is most always so in the spring and after long standing. In my own
house (bought and occupied last April), the cistern water was dreadfully offensive simply
from want nf ventilation and from standing several months unchanged by new supply.
This was very common all through the city.

29. Do not know of any. Will ascertain from the laboratory of University.
30. The cistern water must contain organic matters, and unless well filtered, dangerous

in amount. The well water is highly charged with lime salts. The well water is very clear

;

cistern water is dark colored.
31. Nothing.
32. Nothing.
33. Have not noticed the effect on the well supply. On the cisterns, of course, it renews,

freshens and sweetens.
34. Quite separate so far as I know.
35 and 36. No observations.

Very respectfully, etc.,

E. S. DUNSTER. M. D.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich., Oct. 19, 1S75.
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EEPLIES BY J. M. SWIFT, M. D., OF NORTHYILLE, MICH.

Becretary of State Board ofHeaWi

:

Dear Doctor:—Below are answers to as mauy of questions in circular relative to "water
supply" as relate to district of country in which 1 reside, in so far as I am able to give reli-

able information :

*

1. Village of 1,000 inhabitants, and rolling, thickly settled country, abounding in
springs of nearly pure water, some of them bubbling out of hard clay, with a volume of
2,000 gallons per minute. Temperature of at least three of them, which I have tested, of
48° ; atmospheric temperature 80° (summer). The only test of purity was oxalic acid,

showing a trace of lime. The locality is townships of Plymouth, in Wayne county, and
Novi, Oakland county, including and adjoining the village of Northville.

2. The village formerly utilized one of these springs, bringing the supply about one
mile, through logs of tamarack. The supply is now mostly from wells, the logs having >

given out and the hydraulic works fallen into decay. Many families, however, use the
spring water,—such as are near by the fountains. While the village was supplied no evi-

dences of evil effects were manifest until the last yeai', when typhoid fever was very prev-
alent, and I attributed it largely to the vegetable matter resulting from decay of logs, and
the very common fact that roots penetrated into the conduit, in some cases so as to obstruct
the flow of water, and to the surface water which filtered into the supply from the spring.

Since that year none of the spring water has been used from the logs. It is worthy of

note that no typhoid has prevailed in the village.

3. Sewerage is unnecessary, from the sandy (mostly gravel) nature of soil, and the
very rolling surface of the country.

18. The principal supply is wells.

19, 20, and 21. Soil, say 18 inches sand or gravel, from 3 to 10 feet clay or marl, a
kind of gravel and clay for 15 feet, then "blue clay" to about 30 to 40 feet below surface,

then the "water sand or gravel," furnishing exhaustless supplies of water. This varies
from 30 to 40 feet down,—usually 40. The current of ihe streams found at bottom of wells
in most instances flows from southwest or west towards northeast or east.

22. Can't state, but probably easterly.

23. Usually gravel or quicksand to the depth it is dug,—sometimes clay. There are lay-

ers of " water sand" nearer surface in some places, between strata of clay, in which suf-

ficient water is obtained at a depth of 20 to 27 feet, that I know of.

Nos. 24 and 26. Privy question is not a matter of interest usually. One instance, how-
ever, is quite remarkable, of which I have taken particular notice. The privy stood, say
30 feet southwest of a 40-feet-deep well, and tainted the water so as to be very offensive.

It was removed to a point about same distance north of well,—no effect from it for
some years. Being incommodious, it was again placed on former site, with same effect on
water in well after a few months, and again removed.

29. Ko. One fiowing well in the valley south of the village is evidently impregnated
with iron, and either magnesia or some salts of soda, constituting it somewhat cathartic.
Many people go to this fountain for the medicinal effect of the water.

31. See remarks in answer to No. 2.

33. No perceptible efl"ect except after months. Fountains and wells have been very low
for two years. Recovered somewhat this year, but not to former amount at this time.

34. Nothing of note. A little unusual sickness of people on one street east of and lower
than the cemetery at a distance of say 60 or 80 rods, has by some been attributed to influ-

ence of graveyard, but I have been unable to trace any probable influence, as the diseases
were ague and malarious cases. It may be otherwise. It has excited interest in my mind,
but the nature of ailment, and the fact that the water used was from a spring in a cellar

under one of the houses (and not too wholesome a place at that), settled the question.
It might be well to say, that the direction of drainage from graveyard is directly to this

locality, and direction of underground water courses is ihe same. The graveyard is a small
one, and interraents are not frequent in it. Oood doctors, healthy country, and few
deaths. (?)

35. In Novi, in one family who have been using water from a well in a ravine or valley
near which on the hill is a farm barn and yard, typho-malarial-dysentery, with low form
of fever prevailed, I doubt not caused by the water.

R6SDGCtfullv 6tC
NortTimlle, October 19, 1815.

'
' J. M. SWIFT.

* The figures preceding each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7] relative to water-sapply, on
pages 108-109 of this Report.
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llEPLIES BY A. NASH, M. D., OF LAPEER, MICH.

Secretary State Board of Health:

Dear Sir :—The following answers to questions contained in Circular No. 7, 1 cheerfully

submit:*
1. City of Lapeer.

2. From wells.

3. A large proportion of our wells are affected by drains and sewers.

4. Stagnant water in ueglected pools and marshes.

5. 6, 7^ 8, 9, 10, 11, 13. Not applicable to our place.

13. There are two flowing wells.

14. Quite limited extent.

15. No.
18. Yes.
17. Mostly of wood.
18. No spring water.

19. Loam or sandy soil to a depth of 3 to 5 feet.

20. About 25 feet,—in some localities 35 or 40.

21. After the surface soil, it is almost invariably a sticky, compact clay, with occasion-

ally a thin stratum of fine gravel.

22. In most localities to the east.

23. The water is usually found in coarse gravel ; clay underneath.

24. Generally within 100 feet ; oftentimes less than 30.

25. I cannot answer this question.

26. I know of several wells within 15 feet of privies, and a large number within 10 or 12

feet of cisterns.

27. I think many of our wells are supplied mainly by surface water, and necessarily^ are

contaminated by decomposing animal and vegetable matter, which are allowed to accumu-
late in back yards and neglected alleys.

29. Not to my knowledge.
30. The water of many of our wells is influenced by continued rain, becomes turbid, and

no doubt contains organic matter.

31. Wells constructed in quicksand, having pine curbing, often acquire an unpleasant

taste.

32. No observations in this particular.

33. Heavy rainfalls in the autumn or winter I think occasion fevers of a continued form

—

typho-malarial.
34. The inhabitants, I think, are not affected by that.

35. 36. See accompanying letter.

During the winter of ^73 we had a very obstinate form of fever developed in a newly plat-

ted addition to our city. The natural drainage of this addition was very bad, there being
a large number of shallow basins or cess-pools, having no outlet. The inhabitants, mostly
strangers, occupied this ground late in the fall, before any attempt had been made to drain

off these little basins. Wells were hastily dug, and generally of very imperfect construc-

tion, so that rainstorms would affect them. Nearly every family in this locality suffered

from intermittent or typho-malarial fevers during the fall or winter. Three families, sup-
plied from one well, had from three to five cases of it in each ; in one, two died. Some of

these families moved here from the east after the commencement of cold weather, and
after the subsidence of all atmospheric malarial influences. Nearly every member had
some form of fever. I think this entire neighborhood used surface water saturated with
organic decompositions identical in their effects with malaria. The clay subsoil retained

the accumulation for years, the surface soil became impregnated with it, and the water sat-

urated. Its use, even in winter, was sufficient to communicate the miasm.
As directly bearing upon the subject of the influence of impure water in the devel-

opment of malarial fever, I would refer still further to my notes of cases I recently

sent you. [See letter following this.] I am attending a family now in which are five cases

of typho-malarial fever. The house they are occupying has been in process of repair since

June last. The foundation, which was of wood, was rotten, and the cellar, a mere hole in

the ground, wet portions of the year, had been planked on the sides. This was enlarged
and deepened ; a slone wall and new sills took the place of the decaying wood. I have no
doubt that the moving of this old material, and the stirring and exposing to the light and
heat of the saturated soil in and about the cellar was the origin of the deleterious influences

* The figures preceding eacli paragraph refer to queslioES in Circular [7] relative to water-supply, on
pages 10S-U19 of this Report.
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which occasioned their sickness. I might add that there were no other cases in that vicin-

ity which would iudicate an epidemic influence.

Very respectfully yours,

Lapeer, Oct. 19, 1875. A. NASH.

A PART OF PREVIOUS LETTER FROM DR. NASH, REFERRED TO IN" THE
FOREGOING.

* * * * Having had my thoughts directed to the water-supplies of families

and communities during the past two years, I am becoming more and more convinced that

much of the water derived from wells in cities and villages is contaminated with poisons,

and when dranlc, becomes a fruitful source of disease. These noxious agents are no doubt

lurking in every gallon of water used by many families, and only need some particular

condition in the individual to become operative.

Allow me to present the following statement, the facts having transpired under my
observation, though the cases detailed were under the treatment of two other physicians. I,

however, made a personal inspection of the premises. Three families, in houses repre-

sented in the following diagram. A, B, ; well D, cistern E, privies (never emptied or disin-

fected), F. :

NORTH.

WEST.
C.1

D °

E " EAST.

Well D is about 27 feet deep, soil mostly clay, with an occasional stratum of sand. Water
varying from two to five feet deep. Cistern six feet from the well, plastered, but during the

severe weather of last winter froze and cracked so that the most of the water, during the
spring and early part of summer, escaped. It never had a waste pipe. The general incli-

nation of the surface of the ground is from the west to east, and wherever the watercourses
have been reached, at whatever depths, in this part of the village, its course has been in

the same direction. The privy is very imperfectly constructed, and wholly neglected. The
same may be said of the other two privies.

These three families have depended upon this well for water. In the early part of sum-
mer a case of gastric fever occurred in family A, and assumed a low typhoid type. Before
this reached its height a similar case occurred in family C, and before the first case was
convalescent the lady in family B came down. The three cases run a similar course, were
characterized by incessant vomiting and a good deal of intestinal irritation. In B and C
there were other cases of fever at the same time, but of a more decided remittent type.

The neighbors on either side of these three houses were entirely free from fever of any kind.
Respectfully,

Lapeer, September 3, 1875. A . NASH.

REPLIES BY MILTON CHASE, M. D., OF OTSEGO, MICHIGAN.

Secretary of State Board of Health:
Dear Sir :—The following is my answer to Circular No. 7 :

*

1. The village of Otsego, Allegan Co., Mich.
2. Wells almost exclusively. The exceptions are the use of cistern and river water

when wells are dry.

3. No sewerage to this village.

13. None.

* The figures beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-109 of this

Report. I
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14. To a very limited extent for a short time.

15 and 16. No.
17. Of water lime plastered on brick or cartli.

18. Almost exclusively.

19. Sand and gravel, water usually found in gravel.

20. About twenty feet.

21. Sand and gravel.

24. From three to seven rods.

25. No cesspools.

26. Do not know of any.

27. I think they are.

28. Do not know of any cases.

29. I think the well water of our village is the same as that of the mineral springs of this

place, of which I send you a card containing an analysis made by K. C. Kedzie, as

follows

:

OTSEGO MINERAL SPRINGS,—ANALYSIS OF THE WATER.
Grains.

Solid residue in gallon. .- 26.30

THIS RESIDUE CONSISTS OF

Bi-Carbonate of Lime - 14.20

Bi-Carbonate of Magnesia 1.53

Bi-Carbonate of Iron - — 2.11

Sulphate of Lime - 68
Sulphate of Potash -— 1.15

Chloride of Sodium _ .- 1.65

Silicates-- 2.80

Organic Matter and Loss .- 2.10

Sulphuretted Hydrogen, a trace.

Free Carbonic Acid in Gallon, 8 cubic inches.
The magnetic conditions of this well are the same as that of other magnetic wells in our

State.

R. C. KEDZIE,
Prof, of Chemistry, State Agricultural College, Lansing, May 28, 1870.

The well water will be somewhat contaminated by organic material from pump logs,

curbinsT, buckets, etc. The water is hard.
33. No.
35. Nothing of influence,

36. Nothing under this head.
Yours respectfully,

Otsego, Allegan Co., Mich., Oct 19, 1875. MILTON CHASE, M. D.

EEPLIES BY ]?J". I. PACKAED, M. D., OF STURGIS. MICHIGAN".

In reply to your circular in regard to water supply :*

1. Village,—2,500 inhabitants.

2. Exclusively wells or cisterns.

3. 4. None.
5, 6,7,8,9,10,11, 12. See 2.

13. None.
14. By very few for drinking or cooking.
15. No.
16. Yes, when used as drink or for cooking.
17. Hydraulic cement on brick or stone.
18. Well water almost exclusively.
19. Sand, after surface loam is passed.
20. 40 to 70 feet.

21. 22. See 19.

23. Sand as far as known.
24. 40 to 100 feet.

25. Is none,
26. Know of no very marked exception.
27. Yes ; I know of no case to the contrary.
28. No.
29. No.

* The figures beginning each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages lOS-109 of this

Keport,
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30. Always clear; no perceptible organic matter; hard.
31. Notbing.
33. No metalic pipes used ; a case of supposed zinc poisoning from cistern water some

years ago.

33. No effect perceptible.
34'. An old cemetery within 150 feet of one well.

35. No case.

36. No case.

I think our water supply in this locality above suspicion. We are remarkably free from
typhoid fever and other diseases of that class.

I have been trying to find the cause of four cases of typhoid fever in one family 1
treated recently. The first case of the four came home from a locality about 11 miles from
here, and I have had no opportunity to visit the place. The cause is there, for there were no
other cases in this or that vicinity, and since this case others of the family from which the
case was imported have been reported sick with it. I shall take the first opportunity to
ascertain the facts, and if anything of interest can be found out will report at once.

Yours respectfully,
Sturgis, Oct. SI, 1875. N. I. PACKARD.

EEPLIES BY J. J. MULHERO]Sr, M. D., OF DETEOIT, MICHIGAJnT.

Secretary State Board of Health:
Dear Sir :—Subjoined please find answers to such questions contained in your circular

as apply to tbe water supply of this city :
*

1. City of Detroit.

2. The Detroit river.

3. None.
5. A constant flow ; average velocity of li miles per hour.
6. 500 feet.

7. Iron.

8. Practically to a very small extent, there being a constant flow into and from the-

reservoir.

9. No.
10. From 10 to 15 million gallons flow tJirough.

11. The average amount for 1874 was 10,500,000 gallons.
12. Ninety-five.
13. None.
14. None.
18. Not at all within the city limits.

29. The only official analysis was that made by Prof. S. H. Douglass in 1852, as follows :

The qualitative analysis showed the presence of silicic acid, oxide of iron, lime, magnesia^
potassa, soda, chlorine, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, carbonic acid, and alumina.

Solid matter in 3500 grammes : 0.3432 grammes.
The quantitative analysis of 1000 grammes of water was as follows :

Grammes.Grammes.
Silica. 00500
Oxide of Iron _ .00500
Lime 03528
Magnesium Not stated.
Potassium 00127
Sodium .00245
Chlorine Trace.

Sulphuric Acid .00550
Phosphoric Acid 01430
Carbonic Acid 01766
Alumina.- .01050
Oxygen, with K. & Na 00111

Total 09807

The following shows how the above are combined and the quantity of each combination
in 1000 grammes :

Silica - 00500
Carbonate of Lime.-. .03300
Carbonate of Iron .00814

Sulphate of Potassa.. 00283
Sulphate of Soda. _ 00750
Phosphate of Lime _ .03110
Alumina. .01050

32. The mineral constituents are sufficient to reduce the danger from its passage through
leaden pipes, to nothing.

34. None.
Very respectfully yours,

Detroit, October &3, 1875. J. J. MULHERON.

* The figures beginning eacli paragraph refer to questions in Circular [71, printed on pages lOS-109 of this
Eeport.
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EEPLIES BY G. B. ALLEN", M. D., OF CHARLOTTE, MlCn.

Secretary of the State Board of Health:

In answer to questions in Circular 7, lo correspondents :
*

1. City of Charlotte. Population about 2,800.

2. Wells.
3. Surface accumulations, wbicli percolate tbrougli soil.

4. No system of seweraije.

5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 13. None.
14. Cistern water not used for drinking or culinary purposes.
15. No.
16. No.
17. Water-lime cement.
18. Nearly all the water used.

19. Surface soil, dark sandy loam.
20. The average depth about 24 feet.

21. Sand and coarse gravel.

22. South and southwest.
23. Blue clay, and in some locations, underneath tbe clajr, sandstone rock.
24. From 50 to 70 feet will be about an average distance.
25. From 40 to 60 feet.

26. S House and G 's building. Nearest about 10 to 20 feet from well.
27. No.
28. Not that 1 can learn.

29. No.
30. The water of tbe wells of Charlotte is generally clear, cold, bard, and from tbe wells

which are largely used, quite free from organic impurities at present, particularly in tbe
deepest ones.

31. In all wells wbere tbe pumps are old, or tbe curbing showed signs of decay, it has
affected the water; but these have been removed or rebuilt in short time.

32. Iron pumps are used to quite an extent, and where such wells are not used much, the
water tastes perceptibly of tbe iron. Other metals are not used to any extent.

33. No extended observations have been made to my knowledge.
34. There is but one well within eighty feet of a graveyard, and it has not been used for

some years. Tbe graveyard in question is an old one. No interments have been made for
years except one instance.

35. I think no cases have occurred which could fairly be attributed to the use of impure
water.

36. Have noticed this fact, that the past two seasons tbe inhabitants of the south and
southwest parts of tbe city have had more sickness, and of a more severe type, than in the
other localities. Have thought it might be from the water, as tbe wells there are from
15 to 18 feet in depth, tbe grade descending in that direction, and most of tbe surface
-water in tbe spring months, and atter heavy rains, naturally flows in that direction, carrying
all surface accumulations, which ''settle'' ov percolate through the earth there, which is

very porous, and readily absorbs all surface water; and I believe in the future that an
influence of this ready absorption will be more marked than it has been in the past. As
the city grows older and larger, the surface accumulations will be more extensive, and the
water supply underneath will become saturated more thoroughly.

G. B. ALLEN. M. D.
Charlotte, Oct. S5, 1S75.

EEPLIES BY H. C. CLAPP, M. D., OF ME^STDOIST, MICH.

Secretary of State Board of Health:

Dear Sir :—I hereby submit the following replies to your "Circular :" *
1. Located in a village.

2. Wells.
3. Surface drainage principally. Five miles to nearest village.
4. Only three or four sewers, of plank, emptying into tbe river with a rapid descent.
13. No artesian wells.

14. Very seldom for culinary purposes.
17. Of water-lime cement.
18. Well water almost exclusively.

* The figures beginning each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7] printed on pages 108-109 of this
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19. Sandy loam.
20. About 20 feet.

21. Loam, sand and gravel.

23. Clay I think.

24. Usually about 100 feet.

25. Nothing of the kind, but a marsh half a mile north.

27. Yes.
28. No—for the past three years very low and turbid.

29. None made.
30. Clear; no organic matter of any account; moderately /iarfZ.

31. Have frequently thought sickness was caused by water from old rotten curbed wells^

and have advised their abatement with beneficial results.

32. Not used sufficiently to determine.

33. Much rain raises the wells, making the water clear, more pure, and healthy. Still,

drouths, causing the water to be low and turbid, do not seem to cause as much sickness as

I would think they would, probably from the absence of any dangerous organic matters.

34. Too far off, and isolated.

85. Under this head I wish to relate the circumstance of an entire family seemingly
poisoned by sometldng, which something I attributed to drinking coffee from a copper-

bottomed pot, the copper extending up half the length of it, or nearly.

They were nearly all (man, wife, and four children) taken vomiting in February last,

which they attributed to some crackers they had just bought, and which they immediately

returned to the store. Still they were very poorly up to April, when all the children and
the mother were taken again vomiting and drooling from their mouths, the mucous lining

of which was inflamed and slightly cankered. There was a metallic odor of the breath,

and in two of the children (one of which died) a croupous breathing.

There being no diphtheria, or anything of the kind in the neighborhood or community,
I began to look for some local cause, and on inquiry found they had been using for a couple

of years the copper-bottomed pot ; that the children were allowed to have their coffee with
the rest ; that they would occasionallj' go without for two or three days at a time, when
the pot would be set by with dregs standing in it, etc., and the pot itself had a rusty,

uncared-for appearance, indicating the formation of more or less of the subacetate. I at

once advised its discontinuance, and the purchase of a new vessel, since which time they

have been gradually regaining their health, and are now quite well.

Very respectfully yours,

Mendon, St. Joseph Co., Mich., Oct. S5, 1875. H. C. CLAPP.

REPLIES BY 0. E. HERRICK, M. D., OF GR£E2S"VILLE, MICH.

Secretary of the State Board of Health

:

Dear Doctor :
—

*

1. City of Greenville.

2. Wells and cisterns.

3. To the surface drainage, none. Cesspools undoubtedly contaminate the water of

every hotel in the city, and many private houses.

4. We have only one sewer in the city. That runs from west to east and empties into

the river. There is no relation between it and the water supply.

5. It is not taken from a stream.

6. 7. 0.

8. We have four reservoirs 1,000 gallons each, in various parts of the city, for the benefit

of the city in case of fire, standing many times for six months, and when drawn out goes

down the gutter to the river.

9. Those who use cistern water use a filter.

10. 11, 12. 0.

13. None.
14. One-tenth.
15. Before storing.

16. 0.

17. Of water lime.

18. Nine-tenths.
19. Sandy loam, gravel strata.

20. 30 feet.

21. Sand, gravel, clay.

22. It dips from west to east, towards the river.

* The figures beginniug each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-109 of this

Report.
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23 Clay.

24. 40 feet.

25. From 15 to 40 feet.

26. One case, inlvy 10 feet, 4 or 5 cesspools 3 to 5 feet.

27. There is great danger from contamination from privies and cesspools, and in one
direction from an old cemetery.

28. I bave noticed the water when pumped from reservoirs is very offensive, and I have
only tested the water in one well, and that had been used by a typhoid fever patient.

After standing in a warm place some time it gave off offensive gases and an odor of
ammonia. ,

29. No.
30. Hard, clear usually. From the test I made I believe it to contain organic matter,

and if that well does many others must. No artesian wells.

31. Many wells are curbed with wood, and many are in process of decay. Water neces-

sarily contaminated. Surface water is not very bad.
32. None.
33. None.
34. I have already mentioned that in one portion of our town there is an old cemetery,

and one case of typhoid fever has occurred within 5 or 6 rods, which I believe to be caused
by either that or the privy.

35. The case mentioned was a case of typhoid fever, the cemetery only 5 or 6 rods, the
privy only 15 or 20 feet. Water tested by standing in warm place. It gave off offensive

gases and a slight odor of ammonia, with a green substance thrown to the bottom of the
vessel which contained the water. We have had quite an epidemic of cholera infantuin.
and I have noticed, in many cases, the privy and water supply in quite close prox-
imity, and believe in many cases it was the cause of the disease.

36. I believe it to have had a deleterious effect upon cases of cholera infantum this fall.

You will see in answer to the question asking about the quality of our drinking water I

have answered, that it is not good, which does not seem consistent with the description of
the soil, and the way it is obtained. The water itself is good excepting contamination
from cesspools and privies, as you will see I have stated the distances as from 10 to 40 feet

"which is much too close for the benefit of the public health. * * « * *
This fall what fevers we have (not as many as usual), almost all show typhoid symptoms,

and I believe the cause may be found in the privies.

Very respectfully,

O. E. HERRICK, M. D.
Greenmlle, Oct. 25, 1875, Health Officer, City of Greenville, Mich.

REPLIES BY D. C. SPALDING, M. !>., OF LYONS, MICH.

Secretary State Board of Health :

Dear Sir:—Please find herewith responses, as accurate as possible, to questions in circu-

lar from Dr. Hazlewood :
*

1. Village,

2. From wells and springs.

3. None.
4. No sewerage but Grand river.

5. Is not taken from stream.
6,7,8. .

9. No.
10,11,12. .

13. None.
14. None.
15. 16, 17.

18. Universal.
19. Gravel and clay.

20. Average of twenty feet.

21. .

22. North and Northwest.
23. Sandstone.
24. Forty to fifty feet.

25. 26.

27. Yes.
28. I think not.

* The figures begincing paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [71, printed on pages lOS-109 of this
Report.
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29. No.
30. Clear ; bard ; no organic matter.

31. 33, 33. .

34. None.
35. None.
^36. Know of none.

Lyons, Mich., Oct. 25, 1S75.

Respectfully.

D. C. SPALDING.

EEPLTES BY JOHJS" BELL, M. T>., OF BEl>rTOK HAKBOKj MICH.

Dear Sir :—In answer to your circular relative to "Water Supply," I would say :
*

1. Village.

2. From wells.

3. No relation to neighboring localities. » -

4 to 13. .

13, None.
14 to 17. .

18. Altogether from wells.

19. Mostly sandy ; rarely gravel or clay.

20. From 16 to 25 feet in the lower part of town ; on the blulF, from 43 to 50 feet.

21. Might be said to be sandy throughout. Gravel and clay are occasionally met with;
the strata, however, are very thin.

33. .

23. The wells are mostly what are called "drive wells," and usually terminate in a sand
somewhat coarser than the upper layers.

34. The well and privy are usually located on the same lot (village lot size), and fre-

quently are not more than 75 to 100 feet separated.
35. Have no cesspools.

36. Have no knowledge of any exceptions.
27. Should judge so, from there not being any perceptible effects from contamination.
28. Have known of instances in the country where the "open well" was in use, and that

frequently curbed with wood, where the taste and smell of the water was so offensive the
well had to be abandoned. I have in mind two instances where the families using such
water were alHlcted for about two years with bilious diseases and recovered as soon as

they discontinued the use of the water.
39. No.
30. Always clear. Should not think it contained organic matter to any extent. Not

very hard.
31. See answer to No. 38.

33. .

33, Am satisfied there is no influence.

34, The graveyard is sufficiently removed, and has no influence.

35, Have no positive knowledge of any cases excepting those mentioned in No. 28.

Benton Harbor, Oot. 26, 1875.

Yours respectfully,

DR. J. BELL.

EEPLIES BY LEAKTUS COISTI^'OE, M. D., OF DETEOIT, MICH.

Answer to Circular No. 7, on water supply :

I. City of Detroit.

3. Detroit river.

3. Water comes from the river and sewage goes into the river. But the latter enters
mostly below the spot whence the water is taken.

4. The above is the only relation.

5. Constant flow at an average rate of 1^ miles per hour,
6. Five hundred feet from shore of river.

7. Iron.

8. Part of the water settled for a short time.
9. None.
10. From 10 to 15 millions of gallons.
II. In 1874, 10,500,000 gallons.'

* The figures beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-t09 of thl»
Report.
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13. Ninety-five.

18. Not atall.

14. Not in city limits.

15. 16. No.
37. But very little danger, and when the new works are completed tlicre will be no dan-

ger of contamination except it defile Lake St. Clair.

28. No.
29. See enclosed analysis [immediately following].

32. Nothing injurious either from lead or iron pipes.

33. Local conditions have no influence upon our water supply-.

Of the questions not answered, all have ref'ei'ence to conditions which either do not exist
here, or at least are not in any sense injurious.

L. CONNOR.
Detroit, Oct. 22, 1875.

Analysis of Detkoit Rivee Water (Detroit Review of Medicine, Jan., 1873, Vol.
VIII., p. 33).

Total amount of solids in an imperial gallon, taken from pipes at Laboratory of Detroit
Medical College. Analysis made by Mr. W. C. Fluke, student of chemistry

:

Grains.

Carbonate of Lime 4.11
Sulphate of Lime 70
Carbonate of Magnesia 68
Carbonate of Soda .33

Chlorideof Sodium 34
Silica 2.84

Total inorganic solids 8.87
Free carbonic acid 2.29

Douglas' analysis of Detroit river water, made 1854. See Water Works Report, 1854,
pages 74-75.

Solid matter in 3500 grammes

.

No. 1,

Iron pipe.

.3433

No. 2,

Logs.

.3893

No. 3,

Well.

7.2000

AMOUNT OF SOLID MATTER IN 1,000 GRAMMES OF WATER.
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small amount. When the wind blows strong from certain directions, those parts of Detroit

which receive water directly from the pumps are troubled with more or less turbidity^

This will be entirely removed when the new works are completed. Then all the water

will probably remain in the settling basins for at least twenty-four hours. Besides, the

water will be taljen from such a part of the river as has so strong a current setting in

directly from lake St. Clair that the winds will rarely disturb the deeper portions, which
feed to receiving pipes.

An interesting fact regarding the wooden pipes formerly in use, and even now remain-

ing in certain parts of the city, is trouble produced by the roots of the willow trees. If

such trees be near a part of these pipes at which they are tapped to supply adjacent houses,

their roots pass through or by the side of the plug around the tapping-pipe, into the interior

of the wooden pipe. Here the roots so multiply as to fill the entire bore of the pipe for a

considerable distance, and so stopping the water flow. This is so frequent an occurrence

that the water men regard the presence of such a tree in the vicinity of wooden water

pipes as dangerous to the usefulness of the pipes.

Other interesting phenomena occur, but as they have no bearing upon the health of the

people, it is hardly worth while mentioning them.

I have not proof to establish it, but still I suspect that the lack of mineral ingredients

in our water has an injurious efiFect, perceptible, however, only at long periods. So
strongly am I convinced of this, that I frequently order for habitual use various mineral

salts or waters. My idea is that abnormal structure and function results from a deficiency

of these salts, and that the treatment of such derangements is best accomplished by re-

storing the deficiency. The successful results of such treatment thus far support my idea.

Did not other duties press me so hardly, I would work out the matter systematically. In

its present shape it has only the value of a suggestion.

Detroit, Oct. 21, 1875. L. CONNOR.

EEPLIES BY L. S. STEVEl^S, M. D., OF THREE EIVEES, MICH,

Dear Sir :—I received your circular relative to water supply some days since, and have
canvassed the matter what I could at intervals of my active practice, though I fear not

sufficiently thorough to be satisfactory. *

1. Village of Three Rivers.

2. From wells.

3. There being no artificial system of drainage in our vicinity it cannot be influenced

except from the natural drainage from the surface.

13. None.
14. None.
18. Mostly well water.

19. Sandy and gravel.

20. About 30 feet.

21. Sand, gravel, and clay.

24. From 50 to 150 feet.

25. About the same distance.

26. I noticed at a farm house about li miles from our village the privy was near the

well and the barn-yard was dangerously near the well. Having a very sick patient in the

family, a young lady, whose symptoms being peculiar, my attention was directed to the

possibility that the disease was augmented if not created by the use of impure water.

27. The wells are mostly stoned or bricked up to prevent caving in. I believe that is all

the precaution taken.

28. Not that I am aware of.

29. None.
30. Clear, hard, being impregnated with lime.

31. Nothing marked.
32. Much colored by decomposition of the iron pipes especially.

33. I do not notice much difference in the appearance of the water.

35. I believe that a recent caseVhich terminated fatally was augmented if not originated

by the use of impure water, viz. : the young lady mentioned in relation to question 26. She
complained at first with sore throat and an irritable condition of the stomach, with slight

chills and constant fever of a low grade, which symptoms lasted some 10 or 12 days, and

at or about the time I thought her convalescent a diarrhea set in with slight fever and

nervous prostration, and she sank in about eight days. Since, I learn that another member
of the family is lying dangerously ill with similar symptoms.

Respectfully,

Three Rivers, Oct. 26, 1875. L. S. STEVENS, M. P.

* The figures beginning each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-109 of this

Keport.
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EEPLIES BY A. V. PHISTER, OF HUBBARDSTON, MICH.

Reply to form [7.]
*

1. Villas;e.

2. Wells for drinking, cisterns for -washing.

3. Location quite rolling and probably free from drainage or sewerage.

13. The -water of our mineral artesian well is used considerably in summer.
14. Only for -washing.

17. Mostly -water lime.

18. Proba'bly entirely for drinking or cooking.

30. From 12 to 40 feet.

21. Mostly clay.

24. Probably 3 to 5 rods,

27. Probably most of them are.

30. Should consider it pretty good.

33. Very protracted drought affects most of our -wells, but do not know as it is pernicious

in its effect.

Very truly, etc.,

Hubbardston, Oct., 1S75. A. V. PHISTER.

REPLIES BY W. H. BURR, M. D., OF BAY CITY, MICH.

Answers to questions in Circular 7, relating to -water supply :

"-

1. City of Bay City.

2. Sagina-w Bay.
3. Sewerage all empties into the river. Our water is derived from the bay at a point

four miles from the mouth of the river, and to the eastward. It is hardly possible for river

water to find its way into the pipes.

6. From bay to pumping machinery it is a trifle over four miles.

7. Wooden or " barrel" pipe.

8. None at all, comparatively. "Holly system" is used, and the water is pumped almost
directly into distributing pipes.

9. None.
11. About 1,500,000 gallons.

12. One hundred gallons.

13. Only know of one well.

14. Quite largely until very recently, and to some extent now, in sections of the city not
supplied from water works.

15. No.
16. Yes.
17. Wood.
18. Very limited extent only.

19. Clay overlying gravel beds.
20. From 10 to 2(j feet.

21. Clay, generally ; occasionally a sandy loam. Water is generally found in a stratum
of grave).

22. Cannot say.

23. Gravelly.
24. Variable—perhaps 50 feet on an average.
26. Know of none.
27. Yes.
28. Water works, no. Have noticed several cases of off'ensive odors from wells and cis-

terns, but in none of these was the water used for culinary or drinking purposes.
29. No.
30. Quality of water excellent,—equal to that of any water supply with which am famil-

iar ; clear, and contains no organic matter in dangerous amount. Is slightly hard ; that

is, a little harder than rainwater. I am speaking, of course, of the general supply. The
use of water from wells and cisterns is secondary in amount. Our well water is hard,

and, when it is used at all, of good quality. Probablv the majority of those not supplied
from the water works use melted ice for drinking, which is measurably pure.

31. Have observed no such contamination in this city in water for family use.

32. Do. do.
33. Makes no difference here.

* The figures beginning each paragraph refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages lOS-109 of this

Report.
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34. Cemeteries all out of city limits.

35. Know of none. None have come under my own observation, nor that of any other
physician, so far as I iinow.

36. Have not observed any. In fact there has been very little sickness here during; the
past two or three years, and that little has been due, in the main, to accidental or climatic

causes. I have, before our city was supplied with Lake Huron water, noticed instances of

"biliousness" or diarrhea which I thought might possibly have been caused by impure
water, but have never observed anything very definite or serious. In so far as an abundant
supply of pure water is concerned. Bay City will now compare favorably with any city in

the State or out of it.

Respectfully,

Bay City, Oct. 27, 1875. W. H. BURR, M. D.

KEPLIES BY EDWIN" STEWART, M. D., OF MEISTDOIT, MICH.

Dear Sir :—In reply to circular No. 7, concerning water supply :
*

1. Village of about 1,000 inhabitants, but the questions and answers will apply to the
country.

3. Wells for drinking and culinary purposes.
19. Sand and gravel.

20. Sixteen to twenty feet.

21. Surface soil about two feet, "hard pan " six inches, and man}?- layers of sand and
gravel of various grades of fineness.

22. I am told by well diggers that it is not uniform.
23. Clay, under which, when reached by drive wells, the water is different and unfit for

use.

24. Five or six rods of loose gravel and sand with its feeble filtering power is all there is

between our ingesta and excreta, but still no typhoid.
25. I know of none, that is, cesspools in use.

23. I believe our wells are waiting time for contamination from privies and sewage.
28, 29, 30. Clear, hard, not much organic matter 2/e^, quality good.
I have no observations upon the other questions.

Very respectfullv,

Mendon, 8t. Joseph County, Oct. 29, 1875. EDWIN STEWART.

EEPLIES BY G. W. TOPPIJSTG, M. D., OP DEWITT, MICH.

Answers to Circular No. 7 of the State Board of Health relative to water supply :
*

1. Small village.

2. Wells, springs, and cisterns.

3. Only the natural ones dependent largely upon'natural drainage.
4. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Do not apply here.

11, 12. Cannot say.

13. Not at all.

14. Not at all for drinking and cooking, but quite generally for cleansing purposes.

15. 16. No.
17. Stone and mortar.
18. Universally for drinking and cooking.
19. In this village it is a gravelly loam mixed with clay which is more abundant in the

lower strata. The water is usually found in a quicksand underlying the above, at depths
varying from ten to fifty feet. In the surrounding country the soil is more varied, being m
some places sandy, in others gravelly, and on bottom land generally of a dark rich alluvium
upon the surface, the lower strata being gravelly and clayey, and almost universailj
underlaid with the water-bearing quicksand.

20. Vary from ten to fifty feet. Average twenty-five feet.

21. Loam, gravel, and clay—pure clay, to quicksand.
22. Cannot say.

23. Our wells stop in the quicksand. Cannot say what is below, but think it clay.

24. Average 66 feet.

25. We have no cesspools.
26. E. G. and family, eleven persons, live in an old log house on low ground with open

floors and a partly filled up cellar beneath it, which was actually a cesspool, as it received
dirt, mop-water, and the slops thrown out. The well was within eight or ten feet of the

The figures beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-109 of this
Report.
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house and of the outer edge of this cellar. About the 1st of November, 1874, one of the
girls sickened with what is believed to have been typhoid fever, thouj,di it was not so called
hy the irregular physician who was at that time in attendance. This girl died, and soon
other members of the familj' fell sick, seven in all, and I was called to see them, and diag-
nosed typhoid fever. Dr. Geo. E. Ranney of Lansintr, saw these cases with me several
times, and concurred in the diagnosis and also in the causes, one of the most prominent of
which was the u&e of this bad water. Dr. Ranney presented a small quantity of it to
Prof. Kedzie of the Agricultural College, who reported it rich in nitrates and ammonia,
indicating abundant organic matter. This sickness lasted in the family over four months.
Three of them died of the fever. During the latter part of their sickness they were
induced to get drinking water from a distant spring whose waters were considered good.
A famili' or neighborhood burying ground lay within fifteen rods of the house and upon
higher ground. This may have contributed to the generally bad hygienic surroundings.

27. The wells generally have wooden tubs in the bottom to keep out quicksand, and
when the water is low so that the tubs are not covered, various fungi form upon them and
contaminate the water.

28. Not generally.
29. No.'
30. Our well water is generally good, though hard and somewhat subject to the contami-

nation mentioned in No. 27, and in some places to surface water in wet seasons. Is apt
during low water to contain organic matter.

31. Have observed that the water of many wells is more or less contaminated from rotten
platforms, curbing, and pumps.

33. No appreciable contamination from metals.
33. See answers to 27 and 30.

34. None save that mentioned in 26.

35. Refer you to 26.

36. Nothing clearly determined to offer.

G. W. TOPPING.
DeWitt, Oct. 30, 1875.

EEPLIES BY HEISTRY A. GRIFFIK OF WTAJSDOTTE, MICH.

Secretary State Board of Health :

Your circular of inquiry in regard to water supply received. My information touching
the question is general rather than particular, but, such as it is, is cheerfully furnished. *

1. Location, city of Wyandotte.
2. Supply received from wells principally—from Detroit River largely, especially in dry

seasons.

3. The wells are all surface excepting a few artesian,
4. Sewage has no close relation to water supply.
14. Considerable cistern water is used : generally filtered for drinking and culinary pur-

poses before use.

18. Properly speaking, we have no spring wells.
19. The soil is sand or loam, quicksand below ; clay occasionally.
20. Wells are from 10 to 14 feet in depth.
21. Sand or loam

;
quicksand; clay; shale.

22. Strata dip to eastward generally. (Not positive.)

24, 25. Wells are very frequently too near privies and cesspools.
28. Water is generally bad in summer time, and the river is resorted to.
29. No analysis of surface water has been made.
30. Except as taken from the river, 1 consider the water supply as unfit for use. The

artesian wells are sulphur, and therefore form no part of supply for drinking and culinary
purposes. Wells contain organic matter, and are soft.

33. The influence of rainfall has, of course, direct influence upon surface-well supply,
in quantity, and, from my observation, does not improve quality.

85. Prevailing diseases are malarial.

_
Our sewage is surface only, any other kind being impossible, owing to our slight eleva-

tion above the river. I think the Detroit sewage does not damage the quality of our sup-
ply from the river, owing to the distance— 12 miles.

Yours truly,
Wyandotte, Wov. 1, 1875. HENRY A. GRIFFIN.

*The figures beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pasres lOS-109 of this
Report.
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KEPLIES BY J. C. McILYAIF, M. D., OF LAMONT, MICH.

1. * Village.

2. Wells and springs.

13. None.
' 14. None.
18. Entirely.

19. Sandy.
30. Forty feet.

21. Sand; clay; quicksand.
22. South.

23. Compact clay—bardpan.
24. There being considerable depth to the lots, the wells are generally in front, and priv-

ies a good distance back ; although there are many instances where they are within fifty

feet of each other, aad in one case seven feet.

25. The wells are generally near the house, and the only cesspool, the surface of the earth.

28. Frequently so in summer, from open wells receiving caterpillars, worms, crickets,

grasshoppers, and various other insects, from overhanging foliage. In one instance a well

was largely inhabited by the Oordius ["Hair Snakes,"] their presence evidently being due
to the grasshoppers and crickets, of which they are a parasite.

29. iSTone.

30. Clear, hard.
31. Water is frequently contaminated by decomposition of wood curbing.

33. Little effect upon water supply except where surface water gains admittance.

35. One well within seven feet of privy. No vault to privy ; solid organic matter re-

maining on the surface, while the liquid portions are taken up by the sandy soil. Girl,

eight years old ; typical case of typhoid fever. Girl ten years old, simple continued fever.

The mother debilitated, with slight but constant indisposition. Frequently other diseases

aggravated, and made to assume typhoid character.

The answers to questions apply to Lament and Eastmanville, two villages on Grand
river, and are within three miles of each other. Lamont is situated almost entirely on a

blufi", fifty feet or more higher than the river. The stratum on which the water rests runs

out on the slope of the bluff, thus forming a line of springs. The water is naturally pure
and healthy, but is subject to all the contaminations incidental to a village where sanitary

laws are unknown, or never enforced.

Cannot the State Board of Health enlighten the public generally upon a subject where
such an erroneous opinion prevails? I allude to the following: People generally believe

that sand and earth is a perfect filter, and, no matter how much water is contaminated
with soluble organic matter, it has only to go a short distance before it becomes perfectly

purified. This error arises in part from the fact that it does arrest insoluble organic matter.

J. C. McILVAIN.
Lamont, Nov. 1, 1S75.

REPLIES BY J. B. GRISWOLD, M. D., OF GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

To ilie President and Members of the State Board of Health :

Gentlemen -.—In reply to your Circular No. 7, 1 have the honor to submit the follow-

ing :
*

1. The city of Grand Rapids.
2. Probably one-half the inhabitants get their drinking water from wells, and the remain-

der from cisterns and from the city water works. The city water is obtained from " Car-

rier Creek," a spring brook, three-quarters of a mile in length.

3. The source is above city, creek only three-quarters of a mile long, and only receives

'drainage from the limited surface bordering it. Cannot be affected by sewage in any
way.

4. Water is not connected with sewage.
5. Rapidity, miles per hour. Direction, northwest ; constant.

6. Is carried from receiving basin, into which creek flows, to the pumping house, nineteen
hundred (1,900) feet.

7. In 20-inch wood pipe.

8. First in settling basin, containing six millions of gallons, and then pumped into reser-

voirs on the hill containing same number of gallons.

9. First reservoir is supplied with filter through which all water flows before being
pumped into second.

* The figures beginning paragraphs refer to qaestions in Circular [T], printed on pages 108-109 of this

Keport.
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10. Reservoir is kept full.

11. About 800,000 giillons per da}-.

13. It is supposed "that between two thousand aud three thousand persons use the city

water. The works have been recently introduced. There was previously a private enter-

prise, which still supplies a small part of the city.

13. Only one artesian well in the city,—this is in a public place, and is used for drinking
purposes

;
possesses mineral virtues.

14. Probably by one-third of the inhabitants of city.

15. Not usually. Many pipes are supplied with a cut-off, and the roofs cleaned in this

way before water is allowed to run into cisterns.

16. Very largely.

17. Usually cemented immediately upon soil.

18. Probably by one-half the inhabitants.

19. Drift (travel, sand, and clay). ^

20. From 12 to 20 feet, and on hill 100 feet.

21. See answer to question 19.

33. Am told, to the north.

23. Clay,—below gravel ; w^ater found in the gravel.

24. "Very great variety.

25. Have no cesspools except in suburbs, and I can give no estimate.

26. I cannot. The only remarkable instances I am cognizant of have been reported to

your Board by Dr. Chipman of this city.

27. Yes, as regards water works and cisterns. Some wells may be liable to such contam-
ination.

38. Not to my knowledge.
29. Yes, of water supplied by city. Not strictly water now used. It was then mixed

with an equal amount of water from another creek. Now that from one creek is used.

Analysis hy Prof. B. C. Kedzie of Lansing.

[In each imperial gallon.]

Sulphate of lime grains 3.45 Organic matter In solution .grains .98

Carbonate of lime..- " 9.20
Carbonate of magnesia " 6.35

Soluble silica " 2.03

Chlorides of sodium and potas.- " 1.96

30. Well water is hard, and usually clear ; cistern water usually filtered ; neither contain
organic matter in dangerous amounts, unless communicated in certain cases by proximity
to privies, etc.

31. Have made no observation.

32. Nothing.
33. Only that after severe and continued rains the wells in lower part of city become

filled, surface water largely, and water roiled for some days. Ilave noticed no effect upon
health of citizens.

34. Refer to interesting report of Dr. Chipman of this city to your Board.* On this

subject I have nothing more to report.

35. I have only known of cases in one family (aside from those mentioned by Dr. Chip-
man). These occurred in the family of Dr. John C. Mcllvaine, then residing in this city,

on Sheldon street. Two cases of typhoid fever, which he attributed to impure water from
proximity to privy.

36. I can give no satisfactory answer.
This report is a very unsatisfactory one to me. I have been in the city less than two

years, and my attention has been more given to endeavoring to build up a practice for my-
self, than to the sanitary condition of the city. I will be a little more observing during
the coming year,—take some notes,—and perhaps be able to make a fuller report next
year.

Very respectfully.
Grand Eapids, Nov. 1, 1875. J. B. GRISWOLD.

EEPLIES BY H. E. MILLS, M. D., OF POET HUE02T, MICH.
Secretary of State Board of Health :

Deak Sir :—I have the honor to -acknowledge receipt of your circular of October last in
reference to water supply, and in accordance therewith transmit the following :f

1. City of Port Huron.

* Not yet received at this office.—[H. B. B., Sec'y S. B. of H.]
+ The flgurea beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages lOS-100 of this

Eeport.

Total solid matter " 23.97
Hardness by soap test.. 16°
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2. From the St. Clair river, one-lialf mile from Lake Huron.

3. Is affected by no sewerage or drainage.

4. .

5. South from six to eight miles an hour, according to the direction and force of the

wind.
6., Water is carried 22 to 3 miles by Holly system.

7. Iron pipes.

8. Has no reservoir.

9. No purifying process resorted to.

10. .

11. 275,000 gallons per day.

12. .

13. None.
14. Very little.

15. Yes.
16,17. .

18. Used bv a few families in outskirts of cit3\

19. Sand witli underlying clay bottom at the depth of from 1 to 20 feet.

20. 15 to 20.

21. Clay.
22. Northeast on south side of Black river, and southeast on north side.

23. Clay.

24. From 3 to 6 rods.

25. 26. .

27. Yes, in reference to water works. No, so far as wells are concerned.

28. Water from some wells very offensive in summer.
29. No.
30. Water from water works contains some lime, but is very clear.

31,32. Nothing.
33. It has no effect on the main supply of the city. «

34. Sanitary.

35. Have none.

36. The health of the city has improved since the establishment of the present supply.

Very respectfully.

Port Huron, Nov. 2, 1875. H. R. MILLS, M. D.

EEPLIES BY JOHJS" P. WILSON", M. D., OF PONTIAC, MICH.

Answers to questions on water supply :*

1. City of Pontiac.

2. Wells.
13. None.
14. None, or next to none for drinking.

17. Stone, brick, and many plastered on clay.

19. Soil largely sand and gravel interspersed with clay.

20. 20 to 30 feet, a few 50 feet.

21. Sand, gravel, clay, and in deeper wells blue clay.

22. Do not know.
23. Mostly fine gravel.

24. 30 to 40 feet.

28. Has not been offensive.

29. None.
30. Clear, hard, quality good.

33. Not infiuuenced thereby except in quantity.

34. No family near enough.
Only those questions are noted in this report as have direct relation to this city.

Yours very truly.

Poniiac, Oct. 27, 1875. JNO. P. WILSON, M. D.

EEPLIES BY I. H. BAETHOLOMEW, M. D., OF LAISTSING, MICH.

Dear Sir :—Circular No. 7, from the State Board of Health, came duly to hand.

Answers to your inquiries I send below :

*

1. City of Lansing.
2. Wells.

* The figures beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 108-109 of this-

Eeport.
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8. Drainage not perfect, but good and improving every year. No sewers.
4. No sewage.
5 to 10 inclusive. No application.

11 and 12. Don't know.
13. One hotel supplied by artesian well.

14. To very slight extent.

15 to 17 inclusive. No application.

18. Well water is almost exclusively used.

19. Sandy, gravel, and clay.

20. From 10 or 12 feet to 40, 50, or 60 feet.

21. Surface soil, gravel, sand, and clay iu some localities.

22. Don't know ; think to the north.

23. Clay in some localities.

34. Not often less than 20 feet ; average 40 or 50 feet.

25. Few cesspools.

26. Don't know of any.
27. Some wells are iu danger though not many.
28. No general contamination of wells.

29. Analyses of water in some wells have been made ; can't send them.
30. Water in wells generally pure. Hard.
31. Many wells are contaminated by wood pipes and more by a vicious method—very

common—of covering wells with a layer of boards crossed by another layer all imperfectly
laid and nailed. The upper layer is sure to shrink and let down water to rot the next
which -washes into the well. The upper portion of the wall of well is not laid in water
lime, as it should be. The covering should be 2-inch planks well nailed down.

32. 33, 34. Nothing.
35. In the summer of 1873 the well of Geo. Fowler, in the 3d ward was foul and contin-

ued to be though repeatedly cleaned. His daughter, 16 or 17 years old, sickened with a
slow fever and died. Well was not near privy and ordinarily afforded good water. E. O.
Kelly's well, in ttie 4th ward was also foul and had decaying matter in it. His daugh-
ter, about the same age, also sickened and died with a similar disease. In the 2d
ward J. L. Lanterman's well also was foul, and though repeatedly cleaned continued foul.

His daughter, about the same age as the preceding, suffered some time with a slow fever
but did not die. Doctor Kedzie analyzed the water of all of the wells mentioned. They
were none of them properly constructed.

36. No such influence observed.
The upper portion of the wall of a well (say 3 feet), should be laid in water lime. A good

firm frame should be imbedded in the earth around and not less than 2-inch plank spiked
down. No wooden tube should ever be put into a well. Iron gas pipe is the best. It will
soon become encrusted with a rust which will not wash off and will not be tasted in the
water. The platform should be water tight.

Wells built in the manner indicated have, to my knowledge, remained for 7 or 8 years
perfectly clean and the water pure as crystal.

Yours truly,

Lansing, Nov. 5, 1875. I. H. BARTHOLOMEW.

REPLIES BY GEO. E. EANKET, M. D., OF LANSING, MICH.

1. * City.

2. Wells.
3. We have no general system of sewerage. Drainage is generally good, though in excep-

tional cases surface water finds its way into wells.
4. — -.

5. No water from the river is used for culinary purposes.

7." '.

8. No extent except in cisterns for washing purposes.
9. No, or if at ail seldom.
10. .

11. .

12. .

13. None is used for domestic purposes as far as I know.
14. But very little, if any.

*The flgares beginning paragraphs refer to questions in Circular [7], printed on pages 10S-1C9 of this
Report.

17
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15. .

16. .

17. Wood tubs and stone cemented with lime, three of the former to one of tbe latter.

18. Nearly or quite all from wells.

19. Clay principally, though in some parts sand.

20. Twenty or tweul3''-five feet.

$1. Clay until quicksand is reached in which the water is found.
22. Don't know,
23. Quicksand.
24. Pour rods, but in some instances one rod.

25. There are but few if any cesspools in the city limits.

26. .

27. Yes, except from privies, barn-yards, or slops, and sometimes surface water.
28. In exceptional cases from privies, and from tubs in wells, partially exposed to air

;

more during drought.
29. Two not previously reported. Decaying organic matter was found in each.
80. Quality good, clear, hard, and contains no organic matter.
31. I believe water is contaminated by wooden tubs if partially exposed to air.

33. I have had no experience in either.

33. Drought has an unfavorable effect.

34. I cannot state from personal experience.
35. See below.
36. Our water is generally good and we have had no epidemics.
In responding to enquiry No. 35, I have to report some cases of typhoid fever, diarrhea,

and cerebro-spinal meningitis. The limits of this paper will not admit of my discussing at

length the different groups of symptoms peculiar to certain classes of cases, differing some-
what from each other, but whose symptoms, nevertheless, advertise the disease as typhoid
fever. I shall attribute each of the following cases of blood-poisoning, whether it mani-
fested itself in the form of tj'phoid fever, diarrhea, or cerebro-spinal meningitis, to the drink-
ing of water containing putrescent organic matter. The variations in the severity of the
attacks and duration of the symptoms, I shall assume were influenced by the amount of
the poison each patient imbibed, by various perturbing circumstances, peculiar habits,
temperament, the condition of vital powers to resist disease, the favorable or unfavorable
sanitarv surroundings, etc. Waiving, then, all discussion, of which there is much in the
books, as to other sources of the specific poison of either disease, and the manner of its prop-
agation, its contagion or non-contagion, and disavowing all belief in a hybrid malady called

typho-malarial fever, except so far as the malarial influence may render the system less able

to resist the typhoid poison , I charge the wells with furnishing the potions laden with specific

poison, which, in as great a variety of forms as Proteus himself could assume, fulfilled its

evil destiny, according to the severity of its attack, and the organs it most seriously invaded,,

for I believe the same morbific influences may declare themselves in the likeness of more
than one malady. "Plants furnishing the most useful aliments, the most virulent poisons,

and the most potent medicines, grow out of the same soil, and feed on the same food."
So, I believe, different sets of organs, being more vulnerable in one person than another,
or in the same person under different circumstances, are the first to yield to the blood-
poisoning, and thus develop from the same source different diseases.

The germs of diseases have been supposed to enter the system through the lungs, with
the air we breathe, while there has been, in my opinion, too little attention given to the
morbid elements introduced through the stomach, the " workhouse" of the whole system.
While we are obliged to breathe the atmosphere surrounding us, though it may be impreg-
nated with minute and subtile impurities beyond the powers of chemistry or the microscope
to detect, we can avoid the more tangible sources of disease, as found in water from wells
that have been poisoned by local causes that can be correctecl. And without discussing the
question, I may be permitted to express the opinion that the "contagion" of typhoid fever
and cerebro-spinal meningitis will cease when the local surroundings are in a sanatory con-
dition, and no unwholesome water is drank. At least, in giving as briefly as practicable

an account of these cases, I expect to make good my indictment against bad water.
Case 1 : Oct. 21, 1873. I was consulted by a gentleman who complained of fatigue,

lassitude, and loss of appetite, exhibiting the usual precursory symptoms of a con-
tinued fever. I suspected his blood had become poisoned by drinking impure water or

vitiated by violating some other sanitary law, and my inquiries were made with reference

to the exact source of the disease. Although he lived in what is regarded as a high and
salubrious part of the city and in a style appropriate to a man of refinement and wealth, I

told him I believed that he had been exposed to unusual and unwholesome influences,

either at home or abroad, and that! feared he would have typhoid fever in consequence.

As he had for a short time previous spent a portion of his time away from home, it was
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assumed that he contracted the disease while abroad. October 25 he presented a fully de-

veloped case of typhoid fever, and went to bed, which he did not leave till December 14th,

a period of fifty-one days. Darins: his illness, and a few days subsequent to his attack,

other members of his family (his wife and three children) began to complain of illness, the

children bein'^- troubled with fever, nausea, and vomiting. I then expressed ray belief in

an oft-repeatecl suspicion that their well-water was impure, and requested that they no

lou^-er use it for domestic purposes. Availing themselves of this advice, and usmg only

pure water from another well, the wife and children soon overcame their indisposition.

This was during a time of drought and low water, and in the process of cleaning the well

and sinking it deeper, shortly after, a wooden tub at the bottom was found to be partly

below and partially above the water,—a circumstance favorable to the generation of fungi.

The privy was situated too close to the well to be safe, in view of the fact that the strata of

earth through which the well was sunk were porous sand and gravel, differing in this

respect from most wells in the city, which, above the strata containing the water, is

mostly clav.

It may be interesting to know that subsequent inquiry establishes the fact that, years

before, the water of this well had become perceptibly impure in taste and smell, from some

unknown source, and that another family, then occupying the premises, abandoned the use

of the water.
. , ^ , . ,

. .

Case 2 : Sept. 21, 1873. I attended a young lady with typhoid fever, which ran a rapid

course and ended fatallv. Analysis of the well-water which her family used since proves

it to have contained putrescent organic matter, and highly poisonous. This case I pre-

viously reported, except the result of the analysis, which was made subsequently. See

transactions American Medical Association, 1874, p. 416.

Case 3 : Nov. 5, 1873. I was summoned to visit a young man, who, during health, was

unusually strong and robust, but had become ill while pursuing what, to him, had been an

easy and pleasant duty, of teaching a school in a neighboring village. He had typhoid

fever, which ran a mild course, he becoming convalescent in about twenty-one days from

the date of attack.
-, t ,

At my first visit I expressed to him my belief that his disease had been produced by

drinking bad water, a theory from which he dissented at the time, although he acknowl-

edged the well-water at his boarding place was not good. I had no opportunity of person-

ally testing the water, but the evidence against the water is nevertheless strong enough, for

my patient tells me, since his recovery, that immediately following his attack two or three

members of the family with whom he boarded were taken sick with the same disease, and

that he doubts not the water caused it.

Cases 4 and 5, June 19, 1875 : A gentleman living five miles southwest of the city sent

for me to visit his little girl, who was six years of age. I found the patient at this date

with five degrees of fever, and though she had some cold, pharyngitis, and irritation of

the air passages, 1 thought her principal difiiculty was of a miasmatic nature, and expected

to arrest it with quinine, after administering some mild arterial and nervous sedatives,

which I then prescribed. I was doomed to disappointment, however, for ber fever contin-

ued, and she persistently exhibited si^ns of languor and weakness unusual in mild forms

of fever. Her nervous system was much disturbed, and part of the time her pupils were

two or three times their normal size, independent of any medicine administered, for I only

used at these times a small quantitv of morphine and chloral hydrate combined, as a hyp-

notic. Her heart's action was at "times very weak and irregular, causing her left lung to

suddenly congest, which would soon become resonant, and again congested in a few hours.

The lung engorgement remained but a few hours at a time, and she expectorated no rusty

sputa, nor was there any valvular or permanent organic disease of the heart. The case

terminated favorably in about three weeks.

I have reasons, which I will give in reporting the next case, to suppose that her sickness

was caused from poison introduced into her system bv drinking impure water. Though it

did not develop the typical symptoms that we are in the habit of looking for and generally

find in typhoid fever, the weakening of the muscular system and serious disturbance of

the nerve centers reflected its influence, at times upon one, and then another organ, and

caused them all to suffer, more or less, for the want of that nourishment "a proper sup-

ply of healthy blood" would furnish.

June 28, 1875, a three-year-old brother of the little girl whose case I last mentioned

above, was taken ill with cerebro-spinal meningitis, whose symptoms, after the prodromic

stage of about three days, became very alarming and the vital powers greatly prostrated.

He suffered much pain in head and constantly gave utterance to anxious and plaintive

moans, and the pupils dilated to near their full capacity. The fifth day he became oblivious

to everything, the pupils refused to respond to the light, his eyes were covered with a

glassy film, the lids half closed and did not perform the office opening or closing. The

retina still remaining largely expanded, the nerves belonging to the vaso-motor system, I
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inferred , were the ones principally involved, and I did not hesitate to administer opiates,

which operated very pleasantly and beneficially. Two days elapsed, during which time
the life of the patient seemed trembling in the balance, when a gleam of hope in tlie shape
of more favorable symptoms rewarded the anxious watching and tender ministrations of

the parents and my earnest and studious efforts to meet each threatening evil. The
patient grew slowly but constantly better, and July 29th I dismissed the patient, though
the convalescence was not complete, in less than two months from the date of attack.

But during the whole time the pupils were much larger than normal, especially during the
latter part of the day, or when fatigued or excited from any cause. For a period of two
weeks an involuntary action of the muscles of the left arm threw his hand from his side

across his face at the rate of from two to four times a minute, a motion that resulted in
wearing the skin off from and rendering a portion of the face sore. Inflammation and
swelling caused extensive suppuration of the parotid and lymphatic glands of the neck,
which required to be lanced two or three times. The most of the patient's hair fell off

during his recovery.

On my first being called to see this patient, I inquired about and inspected the premises
to detect some local cause for the cases I had to deal with. The house, which was com-
fortable and commodious, was situated upon an elevation, and the family lived in a style

every way appropriate to refined and financially able people. The gentleman told me he
had recently caused a new well to be dug, fifty feet deep, and that he had put iu a tub 13
feet long, which was water-tiglit except at the ends, which were open, and that no water
came into the well except through the lower end of the tub or tube. I learned that the
water did not come to the top of the wooden wall, and this was strong evidence to my
mind that fungi had been generated upon the wooden tub, and mingling with tbe water
had poisoned it, and had caused the disease I had been called there to combat.* Previous
to using the water from this well the family had been usually well, but since which, others
than those whose cases I above reported had suffered indispositions, which soon left after

abandoning the use of this water, which they did at my suggestion. The older members
of the family, who drank tea and coffee, and hence less water, suffered least, a rule I have
observed in other similar cases. The proprietor of the well was slow to admit that the
apparently good water from the new well he had taken so much trouble to provide was
impure. But taking two specimens of water, one from this and one from another well,
he went with me to the laboratory of the Agricultural College, where Dr. Kedzie, in his

presence, applied tests and pointed out the reactions indicating decaying organic matter
in the water from his new well. This was convincing proof to him, and he felt thankful
that the danger had been discovered.

[Having reached the limit of the space this paper was to occupy, the remainder of the
communication from Dr. Ranney is reserved for the next Report.]

* In regard to water becoming poisoned by tubs partially above and partly below the water, I have said,
more in an article quoted by Dr. Hitchcock, on page 65 of this volume.
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THE ANNUAL ADDRESS TO THE STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY, BY PROP. R. C, KEDZIE,

PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY.

I propose to depart from the usual custom in presenting the annual address.

Instead of considering the state of the profession, the relations of the public

to the profession or of the profession to the public—instead of discussiug any

of the general topics which might very naturally and appropriately be the

theme of my discourse, I propose to take up a specific topic and consider its

relations to health and disease.

Of all the agencies which act on the human frame during its entire history,

no one is so persistent and continuous in its influence as air. The breath and

the life march with locked step from birth to death. While the atmosphere is

more unintermittent in its action than any other physical or chemical agency,

it is also capable of wider variation in its conposition and properties than the

other agencies which affect the well-being of the human frame. In our con-

sideration of the various agencies which influence health and disease, we have

given too little prominence to the variations in the composition and properties

of this pervasive and primal condition of animal life. Some attention has been

called to the change in its properties by local contamination, by respiration,

the want of ventilation, and the influence of exhalations from decomposing

organic matter. I would not undervalue the importance of the results thus

obtained. But the atmosphere needs to be studied, not alone in its restricted

changes in dwellings, but in the significant changes which are found in the

great mass of the atmosphere, which is not enclosed by roof and walls, not

bounded by city limits and corporation lines. The air which fills " all out-

doors" should be studied even more carefully than the air found '• in-doors.**

The regional and seasonal changes in its composition and physical properties,

and the relations of these changes to health and disease, demand a careful and
patient investigation at the hands of the medical profession.

Something has already been accomplished in this direction. The attention

of the profession has been called to the possible connection of consumption,

pneumonia, croup, etc., with varying amounts of atmospheric moisture.

Much more remains to be done in regard to the special influence of these

variations, and the relation of all epidemic and endemic diseases to variations

in atmospheric humidity, demands careful consideration at our hands.

Atmospheric change, as related to health and disease, is a wide field for

investigation and study, and a field which gives promise of rich harvests in
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the future. I do not propose to take up so vast a subject for the consideration

of this hour, but confine myself to a brief consideration of one of the most
variable, but most energetic of the constituents of the atmosphere, viz.: Ozone.

I call it the most variable of the constituents of the atmosphere, because,

while its absolute amount is never large (1 part by weight in 450,000 of air

is its maximum according to Houzeau), yet it is often found to be entirely

wanting. Not so with the other constituents of the atmosphere. Air is never
found under natural conditions absolutely deprived of moisture : the variation,

in the amount of carbonic acid in air under natural conditions is confined
within a very narrow range : the variation in the amount of oxygen under nat-

ural conditions is very small, and when we compare ordinary oxygen with
ozone in regard to their chemical activities, the variation in the amount of
oxygen, as compared with ozone, becomes infinitessimal.

I call ozone the most energetic of the constituents of the atmosphere, because
Houzeau has found that it has forty times the bleaching power of chlorine.

Compared with the normal constituents of air, it is an agent of amazing
power. Such a substance present in the air which bathes our bodies at all

times, and which penetrates our lungs with every breath, must be, for good or

ill, a force of singular power over the human frame. Its presence or absence
in the atmosphere must have a controlling influence over the vital powers.

HISTORY OF OZONE.

It had long been observed that air surrounding a highly charged, prime con-
ductor, had a peculiar odor, called the •' electrical odor," the same that is per-

ceived after a stroke of lightning. In 1785 Von Marum, of Holland, observed

that oxygen gas through which electrical sparks had been passed acquired a

peculiar odor and the property of attacking mercury. The odor was attributed

to particles of finely-divided metallic oxide diffused through the gas. The
subject recived. no further attention till 1840, when Schonbein, in a communi-
cation to the Academy of Munich, announced that in the voltaic decomposi-

tion of water, an odorous substance accompanied the oxygen evolved at the

positive pole of the battery : that this odorous substance could be preserved for

some time in well-closed vessels. Schonbein supposed it was a neAV elementary

body, and on account of its peculiar odor gave it the name of ozone. He next

supposed that ozone, combined with hydrogen, would form nitrogen. He next

concluded it was a teroxide of hydrogen. In 1858 he finally concluded that

ozone is negatively electrified oxygen, while positively electrified oxygen he

called antozone. This antozone has since been shown to be the binoxide of

hydrogen of Thenard. Schonbein also discovered that ozone is formed when-
ever moist air streams over phosphorus. To Schonbein, therefore, belongs the

honor of discovering ozone as a separate form of matter, identical from what-

ever source derived, and of demonstrating most of its properties.

In 1845, Marignac and De La Rive showed that the influence of ozone was
simply oxidizing, and they called it an allotropic form of oxygen, and Berzelius

adopted the same view.

In 1856, Andrews demonstrated that ozone was identical, whatever the

source from which it was derived. In 1860, he showed that ozone was more
dense than ordinary oxygen, a volume of oxygen gas when ozonized contracting

in volume to the extent of eight per cent, in some instances.

In 1861, Dr. Odling suggested that the molecular formula of ozone was Os,

the molecule of passive oxygen being Os, or that ozone was an oxide of oxygen^
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In 1865, Soi'et confirmed this view by showing that while iodide of potassium
and mercury would only remove the third atom of oxygen in ozone, the spirits

of turpentine would remove the whole molecule: i. e., while KI would remove
the eight per cent of oxygen caused by electrifying oxygen gas and leave the
ninety-two per cent of ordinary oxygen, spirits of turpentine would remove
the whole molecule of ozone, and leave only seventy-six per cent of oxygen in

the passive form.

In 1872, Sir Benj. Brodie, by a very careful examination of very highly
ozonized oxygen by means of hyposulphite of sodium, spirits of turpentine
and stannous chloride, has confirmed the hypothesis of Dr. Odling, viz.: that
the formula of ozone is O2, and that three volumes of oxygen are condensed
into two volumes of ozone, and that the density of ozone is one-half greater

than that of passive oxygen.

METHODS or FORMING OZOISTE.

Ozone may be formed by the decomposition of water, or by any chemical
reaction by which oxygen is liberated in the free state. Oxygen liberated by
decomposing chlorate of potassium by heat, always contains a trace of ozone.

Oxygen formed by acting on black oxide of manganese or peroxide of lead by
sulphuric acid, always contains sensible quantities of ozone. A very ready
way of forming ozone in small amount, but continuously, is by action of con-
centrated sulphuric acid on the permanganate of potassium. The best jpropor-

tions are three parts of acid to two of permanganate. Such a mixture placed
in a glass bottle and closed with a glass stopple, will evolve ozone for weeks
and sometimes for months. Indeed, a bottle which I thus prepared more than
a year ago, still evolves very sensible quantities of ozone.

Ozone may be formed in large amount by electrifying air or common oxygen.
It is by this process that ozone is usually made when required in large amount,
or in very concentrated form.

Ozone is also formed in all the ordinary forms of oxidation. Thus every
flame produces (and destroys) a large amount of ozone. Where there is oxida-
tion without a very high temperature, which destroys ozone, this substance is

produced in comparatively large amount. A very elegant form of producing
ozone is to plunge a glass rod heated to SOO'' or 400° Fah. into a mixture of

vapor of ether and air. This method was once supposed to be anomalous, but
I find that it comes under the general law, for if the heated glass rod be
plunged into the mixture in the dark, a beautiful greenish-blue lambent flame
envelopes the rod, and if the temperature is too low to secure this result, no
ozone is formed.

I also find that ozone is instantly formed when ether is dropped on platinum
black. I prepared some platinum black and threw it on a filter : when dry, I

placed the glass funnel, holding the filter, over a tall glass vessel containing a
slip of test paper : I placed a test paper in the upper part of the funnel, poured
a little ether on the platinum black, and instantly covered the funnel with a
large watch-glass. Both test papers were at once turned purple from action of
the ozone. On raising the glass cover, the filter paper in contact with the
platinum black took fire spontaneously and burned up.

Prof Bettzer has succeeded in igniting a jet of coal gas as it escaped from a
glass tube, by causing it to come in contact W'ith ozone evolved by the action
of strong sulphuric acid on permanganate of potash.

A very ready way of forming ozone in small amount, but constantly, is by
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means of the flameless lamp, viz.: by placing a coil of platinum wire in the

wick of an alcohol lamp, lighting the lamp and letting it bnrn till the coil is

red hot, and then suddenly extinguishing the flame, when the coil of wire will

glqw with a flameless combustion for hours, and sometimes for days. By this

means a sick-chamber may be charged with ozone in small amount, but con-

tinuously. If the alcohol contains some essential oil, the ozone is given ofi"

still more abundantly.

Another agency by which ozone is formed is sunlight. It is my conviction

that when sunlight falls upon any moist and oxidable body in the presence of

free oxygen, ozone is formed. It is often objected that the Schonbein test

paper is unreliable for detecting ozone, because sunlight will color it the same
as ozone. The suspicion arose in my mind that this reaction was due to ozone

generated by the sunlight. To test this matter I placed this test paper, freed

from every trace of free oxygen, in carbonic acid, in hydrogen and in nitrogen

gas, and left it exposed to the sunlight for days at a time, but no discoloration

took place. I also placed it between plates of glass, and excluded air by par-

aflSn, and exposure of paper so guarded to sunlight for several weeks, produced
no change ; but on fracturing the upper glass and leaving it similarly exposed,-

a change of color began at once at the line of fracture, and extended to other

portions of the paper. In like manner I placed the test paper in perfectly dry

air in a flask and hung it in the sunshine for many days, but no change took

place, although a slip of test paper suspended in another flask containing a

few drops of water, and suspended by the side of the first flask, was deeply

colored in a few hours. These facts lead me to believe that sunlight acts upon
Schonbein test paper solely by producing ozone itself. The production of

ozone by sunlight will explain the old method of bleaching linen and cotton

cloth by exposing it to sunshine in a moist state. Ozone is nature's great

bleaching agent. It attacks and destroys all organic colors. The formation

of this active color-destroyer explains why the housewife so carefully shuts out

the sunlight from her rooms, lest carpets and furniture should feel its whiteil^

ing touch.

The color of the light has a marked influence on its ozonizing power.

White light is the most powerful, then the blue rays, and as we proceed to the

red end of the spectrum the diminution is very rapid. From the few experi-

ments I have been able to perform, I find that if we represent the ozonizing

power of white light as ten, the blue rays will be six, the green two, orange

one, and red none. It will be remembered that the chemical rays of the spect-

rum diminish in the same direction, and nearly in the same proportion. These
facts may be found to have more than an accidental relation to each other.

SU2srSHIKE AlTD HEALTH.

The important relations which sunshine bears to health have long been
recognized, and we seem to have accepted this as an ultimate fact. But wJiy

is it beneficial? May it not yet be found that our explanation of the benefi-

cial influence of sunshine on animal life is its power of generating ozone ? A
sunny room or the sunny side of the house is everywhere recognized as more
healthful than a dark room or the shady side of the house. These dark cham-
bers are the home of scrofula and ansemia. The unhealthfulness of such dark
rooms does not necessarily arise from any deficiency of oxygen, excess of damp-
ness, want of ventilation, etc., though any or all of these causes may add their

baleful influence; but one potent factor of disease is the absence of sunshine
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itself. I raise the query whether this absence of sunshine is not injurious

mainly from the fact that no ozone is generated in such sunless rooms ? It is

not a sufficient reply that ozone is almost never found in inhabited rooms.

Ozone is destroyed as fast as formed where putrescible matter is present to be
oxidized. The ozone that we find at any time is only the residual ozone which
has not been destroyed by decomposing organic matter. Ozone is doubtless

formed in every sunlit room, and by its formation and destruction a vast

amount of materies morii may be destroyed, and it is no satisfactory proof

that it is of no worth or influence because no residual ozone remains to act

upon our test paper.

WH"EKE FOUISTD.

Ozone is formed everywhere in the air that rests upon the earth's surface.

It is found wherever the agents which cause its destruction are not present in

suflBcient amount to cause its entire removal. The ozone found in the air is

always the difference between the amount formed and the portion destroyed.

The amount of this residual ozone varies greatly in different parts of the

country. A scientific gentleman who spent several months in Kansas, and
who took daily observations in ozone, informs me that the amount of ozone in

Kansas is greatly in excess of that in Michigan. He says that seven hours of

exposure of test paper very generally secures the maximum amount of color-

ation. A medical friend who spent several years in Minnesota informs me that

the amount of ozone in that State is very large. I have, however, no numeri-
cal data by which to compare the ozone of Michigan with that of other States.

Dr. Hewitt of Eed Wing, Minn., in the Transactions of American Medical
Association for 1871, p. 218, has the following:

"The peculiar atmospheric condition which is the cause of our epidemic
influenza is now attracting deserved attention, and it is hoped that the
recent offer of a prize by the State Medical Society may result in investi-

gations of practical value. This much is known : that when influenza is

markedly epidemic, zymotic disease diminishes in severity, becomes less fre-

quent, and disappears. Though as yet no sufficient tests have been used, the

majority reporting (judging from its action on '^civic miasm,' which seems-

that of an oxydizing agent, and from reports of its study elsewhere) believe it

to be ozone."

Ozone is found in abundance by the sea, especially where the dash of the

waves sends the water into the air in the form of a fine spray. It is also found
where water by any means is thus " pulverized," e. g., in the neighborhood of

water-falls. This may possibly be explained by the fact, now well established,

that ozone is soluble to a small extent in water (^- of 1 per cent.), and where
water is thus converted into spray, this dissolved ozone may be liberated. It

may at last be found that the delight which civilized man has ever taken in

the thundering of the ocean surf, the roar of the water-fall, or the silvery

tinkling of the fountain, has a deeper significance than the gratification of an
esthetic taste, and that our sense of the beautiful is thus hajppily correlated

with an important condition of bodily health..

Ozone is seldom found in densely populated cities, or in inhabited rooms,
because in both places sufficient putrescible matter is found to destroy or use

up all the ozone.
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SWAMPS.

Ozone is not found in large quantity over marshes and swamps during the
season of active decomposition of vegetable matter. In diagram No. 1, 1 give
a graphic representation of the comparative amount of ozone over a swamp
and in an open field. It is drawn on a scale from to 10, the maximum. The
observations embrace twenty-four hours, and the diagram gives the monthly
mean of the observations. These observations embrace the period from April
to November for two vears.

Monthly means of Observations of Ozone taken at the Agricultural

College Ij E. C. Hedzie.

Oibi^ftrvatiOTif? over Swamp. ObRfirvatfonfi in OpfiTi Fieii!.



DIAGRAM No. 2.

Monthly M'eans of Observations of Ozone taken at tlio Agricultural
College by R. C. Kedzie.

Day Observations. Hislit Observations.
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It would be interesting to know whether the night air of summer is so

much more unhealthy than that of winter because of this deficiency of ozone

by night in summer. It is stated that the air over the Dismal Swamp of Car-

olina is so loaded witli miasm during warm weather, that passengers in the

railroad cars at night are almost certain to contract malarious disease if they

ride with car Avindows open. It would be very interesting to know the amount
of ozone over the Dismal Swamp by night during the summer months.

The amount of ozone which is present in air at any one time is very small.

According to Houzeau the maximum amount of ozone, even in country air, is

only one part by volume in 700,000, or one part by weight in 450,000.

HOW OBSERVED AlsTD EECOEDED.

There are several tests which may be employed to detect the presence of

ozone. Of these I prefer the Schonbeiu test, because it is the most sensitive,

and because the wide variation of the tint enables us to distinguish small

variations in the amount of ozone, and thus secure a number of degrees in

our scale.

The Schoubein test paper is prepared by adding ten parts of best quality of

starch to 200 parts of pure water, heating this till the starch gelatinizes, and
then dissolving in this one part of pure iodide of potassium (free from iodate).

This paste is then spread evenly with a fiat brush on sheets of paper free from
sizing, which are then rapidly dried by stove heat, without exposure to sun-

light, and then stored up in a covered jar and kept from exposure to light.

I make two observations a day, viz.: A " day observation " from 7 A. m. to

2 p. M., and a "night observation" from 9 p. m. to 7 the next morning. I

make the observation by taking a slip of test paper one-half inch wide and
four inches long, moistening the paper by rapidly dipping it into pure water,

and then pinning it up where it will be screened from sunshine, but freely

exposed to diffuse daylight and to the air. I moisten the paper before expos-

ure because ozone does not form or does not act on perfectly dry substances.

At the close of the observation, I dip the paper in clear water, and compare
it with the ozone scale, diagram ISTo. 3. This is drav/n on a scale of ten, vary-

ing from the lightest perceptible tint of purple to the deepest purplish-blue of

iodide of starch. To fix the observation, ascertain what portion of the scale

most nearly corresponds in tone with the prevailing color of the moist test

paper. In making this observation, I consider the prevailing color of the test

paper, disregarding exceptional spots or streaks. The figure on that part of
the ozone scale which corresponds in tone with the color of the test paper, is

entered in the records for the observation. If there is no discoloration of the
test paper, no ozone is present, and a cipher is entered on the record for that

observation.

PROPERTIES OF OZOISTE.

Ozone is an intensely oxidizing agent, capable of effecting at ordinary tem-
peratures chemical changes of which ordinary oxygen is utterly incapable. It

oxidizes all the metals except gold and the platinum group. Even silver is

oxidized by it. It instantly burns phosphuretted hydrogen ; oxidizes and
destroys sulphuretted hydrogen; oxidizes hydrochloric acid, rendering it capa-

ble of dissolving gold leaf; oxidizes iodicfe of potassium, setting free the iodine

and forming caustic potash. I also find that ozone will readily decompose
bromides, setting free bromine, as is shown by the reaction with gelatinized
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starch. This reaction with starch is yery brief, but the odor of the liberated

bromine is very strong. Persons at the seaside often observe a strong "chlo-

rous smell" from sea water. It is much more probable that the odor is " hro-

mqus,'^ from decomposition of bromides in sea water by ozone, which is often so

abundant by the sea.

I find also, a fact not before observed so far as I am aware, that ozone will,

at ordinary temperatures, oxidize the deadly carbonic oxide into the compara-

tively innocent carbonic dioxide or carbonic acid. Carbonic oxide is one of

the most deadly gases known. Unlike sulphuretted hydrogen, phosphuretted

hydrogen, and ammonia of animal origin, it gives no warning of its presence

by its odor or other sensible property. The power of ozone to oxidize this

deadly gas at ordinary temperatures is a fact of prime importance in preserv-

ing the purity of our atmosphere. It has been a question in my mind whether
carbonic oxide is not given off with other materials in the mixed gases which
escape from decomposing organic matter in swamps, and is not one potent

factor in miasm ? May not the rapid disappearance of the red globules, and
consequent anaemic appearance so often produced by miasmatic diseases be

caused by the well known power of carbonic oxide to destroy the red globules?

I have had no opportunity to investigate this subject, but I throw out the sug-

gestion for your consideration. But whatever the nature of miasm or malaria,

the power of ozone to oxidize carbonic oxide to carbonic acid at ordinary tem-

peratures can not be an unimportant factor in preserving the purity of the

air.

Ozone will oxidize ammonia into nitrate of ammonia, and will, in particular,

oxidize the ammoniacal compounds which are produced, by the decomposition

of azotized organic matter. This power of ozone to oxidize the hydrogen
compounds of sulphur, phosphorus, and nitrogen, enables it to destroy the

offensive products of animal decomposition. Thus it will instantly destroy

the horrible smell of rotten eggs. Schonbein found that air made foul by
exposure for one minute to four ounces of highly putrid meat, was disinfected

by an equal volume of air containing only one part of ozone in 3,240,000 parts

of air. Ozone is, therefore, the natural and effectual destroyer of the products

of decomposition of azotized substances, which are known to be a most fruit-

ful cause of disease, and which are supposed to be the medium of propagation

of the germs of epidemic and contagious diseases.

Some investigations of Carey Lea of Philadelphia show that it has a destruc-

tive influence on low forms of vegetable life. Simple vegetable structures,

such as mould, are completely destroyed when exposed to an atmosphere con-

taining ozone. It may yet be found that ozone possesses in a high degree the

property of a germicide. If this should prove to be the case, its relation to

the prevention of the spread of contagious and epidemic diseases may be of

the greatest value.

DISINFECTAE"!.

Ozone is a powerful disinfectant. In the words of Fox, "It is nature^s great

deodorizing and purifying principle that oxidizes the emanations from decom-
posing animal and vegetable substances with which the air is constantly being

contaminated, thus rendering them innocuous. The atmosphere would be so

polluted by its admixture with the noxious matters evolved during the putre-

factive changes which are unceasingly taking place on the globe, as to be un-
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fitted for sustaining animal life, were it not for the all-pervading influence of

the 'great disinfectant' ozone."—Ozone and Antozone, p. 93.

Fownes says :
" It possesses the strongest disinfecting powers."

Brande and Taylor say: "It acts as the most powerful disinfectant, and its

influence in the atmosphere is considered to be exerted in oxidizing and
destroying foul efliuvia."

But I need not quote authorities on a point upon which all chemists are

agreed.

I have already spoken of the bleaching effect of ozone. According to

Honzeau, ozone has forty times the bleaching power of chlorine. Ozone is

the natural bleacher, and all organic colors vanish before its persistent action.

PHYSICAL PEOPERTIES.

In its physical properties ozone is distinguished by its peculiar and powerful
odor : hence its name. Its odor is so powerful that it is said that one part in

a million of air can be distinguished by the smell. It is insoluble in acids and
alkalies, and is destitute of acid or alkaline properties: very sparingly soluble

in water, insoluble in alcohol and ether, soluble in spirits of turpentine, and
dissolved by decomposition in iodide of potassium, iodine being set free and
caustic potash formed. It is readily destroyed by a heat of 500° Fahrenheit,

and is destroyed by oxidable substances, especially the unoxidized combinations
of hydrogen.

EELATIOKS TO AKIMAL LIFE.

Ozone has a very irritating influence on the mucous surfaces of the respira-

tory passages when breathed in any concentrated form. I have often felt the

symptoms of a severe " cold in the head," from accidentally breathing the gas
y/hen preparing it for class-room illustration. It often produces the symptoms
of influenza, and it was probably this fact which first directed attention to this

agent as a possible cause of epidemic influenza. In a very concentrated form
it is entirely irrespirable, and speedily causes the death of any animal confined
in it.

The question of the special relation of ozone to disease, I do not propose to

discuss at this time, because I do not think we have a sufficient amount of

carefully-observed facts to serve as a basis for any generalization. It is because
of this very want of accurate data that I wish to stir up the members of this

society to gather up and collate the facts in regard to ozone in this State, and,
by a careful and conscientious comparison of these facts with the regional and
seasonal history of disease in the State, to enable us to arrive at conclusions
which are something more than unfounded assertion or imaginative hypothesis.

It seems clear to me that an agent of such amazing power present in variable

quantity, must have some influence on human health. And when we consider
that this material is present in such variable amount in a medium which en-
folds us every moment of our lives, and whose action " pauses not for matin
or for vesper, at noon of day or noon of night," it seems to me that no one
can deny that its influence on human health must be most significant.

There are two classes of individuals who have entered with great zeal into

this discussion, and who take opposite views in regard to the relations of ozone
to health: the one sees in ozone a universally curative agent— the sole condi-

tion of health as far as atmospheric agencies are concerned; who claim that

ozone means life and health, and that in its absence there stalks forth the

19
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pestilence, followed by bis shadow, death. The other class aver that, because

ozoue does not always and in all places cause influenza, catarrhs, etc., or pre-

vent in like manner the cholera, typhus, ague, etc., it does not and cannot have

any influence on health, and that it is to be summarily dismissed, as an agent

having no possible influence on disease or health.

I have spoken of these two classes as antagonistic, and yet they are essen-

tially one. The dogmatist and the doubter are twin brothers.

To hastily affirm, or to lightly deny, is easy work, but each is equally desti-

tute of the philosophic spirit. To collect one class of facts which will establish

the affirmative of a question without reference to an equally large class of facts

which go to establish the contrary, is not hard work to do, and is worthless

when done. To reverse this process and to collect all the facts which go to

establish the negative of a proposition in utter forgetfulness or disregard of

counterbalancing facts which go to prove the affirmative, is only to reach

results equally barren of truth. To assert and to deny, to dogmatize and to

doubt, are equally valueless as far as the advancement of science is concerned.

There is still another class (may their tribe increase!) whose sole aim and
endeavor is to discover truth : who are not careful and troubled to establish a

given proposition, or to overthrow it, but to answer in part, at least, the grand
question Vi^hich runs through the ages, "What is truth?" Without precon-

ceived opinions which shall blind them to the perception of truth, or prevent

them from impartially weighing evidence, by patient observation and by skill-

fully contrived experiments which are crucial for the detection of truth and
the exposure of falsehood, they are willing to toil that they may be able to

make some addition to the sum of human knowledge. The only way to reach

true results which alone are of value is by extended, varied, careful, and con-

scientious observation. Whoever will go forth into any field of inquiry bear-

ing this precious seed, " shall doubtless return bearing his sheaves with him."

There is a wide field for observations on this subject in this State. But
aside from the observations which are taken at the Agricultural College, I

know of only one other place where daily observations of ozone are now taken,

and I take great pleasure in naming the observer. Dr. John Bell, of Benton
Harbor. We need a score of observers so as to embrace a wide range of cli-

matic and physical conditions in the State. I feel I am justified in saying

that the State Board of Health will cooperate with such observers, and give

the profession the benefit of the information thus derived.

Of all the various methods of testing and measuring ozone, I prefer the

SchOnbein test. It is the easiest prepared and used, and while it may give

reactions with other agents than ozone, it gives most delicately and satisfacto-

rily the measure of the air purifyers, which are of especial importance to

physicians.

The questions to be determined and the order of succession in which they

should be discussed, are

First, What are the facts in regard to the presence of atmospheric ozoue in

this State ?

Second, Has the abundance or deficiency of ozone any relation to prevailing

diseases or any influence in modifying the type of prevailing diseases ?

Third, Can any benefit be secured to the public health from the facts thus

collated and compared ?

By following out such a line of investigation, we may, perhaps, contribute

something that shall be of permanent value to human well-being.
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THE INFLUENCE OF DRAINAGE,
IN BEHOVING CEPwTAIN FORMS OF DISEASE. AND IN PROMOTING THE HEALTHFULNESS OP

OITIES.-BY HENRY F. LYSTER, M. A., M. D., DETROIT.

Departing from the usual mode of considering a subject of sucli great inter-

est and of such extensive application, we propose to discuss and illustrate it by
referring to the history of Detroit, a city of no mean pretensions to historic

interest in this country.

We have selected a city which was begun upon a most unpropitious site in

very many respects and which was surrounded by a most uninviting and
unsalubrious country. A soil saturated with water, and covered in spring
iind fall by stagnant water, became in summer a hot bed of malarious poison.

A mingling of sodden land destitute of drainage, and partially overflowed
the greater part of the year, aflfording growth to the rank and coarse vegeta-
tation of the swamp and stagnant pond, and an almost impenetrable under-
growth of willow, swamp elder, swamp elm, poplar, and other trees and shrubs
which find their natural habitat, in this latitude, on saturated bottom lands.

From this surface arose during eight months of the year

" As wicked dew as e'er my motlier brushed
With raven's feather from unwholesome fen

;********
And all the infections that the sun sucks up
From bogs, fens, flats."

Within the past forty years this city site and its immediately surrounding
country has emerged from this condition, has risen out of its marshes, has
driven away these baneful influences, and now rejoices in the salubrity of

its location and in the healthfulness of its inhabitants It has within late

years attained to a rank in a sanitary point of view equaled by few cities

within the boundaries of the United States. All this has been brought about
by a judicious system of drainage, and by the general introduction of lake
water.

Water in former times was almost universally derived from wells and cis-

terns, the little obtained from the river was drawn in barrels in carts, the
dwellings all having been located near the bank of the river. The water
supply is now, we may say, wholly derived from the river and distributed

by a system of pipes, and consumers receive it either directly from the mains
or from the reservoir when the engines are not pumping. In some portions
of the city the supply always comes from the reservoir or settling basin.

The new pumping works and inlet pipe and settling basin are now in process

of construction, one and a half miles above the easterly limits of the city.
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This location will afiford lake water iincoutaminated with sewage, in all the

future history of the city.

By far the larger portion of the city is built upon a tenacious clay soil, or

blue clay, impervious to water, which reaches a depth of ninety to one hun-
dred and seventeen feet before coming to the underlying fossiliferous limestone.

Topographically considered, the land throughout the whole city rises grad-

ually from the river, extending in this incline for miles toward the north.

The watershed, which lies to the eastward of the height of land running in a

southwesterly direction from the vicinity of Eomeo and Flint, to Hudson and
Hillsdale, through Shiawassee, Oakland, Washtenaw, and Lenawee counties,

draining into Lake St. Olair, the Detroit river, and Lake Erie, has sufficient

fall through its whole extent to drain, with proper artificial assistance, the

whole area.

Many portions of the divide are six and eight hundred feet above the water

level of Lake Erie. The northern limits of the city, which is the boundary

furthest from the river, are between fifty and sixty feet above the river,

rising by an almost constant ascent ; and yet, in former times, the whole outly-

ing portion now embraced within the city limits, and that for miles beyond,

was an almost impassable swamp in many months of the year, and was sup-

posed at that time to be upon the level with the river, and impossible to drain.

This marshy and swampy condition was caused by ridges of clay a few feet

in height, running in a parallel direction with the river, and thus terracing,

as it were, the land, and forming stagnant ponds.

In many places there are pockets of sand in the clay, and the soil at a dis-

tance from the river becomes more a clay loam, or clay largely mingled with

sand and decayed vegetable matter.

Jefferson avenue, three miles in length, runing parallel with the river, is

about sixty rods from it, and lies upon what was formerly known as the top

of the hill. It is twenty-three feet above the river. Between this and the

river, facing the south, lay the old town, on the side, and at the foot of the

hill. This crest or ridge is eight or ten feet higher than Congress street,

which runs parallel with it a couple of blocks back from the avenue.

Along the general course of Congress street formerly ran a little river or

creek known by the name of the Savoyard, flowing into the Detroit near where

the Michigan Central railroad depot now stands. This creek, the course of

which can yet be made out by the willows, which now grown into huge trees,

formerly lined its banks. The willow leaves out so early in the spring that we
can trace the former creek at that season by the faint green line among the

house-tops and the leafless trees.

Within the memory of those still living, the Indian and trapper brought

their canoes up and beyond the point where Woodward avenue now runs, and
under the bridge which formerly spanned the stream at that point. All the

land beyond the Grand Circus was a wet marsh,—so wet, many seasons, as to

prevent the owners from cutting and curing the hay which grew upon so much
of it as had been cleared up. Wild ducks, woodcock, and snipe were frequently

shot in that vicinity by persons who now are scarcely beyond their 'semi-

centennial.

The intervening ridges of impenetrable clay effectually prevented any
drainage of the surface even of the land, though there was a fall of sixty feet

from the country three miles from the river, and this by an almost constant

and gradual descent.
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The public-sewer system was inaugurated in 1835. Up to 1872 there had
been built 38 miles 239 feet 6 inches, costing $990,940.56, from public funds.

Prom 1855 to 1872 inclusive, and paid by assessment, 41 miles 3,190 I'eet, cost-

ing $267,949.79, making a total of 79 miles 3,429 feet 6 inches, at $1,264,-

890.35. Since that time we estimate an additional 13 miles 188 feet, costing

$468,297.63, making 92 miles 3,617 feet 6 inches, costing $1,733,187.98. This
system has been organized upon an extensive scale, so as to allow of complete

drainage, should the city extend itself two or three miles in any direction

beyond its present boundaries. The sewers are being constantly extended, as

demanded by the needs of the citizens. In order to show the estimation in

"which they are held by the community, I quote the following from the First

Annual Report of the Board of Public Works, for the year 1874:

"There have been 715 connections made with public sewers during the year,

for which there has been collected and paid into the city treasury $1,430.00.

From the promptness with which the citizens avail themselves of tbe oppor-

tunity aiforded in draining their premises, it will be seen that they are fully

aware of the advantages to be derived therefrom, not only in a sanitary point

of view, but also with a view to enhance the value of their property.

It is a well settled fact that localities where drainage has, from any cause,

been imperfect, the people are more or less affected with fevers and diseases of a

kindred character, but where ample drainage is afforded, it is evident that the

disease subsides with the extension of drainage.

The board have made it a point to keep pace with the growth of the city

in extending sewers, as required by citizens."

The land to-day, two and one half miles from the river, is fairly drained,

although the sewers have not, except upon Woodward avenue, been projected

fully to that distance.

The low spots, wherever any such existed, have been or are rapidly being
filled with earth, and but few surface basins are now to be found within the

limits of the city, and these are unimportant, and can only be observed for a

few weeks in the spring. I doubt whether more than two or three can be

found at that time, and these do not altogether cover as many acres. Persons
living near any natural surface basin, noticing the fact that the water does not
get exit by means of the sewers in the neighborhood from the want of ditching,

soon call the attention of the common council to the fact, and a resolution is

always promptly passed, ordering the nuisance abated on account of the injury

to the public health.

A very extensive sewer of the largest size is now nearly completed, running
parallel with the river at a distance of about two and one-quarter miles from
it, through the whole length of the city east and west. This sewer is con-
nected with the river by two sewers of equal magnitude. The one at the
easterly end passes down through McDougal avenue, while that connecting
the westerly extremity runs through 18th street, the two outlets being
about three miles apart. This magnificent Avork will allow the drainage into
it, by means of sewers, of all land within the city limits on the north, and
beyond that point to a distance at least three miles from the river.

With this exposition of the sewerage system of the city, and with the decla-
ration that there is not one foot of ground within the present or prospective
boundaries that can not be easily and completely drained and sewered, we will

look at the change which this gradual process of elimination of stagnant water
has produced in the types of disease, and in the amount of disease among the
inhabitants.
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In the year 1832 the Asiatic cholera prevailed very extensively, particularly

at the bank of the river, at the foot of the hill, as it was called, and in the

vicinity of a bayou, which had become the receptacle of garbage and offal of

all kinds. The water in this quagmire was very offensive late in the summer.
It was filled up and obliterated in the following year. Upon the return of

the' cholera in 1834 the effect of this improvement was quite noticeable, and
the residents in this vicinity escaped very generally. The exemption was
attributed to this sanitary movement.
During the earlier history of Detroit the usual diseases to be found at differ-

ent seasons, some of which were very constantly present, were malarious fevers,

dysentery, rheumatism, pneumonia, pleurisy, cholera infantum, and croup.

Until the year 1847 there was absolutely no change observed in this list of

diseases, if we except the visitations of Asiatic cholera in 1832 and 1834.

A constant and rarely varying succession of inflammatory diseases in the

winter, and malarious fevers of greater or less severity during the other three

seasons, together with dysentery and infantile summer complaints, formed a

nearly complete list of diseases met with in this region.

A small-pox epidemic lasting for three years, began in 1837, penetrating

in all directions, until checked by a general vaccination, a boon which was
in some instances extended by the medical profession to the neighboring In-

dian tribes. Dr. Eussell, now living in this city, vaccinated, in 1838, six hun-
dred Saginaws in two days, the result of which was the entire checking of the

variola in that tribe.

This disease, it is well known, does not belong to a class which originates

from any deficiency in the drainage of a country, but, whatever may have been

its origin, is propagated by contagion
;
yet the severity of the disease, and the

mortality of any particular epidemic may be, and in all probability is, influ-

enced by the sanitary condition of the people and tract of country in which it

is prevailing. It is introduced here more for its historical importance than to

illustrate any principle, or determine any fact relating to the subject of drain-

ing for health.

In the fall of 1847 an epidemic of cerebro-spinal meningitis made its appear-

ance, followed by the Asiatic cholera in 1848. Since the above period a notice-

able change has taken place in the character of diseases, as well as in the intro-

duction of new forms, and the extinction of some features and characteristics

of those prevalent anterior to those dates.

A form of congestive fever of undoubtedly malarial origin formerly pre-

vailed here, similar in its symptoms and malignancy to the coast fevers of the

rice plantations of the Carolinas, or the coast remittents of India and Africa.

This fever appeared from July to October and was known as Maumee fever

or Lake fever. It was very often fatal in the second paroxysm. Quite a

number of cases of these congestive remittents were followed by critical

haemorrhages from the lungs or bowels.

During this season of the year there was very often present a form of typho-

malarial fever showing great gastro-enteric congestion, which ran a course of

several weeks, and though not so fatal as the true enteric or typhoid fever of

the east, was fatal in many cases when not well managed.

From the earliest spring months until winter with its severe frosts again

held in firm embrace the saturated soil and stagnant swales and marshes, it

was the almost universal lot of all to suffer from recurring attacks of fever

and ague or intermittent fever, and remittent fever and was the certain fate

awaiting every one entering for the first time the west.
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The people presented a jaundiced appearance, and at times half of all the

beds in the hotels or taverns were occupied by sick persons.

The absence in these early times of certain forms of disease is fully as noticea-

ble as the prevalence of others. Until the year 1847 it was a rare thing to sec

a case of phthisis pulmonalis or consumption, or of cancer in any form, and
the same may be said regarding enteric or typhoid fever.

A prominent physician formerly in large practice, stated to me that for a

period of thirteen years, from 1836 to 1850, he saw only one fatal case of

phthisis pulmonalis, and this patient was sick many years, dying at the age of

sixty-five, in fact being unable from the debility of advancing years to contend
any longer with the disease. Large cavities were known to be present for

some time in the lungs of this patient.

During the first twenty years this physician saw but two cases of cancer.

These were of the scirrhus variety. One was operated upon for its removal
and the patient died in a few months; the other was not removed and lasted

many years, the patient eventually dying of old age.

The typho-malarial fever found here in former times in certain seasons, more
particularly in August and September, presented the nearest approach in its

symptoms to the true enteric fever of Louis of any of the fevers, and yet it

was essentially different not only in its pathology, but in its more favorable ter-

mination in the great majority of instances. The per cent, of death not
reaching half of that observed in true typhoid fever.

Pneumonia was very generally met with in the cold months and was usually

complicated with pleurisy, being really a pleuro-pneumonia. The general
observation of pneumonia, and recent data, indicate that it depends not un-
frequently upon a malarious origin, and is more prevalent and fatal in the

Gulf States than in the Northern or Western States. The Pacific slope has
been shown in the U. S, Census to be nearly free from it.

The condition of the State at this period, both as regards the saturated

condition of the soil and the presence of the primeval forests, as well as the
climate, modified by the character of the face of the country, presented, in

many respects, the most favorable combination of circumstances for the

development of inflammatory diseases, particularly pneumonia.
The Asiatic cholera again visited the city in 1849. It was first noticed in

the spring of the year. The diseases incident to this season of the year, ante-

rior to its coming, were of an aggravated form; a larger proportion than usual
of the fevers were of a congestive type; diarrhoeas were prevalent, and difficult

to control. The cholera, when it came, resembled the malignant or conges-
tive form of intermittent fever in its characteristics, and required similar man-
a,gement. The patients were, in some instances, where the general condition
allowed it, bled by yenesection during the stage of intense congestion, which
was followed at once by large doses of quinine and brandy, externally and
internally. This treatment was successful in quite a large per cent, of cases,

the primary depletion having a wonderful effect in relieving the congestion.
The first case appeared at the foot of 12th street, on the bank of the river, the
patient, a strong young woman, living about twenty-four hours. The chol-

era again appeared in 1852, but was not as fatal as in 1849. It also returned
in 1854. It was very fatal, and prevailed extensively, but was much more
amenable to treatment than in any former year. The character of the disease

was changed somewhat, appearing to be less of the congestive or intermittent

20
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type. When seen early by the physicians, a very large proportion of the cases

survived.*

The cerebro-spinal meningitis was observed as an epidemic in the winter of

1872-3, and continued into the summer of 1873. Twenty-three years had
intervened since its previous or first appearance in this region. It was not

very prevalent, but continued to appear noticeably in damp houses, and where

the land, drainage was imperfect, chiefly in the outlying or newer portions of

the city.

Scarlatina has in some years been quite prevalent, but as it appears every

winter, we have been accustomed to compare one year with another, and have

not noticed it as especially epidemic in any particular year. This remark

equally applies to rubeola (measles) and whooping cough.

Two things will be noticeable in this review of epidemics occurring in this

city: that they have been less frequently met with within the last twenty

years, and those that have occurred have not been of so fatal a character as in

former times. A much larger proportion of those taken ill recovered, in the

cholera of 1852 and 1854, than in the epidemic of 1832 and 1834. The same

is believed to be true regarding the two epidemics of cerebro-spinal meningi-

tis. Although dysentery and erysipelas prevailed annually in former years,

and in certain seasons very generally, we are not aware that either ever

appeared as an epidemic. Diphtheria, though not visiting us annually,

occurs in much greater frequency in some winters than in others, and may
be found at times in different wards of the city; yet it has not been seen

generally epidemic. These cases are usually met with more frequently on the

outskirts and ill-drained portions of the city, and during cold, wet, winter

weather.

The lake water was first introduced by means of pipes and pumping works

in the year 1827. Still, for a long time the majority of the inhabitants sup-

plied themselves by means of wells which yielded very impure water. At the

present time the whole city is supplied by the pipes, and scarcely any wells exist

within the city limits. Almost the whole of the water supplied is, after it has

answered the useful purposes for which it was obtained, removed by the sewers,

together with that portion of the rainfall which runs off from the surface

of the ground. The greater part of the rain, the proportion depending

upon the porosity of the surface, penetrating the soil, remains, and is knov/n

as ground water. This reaches the surface in localities recognized as wet

and muddy, and upon which water is known to remain for several hours

after a rain. In other regions it may be within a foot or two feet of the sur-

face, varying from that to a few inches. The ground water fills up the pores

of the soil which should be occupied by air, and makes the land cold and sour,

as it is termed.

The question of the necessity for thorough drainage of premises, independent

of the sewerage, is one of extreme interest. In the paper on Drainage for

Health, in the last annual Eeport, the subject of subsoil drainage and the rea-

sons for its adoption were entered into at some length, particularly with refer-

ence to the effect upon the elevation of the temperature of the soil and overly-

ing atmosphere ; also upon the growth of vegetation and the development of

animals.

* The writer is greatly indebted lo Dr. Geo. B. Russell for much of the inforaiatlon regarding the earlier

medical history of the city.
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Sewers are iutenilcd to be constructed so as to prevent their contents,

i.e., the sewage and sewage gas, from escaping throngh their walls; conse-

quently they are composed of glazed pipe, hermetically sealed at the joints, or

when large, of bricks, covered with cement of impervious Avater lime. They
do not drain the ground, as the water cannot find its way into them.

It has been proposed to build two systems, one for sewerage and the other for

drainage ; but I am not aware that this plan has ever been adopted, on account

of the expense attending its construction. The same purpose could be attained

in most localities within city limits by means of tile drainage connecting with

lateral sewers. This idea is now carried into practice by the construction of

tile drains around the basement layers of the foundations of well constructed

buildings. That the thorough drainage of the soil in cities is essential to the

best sanitary condition, is too evident to even merit a detail of the many and
various reasons, so apparent are they to every one.

In the gradual construction of a city the natural topography of the site

becomes very greatly changed by the great leveling tendency, or straining at

obtaining a uniform level ; lots which are low are filled up to the proper grade

of the streets and surrounding lots. In this way the natural water courses are

in many instances cut off and water ways or outlets are obstructed. The fill-

ing up low places where water has been accustomed to stand, without pre-

viously affording an outlet, is unscientific and is to be deprecated. Sooner or

later this mistake will be felt and will have to be rectified if discovered ; it

may be not until irreparable damage has been done and many valuable lives

have been forfeited. Kaising the grade of these low places with earth does not

change the natural watershed, but the water from the surface finds its way
down to the bottom independently of their depth and remains there.

In such lots or building sites of made land there is an unusual depth of

water, which finding no outlet either by drainage or by infiltration. To this

condition of affairs has been attributed the unhealthfulness of some of the most

desirable property in the city of New York, and the same conditions will be

found obtaining in every large city.

The filling up of low places with earth does not displace the water which
formerly occupied them, and should never be done until proper drainage has

been effected from the lower level. Where no outlet can be obtained great

care should be taken to drain the made land as deeply as possible, at least a

couple of feet below the cellar or foundation of the buildings which are

erected upon it, and also to provide an impenetrable floor of cement to the

cellar, beside tile draining the lot through its full length and breadth.

In this connection we mention, for the purpose of commending in the high-

est terms, the modern plan of laying a tile drain on the outside of the basement

layer of the stone foundation and connecting it with the la,teral sewer. This

not only prevents the ground water from rising in the wall of the building, but

insures dryness of the cellars and also drains the surrounding ground for the

space of twenty or thirty feet on all sides of the edifice. Experience derived

from every source indicates the necessity for underdraining all lauds in cities

where the conditions for natural drainage are not complete, i. e., sufficient to

carry off the soil water or lower its level to the depth of three or four feet

and permit the ready access of pure air to that depth.

The experiments of Prof. Pettenkofer of Munich, first begun in 1S54, while

investigating the subject of epidemic cholera, and since that time continued

by himself and others, have determined that the ground air is heavily charged
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with carbonic acid, and that the amount of this gas is increased in ratio to the

depth at which it was taken, and also varied with the character and condition

of the soil. This, as well as other noxious gases, the products of slow decom-
position of organic matters, may be diffused through soils the same as in the

atmosphere, only more slowly, and can be drawn by the warm air of dwellings

from the surrounding and underlying earth, and by this means vitiate the air

of dwellings. Soils that are stagnant or sour may thus, by the slow process of

decomposition carried on in them, become generators of poisonous emanations,

while those which are tile drained permit these to be carried off in solution by
every shower and their place to be taken by fresh air.

The elevation of 6° F. to 15° F. in the temperature of underdrained land

produces a decided effect upon the atmosphere on or near its surface, pre-

venting in a most marked manner the condensation upon it of mists or fogs,

so universally the receptacles and disseminators of malarious poisons.

This is the common observation of all who have given any attention to the

subject of tile drainage, and bears directly upon the question of its necessity

in the removal of disease, and accounts for the gradual elimination of mala-

rious fevers and dysentery from settled countries, which takes place in direct

proportion to the removal of surface and soil water.

The researches of Dr. Buchanan of England (9th Ann. Eep. of Med. Off.

Priv. Council), and of Dr. Bowditch of this country (2d Report Mass. Bd.

Health), prove that the chief and most important cause of phthisis pulmonalis

(consumption) is dampness.

Dr. Pettenkofer asserts that the distribution of cholera in a country can

only take place in localities where there is a porous subsoil containing putres-

cent organic matters, with a subsoil water which is liable to fluctuations of

level, and he is of opinion that enteric (typhoid) fever is subject to similar

conditions.

An able and well known British authority, writing upon the subject of

drainage {vide Hall's Manual Public Health, 1874), remarks :
" In all towns

which have been so sewered that their sewers act also as drains, and are, as we
have called them, 'drain sewers,' whereby the subsoil water of the town has

been lowered, the death-rate from phthisis has decreased, sometimes to a very

remarkable extent, in one case, that of Salisbury, the decrease having been as

much as fifty per cent., while in other towns, which have been so sewered with

impervious pipes throughout that the level of their subsoil water has not been

lowered, the death-rate from phthisis has not decreased, but on the contrary,

has in some cases increased.

This shows us in the first place that brick sewers (the invert only being

constructed with cement), do, as a matter of fact, act as drains and so lower

the level of the subsoil water beneath the houses ; and that wherever pipes are

used throughout a system of sewerage it is absolutely necessary in the majority

of instances that drains should also be provided for the drying of the subsoil.

There can be but little doubt that besides phthisis other diseases, especially

scrofula and rheumatism, are favored by the dampness of the soil."

With the elimination of malarious diseases by means of the removal of the

subsoil water and the exposure of the ground to fresh air, we are convinced

that the advent and prevalence of typhoid fever could be in a great measure

prevented and restrained by the proper removal of waste organic material and
the avoidance of the contamination of the water supply through sewage.

We have seen in reviewing the history of disease in this city, the gradual
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removal of the severer forms of malarious disease upon the introduction of

pure water from the strait, and the discontinuance of the wells, and the intro-

duction of systematic sewerage. The soil upon which by far the larger portion

of the city rests, a tenacious clay, does not permit the ready absorption of the

rain, and in consequence a very large proportion runs off the surface into the

sewers, still there can be no doubt but that a still greater freedom from malaria

would ensue if a thorough system of tile drains was laid down, and thus

allowed the air to enter the earth to a depth of three or four feet.

We believe that it could be proved, had we means of instituting a compari-

son between Detroit and any of the large towns throughout the State, that the

relative proportion of dysentery or enteric fever to the population is not over

one-fifth as great in the city as in the towns or smaller cities. We believe that

this ratio would be maintained if the farms and villages were considered with

reference to the city.

Yery few cases of either typhoid fever or of dysentery now come to the notice

of phvsicians in large practice from year to year within the city limits unless

imported from other places or arising from very unusual circumstances

readily recognized. We are extending our city so rapidly that it is hardly

possible to have the internal improvements keep pace with its bouadaries,

but we are glad to be able to state that the system and plan of bol:h water

supply and sewerage is upon a scale commensurate with it. Ifc is to be

hoped that the subject of soil drainage will not escape the notice of the

public.

With regard to sewerage, in every community the relative merits of the

two, and there are only two plans, conservancy and riddance, have claimed

attention.

Conservancy looks to the retention of the sewage or waste organic material,

either temporarily or permanently. This is represented by vaults, compost

heaps, earth closets, etc., etc., the vaults to be emptied when full, or at rare

intervals, and the contents used for manure. Some are constructed so as to

permit the liquid portion to penetrate the surrounding earth, while others are

cemented so as to retain all the contents in a liquid state.

The plan of riddance looks to the immediate removal of waste matter by

water carriage in pipes and sewers away from the vicinity of the population.

When well weighed it will be found that the latter is the most desirable in

every way.

The money which might be made by the sale or use of sewage is more than

counterbalanced by the health and wealth lost through sickness and disease,

attributed to its retention among the people by any conservancy method.
^

One

sells the waste for a few shillings, and loses many dollars by a fever in his

family, and it may be experiences the most fatal consequences.

There is no plan proposed in the line of conservation which is tenable when

subjected to the test of close investigation, Avhile there is nothing which can

be said against the water-carriage system, except the loss of valuable manure,

and the contamination of the rivers into, or the lands upon which the

sewers empty.

The plan of constructing dumb-wells or vaults or privies in cities provided

with water works and sewers, is fast changing. Vaults constructed in the

vicinity of houses are now usually connected with the sew^er, and the waste

water from the house and the rainwater from the roof are conducted into them.
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By this means the yaiilts are flushed at every storm of rain, to a greater or lesser

degree, and, though not as perfect as a water-closet, are yet an improvement
upon the old plan. In all directions we are still laboring under the disadvan-

tage in the older portion of the city of the provincial plan of dumb-vanlts,

many of them filled np, and too often awaiting the convenient coming of the

night wagon. Every decade relieves us in this respect, and as the new portion

is more rationally constructed, we hope to eliminate in time the last of the

closed privies. To be sure this condition of affairs is not so hard with us as

with those who seek for living and pure water by sinking a well in the vicinity

of the vault, as is done so blindly, in town and country, wherever water is

not supplied by pipes, and for this deliverance we certainly should take to

ourselves much comfort.

The introduction of the earth closet is a decided improvement to the vault,

as ordinarily constructed and managed, and should be used where there are

no water-pipes and sewers, provided it can be properly supervised and in-

spected. It is by no means perfect, viewed in any light, but it is better than a

Yault. The manure obtained by means of the earth closet is comparatively

valueless, having lost its liquid portion, on which, in the main, the fertilizing

property depends ; and it is troublesome to manage, requiring much attention

and frequent removal of contents, or else it degenerates into an institution

little if any better than the bucket system.

Upon this subject we have obtained the opinion of a sanitary writer {vide

Hart's Manual of Public Health, London, 1874) :
" Earth closets may be

also advised in certain cases in which houses cannot be connected with sew-

ers; but under other conditions they will not be found advantageous, either

from a sanitary or from an economical point of view. From a sanitary point

of view, because it is not practicable to provide the supervision necessary for

them, and so a certain number would inevitably get into a very bad form of

cesspool; in fact they obviously violate the principle with which we started,

that it was of the fiirst importance that these refuse matters should be removed
as instantly as possible from the neighborhood of dwellings ; and from an eco-

nomical point of view, because of the great expense of procuring, drying, sifting,

and carting the large amount of earth required, and of constantly removing
the contents of the closets, added to the fact that the value of their contents

as manure, even after the earth has been passed several times through the

closets, can be but trifling,—the usual statements upon this head being mani-

fest exaggerations. ***** "jj^g medical officer may advise the appli-

cation of the dry earth system in certain special cases, the first condition being

that the closets are placed outside of the houses. It must always be remem-
bered that frequent removal and constant supervision are absolutely necessary,

and even when the system is worked in its best manner we are not sure that

the compost is disinfected as well as deodorized. Indeed, the effect of dry

earth is certainly a preservative one, and it is yet to be shown whether the

poisons of special diseases are altered in any way, or are merely preserved by
being mixed with it.

We know that seeds are kept and carried for long distances in dried earth,

and so it is a mere presumption to assume that substances which may or may
not be of the nature of seeds are destroyed by being mixed with it.

It would be very interesting to know if dry earth mixed with typhoid fever

stools is infectious or not when it is dry ; this we do not know; and it would
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also be interesting to know if such a mixture, after being kept dry for a certain

time, would or would not become infectious when moistened ; this we do not
know; the presumption is that it would.

With such an uncertainty before us, the plain duty of those who have to

advise on sanitary matters is, to oppose the introduction of this and all other

conservancy systems with all their might, and not to hold out, as has often

been done, delusive hopes of a pecuniary gain at the risk of damage to the

health of the community at large. * * * * The health of the community
(the first thing to be considered), is endangered by all these plans of con-

servancy."

Where the water carriage system cannot be applied on account of the lack

of water supply, as is the case in most of the large towns and Tillages in this

State as well as upon the farms, the impervious or water-tight vault (believing

the earth closet impracticable on account of the want of care given to them)
should be used, which will not permit the escape of the liquid contents, and a

free entrance of air should be permitted. Into this should be frequently thrown
ashes or earth and some chemical disinfectant, such as green vitriol (sulphate

of iron) dissolved in vrater. These vaults should be emptied several times in

the year. By this means the well water can be kept in a state of purity so far as

this source of contamination is concerned, though the decomposing and pois-

onous materials from the stables, barnyards and streets in large towns, render

the surface water-shed a very unfortunate one to receive the drinking water
upon. The dry-earth closets would be very appropriate under similar circum-
stances to those mentioned above, could they be properly managed and
inspected, but I am of the opinion that in this country, while the present

relations obtain between employer and employe, they will not come into

general favor.

The immediate removal of all sewage by the water carriage system having
received the endorsement of all sanitary writers of any note, we must have the

apparatus by which this is effected in a high state of perfection to prevent the

evils which often arise from imperfections in the arrangement of the waste
pipes in dwellings, otherwise the sewer gas escapes into the dwellings and
vitiates the atmosphere. We have not space to enter into the detail of the

construction of traps in waste pipes or of ventilating shafts for sewers, all of

which have to be carefully studied to be understood and perfectly adjusted.

Interesting experiments are now being made with reference to the permeability

of the water in the traps by different gases, and it is found that some gases

even heavier than the air Avill pass through in a few seconds. This shows
that great necessity exists for the ventilation of the connecting lateral sewer
outside of the house by a pipe reaching the roof. A very convenient plan is

to pass the rainwater pipe leading from the eavestrough down into the sewer.

This pipe in dry weather is empty and affords a constant shaft for the sewer
gas. When a heavy rain takes place the pipe is full and the sewer is rapidly

filling and pressing the gas with such force as to pass it through the traps

unless the pressure is taken off by a pipe not acting as a water conduit, and
such provision should be always provided where waste pipes enter dwellings.

For the reason that this sewer gas has been noticed to invade bed-rooms
with windows opening near the eaves, it would always be advisable to select as

a ventilating shaft a rain pipe at some distance from windows liable to be
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opened, or, which is better, to construct an independent pipe, elevating it some

distance above the roof.

The diflFerence between sewer gas and that arising from the gradual decom-

position of vegetable matter in the cellar in the farm house is rather one of

degree than in kind; and the observations which have been recorded here

regarding this city can be in a large degree applied in the management of the

Tillage or of the farm.

These questions need not only to be discussed and examined and brought

before the public eye to have their importance felt and appreciated, but they

should be constantly presented in every point of view, both sanitary and eco-

nomical, for the reason that when the people find that conservation of health

is in reality economical and more than pays its own v/ay, they will then

be ready and willing to adopt its teachings.
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Letter from E. L. Griffin, M. D , relative to xxvi
Letters from Turkey in Asia, relative to xxv-xxvi
No person should enter a public school without a certificate of xxi
Anti-vaccinatiouists, objections of.. xsvi-xxvii
Remarks of Secretary, concerning xxiv-xxviii
Re-vaccination, Remarks of Secretary on necessity for xxvii

Re-vaccination as often as once in five years... xsi
Serious Epidemic of SmaH-pox stopped by 153
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Page.

Vaults and their Construction, how to avoid Dangers from. 72-74
Vaults (see Privies, Water Closets, etc.)

Ventilation of Sewers ..159-160

W.
Water :

Analysesof .66, 68,69,115, 116,121,127
Ann Arbor, Water-Supply of m
Bad at Saginaw, Cases of Sickness from xi
Bay City, Water-Supply of 123
Benton 'Harbor, Water-Supply of _ 120
Circular to Correspondents, mention of xlv
Circular to Correspondents relative to Water-Supply 108-111
Charlotte, Water-Supply of 117
Closets, construction of 69-73
Contamination of xix-sx, 5, 6,58,64-69,72, 81,107-133
Contamination of by Slaughter-houses xix, xx, 6
Detroit, Water-Supply of." 116, 120
DeWitt, Water-Supply of 124
Grand Rapids, Water-Supply of 126-127
Greenville, Water-Supply of 118
Hubbardston, Water-Supply of 123
Impure, cases of illness from using xi, 64-69, 81, 110-132, 153
Lamont, Water-Supply of 126
Lansing, Water-Supply of 128, 129-133
Lapeer, Water-Supplv of... 113-114
Leaching of, from Privy Vaults into Wells... xix, xx, 5, 64^69, 111, 114, 119, 127
Low places covered with, should not be filled till drained 155
Lyons, Water-Supply of.. 119
Mendon, Water-Supply of 117,124
Northville, Water-Supply of 112
Otsego, Water-Supply of 114-115
Pontiac, Water-Supply of 128
Port Huron, Water-Supply of. 127-128
Relations of to Health and Disease ix, xi, xix-xx, 5, 21, 58, 6^69, 81, 105-132,

154, 156, 158, 159.

Saginaw City, Water-Supply of xi, xii, xvii

Special Investigation on, proposed ix

Sturgis, Water-Supply of 115-116
Supply, article by Dr. Hazlewood 105-133
Supply, Circular relative to 108-111
Three Rivers, Water-Supply of 123
Typhoid fever. Analyses of Water supposed to have caused 68,69
Typhoid Fever diflFused by drinking-water 64-69
Water-Carriage System of Sewerage Extravagant. 73
Wyandotte, Water-Supply of 110,125

Water Closets (see Privies, Water Closets, etc.)
Wheat, Experiments with Paris Green 19-20
White Arsenic as an Insect Poison 13

Wilson, M. D., John P., reply to Circular relative to Water-Supply 128

Williams, Dr., quotation from as to 111-drained Houses 71

Work in the Office of the Board, Nature of xlv-xlvi

Work of this Board during the Fiscal Year viii-xlvi

Wyandotte, Water-Supply of .110,125

ERRATA.

Page 181, last line, first word should be iris.

Page 135, third word of the sub-title is address.
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